Bibliography 2015
Ashley Thomson and Shoshannah Ganz
This year’s bibliography, like its predecessors, is comprehensive but not complete. References
that we have uncovered—almost always theses and dissertations—that are not available even
through interlibrary loan, have not been included. On the other hand, citations from past years
that were missed in earlier bibliographies appear in this one so long as they are accessible.
Those who would like to examine earlier bibliographies may now access them full-text, starting in
2007, in Laurentian University’s Institutional Repository in the Library and Archives section
zone.biblio.laurentian.ca/dspace/?locale=en. The current bibliography has been embargoed until
the next edition is available.
Users will also note a significant number of links to full-text items. That said—and particularly
in the case of Atwood’s own commentary and opinion pieces—the bibliography reproduces
much if not all of what is available online, since what is accessible now may not be in the future.
There has also been a change in editing practice—instead of copying authors’ abstracts, we have
modified some to ensure greater clarity. We have not, however, standardized the spelling.
There are a number of people to thank: Drs. Reingard M. Nischik, Shannon Hengen,
Libby Marinilli (an Italian specialist), and Desmond Maley (a librarian at Laurentian
University). Thanks as well to Dorothy Robb of the library’s interlibrary loan section.
Finally, thanks to the ever-patient Karma Waltonen, editor of this journal.
As always, we would appreciate that any corrections to this year’s edition or contributions to
the 2016 edition be sent to athomson@laurentian.ca or shganz@grenfell.mun.ca.
Atwood’s Works
Adam Ha-Aharon [MaddAddam]. Translated by Ya’el Akhmon, Or Yehudah: Mahbarot le-sifrut, 2015.
Hebrew translation of MaddAddam.
Als Laatste Het Hart [The Heart Goes Last]. Translated by Lidwien Biekmann and Tjadine Stheeman,
Amsterdam: Prometheus, 2015.
Dutch translation of The Heart Goes Last.
“Artificial Intelligence: Our Long Love Affair with the Robot.” Turning Points, Jan. 2015, p. 10,
s.mg.co.za/1JFIdnx. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016. This is the original year-ahead publication
produced by the New York Times and the Mail & Guardian. Reprint of “Robots Take Over
the World. Again.” International New York Times, 6 Dec. 2014 Section: Editorial, p. 206. The
original text is reproduced in the 2014 edition of this bibliography.
“Can Canadian Oil Green-Clean Itself?” Globe and Mail 8 Sept. 2015, Section: Comment: A14.
Excerpt: Canadian oil has a problem; or rather, it has several problems. Those problems are:
1. the low price of oil; 2. the dirty image of oil-sands oil; 3. inept political leadership; and 4.
the new forms of energy coming on stream. Because Canadian oil has problems, Canada has
problems, too. We’ve been joined at the hip: If it’s in a mess, Canada’s in a mess. Or
something of a mess. What should we do?
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The first problem—the low price of oil—is beyond our control, but the extent of
our investment in it is not. Unfortunately for us, the Harper government overinvested in oil.
This once seemed like a plausible gamble, which must be why we didn’t flinch while Stephen
Harper backed oil with sack-loads of subsidies: $34-billion a year, according to the
International Monetary Fund, that covers the societal costs of the industry in Canada. Jobs
and prosperity would both abound, we were assured. Anyone who breathed a negative word
against the subsidy flow was viewed as unpatriotic and treated as next door to a terrorist.
The return never offset the investment, but who was doing the hard math? Now, the price
of oil is in the cellar and the Canadian dollar has been dragged down with it, meaning that
most of our imports now cost us 30 percent more. If we had spread our investment bets
over more sectors, we’d have more to prop us up now.
The second problem is the “dirty oil” image. Oil-sands oil has attracted a Yuck aura,
despite the efforts made to frame it as more “ethical” than other oil and the assurances that
pipelines are safe, cleanup is effective and so forth. What might a smart oil company do to
improve the “dirty” image? First, Big Oil should actually come through on its promises and
environmental undertakings. It, rather than the Canadian government, should take the
initiative, since Mr. Harper does not appear very interested in enforcing existing regulations.
Or the oil sector might follow the lead of BP and ConocoPhillips and invest in CoolPlanet,
which makes carbon-negative gasoline. Imagine being able to tank up while knowing you’re
actually reducing the CO2 in the air. That combo has broad consumer appeal. Or oil might
offset its carbon emissions with any one or more of the over a dozen carbon-capturing techs
and plans now available. Restoring degraded tropical forests is one of the cheapest and most
effective ways to capture carbon, and has the added benefit of creating wildlife habitat and
helping local communities. There are several companies that offer forest restoration as a
carbon trading/offsetting plan. Big Oil could partner with them, turn itself green, and hardly
miss the cash. There are a number of other carbon-capture plans on offer. If enough of
them roll out, the human race could actually start removing a net amount of CO2 from the
atmosphere instead of adding a net amount. And oil companies could be part of that
solution. As for the inevitable spills, a smart pipeline company would demonstrate that it has
ample crisis-management staff and mop-up gear in place. It could even help save monarch
butterflies by using Protec-style’s superior made-in-Canada milkweed-based oil soaker.
Imagine the video: a river of oil slick replaced by a river of monarchs! And a really smart
company would avoid running pipelines through really stupid places.
The third problem is political leadership. If you were a leader promoting Canadian
oil, maybe you should avoid annoying every other leader whose co-operation or territory is
needed for your favoured projects—such as pipelines—to go ahead. Instead, Mr. Harper has
threatened the U.S. President, treated First Nations with contempt, gone out of his way to
antagonize the Premier of Ontario and sullied Canada’s reputation abroad through footdragging over carbon-reduction treaties. The oil patch must be wondering whether they
backed the right champion. A leader able to admit to the CO2 “problem,” support practical
tech, and avoid demonizing other points of view would be a wiser choice.
The fourth problem is rapidly approaching. Simply put, the world is transitioning
from fossil fuels. The transition is driven by our very human fear and desire. The fear, that
we’ll kill our life support system: our planet. The desire, to find a substitute for fossil fuels
that will produce enough cheap energy to keep us from plunging into economic woe and
anarchy. Efficient electric cars that run on solar-charged batteries are a reality and the price is
coming down; solar home-storage batteries, ditto. Non-toxic solar panels and batteries are
being made. Cheap algae-growing energy-creating panels are being marketed by Grow
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Energy. If the price is right, consumers will choose these options because individuals are just
as interested in energy self-sufficiency as countries are: Why be subject to oil cartels and
price manipulation if you don’t have to be? And why stay on the grid if you can get off?
Huge installations—mega wind farms, solar farms, hydro dams—may soon be going the way
of the cassette tape deck and the floppy disk. If every home or small community can
generate its own cheap, non-toxic energy, why run electricity through an expensive grid
system? Every new technology creates new jobs and the new energy technologies are no
different. But how much of our tax money has gone into fostering this rapidly expanding
sector? Almost none, because if your only god is oil you will try to stifle any competition.
You will also try to stifle any data about climate science, as well as the kind of evidencebased, creative scientific data-gathering and technological thinking that is crucial for this new
phase. And that is what Mr. Harper has been doing: stifling. It looks like panic. We aren’t
served well by a frantic one-trick pony.
To manage both the oil we have and our transition into the rapidly approaching
alternative energy era, both Canada and the oil patch need a different kind of leader: one
who can understand the new world we are now entering and can help us navigate
intelligently and prosperously within it.
Dire Cartographies: The Roads to Ustopia and The Handmaid’s Tale. Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 2015.
In In Other Worlds: SF and the Human Imagination (3) [Kindle version]. Retrieved from
Amazon.com.
“The Eye of Heaven.” Nevermore!: Tales of Murder, Mystery and the Macabre: Neo-Gothic Fiction Inspired by
the Imagination of Edgar Allan Poe. Nancy Kilpatrick and Caro Soles, editors. Calgary: Edge
Science Fiction and Fantasy Publishing, 2015, pp. 237-240.
This Poe-inspired story was written by Atwood when she was 16.
“[Excerpt].” UK: The Telegraph, 23 July 2015, www.telegraph.co.uk/goodlife/11730754/Myfavourite-books-Sir-Tom-Stoppard-and-Margaret-Atwood.html. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
In an excerpt from The Pleasure of Reading: 43 Writers on the Discovery of Reading and the Books that
Inspired Them, Eleanor Doughty includes part of the section on Atwood: “When I hit high
school, I read Pride and Prejudice and Wuthering Heights, and developed what was, in those days
before rock stars, a standard passion for Mr. Darcy and Heathcliff. These reading choices
were approved of by adults, who liked anything called a classic. Other reading choices were
not. In grade nine, for instance, I joined a paperback book club which was in the business of
parting teenagers from their allowances, and received a satisfying helping of verbal trash
through the mail every month. Donovan’s Brain stands out: it was about an overgrown and
demented brain which was being kept alive in a glass jar by scientists—a brain which was
trying to take over the world. In addition to colouring my view of politicians, this prepared
me for the reading of Marlowe’s Doctor Faustus and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, later on.”
The excerpt also includes a list of Atwood’s favourite books: Lawrence Durrell, The
Alexandria Quartet; Louise Erdrich, The Beet Queen; Toni Morrison, Beloved; Chinua Achebe,
Things Fall Apart; Nawar El Sadawi, The Fall of the Imam; Anne Hébert, Kamouraska; Alice
Munro, The Lives of Girls and Women; Margaret Laurence, The Stone Angel; Robertson Davies,
Fifth Business and Timothy Findley, The Wars.
Feng Kuang Ya Dang [MaddAddam]. Translated by He, Manzhuang, Tai bei shi: Tian pei wen hua chu
ban, 2015.
Chinese translation of MaddAddam.
“Film Previews On a Plane: The Helpful Summaries.” 13 May 2015,
twitterfictionfestival.com/archive/margaret-atwoodstory/?timezone_string=America/New_York. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
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This work was composed for the 2015 Twitter Festival and was compiled from “descriptors
culled from previews of plane movies,” as well personal asides.
“The Geezer Vote.” National Post, 5 Sept. 2015, Section: Issues & Ideas: A19.
Excerpt: You’ve heard what they call us, we folks over 65. “The geezer vote.”
Yes, we golden oldies do vote, bless our knobbly knees. I remember my mother
(born 1909) describing her excitement the first time she voted; she continued to vote as long
as she could see. My spouse’s grandfather, who voted for John A. Macdonald, got himself
carried to the polls in a chair when he was 99 to vote for John Diefenbaker. That’s
dedication! We value our right to vote. In the early 20th century, women chained themselves
to fences and were thrown into prison to get the vote. Many have fought and died to defend
democratic elections: that’s one of the things we remember every Remembrance Day. Maybe
we geezers can’t remember where we put our glasses, but we do remember that.
Mind you, the “geezer vote” isn’t monolithic. Those over 65 are from all political
persuasions and at least three generations. If you were born between 1915 and 1935 you can
remember the Depression and the Second World War, and you are likely to take a dim view
of Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s mistreatment of vets—any vets. He loves monuments to
dead soldiers, he’s just not keen on soldiers who have inconveniently remained alive. Over
$1 billion earmarked for vets but never spent on helping them? We don’t understand that. If
born before 1942, you remember the war years, as well as the 1950s, the atomic bomb, and
the Cold War. Born after 1948 and you’re a baby boomer, with an expansive set of
expectations: you had plastic toys, unlike us earlier geezers, who played with pieces of wood.
But all of us doubtless had parents who saved string and hated debt, so we tend to keep a
watch on the pennies. If our parents knew that Harper changed the law in 2007 so he can
borrow billions in “non-budgetary” spending without Parliament’s permission or oversight,
thus ballooning the debt, they’d be rolling in their graves.
Despite our differences, us geezers have beady eyes. We fix those beady eyes on
politicians, every single one of which is—to us—a kid in short pants, though some of those
pants are shorter than others. What do the short-pant kids have in mind for the “geezer
vote?” One of our top concerns is our health-care system, which polls say is preferred to
private alternatives by 80-90 per cent of Canadians. Our system, started in Saskatchewan by
Tommy Douglas in 1946 and in Alberta by Social Credit in 1950, became near-universal in
1966 under Lester Pearson, supported by the NDP. Warning bell: Pearson was a Liberal, and
we remember Harper’s vow to destroy anything built by the Libs.
Is it true that Harper has already put in place a $36 billion cut to health care? There
are so many peas under the shuffle cups that we get confused, but that does seem to be the
case, measured against the previous trajectory of transfers. Is hatred by one party for
another, regardless of the public interest, a sound basis for public policy? Most of us think
not. We want the health care we’ve paid for over many decades to be there for us when we
break our hips while sliding over the ice to collect our pension cheques at the new group
mailboxes we’ll be forced to use, since Harper is cancelling door-to-door delivery.
Then there’s the CBC. It was started as a national counterbalance to foreign
commercial forces under R.B. Bennett, a Conservative, so it doesn’t qualify for Harperliquidation as a Liberal thing, but it’s no secret that Harper hates it anyway. We geezers grew
up with the CBC. We remember the way it brought Canadians together coast-to-coast,
though we are aware also of its recent shortcomings and short-changings. A strong majority
of Canadians support the CBC; in more remote communities they depend on it. That’s its
mandate: reflecting Canada to Canadians, with accessibility for all. So, warning bell: the
Trans-Pacific Partnership Harper’s so keen to sign will very likely mean the end of the CBC
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as a public national broadcaster, in which case broadcasting will all be commercial and most
likely foreign owned. Advertisers and foreign interests will call the shots, including the shots
on political news coverage. They won’t be bothered with regional news, because it won’t pay.
Is that good for any nation?
We’ve also been keeping our beady eyes on physician-assisted end-of-life, which is
supported by 77 per cent of Canadians, and by 67 per cent of Conservatives. At our age
we’ve been through a lot of deaths—with our grandparents, our parents and now our
friends. We don’t think suffering, humiliation and wheezing your last in agony is ennobling.
We’re not afraid of our dear ones trying to shove us off a cliff, but because we have lost so
many dear ones ourselves and we know how hard that was, we’re afraid of them lovingly
refusing to let us go. Very few of us will avail ourselves of such assistance, but very many of
us want the peace of mind that having the option would bring. Harper’s packed his death
panel with those who are vigorously opposed to assisted end-of-life. We don’t want them
deciding for us when we’ve had enough suffering and humiliation, with the pre-determined
answer being “never.”
Oh, and also: we don’t like it that the so-called Fair Elections Act is crafted to
deprive a bunch of our fellow geezers of their votes. A lot of older people don’t drive any
more. Many of the elderly are in assisted living, and therefore don’t pay bills with our names
and addresses on them. Why should these people be nullified? If you want the geezer vote,
short pant kids, you should work to deserve it.
“George Bowering and The Gangs of Kosmos.” Capilano Review, vol. 3, no. 24, 2014, pp. 61-63.
Excerpt: I first met George Bowering and his wife Angela at a writers’ party in Montreal in
1967. I was teaching at Sir George Williams (now part of Concordia), and so was he. She was
wearing a mini-dress and white knee-high go-go boots, one of the fashions then; he was
wearing a Donald Duck tie and doing a silly duck walk, and quacking—he was in the habit
of acting up to disguise shyness, I suppose—eliciting from Angela the cry of, “Oh George!”
that was familiar to all acquainted with their curious doubles act, in which George would
step outside the lines in a deliberately embarrassing manner and Angela would catch him
doing it and rebuke him for it. In those early days, she would also giggle delightedly. How
could he be so naughty?
The English Canadian writing community was quite small then. Maybe it wasn’t a
community as such, but a flotsam-jetsam agglomeration of people interested in writing, and
a small enough agglomeration so that those individuals tended to clump together for
warmth….
“The Handmaid’s Tulle; From Sherlock’s Deerstalker to the Zippicamiknicks of ‘Brave New World’,
Fictional Clothes Must Always Fit, Says Margaret Atwood.” London: Daily Telegraph, 14 Feb.
2015, Section: Reviews, Features, pp. 4-5.
Article published in advance of her talk on fashion and fiction at the Victoria & Albert
Museum on 13 Mar. 2015.
Excerpt: Some novelists feed their characters, others don’t. Dickens, for instance, revels in
lavish feasts, whereas Dashiell Hammett allows drink only. Some go in for furniture, or
paintings, or architecture; others ignore these in favour of musical instruments, floral
arrangements, or dogs. Pets and menus, bathtubs and curtains, buildings and gardens, all
reflect the psyches of their owners: or at least they do in books.
It’s the same with clothes. For some authors a hat is only a hat, full stop. But for
others, a glove, a feather, or a handbag are weighted with significance. Where would Henry
James be without the wardrobes, especially those of his lavender-gloved female characters?
Or Sherlock Holmes without his keen observation of boots and velveteen sleeves?
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I notice the clothes in the fiction I read. If someone is wearing a dress, I want to
know what colour it is, and that’s just the beginning. Is it in fashion or out of date? Seductive
plunging neckline or chaste bow at the chin? What would be worn under it—shift, slip,
crinoline, whalebone? Is the wearer overdressed for the occasion? Is she possibly a man, and
if so, can we tell? In any case, does the dress make her, or him, more attractive, or more
annoying, or perhaps laughable? And what about the shoes? And, most importantly: are the
period details correct? A female character wearing a white wedding dress in an age when the
most highly prized colour for brides was black will be deeply wounding to the clothesconscious reader. “But two-way stretch girdles weren’t invented yet!” they will cry. Then they
will write a scornful letter to the author. There are whole websites consecrated to the
correction of fashion gaffes and anachronisms in fiction. “Only an idiot would confuse that
bustle with a peplum!” they scold. I’ve considered writing letters in that tone, though I’ve
never written one. I’ve certainly received them, though not about the ready-to-wear; more
about how to make butter. But the same principle applies.
I’m sure I developed my pernickety interest in fictional clothes because I grew up
without having many real ones. That was during the war, when fabric was scarce. Search the
magazines of those times and you’ll find many articles on how to turn your worn-out blouse
into a newer-looking one by reversing the collar, adding sprightly rickrack trim, and other
such tricks. Materials were favoured not for their beauty but for their sturdiness: they were
supposed to last. That meant they were lumpy and scratchy. In my case, the absence of
furbelows on my apparel was augmented by the fact that our family spent more than half the
year in the northern Canadian woods, where skirts would have been stupid, since blackflies
and mosquitoes would get up them. I wore my brother’s hand-me-downs, which were often
brown and maroon. For city life I had the chunky, uncomfortable plaid skirt of the era and
the knitted cardigan given to pilling, and two dresses for warmer weather. Why would you
need any more? One could be washed while the other was being worn, was the reasoning of
my mother—a tomboy who hated shopping for clothes and avoided it when possible. But
then, despite my mother, I got seduced.
Not only were there birthday parties at which the little guests were expected to
appear decked out like the Infanta of Castile in ruffles, hairbows and skirts puffed like
marshmallows; there were also fairy tales, in many of which garments were essential to the
plot. We relished the scene in which Cinderella triumphs over her persecutors by casting off
her disguise of rags and appearing as her true, gorgeous inner self with the aid of a diamondcovered gown. We still relish that scene. Is that all it takes? A dress? Bring on the fairy
godmothers! No wonder Cinderella is said to be the oldest story going—so old that her
slippers were originally made of fur. At the same time, I was introduced to the life of
Hollywood glamour, as reflected in the world of paper dolls. These were of movie stars of
the Forties, such as Veronica Lake. The stars had many outfits: smart suits with matching
hats which they could wear shopping, more decorated frocks for afternoon social events,
cocktail dresses teamed with tiny veiled hats—not that I knew what a cocktail was—onepiece bathing suits worn with enormous sunhats while lounging beside swimming pools
drinking cooling drinks. Sometimes the stars might even play tennis, but they didn’t do this
often on my time because the tennis clothes were boring. Mostly they went to evening
gatherings, pretty as a picture in sparkly bias-cut evening gowns, long gloves up to their
elbows. The gloves were especially difficult to attach with the folding paper tabs, but they
were necessary. In a pinch, Elmer’s Glue could be used to stick them on, but then it would
be hard to get them off. Several arms were inadvertently amputated.
What the movie stars did once they got to the evening gatherings was beyond my
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ken, but they always needed a male escort to do it. He came with his underwear firmly in
place—scant hints of genitalia—and a limited wardrobe: a black dinner jacket, a couple of
daytime suits, and some embarrassing sportswear. In other words, he was no fun to dress.
Take the crooning out of the crooners and the dancing out of Fred Astaire, and what do you
have but a bunch of identical guys puttin’ on their top hats? Men didn’t return to the
peacock days of the 18th century until the advent of rock-and-roll and the hippies. But that
was too late for my paper-doll period.
As the Forties turned into the Fifties, Dior’s New Look took over. This was billed as
the Return of the Feminine. Gone were the serviceable, no-nonsense tweed suits, the
squarish padded shoulders, to be replaced by bouffant skirts belled out with crinolines and
wispy fabrics such as tulle. The word “dainty” was used often. Songs about buttons and
bows were popular, love and marriage went together like a horse and carriage, the boys were
home and room had to be made for them, and the baby boom was on. By this time, I was
wielding a sewing machine and making my own outfits, like many of my generation who
saved up our babysitting money and then blew it on vestments. We sewed partly because it
was cheaper, but also so we could have things that were not the same as everyone else’s: the
options in those days were more limited. Some of my productions were more successful
than others, and several of my concepts were far too original to have occurred to a girl more
thoroughly socialised than myself. (“Original,” in the Toronto of those days, meant
“bizarre,” just as “different” was a criticism.) Did I really dye a length of factory cotton
orange, print it with linoblock trilobites, and sew it into a dirndl skirt? Yes, I did. Did any of
my high school classmates find this peculiar? Without a doubt. But they found me peculiar
in general, though I didn’t realise it at the time. “You were so brave!” one of them said to me
recently. “What?” I replied. “Why?” “Well, you simply announced that you were going to be
a writer!” It seems this wasn’t something a person should simply announce; another thing I
didn’t realise at the time.
That was in 1956, when strapless formals were all the rage. These had their shape
wired in, so the cloth breasts jutted out regardless of what was inside them. Mishaps could
occur. A too-vigorous rock or roll might cause popping out; if the dress wasn’t tight enough,
one could be twirled around inside it so the wired front was at the back, as happened to a
friend of mine. Worst of all, there could be a gap between dress and self. The other boy on a
double date attended by my spouse drank too freely from the mickey in the glove
compartment, and, at the post-dance midnight restaurant meal, threw up down his partner’s
gap. Tears from her, groans from him. So ended a budding romance. I didn’t attempt to sew
a strapless—I knew my limits—but I did concoct a pink tulle formal with a bodice studded
with fake seed pearls. This frock was bunchy, though moderately acceptable, and, according
to my younger sister, had a prolonged afterlife as a set of cleaning cloths. My mother was
unsentimental about fabric-related events. She’d let us ruin her cut velvet evening gown of
the Thirties by playing dress-ups in it. How could she!
Which brings me to my writing, or rather to the clothing of the characters in my
writing. Such clothing always involves research—a moderate amount in the case of recent
history, though even then it’s best to do some cross-checking. If you’re writing about the
future you might seem to have an open field, but even then the outfits must fit their context.
Who can forget the zippicamiknicks in Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World or the red sash of
the Junior Anti-Sex League in Orwell’s 1984? For The Handmaid’s Tale I drew on many
sources, including the sumptuary laws of Renaissance Europe, the colour symbolism of
Christian religious art, and the frightening bonneted woman on the Old Dutch Cleanser
containers of my childhood.
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The past is another country, and its clothes are frozen in time. The further back, the
more research is needed. Where to begin? In the earlier 20th century, magazines and mailorder catalogues are invaluable; so are newspapers, especially their social pages in which the
clothing of every notable at a wedding or gala is described. (Not so with funerals, though the
same people are often present.) Pattern books are handy, and old photographs can be useful,
too, though paintings are often better: once portraits became the fashion, the sitters usually
wanted their finery depicted in sumptuous detail. For Alias Grace, set in the mid-19th century
and largely in the Kingston Penitentiary, I and my researchers combed through fashion
plates and written records, and consulted archivists: what sorts of boots did the women
wear, to cope with the snow? Did they have red flannel petticoats? And what about the
penitentiary uniforms? Blue and white stripes, we eventually discovered, but it took some
digging.
Women in the 19th century were frequently lectured on the frivolity of paying too
much attention to dress in lieu of doing good works. But how much attention was too
much? You needed to pay some attention if you had a position to keep up. Respectable
wives in England went to the Ascot races to examine the elegantly dressed high-class
courtesans so they could copy their outfits. Respectable matrons of New York—Edith
Wharton tells us—bought their gowns in Paris, then stored them for a season so they would
not be too immorally fashionable. Reputations could stand or fall on what you wore.
And, in earlier days, heads could roll. In the Code of Hammurabi (c. 1750 BC), the
penalty for wearing a veil if you were a slave was death. In the Bible, God is interested not
only in fig leaves, suits made of animal skins and cross-dressing—he didn’t like it—but also
in where to put the tassels and in the mixing of wool with linen. In this, God and my 1956
home economics teacher had something in common, as she always suspected.
It’s a very old human interest, self-decoration. From tattoos to wigs to earrings to
bustles to Victoria’s Secret, we’ve been festooning our bodies for a long time. We may not
be what we wear, but what we wear is a handy key to who we think we are. In a novel, it’s
crucial. We love Sherlock not only for his mind, but also for his deerstalker. So if such details
interest you, too, feel vindicated. And if I ever get the two-way stretch girdle wrong, by all
means write me that letter.
“Happy Endings.” The Story and Its Writer: An Introduction to Short Fiction. Ann Charters, editor. 9th
ed., Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2015, pp. 32-34.
Originally published in Good Bones and Simple Murders, 1983.
The Heart Goes Last: A Novel. New York: Nan A. Talese, 2015.
Also published: London: Bloomsbury and Toronto: McClelland & Stewart. Abstract: Living
in their car, surviving on tips, Charmaine and Stan are in a desperate state. So, when they see
an advertisement for Consilience, a ‘social experiment’ offering stable jobs and a home of
their own, they sign up immediately. All they have to do in return for suburban paradise is
give up their freedom every second month—swapping their home for a prison cell. At first,
all is well. But then, unknown to each other, Stan and Charmaine develop passionate
obsessions with their ‘Alternates,’ the couple that occupy their house when they are in
prison. Soon the pressures of conformity, mistrust, guilt and sexual desire begin to take over.
The Heart Goes Last: A Novel [Sound Recording]. Read by Cassandra Campbell and Mark Deakins.
New York: Penguin Random House, 2015. Compact disc. 10 sound discs (12 hr.)
Het Stenen Matras: Negen Vertellingen [The Stone Mattress]. Translated by Lidwien Biekmann,
Amsterdam: Prometheus, 2015.
[First] Dutch translation of The Stone Mattress.
Hong Huang Nian Dai [The Year of the Flood]. Translated by Yuchan Lu, Tai bei shi: Tian pei wen hua
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chu ban, 2015.
Chinese translation of The Year of the Flood.
“The Importance of Literacy and the Arts in Community Health.” Ontario Medical Review, vol. 82, no.
7, July/Aug. 2015, pp. 14-19, omr.dgtlpub.com/2015/2015-08-31/home.php. Accessed 1
Aug. 2016.
The Andrew Linton Memorial Lecture delivered at the annual meeting of the Ontario
Medical Association.
Excerpt: Thank you for inviting me to speak to you today. I’ve been asked to talk about, and
I quote, “The importance of literacy and the arts in community health.” It’s a little beige, as a
title. Not very adrenalin-making. Sort of like those “My summer vacation” essays we wrote
in high school in the ‘50s. I expect the poor teachers nodded off while marking them, as you
might be thinking about doing yourselves around now. But if I rewrote this title as, “The
Arts: The World’s Number One Best Aphrodisiac,” I bet you’d snap out of your
postprandial stupor. Though maybe that title would be stretching things. How about: “Can
the Arts Cure Cancer?” Alas, probably not, though it might be income-enhancing for
impoverished and grant-seeking painters and novelists to float the idea that they can.
Possibly we could re-phrase the proposed topic as a statement, like this: “If people aren’t
literate, they won’t be able to read the instructions on the prescription pill package, and then
they will die.” Not as silly as it sounds: in the U.S., more people are dying from prescription
drugs than from heroin and cocaine combined. Not that the fatal drugs are always
prescribed: sometimes they’re stolen; but that’s another story.
However, I don’t think this is what you meant by the suggested topic. Perhaps you
want me to tell you what literacy and the arts are good for, in relation to society. People
often want me to do that. It’s a thing that worries them. They aren’t worried in the same way
about dentists or plumbers, both of which have obvious connections to community health:
bad teeth can give you heart disease, bad drains can give you cholera. But literacy and the
arts they seem so wispy, in comparison to teeth and toilets. So lacking in solidity. Yet the arts
are all around us, and people seem to go in for them quite a lot, and have done so for a very
long time. So I will try to be as reassuring about this subject as I can.
Although it’s slightly daunting to be addressing a roomful of people so much
younger than myself, who at any minute might be called upon to rip off my tonsils or suck
my gall bladder out through a tube. Where did all these young, accomplished people come
from? When I was a teenager in the 1950s, I babysat for two little boys who were five and
six. I read them The Little Engine That Could, thus motivating them for the uphill horrors of
medical school. And both of them turned into doctors, and then, only about five minutes
later, their hair fell out. Such things happen so suddenly. You will find that out later in your
lives. Talking to bright young people is sometimes a challenge they look at me and see a mad
old witch, I look at them and see…well, let’s say I have to work very hard not to beckon to
them with my knobbly finger and say, “Whatever are you doing out so late? Shouldn’t you
be tucked into a cozy little casserole… shouldn’t you be tucked into your cozy little beds?
Wouldn’t you like a cookie? It’s right over there, inside the oven.” Things like that.
But the hard truth is that I’m not only old enough to be your babysitter, I’m old
enough to be your mother’s babysitter. I might even be old enough to be your
grandmother’s babysitter. Isn’t that scary? It was even scarier when I actually was a
babysitter. As a rule, the parents returned just in time, right before we started a really exciting
game called “Explore Your Microwave.” I’m so old that young people sometimes think I’m
dead, because, as you know, anyone you study in high school or college is dead by definition.
Here is my favourite story about being dead. It has a medical theme. We were giving
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a party for a lot of writers at our house, and one of them a young one, only about 40 got so
excited by this she thought she was having a heart attack. As she had already had one earlier
in her life, this was no joke. We laid her out on the sofa and Graeme did slow breathing with
her while I called 911, and very soon two hulking, hunky paramedics came bounding up the
front steps and into the house. They kicked everyone out of the room so they could do what
paramedics do, and while they were doing it they had the following conversation.
First paramedic: Do you know whose house this is?
Second paramedic: No, whose?
First paramedic: It’s Margaret Atwood’s house!
Second paramedic: Margaret Atwood! Is she still alive?
If they hadn’t been paramedics, it would have been into the casserole with them, right then
and there. But they were doing good work, so I refrained. I didn’t even share with them the
possibility that maybe I really wasn’t still alive. Here you have a choice: vampire or zombie?
The discerning mind will know immediately that it has to be vampire, because if it were
zombie, I wouldn’t be talking, would I?
The young woman wasn’t actually having a heart attack, by the way. She was having,
and I quote, “a ball of gas as big as a grapefruit.” That’s the effect I sometimes have on
people. Just a head’s up, in case you get an odd feeling in your insides.
And, in parentheses: I feel compelled to let you know that I have my St. John
Ambulance Certificate. Graeme and I both got them last summer. We were about 30 years
older than everyone else in the class, but they were kind. So if anyone keels over right here at
this lunch, I’ll know what to do. Whether I’ll be able to kneel down on the floor in order to
do it is an open question, but once down there, I’m fully capable of pushing the 30 pushes
and breathing the two breaths on any red plastic torso with a tip-back head that may be in
need of my ministrations. Our instructor in the St. John’s course was named Mr. Sweetapple.
He was very succinct. For instance, he warned us about taking the helmet off a motorcycle
crash victim, because, quote, “You never know what may be in there.” And that’s exactly
what I tell people about my novels! You never know what may be in there! It’s a crossdisciplinary kind of thing.
Now I have performed the obligatory Canadian ritual of making fun of yourself. And
it’s on to the serious business.
Before I take you far back in time, to the dawn of the human race long before
anesthesia, pantyhose, ultrasound, the Internet, and Band-Aids I’ll give you a little personal
history, just to establish my medical-connection street creds, having sensed that my St. John
Ambulance Certificate may not be quite enough.
My grandfather was a country doctor of the old school, in the first years of the 20th
century, in the Annapolis Valley in Nova Scotia. By the old school, I mean that there wasn’t
a hospital nearby (he was later instrumental in building one); that he delivered babies on
kitchen tables; that in the winter he made his calls in a sleigh, and in a buggy in the summer;
that his dispensary and his surgery, such as they were, were located in his house. He was a
somewhat terrifying figure in my mother’s stories of her childhood, and terrifying to her too
was the sight of people arriving at the door holding their mangled arms in place so he could
sew them back on, and screaming in agony as they died of appendicitis on the front
doorstep, and so on. My mother used to say, “Don’t get sick!” and she always tried her best
not to.
This era was before many of the vaccinations we now take for granted arrived on the
scene; polio, pertussis, scarlet fever, smallpox, and more were still big killers. Four of my
child cousins died of diphtheria. Two of my cousins (those that did not die) became doctors
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(GP, internist) and a third married one of them (oncologist). My father on the other hand
was a biologist, and so is my brother. All of which explains, I suppose, why I was such a
ruthless dissector of frogs in high school; I dissected not only my own frog, but the frog of
Wilda English, my lab partner, she being a squeamish girl who fainted at the sight of goo. So
I have always had a respect for doctors, especially those who don’t faint at the sight of goo,
and I’ve been interested in keeping up with new developments in both medicine and biology.
Things have moved very far since the horse and buggy days of my grandfather, but
in one respect they’re moving back again: after decades of increasing specialization, there’s a
renewed sense that doctors, toe experts though they may be, are treating a whole person.
That sick toe is attached to a someone, and it’s a someone with a feeling and thinking brain,
and the attitude of that brain (or let us say brains, since it’s now thought that we have two,
the second one being the intestinal tract) the attitude of those brains, and how happy and
connected they feel about the healing arts that are performed upon their toe by the toe
doctor, will have something to do with how quickly that toe recovers. Which is probably
why you invited me here. You think I know something about such connections, being in the
touchy-feely magical-thinking arts and all.
Let’s find out.
First, it’s off to pre-history for a quick peek at humanity’s long, long association with
the arts. So long, it MUST be good for us, right? Why do people everywhere, in all cultures,
make art? Because we’re people, and that’s what people do. Arts come with the package. Mr.
Richard Dawkins would say that the arts are therefore an evolved adaptation, and if so, the
arts must have given us a survival edge. So what was that edge? Our ancestors spent a very
long time in the Paleolithic before written languages appeared, so “history” as we know it is
just a thin skin of icing on an otherwise very large and somewhat impenetrable cake. What
our predecessors were doing during all those years, as the ice ages came and went, in
addition to meeting the basic needs for food and shelter, must have included a great deal of
what we would now call “the arts” and “religion” and “humanities,” though it was not until
very recent times that we began to call them by those separating names, and to specialize in
them. Those ancient ones were also working out various forms of what we would now call
science, or at least applied science: this mushroom will kill you; here is how you make a chert
arrowhead, and so forth. Thus the deep roots of what we now call the humanities are very,
very old. There’s a bone flute dated to 40,000 years ago on which you can play Mozart.
There’s a shell with a homo-erectus-made design on it that carbon-dates to 400,000 years.
These kinds of art-making, symbolic-thinking behaviours must have contributed enough to
the enterprise at hand the survival and flourishing of the group that they were selected for,
though we can only guess at the uses made of the various forms of art. We do know that
extremely young children soak up languages like little sponges, that they show an interest in
music and dance, melody and rhythm, very early, that they are inclined to use visual tools,
such as crayons on the wall-paper, well before they have enough small-motor control to
make recognizable pictures, and that they can understand a narrative sequence, a story this
happens, then this, then this before they can talk.
We can’t truly know, but it’s tempting to think that both musical systems and
articulated languages are our oldest human technologies. Music fosters bonding, and helps
members of communities to feel and act together. (Hint: that’s what hymns are for, not to
mention march music and national anthems.) Narrative skills would have been invaluable in
many ways: for origin stories: here’s where we came from but especially for helping the
young survive and prosper by way of story a far more effective way of communicating than,
for instance, graphs and charts, say those who study such things.
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The knowledge-communication and/or art-making would, for the longest time, have
taken place communally, around a fire or hearth, a subject explored extensively by Barry
Lord in his innovative book, Art and Energy. From his online blog on the same subject, here
is his observation on the central role of community for us humans:
“The culture of community was (and still is) essential to our survival as a species because our
mothers risk their lives (unlike every other species) to give birth to big-brained but helpless infants
who can grow old enough to reproduce our species only if they can learn how to be human. We rely
very little on instinct and almost entirely on learning for our young to grow old enough to sustain our
species and learning depends on a cultural context in which it can take place. The hearth and the
community that gathers around it whether that is a single family, an extended family, a village or a
tribe provide the cultural context that enables our young to grow to an age at which they will be able
to continue the life of our species.”
How to be human, how to survive as a human: this is the core of the matter. The
core of community, the core of humanity, the core of the arts. The instructive performances,
back then, would have been multimedia: they were enacted, sung, and danced, as well as told:
more impressive that way. This is the story about how Uncle Zot got eaten by a crocodile
because he went swimming right over there. Enter crocodile; seizure of Uncle Zot;
screaming noises; gurgles. So, children, do not do the same! On the other hand, here is how
we hunted the gazelles last year; if you listen to and watch the story about it, you will be
better equipped to hunt gazelles yourself, when the time comes. And by the way, here is the
magic chant that will ensure success.
Another positive result of the arts can be increased empathy or feeling with.
Empathy enlarges our ability to understand other people, we are told; a valuable life skill if
you’re a member of a small interdependent group, as most people were until very recently.
And useful even today, unless you want to interact with nothing but the Siri voice on your
phone. “Siri,” we asked her recently, “does cat urine cause dementia?” “I am trying to
understand your request,” she replied. Siri has not read enough novels.
But you didn’t need higher math to survive or flourish in a small Paleolithic group.
The number of objects we can count by looking at them assembled on a tabletop, without
using fingers or an abacus, is seven, we’re told. Although we can learn arithmetic and algebra
if we apply ourselves, we aren’t soaking them up at the age of two. And they were very late
to appear in human history. It isn’t that we couldn’t count. We just needed some tech help
doing it. Most of the Mesopotamian clay tablets written in cuneiform are temple inventories.
Only a few are poems, such as Gilgamesh and the Sumerian Inanna hymn cycle. Why?
People could easily memorize the poems. But not the numbering inventories.
So, short form: we come into this world equipped with nascent capabilities for “the
arts.” Inside every one of us is an artist of some sort. Maybe not a very good artist: as a
painter, I am to Rembrandt as brushing your teeth is to dentistry. But an artist nonetheless.
You can attempt to trash or control the artists, as dictatorships like to do even our own
government leaders and journalists like to prate about elitist artsy swells, and pretending we
artists spend our lives lolling around in limousines like cabinet ministers and spooning up the
caviar at banquets, like politicians, but you can’t excise the yen for the arts. You can take the
grants out of the budget but you can’t take the arts out of people. They are built in. And
that’s why they can be such a powerful tool for whole-person health, and also for sickperson healing.
So the arts are a given, and so are the healing arts. We are a very social species. We
care for and about other human beings, and unless we’re psychopaths, or have been told that
certain groups are our dehumanized enemies, or have been hardened by traumatic
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experiences, the sight of other people suffering will cause us distress. All social species,
including gorillas, elephants, killer whales, and wolves, will attempt to care for injured or
incapacitated members of their group. Human healing arts, like those bone flutes, are also
very, very old. There’s evidence to suggest that Neanderthals were carers, too: why not?
They were social beings.
Once we get to the written records, we find a huge amount of material devoted to
what we would now call medicine. A lot of it that of the ancient Egyptians, and that of the
ancient Greeks, for instance was art, in other words all the better. True, we may not agree
with 17th century physician and author Sir Thomas Brown that rubbing a ground-up mole on
your scalp is a tip-top cure for baldness, but it may at least have given the sufferer a
temporary lift. Meanwhile, pharmaceutical companies are poring through old herbals and
investigating plants once used medicinally, just in case there’s something to them.
Right now, in 2015, art is being used for healing once more. Yes, it’s happening; and
it’s part of a general movement in which areas of human interest and behaviour that were
once separated into watertight compartments are coming together again. We live in an age of
increasing synergy.
Despite that, I will divide my subject slightly. I’ll speak first about art that patients
receive; then about art that patients create themselves; then about art made by doctors, an
activity said to enhance their doctoring skills. There are many more examples of these things
going on than I can possibly cite, but here are a few.
First, art that patients receive. The therapeutic effects of music, and of resonating
sounds as in Buddhistic and Gregorian chanting music listened to, and also music performed
have been well known from ancient times, which makes it all the weirder that music still gets
removed from primary and secondary school curricula as a frill so I’ll use lesser-known
examples. My first one is visual, and is related to studies done on the relationship between
health (mental and physical) and nature. The Japanese, in their controlled studies on forest
bathing or walking in the woods, found that just doing this produced marked drops in blood
pressure and heart rate, and marked increases in immune-system white blood cells. Parallel
observations taken in prisons and hospital recovery rooms indicated that simply a view out a
window onto a natural scene reduced the rate of prison illnesses, and increased the rate of
healing six fold. Not only that, but simply a landscape painting of a certain kind morning or
late afternoon, looking down from a hill, woods or green habitat in the background, water
feature had a similar effect. This was the kind of situation favoured by our forebears during
the millennia they spent on the savannah or tundra and why not? That’s where you’d have
the best view, to spot prey and avoid being it. It’s a reassuring landscape that promises
abundance.
Why hospitals have not called upon the amateur landscape painters to turn out some
healing art for them, thus reducing hospital stays and costs, I cannot imagine. My next
example has to do with theatre. “Absent thee from felicity awhile,” says Hamlet to Horatio,
“to tell my story.” Why? Why do people long to tell their stories, to have others tell their
stories, to commemorate their stories, especially war stories and tragic stories? But they really
do. They want other people to know what it was like. There’s a theatre troupe that’s been
using Sophocles the ancient Greek playwright who was himself a war veteran as therapy for
veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. You can find a good account in
Harper’s Magazine of October 2014, entitled “You Are Not Alone Across Time: Using
Sophocles to Treat PTSD.” It seems to be more effective than anything else, because it
externalizes for sufferers what they went through and how they feel.
Those are my two examples of arts that patients receive. Then there’s art they do
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themselves. The value of painting for abused and traumatized kids is well known, but here’s
a new one. Vets suffering from injuries caused by blasts that had shaken up their brains who
had difficulty explaining what that felt like were asked to make masks depicting their mental
state. You can find the results in the National Geographic, February 15, 2015; the piece is called
“How Art Heals the Wounds of War.” The masks are not only expressive, they are very
powerful art. As one caption says, “The masks they make reveal things beyond the reach of
the most high-tech neuroimaging machine. They show the psychology of pain.” A doctor
explains why the masks are effective:
“Someone who has experienced trauma has a block that keeps them from verbalizing what they’ve
been through. There is a shutdown in the [convolution of] Broca the part of the brain responsible for
speech and language. The mask gives them a way to explain themselves. The concrete image of the
mask unleashes words. It reintegrates the left and right hemi-spheres. Now they can discuss their
feelings with their social worker or psychiatrist.”
Now, briefly, another example this time, art that doctors do. This piece is from the
Globe and Mail, April 24, and it’s titled, “Exposure to Art Can Help Improve a Doctor’s Skills
and Soul, Studies Show.” Here’s a quote:
“Carol Ann Courneya, assistant dean of student affairs at the University of British Columbia’s
medical school, points to studies that suggest exposure to art makes physicians better communicators,
more empathetic and enhances their diagnostic skills. A study she co-authored, to be published this
year, concludes that making art has other benefits. ‘It allowed them to bear witness to the suffering of
others…and helped them advocate for change,’ says Courneya, an associate professor with a
background in cardiovascular physiology (and an amateur photographer).”
There you go. Get out the paint-brush. My terrifying doctor grandfather, when he
retired due to having heart disease in the age before stents and valves, took up woodcarving,
and I have to say he was darn good at it.
Though, since you’re doctors, it’s more likely to be the keyboard. Doctors have
provided many well-known writers medicine being very much entwined with narrative, and
also with mystery stories: What is the history of the disease? What is the evil culprit? Where
is it hiding? How do we get rid of it? Cue Sherlock Holmes, whose author was himself a
doctor, and whose sidekick Watson is a narrative kind of chap. Cue also Chekhov, whose
role as a doctor gave him a ringside seat at the great spectacle of human nature. And cue our
very own Dr. Vincent Lam, whose Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures, which follows the ordeals
and lives of a diverse bunch of medical students here in Toronto, won the Giller Prize. I’m
pleased about that one: I helped to get it published. Was I wrong? Of course not. I’m never
wrong, and all who declare otherwise get popped into the casserole. One of my favourite
non-fiction books by a doctor is Mortal Lessons: Notes on the Art of Surgery, by Richard Selzer.
It’s a classic. Talk about a ring-side seat. Note what he calls surgery: an art.
I haven’t gone into the therapeutic effect that collective or community-driven art
projects can have for communities as a whole, for their sense of well-being that may be
another subject but a delving into war memorials, festivals such as Caribana, the
construction of performance buildings such as the opera house here, and smaller
community-driven literary and music festivals such as Nova Scotia’s Read by the Sea, where
people bring their own lawn chairs, would repay further study. Nor have I explored the
reasons why people dress up as zombies and go on collective zombie walks. Talk about art!
You should see the detail they put into their outfits! Why does this make them feel better?
Because it does. They get a huge kick out of it, as folks in Mexico do on the Day of the
Dead, with its amusing sugar skeletons. Alas, poor Yorick, says Hamlet to a skull. You’re
dead and I’m not. Or not yet. It’s encouraging.
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Which brings us to tombstone inscriptions. Those are art, too, sometimes.
Remember me as you pass by: As you are now, so once was I; As I am now, so you must be: Prepare for
death and follow me. You are not alone across time. You are definitely not.
Well, that was a bit gloomy; so, being Canadian, I’ll end with a joke. It’s a crossdisciplinary joke about doctors and writers. I didn’t make it up. A writer and a brain surgeon
meet at a party. “You’re a writer,” says the brain surgeon. “How interesting! When I retire,
I’m going to be a writer, too.” “What a coincidence,” says the writer. “Because when I retire,
I’m going to be a brain surgeon.”
In my case, that just might turn out to be true. Hope and pray that you will not be
my first patient; or, if you are, that I’ll be able to find my reading glasses.
It’s been a pleasure. Thank you.
“In the Shadow of Kafka.” BBC [Radio], 11 May 2015, www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02r3ybq.
Accessed 1 Aug. 2016. 15 mins. Atwood revisits an essay she wrote on Kafka in 1959 and
reflects on two visits to Prague in search of Kafka later in her life.
“In Which Margaret Atwood Annotates Her New Book The Heart Goes Last Gets the Genius
Treatment.” Literary Hub, 1 23 Sept. 2015, lithub.com/in-which-margaret-atwood-annotatesher-new-book. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
[Genius “is the world’s biggest collection of song lyrics and crowd sourced musical
knowledge.” See: http: //genius.com/].
The following excerpt from the book is what was annotated. The annotated section appears
in bold. The annotations themselves in [square brackets]:
BREW
[Brew: as in beer, but also as in “witches’ brew.” Something’s cooking and it might be Eye of
Newt.]
It wasn’t a good night. Charmaine did try for a comforting note: “Let’s concentrate on the
things we have,” she’d said into the moist, stinky darkness of the car. “We have each other.”
She’d started to reach her arm from the back seat into the front, in order to touch Stan, to
reassure him, but then she thought better of it. Stan might take it the wrong way, he’d want
to get into the back seat with her, he’d want them to make love, and that could be so
uncomfortable with the two of them squashed in together because her head would get
jammed up against the car door and she’d start to slide sideways off the seat, with Stan
working away at her as if she was a job he had to get done really fast, and her head going
bump bump bump. It was not inspirational.
Also she can never concentrate, because what if someone snuck up on them from the
outside? Stan would be caught bare-assed, scrambling over into the front seat and trying to
start the car while a gang of thugs bashed at the windows, trying to get at her. Though not
her, first and foremost. What they’d want would be the truly valuable thing, which was the
car. She’d be an afterthought, once they’d done away with Stan.
There’s been a number of former car owners flung out onto the gravel, right around here;
knifed, heads crushed in, bleeding to death. No one bothers with those cases any more, with
finding out who did it, because that would take time, and only rich people can afford to
have police. [Unfortunately true in many parts of the world.] All those things we never
appreciated until we didn’t have them, as Grandma Win would say, Charmaine thinks
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regretfully.
Grandma Win refused to go to the hospital, once she got really sick. She said it
would cost too much, and it would have. [Also increasingly true.] So she died right in the
house, with Charmaine taking care of her up to the end. Sell the house, sugar pie, Grandma
Win said when she was still lucid. Go to college, make the most of yourself. You can do it.
And Charmaine had made the most of herself. She’d majored in Gerontology and Play
Therapy, [Gerontology and Play Therapy: always useful, and especially the former right
now.] because Grandma Win said that way she’d be covered both ends, and she had
empathy and a special gift for helping people. She’d got her degree.
Not that it makes any difference now.
**
If anything happens we’re on our own, Stan tells her too frequently. It’s not a comforting
thought. No wonder he’s so rapid, those times he does manage to cram himself in on top of
her. He needs to be on the alert all the time.
So instead of touching Stan last night, she whispered, “Sleep tight. Love you.”
Stan said something. “Love you too,” maybe, though it came out more like a mumble, with a
kind of snort in it. Probably the poor man was almost asleep. He does love her, he said he’d
love her forever. She was so grateful when she found him, or when he found her. When they
found each other. He was so steady and dependable. She would like to be that way too,
steady and dependable, although she has doubts that she can ever manage it because she’s so
easily startled. But she needs to toughen up. She needs to show some grit. She doesn’t want
to be a drag.
**
They both wake up early—it’s summer now, the light comes in through the car windows,
too bright. Maybe she should fix up some curtains, thinks Charmaine. Then they could get
more sleep and not be so crabby.
They go for day-old doughnuts at the nearest strip mall, double chocolate glazed,
and make some instant coffee in the car with their plug-in cup heater, [Not my idea of
the Breakfast of Champions.] which is a lot cheaper than buying the coffee in the doughnut
place.
“This is like a picnic,” Charmaine says brightly, though it isn’t much like a picnic—eating
stale doughnuts inside the car with a light drizzle falling.
Stan checks the job websites on their pre-paid phone, but that’s depressing for him—he
keeps saying, “Nothing, fuck, nothing, fuck, nothing”—so Charmaine says why don’t they
go jogging? They used to do that when they had their house: get up early, jog before
breakfast, then a shower. It made you feel so full of energy, so clean. But Stan looks at her
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like she’s out of her mind, and she sees that yes, it would be silly, leaving the car unattended
with everything in it such as their clothes, and putting themselves at risk in addition, because
who knows what might be hiding in the bushes? Anyway, where would they jog? Along the
streets with the boarded-up houses? Parks are too dangerous, they’re full of addicts,
everyone knows that.
“Jogging, fuck,” is all Stan says. He’s bristly and grumpy, and he could use a haircut. Maybe
she can smuggle him into the bar where she works, later, with a towel and a razor, and he
can give himself a wash and a shave in the men’s room. Not luxury surroundings, but at least
water still comes out of the tap. It’s rusty red in colour, but it comes out.
**
PixelDust [Is there a bar of that name in a digital-rich area? If not, there should be one.] is
the bar. It opened in the decade when there was a digital mini-boom here—a bunch of
interactive startups and app creators—and was meant to lure in those kinds of geeky kids,
with toys and games such as foosball and pool and online car racing. There are big
flatscreens where they once ran silent movies as cool wallpaper, [Observable in a bar
known to me.] though one of them is broken and the rest show ordinary TV shows, a
different one on every screen. There are some little nooks and corners meant for brainy
conversations—Think Tank, that section was called. The signage is still there, though
someone’s crossed out Think and written Fuck, because two of the semi-resident hookers
turn tricks in there. After the mini-boom dried up, some smarty-pants broke the Pixel part of
the LED sign, so now it only says Dust.
By name and by nature, thinks Charmaine: a layer of permanent grime coats everything. The
air smells of rancid fat from the chicken wings place next door; customers bring them in
here in paper bags, pass them around. Those wings are moderately disgusting, but
Charmaine never says no to them when they’re on offer.
The place wouldn’t stay open, except that it’s now the hub for what she supposes—knows,
really—is the local clutch of drug dealers. It’s where they meet their suppliers and customers;
they don’t need to worry about getting caught, not here, not any more. They have a few
hangers-on, plus the two hookers, just high-spirited girls, no more than nineteen. They’re
both very pretty; one is a blonde, the other has long dark hair. Sandi and Veronica, decked
out in T-shirts with sequins and really short shorts. They were in college before everyone
around here lost their money, is what they say.
They won’t last, is Charmaine’s opinion. Either someone will beat them up and they’ll quit,
or they’ll give up and start taking those drugs, which is another way of quitting. Or a pimp
will move in on them; or one day they’ll just drop through a hole in space and no one will
want to mention them, because they’ll be dead. It’s a wonder none of those things have
happened yet. Charmaine wants to tell them to get out of here, but where would they go,
and anyway it’s none of her business.
When they aren’t busying themselves in the Fuck Tank, they sit at the counter and drink diet
sodas and chat with Charmaine. Sandi told her they only do the hooking because they’re
waiting to get real work, and Veronica said, “I work my ass off,” and then they both laughed.
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Sandi would like to be a personal trainer, Veronica would choose nursing. They talk as if
these things might really happen one day. Charmaine doesn’t contradict them, because
Grandma Win always said miracles really can happen, such as Charmaine coming to stay
with her—that was a miracle!
So who knows? Sandi and Veronica have been there a couple of the times that Stan has
picked her up from work, and she couldn’t help but introduce them. Out in the car he said,
“You shouldn’t get so cozy with those hookers,” and Charmaine said she wasn’t that cozy
with them, but they were quite sweet really, and he said, Sweet my ass, which wasn’t very
kind in her opinion. But she didn’t say so.
Once in a while outsiders blunder in, young guys usually, tourists from other, more
prosperous countries or cities, going slumming, looking for cheap thrills; [Sex tourism
looks different when your own country is the target of it.] then she needs to be alert. She’s
come to know a lot of the regulars, so they leave her alone—they know she’s not like Sandi
and Veronica, she has a husband—and only someone new would think of trying to hit on
her.
**
She has the afternoon shift, when it’s pretty quiet. The evening would be better for tips, but
Stan says he doesn’t want her working then because there are too many drunken lechers,
though he may have to give in on that if she’s offered the slot, because their cash stash is
getting really small. In the afternoons it’s only her and Deirdre, who’s left over from the
cushier days of PixelDust—she was once a coder, she has a tattoo of a Moebius strip on her
arm and still wears her hair in two little-girl brunette pigtails, that Harriet-the-Spy girl-geek
look. And there’s also Brad, who does the scowling at the rowdy customers when necessary.
She can watch TV on the flatscreens, old Elvis Presley movies from the sixties, so consoling;
or daytime sitcoms, though they aren’t that funny and anyway comedy is so cold and
heartless, it makes fun of people’s sadness. She prefers the more dramatic shows where
everyone’s getting kidnapped or raped or shut up in a dark hole, and you aren’t supposed to
laugh at it. You’re supposed to be upset, the way you’d be if it was happening to you. Being
upset is a warmer, close-up feeling, not a chilly distant feeling like laughing at people.
She used to watch a show that wasn’t a sitcom. It was a reality show called The Home
Front, with Lucinda Quant. [I made this up, but then someone told me there really was a
show something like this. “The Home Front” is of course a reference to World War II.]
Lucinda used to be a bigtime anchor but then she got older, so The Home Front was only
on local cable. Lucinda went around and interviewed people who were being evicted from
their homes, and you got to see all their stuff being piled on the lawn, such as their sofa and
their bed and their TV, which was really sad but also interesting, all the things they’d bought,
and Lucinda asked them what happened to their life, and they told about how hard-working
they’d been, but then the plant closed, or the head office relocated, or whatever. Then
viewers were supposed to send in money to help those folks out, and sometimes they
did, and that showed the good in people. [As in the 1940s radio show, Queen for a Day,
in which the most misery won.]
Charmaine found The Home Front encouraging, because what happened to her and Stan
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could happen to anyone. But then Lucinda Quant got cancer and went bald and started
streaming video of herself being sick, right from her hospital room, and Charmaine found
that depressing, so she didn’t watch Lucinda any more. Though she wished her well, and
hoped she would get better.
Sometimes she chats with Deirdre. They tell their life stories, and Deirdre’s is worse than
Charmaine’s, with fewer kindly adults like Grandma Win, and more molesting, and it has an
abortion in it; which isn’t a thing Charmaine could ever bring herself to do. She’s on the pill
for now, she gets them cheap from Deirdre, but she’s always wanted a baby, though how
she’ll cope if she gets pregnant by mistake, with Stan and her living in their car, she has no
idea. Other women—women in the past, tougher women—have dealt with babies in
confined spaces, such as ocean ships and covered wagons. But maybe not cars. It’s hard to
get smells out of car upholstery, [True.] so you’d have to be extra careful about the
spitting up and so forth.
**
Around eleven she and Stan have another doughnut. Then they make a hopeful stop at a
dumpster out behind a soup joint, but no luck, the stuff has already been picked over.
Before noon Stan takes her to the laundromat in one of the malls—they’ve used that one
before, two of the machines are still working—and he watches the car while she does a load
and then pays for it on their phone. She got rid of their white things a while ago—even her
cotton nighties—traded them for darker colours. It’s too hard to keep white things clean,
she hates that dingy look. Then they eat some cheese slices and a leftover bagel for lunch,
with some more instant coffee. They’ll have better food tonight, because Charmaine gets
paid.
Then Stan drops her off at Dust and says he’ll come back at seven to pick her up.
Brad says Deirdre is off, she’s called in sick, but it’s okay because there’s nothing much
happening. Just a few guys sitting at the bar drinking a brew or two. They’ve got fancy mixed
drinks written up on the chalkboard, but nobody ever buys them.
She settles into the familiar boredom of the afternoon. She’s only had this job for a few
weeks, but it feels like longer. Waiting, waiting, waiting, for other people to decide things, for
something to happen. It reminds her a lot of the Ruby Slippers Home and Clinic [Okay,
this IS kind of sick. But no more so than a lot of the real names out there.]—their motto was
“There’s no place like home,” which was kind of sick if you thought about it, since the
people were in there because they couldn’t manage in their real homes. Mostly you served
the old folks food and drink at intervals, just like at Dust, and were nice to them, just like at
Dust, and smiled a lot, just like at Dust. Once in a while she would get in some
entertainment, a therapy clown or a therapy dog, or a magician, or a music group donating
their time to charity. But mostly nothing much happened, as in those animal-cam websites
with baby eagles, until all of a sudden there would be the flurry and crisis of a messy,
squawky death. Just like at Dust. Though they don’t beat up anyone inside the building if
they can help it.
“Brewski,” says a man at the bar. “Same as before.” Charmaine smiles impersonally and
bends over to take the beer out of the fridge. Straightening up, she sees herself in the
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mirror—she’s still in good shape, not too tired-looking despite the restless night—and
catches the man staring at her. She turns her eyes away. Was she teasing, was she flaunting it,
bending over like that? No, she was only doing her job. Let him stare.
Last week, Sandi and Veronica asked her if she’d like to turn a few. She could make more
that way than she was making behind the bar; way more, if she’d go offsite. They had a
couple of rooms nearby they could use, classier than the Fuck Tank, they had beds.
Charmaine had a fresh look: the clients liked sweet, big-eyed, kiddie-faced blondes like her.
Oh no, Charmaine said. Oh no, I couldn’t! Though she’d had a tiny flash of excitement, like
peering in through a window and seeing another version of herself inside, leading a second
life; a more raucous and rewarding second life. At least more rewarding financially, and she’d
be doing it for Stan, wouldn’t she? Which would excuse whatever happened. Those things
with strange men, different things. What would it be like?
But no, she couldn’t, because it was way too dangerous. You never knew what men like that
would do, they could get carried away. They might get started on the self-expression. And
what if Stan found out? He’d never go for it, no matter how much they needed the cash.
He’d be destroyed. Besides, it was wrong.
“Introduction.” European Red List of Birds. Graeme Gibson, co-author, Birdlife International,
Luxembourg: European Commission, 2015, v,
www.birdlife.org/sites/default/files/attachments/RedList%20-%20BirdLife%20publication
%20WEB.pdf. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: The European Red List of Birds, an exhaustive compendium of threatened species, but
we are not happy. There should not have to be a Red List. One of the reasons for having
one is to make future Red Lists unnecessary by saving and protecting the species involved.
But why should WE bother to do that? you might ask. Here are a few reasons.
1. Obvious economic value. For forest industries, avian pest control is estimated at
billions of dollars annually. Fruit farmers and crop farmers also benefit: such pests as codling
moths and rats and mice are effectively controlled by birds. Restoring seabird colonies adds
markedly to the supply of fish, as bird excrement feeds the phytoplankton necessary for
small fish. The removal of birds from economic systems would have a catastrophic impact.
2. Hidden economic value. Many, many bird species replant forests by distributing
nuts and seeds, hiding them in the ground and then failing to collect. Regrowing forests is
one of the crucial elements in any overall carbon-uptake plan; here the role of birds is
essential. The jay and the nutcracker are veteran forest planters.
3. The psychological and emotional value to humans. As more work is done on the
negative effect of “nature deficit disorder” and the positive effects of exposure to nature—
even on blood pressure, heart rate, and white cell count—someone may put a value on this
role soon. Meanwhile, we know that birds have been around for at least 150 million years,
and that, for us, they are symbols of hope and of our connection to the numinous. Imagine a
world without birdsong, without birdflight, without the return of the birds in spring. Now
calculate the cost of the depression and hopelessness that would ensue.
Perhaps it is time to rewrite John Donne’s famous sermon: No bird is an island, entire of
itself; every bird is a piece of nature, a part of the ecosystem; if a single species be extinguished, mankind is the
less, as well as if a whole family were, as well as any manner of thy friends were; any bird species’ death
diminishes me, because I am involved in the natural world. And therefore never send to know for whom the
Red List is compiled; it is compiled for thee.
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First the birds, then us. Unless we pay attention, we’ll be on the Red List next. Take
note.
“Introduction.” Selected Poems, 1967-2011. George Jonas, author, pp. 1-4.
“It’s Not Climate Change... It’s Everything Change; An Exclusive Essay... Margaret Atwood.” The
Independent, 30 July 2015, Section: Features, p. 30,
www.independent.co.uk/environment/climate-change/margaret-atwood-on-climate-changetime-is-running-out-for-our-fragile-goldilocks-planet-10425406.html. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
This is a lightly edited version of an article which originally appeared in the online magazine,
Matter, medium.com/matter/it-s-not-climate-change-it-s-everything-change8fd9aa671804#.cad8rgq04. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
This essay was also translated into Dutch and published as “Eén kans om het goed te doen
Essay—Klimaatverandering. Alles wordt anders” in De Groene Amsterdammer 14 Oct. 2014
and is available from www.groene.nl/artikel/een-kans-om-het-goed-te-doen. Accessed 1
Aug. 2016).
Excerpt: Oil! Our secret god, our secret sharer, our magic wand, fulfiller of our every desire,
our co-conspirator! Can’t live with it, can’t right at this moment live without it. But it’s on
everyone’s mind. Back in 2009, as fracking and the mining of the oil/tar sands in Alberta
ramped up when people were talking about Peak Oil and the dangers of the supply giving
out I wrote a piece called “The Future Without Oil.” It went like this...
The future without oil! For optimists, a pleasant picture: let’s call it Picture One.
There we are, driving around in our cars fueled by hydrogen, or methane, or solar, or
something else we have yet to dream up. Goods from afar come to us by solar-and-saildriven ship, or else by new versions of the airship, which can lift and carry a huge amount of
freight with minimal pollution and no ear-slitting noise. Trains have made a comeback. So
have bicycles, when it isn’t snowing (but maybe there won’t be any more winter). We’ve
gone back to small-scale hydropower, using fish-friendly dams. We’re eating locally, and
even growing organic vegetables on our erstwhile front lawns, watering them with grey-water
and rainwater, and with the water saved from using low-flush toilets.
We’re using low-draw lightbulbs and energy-efficient heating systems, including
pellet stoves, radiant panels, and long underwear. “Heat yourself, not the room,” is no longer
a slogan for nutty eccentrics: it’s the way we all live now. What will we wear? A lot of hemp,
I expect: hemp is a hardy fibre source with few pesticide requirements, and cotton will have
proven too costly and destructive to grow. We might also be wearing a lot of recycled tin
foil—keeps the heat in—and garments made from the recycled plastic we’ve harvested from
the island of it twice the size of Texas currently floating in the Pacific Ocean.
What will we eat, besides our front-lawn vegetables? That may be a problem – we’re
coming to the end of cheap fish and there are other shortages looming. Abundant animal
protein in large hunks may have had its day.
However, we’re an inventive species. When push comes to shove we don’t have a lot
of fastidiousness: we’ll eat anything as long as there’s ketchup. And looking on the bright
side: obesity due to over-eating will no longer be a crisis, and diet plans will not only be free,
but mandatory. That’s Picture One. I like it. It’s comforting. Under certain conditions, it
might even come true. Sort of.
Then there’s Picture Two. Suppose the future without oil arrives very quickly.
Suppose a bad fairy waves his wand, and poof! Suddenly there’s no oil, anywhere, at all.
Everything would immediately come to a halt. No cars, no planes; a few trains still running
on hydroelectric, and some bicycles, but that wouldn’t take very many people very far. Food
would cease to flow into the cities, water would cease to flow out of the taps. Within hours,
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panic would set in.
The first result would be the disappearance of the word “we”: except in areas with
exceptional organisation and leadership, the word “I” would replace it, as the war of all
against all sets in. There would be a run on the supermarkets, followed immediately by food
riots and looting. There would also be a run on the banks—people would want their money
out for black market purchasing, although all currencies would quickly lose value, replaced
by bartering. In any case the banks would close: their electronic systems would shut down,
and they’d run out of cash.
Having looted and hoarded some food and filled their bathtubs with water, people
would hunker down in their houses, creeping out into the backyards if they dared because
their toilets would no longer flush. The lights would go out. Communication systems would
break down. What next? Open a can of dog food, eat it, then eat the dog. Then wait for the
authorities to restore order. But the authorities, lacking transport, would be unable to do
this.
Other authorities would take over. These would at first be known as thugs and street
gangs, then as warlords. They’d attack the barricaded houses, raping, pillaging and
murdering. But soon even they would run out of stolen food. It wouldn’t take long for
pandemic disease to break out. It will quickly become apparent that the present world
population of six and a half billion people is not only dependent on oil, but was created by it:
humanity has expanded to fill the space made possible to it by oil, and without it would
shrink with astounding rapidity. As for “the economy,” there won’t be one. Money will
vanish: the only items of exchange will be food, water, and most likely, before everyone
topples over, sex.
Picture Two is extreme, and also unlikely, but it exposes the truth: we’re hooked on
oil, and without it we can’t do much. And since it’s bound to run out eventually, and since
cheap oil is already a thing of the past, we ought to be investing a lot of time, effort and
money in ways to replace it.
Unfortunately, like every other species on the planet, we don’t change our ways
unless necessity forces us. We’re also self-interested: unless there are laws mandating
conservation of energy, most won’t do it, because why make sacrifices if others don’t? In
business, the laws of competition mean most corporations will extract maximum riches from
available resources with not much thought to the consequences. Why expect any human
being or institution to behave otherwise unless they can see clear benefits?
In addition to Pictures One and Two, there’s Picture Three. In Picture Three, some
countries plan for the future of diminished oil, some don’t. Those planning now include, not
strangely, those that don’t have any, or don’t need any. Iceland generates over half its power
from abundant geothermal sources. Germany is rapidly converting, as are a number of other
oil-poor European countries. They are preparing to weather the coming storm.
Then there are the oil-rich countries. Of these, those who were poor in the past, who
got rich quick, and who have no resources other than oil are investing the oil wealth they
know to be temporary in technologies they hope will work for them when the oil runs out.
But in countries that have oil, but have other resources too, such foresight is lacking—
though does exist in one form. As a Pentagon report of 2003 put it, “Nations with the
resources to do so may build virtual fortresses around their countries, preserving resources
for themselves.” (That’s already happening: the walls grow higher and stronger every day.)
Still, long-term planning is mostly lacking.
Biofuel is largely delusional: the amount of oil required to make it is larger than the
payout. Some oil companies are exploring other energy sources, but by and large they’re
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simply lobbying against anything and anyone that might cause a decrease in consumption
and thus their profits. It’s gold-rush time, and oil is the gold, and short-term gain outweighs
long-term pain, and madness is afoot.
My own country, Canada, is rich in oil, a lot of it in the Athabasca oil sands, where
mining licences are sold to anyone with the cash, and CO2 is poured into the atmosphere,
not only from the end product but in the course of its manufacture. Also used in its
manufacture is an enormous amount of water—mostly from the Athabasca River, which is
fed by a glacier. But due to global warming, glaciers are melting fast. When they’re gone, no
more water, and thus no more oil from oil sands.
Maybe we’ll be saved, partially, by our own ineptness. But we’ll leave much
destruction in our wake. First stop, the oil sands. Next stop, the planet. If we don’t start
aiming for Picture One, we’ll end up with some version of Picture Two. So hoard some dog
food, because you may be needing it.
It’s interesting to look back on what I wrote about oil in 2009, and to reflect on how
the conversation has changed in a mere six years. Much of what most people took for
granted back then is no longer universally accepted, including the idea that we could just go
on and on the way we were living then, with no consequences. There was already some
alarm, but those voicing it were seen as extreme. Now their concerns have moved to the
centre of the conversation. Here are some of the main worries. Planet Earth—the
Goldilocks planet we’ve taken for granted, neither too hot or too cold, neither too wet or
too dry, with fertile soils that accumulated for millennia before we started to farm them—is
altering. The shift towards the warmer end of the thermometer –once predicted to happen
much later, when the generations now alive had had lots of fun, made lots of money,
gobbled up lots of resources, burned lots of fossil fuels and then died—are happening much
sooner than anticipated. In fact, now—and here are three top warning signs.
First, the transformation of the oceans. Not only are these harmed by the warming
of their waters, there is also increased acidification due to CO2 absorption; the everincreasing amount of oil-based plastic trash and toxic pollutants pouring in; and the
overfishing and destruction of marine ecosystems and spawning grounds by bottomdragging trawlers. Most lethal to us, and affected by all of these, would be the destruction of
the blue-green marine algae that created our present oxygen-rich atmosphere 2.45 billion
years ago, and that continue to make the majority of the oxygen we breathe. If the algae die,
that would put an end to us, as we would gasp to death like fish out of water.
A second sign is the drought in California, said to be the worst for 1,200 years. This
is now in its fourth year and mirrored by droughts in other western US states, such as Utah
and Idaho. The snowpack in the mountains that usually feeds the water supplies in these
states was only three per cent of the norm this winter. It’s going to be a long, hot, dry
summer. The knock-on effect on such things as the price of fruit and vegetables has yet to
be calculated, but it will be extensive. As drought conditions spread elsewhere, we may
expect water wars as the world’s fresh supply is exhausted.
A third sign is the rise in ocean levels. There have already been some noteworthy
flooding events, the most expensive in North America being Hurricane Katrina, and the
inundation of lower Manhattan at the time of Hurricane Sandy in 2012. Should the predicted
rise of one to two feet take place, Florida stands to lose most of its beaches, and the city of
Miami will be wading. Many other low lying cities around the world will be affected. This
result, however, is not accepted by some of the politicians who are supposed to be alert to
the welfare of their constituents. The present governor of Florida, Rick Scott, is said to have
issued a memo to all state employees forbidding them to use the terms “climate change” and
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“global warming,” because he doesn’t believe in them (though Scott has denied this to the
press). I myself would like to disbelieve in gravitational forces, because then I could fly.
Makes sense: you can’t see gravity, seeing is believing—and when you’ve got your head stuck
in the sand, you can’t see a thing, right?
This trick originates in worries about the future, and the bad things that may happen
in that future; also the desire to deny these things or sweep them under the carpet so
business can go on as usual, leaving the young folks and future generations to deal with the
mess and chaos that will result, and then pay the bill. Because there will be a bill: in money
and human lives. The laws of science are unrelenting, and they don’t give second chances. In
fact, that bill is already coming due.
There are many other effects, from species extinction to the spread of diseases to a
decline in overall food production, but the main point is that these effects are not happening
in some dim, distant future. They are happening now. And in response to our growing
awareness, there have been some changes in public and political attitudes (though not
universal). Some acknowledge the situation, but shrug and go about their lives taking a
“What can I do?” position. Some merely despair. But only those with their heads stuck so
firmly into the sand that they’re talking through their nether ends are still denying that reality
has changed.
“For everything to stay the same, everything has to change,” says a character in
Giuseppe di Lampedusa’s 1963 novel, The Leopard. What do we need to change to keep our
world stable? One way is to devise more efficient ways of turning sunlight into electrical
energy. Another is to make oil itself, and the CO2 it emits, part of a cyclical process rather
than a linear one. Oil, it seems, does not have to come out of the ground, or to have
pollution as its end product. There are many smart people applying themselves to these
problems, and many new technologies emerging.
On my desk right now is a list of 15 of them. Some take carbon directly out of the air
and turn it into other materials, such as cement. Others capture carbon by regenerating
degraded tropical rainforests, a fast and cheap method, or sequestering carbon in the soil by
means of biochar, which has the added benefit of increasing soil fertility. Some use algae,
which can also be used to make biofuel. One makes a carbon-sequestering asphalt. Carbon
has been recycled ever since plant life emerged on earth; these technologies and enterprises
are enhancing that process. And meanwhile, courage! Homo sapiens sapiens sometimes
deserves his double plus for intelligence. Let’s hope we are about to start living in one of
those times.
“Kate Beaton: An Appreciation.” Drawn and Quarterly, Tom Devlin, editor. Montreal: Drawn and
Quarterly, 2015, pp. 590-591.
Atwood’s (amusing) appreciation of a cartoonist who publishes work in Drawn and Quarterly,
which has grown from a single-issue magazine to an internationally renowned publisher of
the world’s best cartoonists. The book celebrates its 25th year of existence.
MaddAddam. Translated by Birgitta Gahrton, Stockholm: Norstedt, 2015.
Swedish translation of MaddAddam.
MaddAddam [Sound Recording]. Read by Anders Hogeman, Lund: Btj, 2015. Compact disc. 13 hrs.
51 min.
Audio of Swedish translation of MaddAddam.
“Margaret Atwood on Game of Thrones: ‘Real People, Every Murderous One.’” The Guardian, 22
Mar. 2015, www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/mar/22/margaret-atwood-on-gameof-thrones-season-five. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: Once sucked in, you stay sucked. Be warned.
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On one side of the artefact/audience interchange, avid faces will be squashed up
against the screen; on the other side, avid faces will simply be squashed, and then cut off,
attached to other people’s heads, sewn on to wolves, painted with tar, or stuck on spikes. As
the Immortal Name, Robert Burns, has it: “Clap in his walie nieve a blade, He’ll make it
whissle; An legs an arms, an heads will sned, Like taps o thrissle.”
Those legs and arms and heads are as good as snedded, because this series must
surely have not only the longest cast list of all time, but also the highest body count. Will it
be last man standing? Last dragon standing? Or last metaphor-for-climate-change standing—
the pale, deadly-cold Others and their troops of the barrow-wightish, zombie-ish Undead
with their LED blue eyes who bring endless winter? Funforall, as James Joyce punned of
funerals. And it is fun for all, except for the underage, because this is Ivanhoe with the rape
and gutting scenes included. Not to mention the incest, the patricide, and the kiddie
murders. Freud goes on the rampage! The return of the repressed, times 100!
Yes, it’s Game of Thrones, that mesmerisingly popular television series that surely
draws its inspiration from so many fictional sources it’s hard to keep track. The Iliad, the
Odyssey, Beowulf, ancient Egypt, H Rider Haggard, The Sword in the Stone, the Ring Cycle,
Tolkien, The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, the Mabinogion, Harry Potter, The Jungle Book,
Ursula K Le Guin, Hans Christian Andersen, Idylls of the King, Conan the Barbarian—himself
the stolen-away down market twin of Walt Whitman—and The Wind in the Willows. You may
laugh at this last citation, but mark:
“They were but four in all, but to the panic-stricken Lannisters the hall seemed full of monstrous
warriors, grey, black, brown and yellow, whooping and flourishing enormous swords; and they broke
and fled with squeals of terror and dismay, this way and that, through the windows, up the chimney,
anywhere to get out of reach of those terrible weapons.”
I changed only four words: “weasels,” “cudgels,” “sticks,” and “animals.” Maybe I
should have substituted “shouts” or “screams” for “squeals,” squealing not being a thing a
Lannister would do unless subject to unspeakable physical or spiritual tortures in
underground caverns; but otherwise, be honest with yourself: it fits. In the sword-andsorcery formula at work in Game of Thrones, the sorcery has its moments, but the swords
prevail. There are no unemployed ironsmiths anywhere in the north, the south, or the points
west on the useful maps at the fronts of the books.
A side note on the dragons. The past thousand-and-a-half years has given us a range
of dragons, from the lucky dragons of China, to the tussling red and white dragons of Welsh
lore, to the dragon of St George fame, substitute for Satan, to the Zen-ish, wise, riddling
dragons of Le Guin’s Earthsea, to the hoarding, miserly dragons of Beowulf and The Hobbit.
George RR Martin’s dragons are more like superweapon bazookas. They’re aesthetically
attractive –more so in the books than in the series, where they have less delicate pink tracery
and more scaly pterodactyl beakiness—but, so far, they don’t talk.
Luckily they’re in the hands of a character we can actually approve of, more or less.
Daenerys Targaryen surely has the blood of Uther Pendragon flowing in her veins, and we
expect she will live up to it. The hairstyle is a bit High Elven, but why carp? There are only
so many high fantasy hairstyles to go around, and, unlike Cate Blanchett in the Tolkien films,
she doesn’t have pointed ears. Not that Cate doesn’t look good in them, mind you.
So what else can be said about Game of Thrones, apart from I can hardly wait? I asked
some people younger than myself what it was they especially love about the series. The
acting, said some: so well done! The characters, said others. (Nobody said “the lavish
outfits,” but I wasn’t fooled.) “What is it about the characters that you like?” I enquired.
They’re mixed, they answered. It’s not all good on one side and bad on the other. They
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behave well or horribly according to the circumstances which they find themselves in.
They’re like real people.
Except that some of them are like real psychopaths. Was it absolutely necessary, as
“necessary” might be defined by, say, that helpful arch-pragmatist, Machiavelli, to cement
one’s power position by cutting the head off darling Robb Stark and sewing his direwolf’s
head onto his neck at that aptly named Red Wedding? No, it was not necessary, it was
gratuitous. But the Game of Thrones folk go in for symbolism, in addition to conceptual
needlecraft.
We might also say: if Game of Thrones is a game, what then is reality? What are “real
people” like? Or possibly real aristocrats battling lethal rivals, most of whom are family
members, since they are all so stunningly inbred. By mere chance, I happened to pick up
Terry Breverton’s Richard III: The King in the Car Park, which attempts to explain why who
was killing whom in the Wars of the Roses, and largely succeeds. (You have to pay close
attention, because the bodies fall like snow.) “The Plantagenets had been their own worst
enemies, killing nearly all claimants to the crown. Sons had rebelled against kings, brothers
had fought brothers, wives had fought husbands, various Plantagenets had usurped the
rightful monarch and so on. Plantagenet history is drenched in bloodshed and intrigue…”
Those were real people. Lancaster and York, Lannister and Stark? Suggestive, at any rate.
Kill or be killed was the watchword; without it, there would never have been a golden age of
Elizabeth I, the Faerie Queene.
Also by chance, I’ve been reading the 1970s Maurice Druon series of historical
novels, Les Rois Maudits—The Accursed Kings—that trace the Capetian monarchs of
France in the 13th and 14th centuries. Burnings at the stake, adulteries, castrations,
stranglings, poisoned candies, baby murder, and hot pokers up the rear, just for starters; plus
daring escapes from such strongholds as the Tower of London, intrigues, necromancy,
money-lenders pulling the strings, religious leaders ditto, and more. What a treat to discover
that this series strongly influenced George RR Martin; but, on second thought, how
unsurprising. Because these, too, were real people, every murderous one.
Daenerys Targaryen, Mother of Dragons, we wish you well, even though we have
trouble spelling your name. May the Force be with you! We think you will make a dandy
Faerie Queene, once you’ve obliterated those cold Snow King Others thanks to the fire at
your command. Unlike Elizabeth I, you may even get married and have some little
Pendragons, though we hesitate to place bets on the identity of the groom. Odds on it won’t
be Tyrion Lannister, though he does have a touch of nobility, as his Tyrian purple name
suggests. We do hope he survives the bloodbath, or baths. After all he’s been through, we’d
be sad to see his neck with a donkey’s head sewn on to it. Or something equally
Shakespearean.
“Margaret Atwood: Preston Manning, Man of the Future.” National Post, 28 Aug. 2015, Section:
Letters: A13, news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/margaret-atwood-preston-manningman-of-the-future. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: Preston Manning, Man of the Future? Wait a minute, you may say. Isn’t Preston
Manning a man of the past? Wasn’t he a man of the future a long time ago, in the days of the
Reform/Canadian Alliance parties? Back before Stephen Harper took over and United the
Right, over some old-Tory Red-Tory dead bodies?
But who’s saying “Man of the Future”? Margaret Atwood! Aren’t I supposed to be
some far-left red-eyed wing-nut witch, according to the United Far-Right’s peanut gallery? In
point of fact, I’m a swing voter, one of those shifty people who’d rather look in the box than
just read the label. So I voted for Dief back in the day because he had a vision of Canada,
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and was annoyed when he betrayed it by cancelling the Avro Arrow. And I joined the old
Progressive Conservatives in 2003, so I could vote in the leadership election for David
Orchard, an organic farmer who understood green issues, as did Brian Mulroney, up to a
point.
The old PCs included environmentalists like former Ontario premier William Davis.
Mr. Manning was right when he said that core “conservative” values include “conservation.”
For instance, Ducks Unlimited is hardly Marxist, though it does want to protect clean water
for everyone: if a duck can’t drink it without hazard, neither should you. Mr. Harper, on the
contrary, has removed federal protection for navigation on all but 159 of Canada’s
waterways, which means that navigation obstructions, such as pipelines, dams, and mine
tailings, can be placed across 98 per cent of them—effectively removing environmental
protection as well. Help yourselves, polluters.
The old PCs of the 70s and 80s were also strong nationalists rather than
continentalists, valued our history, and understood the issue of Canadian culture better than
anyone else at that time. Marcel Masse, who served under Brian Mulroney, was the best
minister we culture folks ever encountered. When Joe Clark headed External Affairs, also
under Mulroney, he was extremely helpful on foreign-country writer-persecution issues PEN
Canada was involved in. But those policies have been discarded by the present Conservative
party; those individuals have been scorned or their counsel ignored, those core values
derided.
Back to Preston Manning. Whatever you may have thought of Mr. Manning in his
Reform/Alliance days, no one has ever accused him of being a cynic who couldn’t care less
about what ordinary people say. He stresses the value of honesty, especially in fiscal matters,
and nobody brays with disbelieving laughter when he says the word “honesty.” But Man of
the Future? Is that such a hard case to make? Let me try.
There’s a Christian “environmental stewardship” organization called A Rocha; its
Canadian branch, located in Vancouver, is headed by Leah and Markku Kostamo, whose
dedication shines from every pore. Graeme Gibson and I did a fundraiser for it in 2014.
Why? Because faith-imbued environmentalism has at least a chance of working: you save
what you love. And because the “stewardship” movement within the Christian church—
recently given a big boost by the Pope—says, in essence, that you can’t love your fellow man
unless you also love that which sustains him in life, our planet’s air/water/earth ecosystem.
Mr. Manning was right when he said that core “conservative” values include “conservation.”
This year, A Rocha featured Katherine Hayhoe, the well-known Christian climate
scientist. Her speech was followed by a panel consisting of Peter Robinson, CEO of the
David Suzuki Foundation, theologian Jeffrey Greenman, President of Regent College, and—
yes—Preston Manning. The audience must have wondered if they were hallucinating—isn’t
Mr. Manning supposed to be hostile to outfits like the Suzuki Foundation, as Mr. Harper’s
bunch is? But all three panelists agreed that humankind was facing a major crisis and that
they should set aside their differences to address it.
For Preston Manning, one of the solutions is economic. “For every economic
activity there are negative environmental consequences,” he said. “We should determine
what those are, and put the cost to mitigate or avoid them into the price of the product.”
Such statements have aroused the wrath of some oil-worshipping commentators, who have
accused Mr. Manning of going over to the Dark Side. Mr. Manning is also on the advisory
board of a group called Canada’s Ecofiscal Commission, which contains folks from across
the spectrum and seeks economic solutions to environmental problems. The lions of
business are sitting down with the lambs of the environmental orgs: looks like these people
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have realized it’s time to stop throwing spitballs and get serious.
We’re now in a period of global transition. Our planet is changing, and so is our
energy culture. It’s happening a lot faster than predicted even a few years ago, and it’s going
to be a hair-raising high-wire act for us humans. We have to move from CO2 heavy to CO2
lite—if we don’t, we perish—and we have to find ways and means that don’t wreck the
economy and drive us into anarchy in the process.
Who can best guide us through the big transition? Wild-eyed denouncers on either
extreme? Vilifiers who label environmentalists as terrorists? Short-term profit-makers? Footdraggers in denial? Or grownups of the quality of Mr. Manning, who’s rolled up his sleeves,
joined with his one-time polar opposites, and begun working with them towards viable
plans? Because without viable plans, we humans won’t actually have much of a future. So
there you have it: Preston Manning, Man of the Future. Would that more with “conservative
values” would act likewise.
Mo Shi Nan Nu [Oryx and Crake]. Translated by Qingqi Wei, and Xia Yuan, Tai Bei Shi: Tian Pei
Wen Hua Chu Ban, 2015.
Chinese translation of Oryx and Crake.
Nada Se Acaba [Life Before Man]. Translated by Miguel Temprano García, Barcelona: Lumen Random
House Mondari, 2015.
Spanish translation of Life Before Man.
“Of Campaign Follicles and Follies.” National Post, 22 Aug. 2015, Section: News: A3,
news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/hair-is-in-the-election-season-air-but-is-it-crucial-toyour-vote.
Hair as an election issue. The original article (obtained by a Google alert) was pulled and
replaced with an edited version. The sentences edited out appear in bold in this version. For
the story on this “mini scandal” see Vanessa Friedman. “Politics Rears Its Well-Coiffed
Head.” New York Times, 22 October 2015, Section: D: 6.
Excerpt: Hair is in the election season air. I didn’t put it there—those attack ads on Mr.
Trudeau introduced the subject, with “Nice hair, Justin”—but now that the hairball has been
coughed up, so to speak, let’s consider it.
Hair is a big deal. People spend a lot of time worrying about their hair and a lot of
money altering it. Some sculpt it, some dye it, some shave it off. Some hide it under scarves
and hats because God, in his or her many forms, has taken a serious interest in hair—telling
people to grow it, conceal it, cut it, refrain from cutting it, wear a wig in place of it, not let
Delilah hack it off, and so on. Some are born with hair, some achieve hair, and some have
hair thrust upon them through laws and customs. Some hair goes missing, leaving either a
Mr. Clean macho look or a bowling-ball one, as with Mr. Duffy. Some hair is curly, some is
straight. Luck of the draw.
Fashion can be a cruel taskmistress, hair-wise. Many are the photos of us with odd
hair from former times that we presently seek to conceal. (Ducktails? Beatles bangs? Flowing
hippy locks?) My own hair can be interpreted as “Pre-Raphaelite” or “frizzy” depending on
the hostility level of the interviewer. I’ve lived through those ‘50s smoothening adventures
with a product called Dippity Do as well as the nightmare straight-hair Twiggy years of the
late ‘60s, which involved other failed processes. After that I gave up.
But back to the hair strewn attack ads of the Conservatives. What’s the point?
Women will recognize “Nice hair” as a pickup line, so I suppose addressing it to a political
opponent is a way of girlifying him: the Conservative ad-writers would see girlification as
inherently demeaning, their view of girls and women being what it is. But “Nice hair” makes
them sound a bit envious, too: no one has ever accused Mr. Harper of having “nice hair.” It
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also makes them sound trivial. Hair, an election issue? Really?
But let’s suppose that hair is indeed crucial to the question of your vote. Is hair the
measure of a man, or woman? Is character destiny, and is hair a clue to character? Let’s try
this hair quiz: Of the three national male leaders, which one travels with a personal grooming
assistant—lavishly paid for in whole or in part by you, gentle taxpayer—so that none of his
hairs will ever be out of place, supposing they are indeed his and not a wig, as some have
supposed? (Hint: Initials are S.H.) Which leader, on the other hand, doesn’t need such an
assistant because his hair is “nice” enough already? (Hint: initials are J.T.) And which one
wouldn’t know what a personal grooming assistant was if he fell over one? (Hint: Initials are
T.M.) Yes! You got it right! Smart you!
Next: Why should the taxpayer foot the bill, even in part, for the micromanagement
of Harper’s hair? Is his hair in the public interest? Is it crucial infrastructure? A matter of
national security? Or is the pampering just a matter of narcissistic vanity? Maybe it wasn’t
altogether wise for the Conservatives to bring up hair: it focused the hair spotlight. Start with
one candidate’s hair and we can’t help thinking about the topside garnishments of the
others—not only what they might signify, but also what they might be costing us.
Will the Conservatives now lay off on the personal-appearance attack stuff?
Doubtful: they’ve got a thing for it. Jean Chrétien’s paralyzed face, laugh a minute! Trudeau’s
hair, woo-woo! Who’s next? “Nice tits, Elizabeth?” Wait! I can see it coming! Mulcair’s
beard! The Conservatives will have trouble with a straight-out character attack on Mulcair
because they regarded the guy so highly they tried to hire him themselves, so they’ll have to
fall back on the beard: “Thomas Mulcair. What’s he hiding behind that beard?”
Don’t go there, Cons! Because then we’ll all start thinking about “hiding.” Why is
Harper still coyly hiding the two-million-dollar donors to his party leadership race?
Don’t we have a right to know who put him in there? Who’s he working for, them or
us?
Why is he hiding his campaign events from the public? Is he running for prime
minister of the whole population—those whose taxes pay, in whole or in part, for him and
his hair—and if so, why isn’t he talking to all of us? In his earlier quoted comment, “I
don’t care what they say,” who are they? Aren’t you agog to know if you’re on Harper’s
hidden “enemies list”? Why is he hiding what he knew about the Duffy cover-up, and when
he knew it? He’s given four mutually exclusive answers so far. Is there a hidden real
answer? And if he’s hiding all this, what else is he hiding?
On Writers and Writing. 2002. London: Virago, 2015.
The Penelopiad [Sound Recording]. Read by Laural Merlington, Grand Haven, MI: Brilliance Audio,
2015. MP3. CD.
“Poppies: Three Variations.” In Flanders Fields: 100 Years, Amanda Betts, editor, Toronto: Alfred A.
Knopf Canada, 2015, pp. 135-139.
Excerpted from Good Bones and Simple Murders, 1983.
“A Question of Bias.” Literary Review of Canada, vol. 23, no. 9, Nov. 2015, pp. 22-24. Accessed 1 Aug.
2016.
From the editor’s Introduction: “For how long have observers been concerned about the
possibility of sexual bias in Canadian book reviewing? A good case could be made that the
initial analysis of the issue dates back to 1971 in a York University seminar room. Margaret
Atwood was teaching a course entitled Canadian Women Writers, and as part of the
coursework she and her students undertook an innovative project attempting to identify and
measure the extent of sexual bias in Canadian book reviewing. This project culminated in a
preliminary report, ‘Sexual Bias in Canadian Reviewing,’ which we are happy to publish here
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for the first time 44 years later. A fascinating cultural artifact in its own right, the document
provides valuable insight into an era of Canadian book reviewing now long past. Although
some issues described in the report may seem archaic by today’s standards, other issues that
are discussed appear far less alien. To accomplish their task, Atwood and her students
sought to answer four key questions. First, are women writers as a group more likely to
perceive they have been the subject of a reviewer’s sexual bias than are men writers? Second,
is there any way to confirm apparent perceptual differences between women and men
writers by examining a sample of reviews themselves? Third, do more books by men tend to
get reviewed than books by women? And, fourth, are reviews more commonly assigned to
male reviewers than female reviewers? Perhaps the most enduring feature of this work is the
fact that the report so closely presages the sorts of gender-based concerns that are very
much a living issue for any book review journal today. These concerns also receive close
attention by Canadian Women in the Literary Arts in their annual count, which, in CWILA’s
words, ‘tracks the representation of women in Canadian book reviews’’’ (Mark Lovewell).
“Reading Blind.” The Story and Its Writer: An Introduction to Short Fiction, 9th ed., Ann Charters, editor,
Boston: Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2015, pp. 397-400.
Originally published in Writing with Intent: Essays, Reviews, Personal Prose 1983-2005, 2005.
Rrëfenja e Shërbëtores [The Handmaid’s Tale]. Translated by Shqarri, Engjëllushe, Tiranë (Albania):
Botime Pegi, 2015.
[First] Albanian translation of The Handmaid’s Tale.
Sarguzasht-i Nadimah [The Handmaid’s Tale]. 2003. Translated by Suhail Summi, Tehran: Intisharat-i
Quqnus, 2015.
Persian translation of The Handmaid’s Tale.
La Servante Écarlate [The Handmaid’s Tale]. 1987. Translated by Sylviane Rué, Laffont, 2015.
French translation of The Handmaid’s Tale.
“Signs and Wonders.” New Statesman, 5 Oct. 2015, p. 54,
www.newstatesman.com/culture/books/2015/10/margaret-atwood-how-inspiredpolymath-resurrected-native-america-s-epics. Accessed 1Aug. 2016.
In 2004, Atwood published comments on this book in a piece entitled “Uncovered: An
American Iliad” The Times (of London) 28 February 2004 Section: Features: 10.
Excerpt from the 2015 article: Robert Bringhurst’s A Story as Sharp as a Knife is not only a
testament to a monumental labour of love and intellect; it is an astonishing and essential
book. But astonishing how, and essential why? Or otherwise put: astonishing and essential to
whom? Astonishing and essential to anyone interested in storytelling, and stories, and how
they move, and their local and universal nature, and what functions they may fulfil in their
society. To anyone interested in myth, and how mythic stories differ from anecdote. To
anyone interested in poetry, and how it may be constructed; thus, to anyone interested in
structure and form, on which subjects Bringhurst is an expert. To anyone interested in the
differences between oral poetry and literature, and written poetry and literature. To anyone
interested in our human history and prehistory. To anyone interested in what makes us
human, with language at the top of the list: how we think, or rather think-feel; how we
express that activity; how we create “meaning.”
And also, to anyone interested in the catastrophic meltdown that took place in
societies and nations all over North and South America after 1492, when Columbus made
land with his boatload of infectious diseases to which Native Americans had no immunity.
The mortality rate is estimated at 80 to 90 per cent: the largest human die-off we know
about, much larger than the Black Death. For A Story as Sharp as a Knife is part of that event,
as well, as it played out on Haida Gwaii, a once-mighty island nation located on the northMargaret Atwood Studies 10 (2016) 61

west coast of what is now Canada, in the 19th century.
A Story as Sharp as a Knife explores all those interests, as they come together in the
story of how this book came to be. That story begins with two oral epic poets from Haida
Gwaii, Ghandl and Skaay, one of them blind, who were living at the end of the 19th century,
in a time of the almost-extinction of their people, and who made a last attempt to save
something that might be passed on. Then there was a young American anthropologist, John
Reed Swanton, who spoke no Haida but who wanted to record what he thought were folk
tales, and an interpreter who helped him make phonic transcriptions and a rough translation.
Finally, Robert Bringhurst himself wandered into the dormant story, and found
Swanton’s material slumbering in a library, and woke it up, and deciphered it, and led it out
of its thorn-encircled castle. Is Robert Bringhurst this book’s author? Its singer? Its
translator? Its fabricator? Is he a kind of Hermes, revealer of secrets, opener of doors,
messenger who travels between worlds, including the world of the gods and the underworld?
Is he a magician, bringing the dead back to life? For the story of A Story as Sharp as a Knife is
also the story of Robert Bringhurst.
There’s no getting around it: Robert Bringhurst is a kind of genius. And like many
kinds of genius, an odd duck. The paths he’s followed have not been those trodden by your
run-of-the-mill duck. Unlikely are his ways, several are his attributes, many are his works,
riddling are sometimes his words, and in The Hobbit he’d be Gandalf, who hasn’t got much
of a personal backstory that he chooses to reveal.
Bringhurst has many strings to his magic bow; in fact, he has many bows. His studies
have included (brace yourself): architecture, linguistics, physics, comparative literature and
philosophy. He’s a poet himself, with over a dozen titles. In an interview, he said of his poet
self:
“I am not my favourite subject. The earth is a lot bigger and more interesting than I am. I also have
a strong desire . . . not to be trapped in my own time. The poetry of the present, when it isn’t playing
language games, is routinely full of self-display and personal confession—or, to put it more kindly, it
is full of self-exploration. In classical Greece or Tang Dynasty China or Renaissance Italy, and in
the great oral cultures that were native to North America, there was very little art of that kind.
Artists in those times and places were interested in human relations, too, and had serious questions
to ask themselves—but most of the time they found it more fruitful and more powerful not to deal
with the self directly.”
He is also a thinker about poetry and what it’s doing in the world: The Tree of Meaning (2006)
contains, for instance, one of the really necessary meditations on form in poetry: how it
works, why it’s there. Bringhurst compares it to wings on a bird: the bird may not use them
to fly (as in poems that, as we say, don’t get off the ground), but without the structure of the
wing, no bird flight is possible. Or as he puts it: “Wings are a constraint that makes it
possible to fly.”
In addition to that, he’s written what is possibly the key book on typography and
book design, The Elements of Typographic Style (1992). “In a badly designed book,” he remarks,
“the letters mill and stand like starving horses in a field. In a book designed by rote, they sit
like stale bread and mutton on the page. In a well-made book, where designer, compositor
and printer have all done their jobs, no matter how many thousands of lines and pages, the
letters are alive.” Thus he is well versed in the visual dimension of significant human
markings, and takes them very seriously indeed; which stands him in good stead when he is
interpreting the visual clues in the Haida poems.
What do all these things have to do with one another? To be a magician in the world
of Ursula K Le Guin’s Earthsea, you’d have to have a similar portfolio of knowledge and
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skills: the true names for things, how to fit words together to make powerful structures, what
the world is made of in both its human and its non-human dimensions, the songs and stories
about it, its deep semi-forgotten roots in the dark backward and abysm of time, and the
many languages in which it speaks. “How things fit together” might be a way of describing
the quests Bringhurst has pursued. For he seems to have been on a Holy Grail search for
most of his life.
His bundle of interests and expertise made him the perfect Prince Charming to come
across John Swanton’s neglected Haida oral poetry transcriptions, and to hack his way—with
help—through the thicket of brambles surrounding them. He needed to teach himself
Haida, a language which he still claims not to speak (though he could fool just about
everyone on that score, since there’s only a handful of fluent speakers alive). He then needed
to discover the structural principles of the epics he was translating: not easy, since Haida
(like Japanese) does not use rhyme as a structuring principle, nor does it use metrical feet in
the way that English and French do. The structure he uncovered is based partly on numbers
(enter the physicist), as is music, and our own poetry; but the significance of the numbers as
symbols is different. “Nine,” for Robert Graves, pointed to the Moon Goddess; in the Haida
context it is an unfinished number, gesturing towards ten, its completion.
Next, he needed to learn the iconography of the Haida: the signs for clans, the signs
for supernatural beings, the objects that point to the myths about them: myths everyone in
the culture would have known, in the way we know a certain kind of cross means
“Christianity” and another kind of cross means “Nazi.” The colour red in western
iconography has many meanings, including passion, blood and Mary Magdalene. Among the
Haida, a blue and red staff is the sign of a supernatural being. Every culture is filled with
short cuts like this—signs that point to things all those within that culture can immediately
grasp—and to understand the poems, Bringhurst needed to learn the symbol system.
Then he needed to think about why the Haida poets grouped stories together, the
way Christian artists would group paintings in a triptych or murals around the inside of a
church. Context is key, for any cultural artefact; and any cultural artefact, though it is made
or shaped by an individual, is also, always, an expression of its culture. And finally, he
needed to craft the results of all his work into a book—a shapely book; a book about the
meaning of meaning; a book that did justice to his subject. This subject would be unknown
to most of the readers he might hope to reach, just as Ghandl and Skaay hoped to reach
people in the future who would not have known anything about their own art and their own
society. And he needed to make this gnarly subject legible and indeed fascinating to his
potential readers; because if the reader does not read, the message has not passed from mind
to mind, and love’s labour will have been lost.
Most would have been daunted by the challenge. But Robert Bringhurst, we feel,
enjoys being daunted. Many knights errant would have turned back. Many, indeed, would
have stayed away in the first place: why put so much labour into something that must have
seemed forbiddingly obscure? So into the dark forest he plunged; and then, after battles we
can only begin to imagine, out of the forest he came, carrying this book of wonders.
He encountered opposition. Not everyone welcomed his vision of this Haida
material as art, as poetry, as the creation of talented individual artists. So that was the final
thing he needed to do: confront those who saw his grail as theirs, or as a teacup, or as the
product of an anonymous drinking-vessel mass-production company. But Bringhurst is
stubborn enough so he is not easily cowed. He has stood his ground. His book, he insists, is
indeed a book of wonders.
And what a book of wonders it is! It does what wonder-books do: it opens locked
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doors, it reveals vistas, it illuminates. While reading it, you will see many things in a new
light. Never again will you be able to think of oral poems as the product of some anonymous
“mass,” as Swanton’s teacher, Franz Boas, liked to think of it; instead you will recognise that
such poems were the creations of individuals working within their cultures. The best-known
author in the world may well be “Anonymous,” but that is only because the names of
Anonymous have been forgotten.
Instead of thinking of “native” stories as simple folk tales, you will be able to
imagine them as they must have been experienced by their hearers: both beautifully formed
works of art with precisely chosen words, and complex dramatic performances acted out by
their poets in a darkness illuminated by flickering firelight. And each performance, like each
poem, was one of a kind. As Bringhurst says of a performance by Ghandl, “It is a work of
music built from silent images, sounding down the years. It is a vision painted indelibly in
the air with words that disappear the moment they are spoken.”
Bringhurst also translated a number of Ghandl’s myth poems, which he published in
Nine Visits to the Mythworld, with helpful explanatory notes. One of them is so much like the
Swan Lake motif you will gasp, except that the woman who is also a bird isn’t a swan, it’s a
Canada goose. There’s no Black Swan, but there is a sequence in which the man loses his
bride and has to seek her through many ordeals. But my favourite is the story of Wolverine,
who kills a woman and stuffs himself into her skin—shades of Men in Black—hoping
through this impersonation to gain access to the entire tribe and eat them. The fraud is
detected through Wolverine’s bad manners, a detail I cherish, and the supernatural being
Mouse Woman sets things right. As with ancient Greek myth in its oral form, these poems
were performed on specific occasions to specific audiences, and wisdom was transmitted
through them.
Bringhurst’s devotion to the art of his long-dead fellow poets is evident on every
page of A Story as Sharp as a Knife. Since he chooses his words advisedly, let us allow him the
last ones:
“Ghandl’s spoken poem, like an apple or a loaf of home-made bread—or a coho skin or a cedar
tree or Diego Velázquez’s painting—is both familiar and one-of-a-kind. It is something new and
locally flavoured, fulfilling age-old, independently recurrent and widely travelled themes. And it is
part of a whole forest of themes and variations, echoes and allusions, spreading out through space
and time. It is one piece of work; it is also part of a fabric that is torn and patched, woven and
unwoven day after day, night after night, and sentence after sentence, like the cloth on Penelope’s
loom.”
The first UK edition of A Story as Sharp as a Knife: The Classical Haida Mythtellers and
Their World by Robert Bringhurst is published by the Folio Society and illustrated by Don
Yeomans (£80). foliosociety.com
“A State of Wonder: How Technology Shapes Story.” YouTube, uploaded by Futre of StoryTelling,
11 Sept. 2015, www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXhB5A_c7xE. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Speaking at the Future of Story Telling Conference in New York.
Stone Mattress: Nine Tales. New York: Anchor Books, 2015.
Paperback edition of book, also published London: Virago and in an oversized print edition
by Waterville, Maine: Wheeler Publishing.
“A Survival Story: How to Influence the Final Chapter.” The World in 2016, Daniel Franklin, editor,.
London: The Economist, 2 Nov. 2015, p. 110, www.theworldin.com/article/10512/survivalstory.
Excerpt: Prediction is an iffy game: there are so many unknown unknowns that can crush
the best-founded predictions. All we predictors have to go on are trends, perceptions and
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our view of human nature. Novelists have been forecasting the future at least since Jules
Verne and H.G. Wells, and they are busily at work today, though most of the current crop
are cautionary tales of the Let’s-Not-Do-This sort. Could it happen? In most fictional cases,
yes. Should it happen? In most fictional cases, no.
What’s in the toolkit? Here’s where we stand. In the leadup to 2016 the human race
is facing its biggest-ever test in its struggle to remain alive on planet Earth: how do we avoid
choking from oxygen depletion and boiling to death through our own energy-producing
technologies? Oh, and poisoning ourselves with our own effluvia and chemicals, including
pesticides, fungicides and fertilisers. So there is no longer too much plausible denial of the
It-Ain’t-Happening variety, smart minds are already at work on viable solutions. The task: to
get off our addictions to fossil fuels and toxins without blacking out the electricity on which
we run, reducing the economic infrastructure to rubble, and kick-starting famine and
anarchy. The trend in energy is towards renewables, but not only in the form we’re used togiant wind farms, giant solar farms. A major part of the change will be consumer-driven:
quickly rechargeable electric cars like the Tesla, and home-storage batteries like Tesla’s
Powerwall, which takes energy directly from the sun without needing the grid. The efficiency
of such cars and batteries will increase, the price will come down and those businesses will
make a fortune, for the simple reason that people now really want these products. New nontoxic materials for solar-energy capture and new non-toxic materials for storage batteries:
these are already in the works. Demand will be high. Oil, gas and coal aren’t vanishing
completely any time soon, so there will also be a demand for “carbonivore” technologies
that take more carbon out of the air than a given energy-burn is emitting, either storing it,
turning it into a useful product or recycling it. These technologies range everywhere from the
cheap, fast, carbon-sucking regeneration of degraded tropical forests, to algae farms of
various kind including windows that produce both oxygen and oil, to a green gasoline by a
company called Cool Planet, to a method for trapping CO2 in concrete and another that
does the same with asphalt. Intelligent oil-and-gas companies will team up with such
technologies so that they can declare themselves emissions-free. But they’ll have to be real
about it: spin won’t do.
Also coming up are crops that require less water and fewer pesticides and chemicals,
if any. Milkweed is already being farmed for its stellar oil-spill clean-up properties; soon its
shoots and pods will be used for food as well, and the Monarch butterfly may have a chance.
The market for delicious, nutritious (non-mind-altering) hempseed will grow. Purslane will
make a comeback. Urban farming will spread.
In short, we’re at an early moment in a changeover that we really need to make. Will
we make it fast enough? The fiction writers are rummaging through the possibilities, both
positive and negative. It’s a fine balance: too discouraging, and hope flickers, extinguishing
motivation. But too positive, and a false euphoria sets in: everything will be fine, so why
should we exert ourselves? Truth is, we aren’t in a novel: we can’t take a peek at the end.
Syndflodens År [The Year of the Flood]. [Sound Recording] Read by Malene Langborg, Copenhagen:
Audioteket, 2015.
Danish translation of The Year of the Flood by Vibeke Houstrup.
“Time Capsule Found on the Dead Planet.” Loosed Upon the World: The Saga Anthology of Climate
Fiction, John Joseph Adams, editor, New York: Saga Press, 2015, pp. 556-558.
Two pages long—p. 558 contains a short biography.
“Canada: Time in the North: Margaret Atwood on the Irresistible Pull of Canada’s Vast Northern
Expanses.” UK: Harper’s Bazaar, Oct. 2015, Section: Escape, pp. 324-327.
www.harpersbazaar.co.uk/travel/travel-guides/news/a35940/canada-time-in-the-north.
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Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: When you go to the Canadian North for the first time, you wonder why you’re
doing it. Isn’t it freezing cold up there? Wouldn’t you rather be lolling on a sunny beach with
your feet up, slurping down the daiquiris? What if you hit an iceberg and sink like a stone or
the Titanic? What if you have to eat polar bears, or vice versa? Your friends ask you why
you’re doing such a foolhardy and chilly thing, and you laugh lightly and say: “Because it’s
there.”
When you go the second time, your friends look at you funny. Then you go again,
and again. You try to talk your friends into going, too. You say: You can’t understand the
hugeness of time and space, the fragility of the human body, the tenacity of life on this planet, unless . . .
Some of your friends think you’re mad. Others take a chance, and go north themselves.
Once bitten, they go again. And again. Why this strange compulsion? Not everyone has
shared it. Voltaire famously dismissed Canada as “quelques arpents de neige”—several acres of
snow—but then, he’d never visited. The early 20th-century poet Robert Service, whose books
about the Yukon made him famous, got out of there quickly and never went back. Maybe he
recognised the danger: “Yes, they’re wanting me, they’re haunting me, the awful lonely
places; / They’re whining and they’re whimpering as if each had a soul;/ They’re calling
from the wilderness, the vast and God-like spaces, / The stark and sullen solitudes that
sentinel the Pole,” says the narrator of The Lure of Little Voices. Is there such a thing as Arctic
addiction? Is it the breathtaking space, is it the amazing colour and light, is it the sense of
risk? The North, went the old mythology, would lure you back, draw you in like the Rapture
of the Deep, then claim you for its own.
There’s some truth to the myth: so many northern explorers returned, time and
again, to an unforgiving landscape that had almost killed them the last time. Sir John
Franklin barely survived his Coppermine expedition of 1819-1822. Eleven of his 19 men
died, and there were suspicions of murder and cannibalism. Yet he returned to the North
twice. On his final expedition, in 1845, he and his two ships, the Terror and the Erebus,
vanished as if they’d been swallowed, not to reappear until the summer of 2014, when one
of these ships was located, lying on the bottom of the sea off the bleak western shore of
King William Island. It’s amazing that anything lost in the Arctic is ever found. When
Canadian novelists are looking for a way to dispose of a character, having him get lost in the
North is a reasonable as well as a rom-antic choice; also, he need never be found.
‘North’ is a direction as well as a location, so there’s the North, and the Farther
North, and finally there’s the Ultimate North, right up at the top. Each one is ‘north’, each
one is different and each one is fascinating. I grew up in the North, viewed as torridly South
by those who live in the Ultimate North. My childhood North has deep, cold lakes, mixed
deciduous and coniferous forests, and black bears. With my partner, Graeme Gibson, I’ve
been going to the Farther North—glaciers, massive rock formations, small ground-hugging
plants, polar bears—for more than 15 years. Once in a while we have even approached the
Ultimate North, where hardly anything grows. Then we come back, and look at the pictures
we’ve taken, which always seem inadequate because they can’t represent the immensity of
the scale. Then we start plotting about how we might be able to get up there again. It isn’t all
that easy. . .
The best way to see the Farther North in all its largeness is by boat. There are few
long roads up there, so cars aren’t really an option. There are planes, but they mostly fly only
from one community to another. If you’re very rich you can hire a helicopter; but those can
be tricky if the weather turns mean. In high winds a boat can at least duck into a fjord, or
behind an island. If any. Though we’d been to some parts of the North by plane, we began
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our journeys by boat when we were invited by a company called Adventure Canada to travel
with them as on-board talk-givers. This enterprise was founded by a group of English and
History majors, and has a penchant for dead explorers, story-telling, writers, musicians and
artists, and the donning of strange costumes during moments of improvisational drama,
though it also provides a clutch of experts: archaeologists, geologists, biologists, botanists,
photographers, historians and indigenous culturists. Adventure Canada calls its trips
‘expeditions’ rather than ‘cruises’, since there’s an element of the unknown: the boat may be
unable to reach a given port due to ice or wind, and landing via rubber zodiac—the usual
method of getting ashore—may prove too hazardous to attempt.
Our latest ‘expedition’ took us partway around Newfoundland, up the Labrador
coast and into the Torngat Mountains, then up to the top of the Ungava Peninsula and into
Ungava Bay. This is a truly spectacular voyage; it’s also a trip into deep time, both
geologically and historically. With us we took a friend from London we’d lured, dared and
bamboozled into coming with us: the novelist and video-game writer Naomi Alderman.
Naomi was venturing far outside her usual comfort zone, which was urban zombies. I had
tactfully refrained from mentioning any northern-cannibalism tales to her, although she was
already aware of the unfortunate eating habits of the last surviving members of the third
Franklin expedition. (Hint: one another.) Happily, we sighted an iceberg on day one—“My
first iceberg!” Naomi exclaimed, taking its picture—so that neutralised the people-eating
topic for a while. After leaving the small French islands of Saint-Pierre and Miquelon—a
hotbed of activity during Prohibition in the United States, as liquor could be stockpiled there
before starting on its perilous rum-runner trips to Maine—we sailed along the rugged
southern coast of Newfoundland, pausing for a daytime visit to the self-sustaining Mi’kmaw
First Nation enclave of Miawpukek for dancing and drumming by the community’s young
people. Naomi was briefly spotted joining in a snake dance, but no harm befell her.
Our next stop was Gros Morne, which means, roughly, ‘The Big Dismal’: a rock
formation like no other. It was explained to us by an enthusiastic National Parks guide with
the aid of an apple she’d cut in two. The core of the apple was the dense, heavy iron core of
the Planet Earth, she said. The white part was the mantle, semi-liquid and very hot; the thin
red skin was the solid crust we live on. The Tablelands region of Gros Morne is where some
of the white part, once undersea, was squeezed up through the red skin into a big, yellowish
mountain. The rock is rich in toxic heavy metals; nothing grows on it except some peculiar
specialised plants. And it was on this very spot, said the Parks interpreter, that J Tuzo Wilson
proved the theory of plate tectonics and continental drift, because This Bit Here couldn’t
have got there any other way. Not only that, the two halves of Newfoundland were once
separated by an ocean, and one part of it used to be down at the South Pole, a very long time
ago. Naomi was feeling a little dizzy, which might have been seasickness; or it might have
been the plate tectonics, and the contemplation of such long stretches of time. Nonetheless,
she was seen taking off in a helicopter for a flyover of Gros Morne. A moose was seen, she
reported. Though only from the top. . .
Compared to geological time, human time along the Newfoundland and Labrador
coasts is on the short side. Still, the region has seen almost continuous human habitation for
at least 9,000 years. As the climate changed and the cold and ice descended and receded,
Maritime Archaic peoples came from the south or Paleo-Eskimo peoples from the north.
They came for the fish, for the marine mammals such as seals and walrus and whales, and
for the land animals such as moose, bear and caribou, and they left a trail of spearheads and
stone tools and dwelling sites that archaeologists continue to discover and interpret today.
Our next stop, Port au Choix, has one of the richest troves of such artefacts along these
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coasts. It also had a French bakery; Naomi was glimpsed vanishing into it.
And then on to Red Bay, so named no doubt for the vast quantity of whale blood
that used to flow into it: it was a Basque whaling station in the 1500s, where whales were
towed to be butchered and rendered into oil. Quite a few remnants of this early-industrial
operation remain, including a sunken galleon and a Basque cemetery. I lost sight of Naomi
during this time, but I think she was off inspecting a harpoon. Was it here or some other
location where she acquired some very handsome red moose-hide mittens?
Next day took us to L’Anse aux Meadows, where, 500 years before Columbus, the
mediaeval Norse established a short-lived base camp. There are stories in the Icelandic Sagas
of a group of Norse who sailed west to a place called ‘Vinland’, and encountered people with
whom they traded but who later turned hostile. For a long time, these stories were dismissed
as fables; but in the 1960s a Norwegian couple—Helge and Anne Stine Ingstad—discovered
the remains of the Norse settlement. In it they found a cloak pin identical to those seen in
the Greenland settlements of the same period.... The buildings have been lovingly recreated.
When we visited them, on a bright sunny day, they contained a couple of Icelandic maidens
with braids and spindles, and several male Vikings in full gear, though one of them had a
watch. Still, they weren’t using their iPhones, so if you squinted you could almost believe in
them. “My son! Amazing how those Vikings spoke Newfoundlandish,” said Naomi. “They
were very good linguists,” I replied.
The Viking Sagas tell of Markland, a long forested coast with white sandy beaches—
the Wonderstrands—where the Norse cut timber, and to the Wonderstrands on the coast of
Labrador we went next. As we landed, a black bear with a cub was foraging in the bushes at
the head of the bay. It was warm enough so that some of our number went swimming, one
of them wearing a rubber horse’s head. Others, more prudently, went fishing. The rest
clustered around the campfire where a Labradorian specialist, Pete Barrett, was making
flummies—a form of bannock—in an iron skillet. There was Naomi, wearing a sou’wester
and a yellow slicker, sitting cross-legged and devouring flummies, the Zombie Apocalypse
for the moment forgotten.
On into the North we sailed. The trees shortened; white swaths of reindeer moss
spread between them; then they vanished, and we were in the deep-time ancestral landscape
where, we are told, we humans first learned to sew clothing from animal skins and to hunt
with the aid of dogs as we followed the large mammal herds that flourished on the tundra as
the last ice age receded. Perhaps that’s the allure: we feel strangely at home here. Day Nine,
or was it Day 10, found us in Ramah Bay, in the breathtaking Torngat Mountains, Torngat
meaning ‘place of spirits’. For archaeologists, this is practically a sacred site, as it was here
that the greenish, translucent Ramah chert was quarried by ancient peoples for thousands of
years, then traded far down the coast and westwards into Quebec for use as spearheads and
knives. Such an implement could mean the difference between feast and famine, between life
and death.
“I hesitate to use the term ‘awe-inspiring,”’ I said to Naomi. “No, you don’t,” she
said. “You just used it.” Some of us were exploring the remnants of the Moravian mission
that held out here for several decades in the 19th century; others were exclaiming over the
very fresh polar-bear footprints on the sandy beach, made by a bear that had likely just dug
up a Moravian called Ernestine, in search of lemmings; yet others had spotted the bear itself,
now resting judiciously on the opposite shore. As for Naomi, she was sitting beside a
sparkling waterfall, sporting her red moose-hide mittens. She had just obtained a timeless
moment of perfect happiness, she said. “Why was that?” I asked. “You realise,” she said,
“that all this—arc of red mitten, taking in the mountains, the sea, the rocks, the waterfall—
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all this doesn’t give a shit about you. And that is somehow very comforting.” “Yes,” I said.
“It is.”
“Tre Barzellette e Un Fantasma: Il Mio Canada; Il Dibattito Delle Idee Riflessioni Siamo Un Popolo
Di Chiacchieroni Che Si Prende Maledettamente Poco Sul Serio, Ridiamo Di Noi Stessi.
Siamo Un Paese Meraviglioso e Una Democrazia (Nonostante Certe Tentazioni Contro
Giovani e Poveri). Eppure Di Una Cosa Non Vogliamo Proprio Parlare: L’Umiliazione Che
Abbiamo Inflitto Ai Nativi.”1 Italy: Corriere Della Sera, 2 Aug. 2015, Section: Lettura, pp. 2-3.
Excerpt: In questo breve articolo dovrei parlare del Canada, o di come vedo il Canada. In
Canada ci vivo, dopotutto, e a fasi alterne ci ho vissuto per 75 anni. Sono nata nella capitale
Ottawa subito dopo la conclusione di una Grey Cup di football. Un modo molto canadese di
nascere, dovrei quindi saperne abbastanza sul Canada. Una volta ero in grado di discorrere
all’infinito sul mio Paese, ma stavolta ho avuto parecchi problemi a scriverne.
Cominciavo, poi invariabilmente qualcosa andava storto. Un po’ come quando, nei
film dell’orrore, la protagonista dall’aspetto normale si guarda allo specchio e si accorge che
le stanno spuntando artigli e zanne. Cosa è accaduto al suo corpo? Perché si sta
trasformando in un mostro? Anche a me è successa una cosa del genere. Penso che molti
canadesi abbiano avuto ultimamente esperienze simili. Si è aperto un divario tra chi
pensavamo di essere e quel che abbiamo spiacevolmente scoperto di essere sotto la
superficie. Chi ti credi di essere? è il titolo di un libro di Alice Munro, la scrittrice canadese
che ha vinto il Premio Nobel, ma è anche una domanda che molti canadesi si sono fatti
guardandosi allo specchio. Riandiamo a prima che avessimo l’inquietante sensazione che ci
fossero spuntate le zanne.
Chi credevamo di essere allora? Come spiegarlo a chi non ha mai avuto un’esperienza
di prima mano del Canada? Un buon punto di partenza potrebbero essere gli articoli dei
giornali. Gente che muore congelata, scarpe contenenti resti di piedi portate dal mare su una
spiaggia, una coppia che riesce a sopravvivere in montagna pur non avendo nulla per
accendere un fuoco—queste sono le notizie che ci aspettiamo di leggere in un Paese enorme,
selvaggio, roccioso, freddissimo in inverno, che va da un mare all’altro, come il Canada.
Morire sbranati da un orso o da un coyote, anche se non capita spesso, fa parte dei
miti canadesi, un po’ come in Australia essere divorati da un coccodrillo o attaccati dagli
squali. Che molti più canadesi e australiani muoiano scivolando nella vasca da bagno non
sminuisce il valore iconico dei decessi causati da questi predatori per antonomasia. Poi ci
sono i crimini.
Recentemente un canadese è stato arrestato per aver versato un’enorme quantità di
sciroppo d’acero su un marciapiede, e un altro è stato denunciato per esser saltato in groppa
a un alce che stava nuotando, cavalcandolo. Sono reati insoliti, ma innegabilmente legati al
Canada. Probabilmente non sarebbero commessi, o non sarebbero perseguiti, in altri Stati.
Le battute di spirito potrebbero fornire altri indizi sulla nostra intima natura. In tutti i Paesi si
scherza sui propri connazionali, ecco qualche esempio di barzellette canadesi: «Sulla strada
che va al paradiso c’è un bivio con un’insegna. La freccia a destra dice: “Per il paradiso.”
Quella a sinistra: “Per il dibattito sul paradiso.” Tutti i canadesi vanno a sinistra.” Oppure:
«Come si comporta un canadese che fa telefonate oscene? Fa il numero, aspetta che la donna
= Three Jokes and a Ghost: My Canada; A Debate of Reflections and Ideas. We Are a Population of Chatterboxes
That Take Damn Little Seriously, Laughing at Ourselves. We Have a Wonderful Country and a Democracy (Despite
Certain Attempts Against the Young and The Poor). Yet The One Thing We Absolutely Do Not Want to Talk About:
The Humiliation We Have Inflicted on the Natives.
1
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risponda, poi dice: “Scusi, la disturbo in questo momento?”». O ancora—questa è della
cantautrice Nancy White: «Che cosa dice una ragazza canadese quando le chiedi se ha voglia
di sesso? Sì, ma solo se lo fai anche tu».
Queste battute sembrano indicare che i canadesi preferiscono disquisire all’infinito
sul paradiso in noiose tavole rotonde piuttosto che andarci, e che sono eccessivamente
educati. È vero che abbiamo moltissime tavole rotonde, commissioni e cose del genere, che
siamo noti per scusarci anche quando ci pestano un piede, e perché apriamo infinite porte
agli altri. Forse è perché il Canada è un Paese così vario.
Pare che a Toronto ci siano persone provenienti da più parti del mondo che in
qualsiasi altra città. Tutto deve essere discusso e negoziato, per essere sicuri che ogni punto
di vista venga preso in considerazione. «Compromesso» è il nostro secondo nome. O così
vuole la leggenda. Le barzellette sui canadesi sono così numerose perché prendersi in giro è
per loro un punto d’onore. A volte è difficile per gli altri capirlo, perché altrove quando ci si
prende in giro si rischia di perdere la faccia, ma in Canada si perde la faccia se non ci si
prende in giro. Nulla è più inviso ai canadesi della pomposità, e se pensano che qualcuno si
dia troppe arie sono ben contenti di smontarlo.
Per lo stesso motivo chi si veste troppo bene è visto con sospetto. Questo ha forse
portato a un certo livellamento, a una certa riluttanza a ergersi al di sopra della folla? In un
certo senso, sì. «Il Canada si è costruito una maschera di noiosità,” diceva il titolo di una
recente notizia sul sito della Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. L’autore era un critico di
nome Jeet. Secondo la sua teoria, i canadesi che si mostrano noiosi lo fanno di proposito per
tener nascosta qualche follia, imbroglio o segreto vergognoso che non vogliono esibire. C’è
qualcosa di vero in questo.
Il nostro primo ministro a metà del Novecento, Mackenzie King, presentava al
mondo una facciata assai poco brillante. Ma i suoi cittadini non sapevano che segretamente
credeva che l’anima di sua madre fosse trasmigrata nel suo cane, dal quale gli venivano
istruzioni su come governare il Paese. Inoltre, non riusciva a prendere una decisione se non
quando le lancette dell’orologio erano allineate (la gente pensava che stesse ponderando una
scelta, mentre in realtà stava aspettando che le lancette dell’orologio andassero avanti). Un
altro scrittore canadese, Robertson Davies, ha fatto dire a un personaggio del suo romanzo
The Manticore «Mackenzie King governa il Canada perché è l’incarnazione del Canada:
freddo e prudente esternamente . . . ma nell’intimo è gravido di intuizioni e di oscuri
presagi». Davies stesso amava dire: «Conosco i lati oscuri del mio popolo».
I canadesi si vedevano una volta come gli Hobbit del Signore degli Anelli gentili,
moderati, amanti del cibo (ma senza eccessi) e del bere, soprattutto birra; mai alla moda o
protagonisti, ma dotati di alcuni modesti talenti, di un certo fair play e decoro; appassionati
di fuochi d’artificio nelle grandi occasioni, provvisti di una forza interiore che vien fuori
quando le cose si fanno difficili. Il rispetto per i veterani di guerra—ad esempio—è molto
diffuso in Canada. I vigili del fuoco che hanno salvato qualcuno sono molto ammirati.
Ma, ultimamente, è il lato oscuro che lo specchio ci sta mostrando. Per quali motivi?
Primo: il Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Committee ha appena pubblicato il suo terribile
rapporto sul sistema dei collegi scolastici per le popolazioni native. I canadesi sono inorriditi
nell’apprendere che per ottant’anni i bambini aborigeni sono stati legalmente sottratti ai
genitori e inviati in «collegi» dove gli era proibito parlare la loro lingua e vivevano separati
dalle loro famiglie e dalla loro cultura. Molti di loro sono stati maltrattati fisicamente ed
emotivamente e hanno subito abusi sessuali; sono stati spesso nutriti con cibo scadente e in
misura insufficiente. Molti sono morti, alcuni a causa di malattie contagiose che avrebbero
potuto essere evitate. Quelli che non sono morti hanno spesso portato con sé il trauma di
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quegli anni scolastici per tutta la vita e l’hanno trasmesso ai loro figli. Pochi, veramente
pochi, hanno acquisito quel minimo di istruzione che ha permesso loro di inserirsi nella
società canadese del tempo.
Perché i governi del Canada che si sono succeduti hanno mantenuto questo sistema?
Una persona gentile potrebbe dire che stavano cercando di «civilizzare» gli indiani, i Métis e
gli Inuit (iniziative simili sono state messe in atto in altri avamposti dell’impero britannico,
come l’Australia). Ma questo solleva alcune questioni molto preoccupanti sulla
«civilizzazione». Una persona meno gentile potrebbe chiamarlo «furto di terra»: minare lo
spirito di un popolo distruggendone i figli per farlo capitolare quando se ne occupa il suolo.
Quali che ne fossero i motivi, per i canadesi di oggi è stato uno shock scoprire che per tanto
tempo i governi da loro eletti avevano fatto cose del genere, e a loro nome.
Secondo motivo: si è più volte invocata un’inchiesta sull’alto numero di donne native
che scomparivano o venivano uccise: un tasso quattro volte maggiore rispetto alla
popolazione non-nativa. Che molti degli omicidi fossero commessi da uomini conosciuti
dalle vittime non esime certo dall’indagare; perché anche la violenza domestica è un retaggio
delle politiche coloniali del passato e del sistema scolastico istituito per i nativi canadesi. I
bambini imparano la violenza dalla violenza che gli viene inflitta o a cui debbono assistere, e
il sistema scolastico per i nativi era stato violento. Ecco, questo è il motivo per cui abbiamo
visto le zanne nello specchio. C’è un terzo motivo: l’attuale governo, che il primo ministro,
citandosi, chiama «governo Harper,” anziché governo del Canada, di fronte a quelle
rivelazioni, e alle conseguenti richieste di intervento, non ha fatto assolutamente nulla.
Questo è forse il lato più oscuro di tutti.
Questa inazione non dipenderà per caso dal fatto che un certo numero di Prime
Nazioni indigene stanno ostacolando i piani governativi per gli oleodotti, negandone il
passaggio attraverso le loro terre? Una persona poco gentile potrebbe pensarlo. Per essere
chiari, il Canada è un Paese meraviglioso. È ancora una democrazia, più o meno, nonostante
i piani del governo per negare il voto ai giovani e ai poveri. Non è ancora uno Stato di
polizia, nonostante la legge anti-terrorismo del 2015, in base alla quale potrebbe
effettivamente diventarlo. La gente come me può ancora continuare a viverci e a scrivere
articoli come questo, senza essere subito eliminata. È un Paese e un’idea per cui vale la pena
lottare. Ma se vogliamo sbarazzarci di quelle zanne che lo specchio ci mostra, dobbiamo
guardare in faccia i nostri lati oscuri. Al più presto (traduzione dall’inglese di Maria Sepa)
Tun Huo: Shi Ji 1965-1995 [Eating Fire: Selected Poetry 1965-1995]. Translated by Yuhong Chen, Taibei
Sh: Bao ping wen hua shi ye gu fen you xian gong si, 2015.
[First] Chinese translation of Eating Fire: Selected Poetry 1965-1995 by Yuhong Chen.
“Welcome!” Mushrooms of Toronto: A Guide to Their Remarkable World, Mushrooms of Toronto
Working Group, contributors, City of Toronto, 2015, p.
2,www1.toronto.ca/City%20Of%20Toronto/City%20Planning/Environment/Files/pdf/B
/Mushrooms%20of%20Toronto.pdf.
With Graeme Gibson. A standard message that appears in each volume of the City of
Toronto’s Biodiversity Series starting in 2011.
“Welcome!” Reptiles and Amphibians of Toronto: A Guide to Their Remarkable World, Reptiles and
Amphibians of Toronto Working Group, contributors, City of Toronto, 2015, p. 2.
With Graeme Gibson. A standard message that appears in each volume of the City of
Toronto’s Biodiversity Series starting in 2011.
“When the Lights Go Out: Human Values After the Collapse of Civilization.” Foragers, Farmers, and
Fossil Fuels: How Human Values Evolve, Ian Morris, author, Stephen Macedo, editor. Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2015, pp. 202-207.
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This is Atwood’s response to the Tanner Lectures delivered at Princeton University by Ian
Morris in November 2012. The book includes challenging responses not only by Atwood
but by philosopher Christine Korsgaard, classicist Richard Seaford, and historian of China,
Jonathan Spence. The concluding chapter, by Morris is titled, “My Correct Views on
Everything.”
Adaptations of Atwood’s Work
The Handmaid’s Tale. Adapted for the stage by Joseph Stollenwerk and presented by Curio Theater
Company at Calvary Center for Culture and Community, 4740 Baltimore Ave., through
Nov. 13.
Philadelphia Inquirer 28 Oct. 2015 Section: Features. By Wendy Rosenfield. (517 w.) Excerpt:
Stollenwerk’s adaptation pares the tale to its core, presenting it as a one-woman play in two
acts. Paul Kuhn’s set nods at the script’s omission of the novel’s final chapter—an academic
presentation—by lining the theater’s entrance with artifacts behind glass, such as a
handmaid’s characteristic red robe and carved wooden signs depicting a cut of meat (women
also weren’t allowed to read) . . . Kuhn’s main stage rests on a turntable. On one side, there’s
a set of stairs with open space before and beneath them. The other side is draped with white
cloth, allowing St. Clair to perform in shadow. It’s almost monastic. But perhaps the most
haunting visual element of this production is built in: Curio performs in an old church, and
when the show ends and lights cut out, a stained-glass window glows, revealing a robed
Jesus, arms outstretched. Is he protecting or pleading? Context is all.
MANGAN, Dan. Club Meds [Sound Recording]. Toronto: Arts & Crafts, 2105. Compact disc 1
audio disc.
Album opener “Offred” is Mangan’s reinterpretation of The Handmaid’s Tale (5.55 mins.)
Quotations
“[Quote].” American Poetry Review, vol. 44, no. 4, July-Aug. 2015, p. 10.
An Atwood line, “To have Made Oranges Happen” becomes the title of a short poem by
Kristen Kaschock.
“[Quote].” The Australian, 25 July 2015, Section: Review, p. 18.
A review by Sunil Badami of Jami Attenberg’s Serpent’s Tail opens with an Atwood quote:
“The past,” Margaret Atwood once noted, “is made of paper . . . records, documents,
newspaper stories, eyewitness reports, gossip and rumour and opinion and contradiction—if
you’re after the truth, the whole and detailed truth, and nothing but the truth, you’re going
to have a thin time of it if you trust paper; but, with the past, it’s almost all you’ve got.”
“[Quote].” New York: Buffalo News, 9 Aug. 2015, Section: DD, p. 55.
A review by Karen Brady of Ann Beattie’s The State We’re In: Maine Stories includes an
Atwood quote: Canadian author (and grand dame of criticism) Margaret Atwood has
famously called a short story by Beattie “like a fresh bulletin from the front: we snatch it up,
eager to know what’s happening out there on the edge of that shifting and dubious noman’s-land known as interpersonal relations.”
“[Quote].” New York: Buffalo News, 20 Nov. 2015, Section: BB, p. 12.
An article titled “Reporters’ Notebook: Bits and Pieces of News . . .” starts off with an
Atwood quote: An observation from Canadian novelist Margaret Atwood, born on this date
in 1939 [sic--two days earlier], “An eye for an eye only leads to more blindness.”
“[Quote].” Colorado College: The Catalyst, 2 May 2015, Section: Opinion, p. 1.
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An editorial titled “Why We Should Study War,” includes an Atwood quote: Understanding
war can prevent war in the first place. [As] the poet Margaret Atwood wrote, “Wars happen
because the ones who start them think they can win.”
“[Quote].” Chatelaine, vol. 88, no. 11, Nov. 2015, pp. 91-92, 94, 96, 98.
In her article, “How to Get Through a Breakup,” Danielle Groen quotes Atwood: “Love’s
Never a Fair Trade.”
“[Quote].” Halifax: Chronicle-Herald, 21 Apr. 2015, Section: A, p. 8.
In her article “Flipping School Year Makes Perfect Sense,” Jan Wong uses an excerpt from
Atwood’s poem “February” to make her case: “Winter. Time to eat fat and watch hockey.”
“[Quote].” Kent State University: Daily Kent Stater, 4 Oct. 2015, Section: Latest Updates, p. 1.
An article by Carlyle Addy, “Opinion: Philosophy and its Unrecognized Importance,”
includes an Atwood quote: There’s a quote from Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake saying,
“There’s something to be said for hunger: at least it lets you know you’re alive.”
“[Quote].” Forbes, vol. 194, no. 4, 29 Sept. 2014, p. 128.
Atwood included in a series of quotes on health: “I used to jog, but it’s bad for the knees.
Too much beta carotene makes you orange; too much calcium gives you kidney stones.
Health kills.”
“[Quote].” Globe and Mail, 6 May 2015, Section: Editorial: A2.
An editorial against Bill C-51, the Canadian government’s anti-terrorism act, begins with an
Atwood tweet: “Bill C-51 about to be passed in Canada. See you in the slammer, kids.”
“[Quote].” Glasgow: The Herald, 19 Sept. 2015, p. 15.
Drew Allen, in the column “Heading Here” quotes Atwood: “Digital technology has made it
easier than ever to treat people like domesticated animals farmed for profit. You can no
longer rent a car or a hotel room or buy much of anything without a credit card, which
leaves a digital trail wherever it goes.”
“[Quote].” Glasgow: The Herald, 21 Sept. 2015, p. 17.
P.A., in the column “Heading Here” quotes Atwood: “Being a famous writer is different to
being a famous rock star. With a writer, people bond to the books. Nobody wants my
shoelaces.”
“[Quote].” Irish Times, 17 Dec. 2015, Section: Finance, p. 6.
In her article, “The Year in Quotes and in Review,” Laura Slattery includes an Atwood quote
in which she sums up our urgent need to check our feeds and inboxes just one more time:
“Going online is addictive for the same reason that going to the post box is addictive. You
keep thinking there’s going to be an Easter egg in there just for you.”
“[Quote].” National Post, 26 May 2015, Section: A, p. 8.
Excerpt: Amidst the online celebrations over Ireland’s resounding support for same-sex
marriage in Friday’s referendum, a few Canadians predictably had to make it about . . . us . . .
National treasure Margaret Atwood . . . chipped in, to the delight of her retweeting minions:
“What? No congratulation to #Ireland for its historic #gaymarriage vote from #Canada
Prime Minister? Why ever not? Puzzled!”
“[Quote].” National Post, 24 Oct. 2015, Section: A, p. 7.
Excerpt: After 11 weeks of debate, door-knocking and discussion, more than 17 million
Canadians voted in the federal election. That’s about 69 per cent of eligible voters, the
highest federal turnout since 1993. But while waiting for the results to come in, the National
Post urged readers to sum up the campaign—in a poem. Atwood’s contribution:
@MargaretAtwood Nice Hair was there, But then: a blot! Where did it go? Was there a plot?
Nice Hair was Ready. Bad Hair Guy not. #hairgate
“[Quote].” New York Observer, 14 Oct. 2015, Available from Lexis-Nexis.
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Maris Kreizman begins her short article with an Atwood quote: “I read for pleasure and that
is the moment I learn the most.”
“[Quote].” New York Times, 13 Sept. 2015, Section: BR, p. 4.
In his column, John Williams includes this under the heading Quotable: ‘‘If a woman had
written it, she would have been denounced as a very anti-male person. It’s extremely
feminist—to such an extreme that I think only a male writer could have gotten away with it.’’
—Margaret Atwood on Stieg Larsson’s Millennium series, in an interview with Entertainment
Weekly.
“[Quote].” Publisher’s Weekly Review, 16 Nov. 2015, Section: Reviews Fiction. Available from LexisNexis.
In a review of 13 Ways of Looking at a Fat Girl: Fiction, by Mona Awad, the anonymous
reviewer notes that the book begins with an Atwood quote: Awad opens her assured and
terrific debut collection of linked stories with a quotation from Margaret Atwood’s Lady
Oracle: “There was always that shadowy twin, thin when I was fat, fat when I was thin . . .”
“[Quote].” Seattle University: The Spectator, 15 Apr. 2015, Section: AANDE, p. 1.
An article by Bianca Sewake, “The Common S E N S E’: A Touchy Subject?” begins with a
quote from Atwood: Upon the shelves surrounding me in the Henry Art Gallery, neatly
placed stacks of newsprint paper sit side-by-side. Each stack contains a different short
passage. One of them quotes a line from Margaret Atwood’s 1985 dystopian novel The
Handmaid’s Tale: “Behind me I feel her presence . . . A woman made into an angel, waiting to
be found. By me this time.”
“[Quote].” England: The Sun, 4 Feb. 2015, Section: Features: Opinion, p. 11.
Jane Moore quotes Atwood: “Divorce is like an amputation: you survive it but there’s less of
you.”
“[Quote].” Australia: Sydney Morning Herald, 14 Feb. 2015, Section: Spectrum, p. 44.
Comment on each of the Zodiac signs includes: SCORPIO Oct 24-Nov 22. If this week’s
multiple conjunction of planets in a fellow water-sign generates a tsunami of oceanic
emotions—good, bad and utterly unexpected—take literary Scorpion Margaret Atwood’s
advice: “If you can’t stop the waves, go sailing. And what can’t be mended may still be
tended.”
“[Quote].” New Brunswick: Telegraph-Journal, 22 Dec. 2015, Section: Features: C4.
An anonymous article titled “Wise Words for The Season and Beyond” includes an Atwood
quote: “We are all joined together globally in ways we have never been joined before.”
“[Quote].” Toronto Star, 22 Feb. 2015, Section: Opinion: A17.
In discussing challenges faced by British investigative journalist Jon Ronson, Heather
Mallick: During his book tour, a tweeter grabbed a sentence from a proof (which cannot
legally be quoted and wasn’t even in the printed book) and alleged Ronson had conflated a
woman’s rape with a man’s firing, as though they were equally damaging. He had merely
been expanding on that Margaret Atwood quote— “Men are afraid that women will laugh at
them. Women are afraid that men will kill them”—as he analyzed people’s worst plausible
fears.
“[Quote].” Toronto Star, 16 Aug. 2015, Section: BOOK: IN6.
In an article on writer Ann Beattie, Stephen Fincun quotes Atwood: Margaret Atwood said
that reading her short fiction was like receiving “a fresh bulletin from the front . . . that
dubious no-man’s-land known as interpersonal relationships.”
“[Quote].” Winnipeg Free Press, 3 Jan. 2015, Section: A, p. 1.
In an anonymous review of Casting Quiet Waters: Reflections on Life and Fishing, the author
quotes Atwood: This book may not be fully appreciated by those who subscribe to Margaret
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Atwood’s definition of fishing as “enticing whales with bent pins.”
Interviews
“Between the Covers; What’s Really Going On in the World of Books.” The Independent, 8 November
2015 Section: Features: 16.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood appeared on the website Mumsnet on Wednesday evening to
discuss her latest novel The Heart Goes Last . . . along with her often dystopian fiction, in
which technological advancements generally do not bring the freedom that they promise.
Introducing herself to users, Atwood wrote: “Hello, and welcome. The reason [my username
is] ‘Idiot Margaret’ is that the website would not accept me under my usual name.
Technology is strange. But it was very happy with ‘Idiot Margaret’, and we didn’t want to
risk a Tech Fail by trying to change it to Margaret Atwood.” One good question to Idiot
Margaret was about which books inspired her when she was a child. Grimm’s Fairy
Tales, she replied, “and in the 1940’s—before they got Princessed and Disneyfied—that
meant red-hot shoes, gouged out eyeballs, and the whole nine yards. Did that put me off?
Evidently not, since the good folks were generally rewarded; which was more than can be
said for Hans Christian Anderson, who I don’t think was writing for children really.” [Ed.
note: Mumset is UK website for parents. For more on Atwood’s appearance, see http:
//www.mumsnet.com/books/webchats/what-we-learned-margaret-atwood. (1 August
2016)].
“Books of the Year: The Essential NS Reading List.” New Statesman, 19 Nov. 2015,
www.newstatesman.com/culture/books/2015/11/books-year-essential-ns-reading-list.
Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Atwood’s favourite reading in 2015.
Excerpt: The Theatre of War: What Ancient Greek Tragedies Can Teach Us Today (Scribe) is by
Bryan Doerries. As more and more information is coming out about how western
governments that should know better have been neglecting the veterans of recent wars,
especially those suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder, resulting in a high rate of
suicide, this book is very timely. It turns out that the war veteran Sophocles knew something
about that. Doerries’s direct, high-volume technique appears to connect sufferers with their
emotions in a way the Greeks would have called “cathartic.” Miriam Toews’s brave novel All
My Puny Sorrows (Faber & Faber) is a high-wire act. What do you do when your beloved and
brilliant sister wants you to help her leave this world because she finds her existence too
painful? How do you make that into a believable, excruciating but sometimes wildly funny
work of fiction? This book would be helpful to those left behind by a loved one’s deliberate
departure, too.
BIEDENHARN, Isabella. “Margaret Atwood Gets Sketchy.” Entertainment Weekly, 14 Aug. 2015, p.
62, www.ew.com/article/2015/08/12/margaret-atwood-interview.
Atwood as cartoonist.
Excerpt: EW: So what will your cartoons be about? I’m not going to tell you! That’s
going to be a surprise. EW: Nothing. One of them will probably be about being
nearsighted and vain in the age before contacts. So I never actually saw my boyfriends. I
knew their shirt buttons. EW: When did you first start drawing cartoons? When I was 6.
Remember, it was the comic-book generation. We read Batman, Superman, Captain Marvel,
and Plastic Man, who could transform himself into anything: He might be a lamp, or he
might ooze under your door in a long string, but you could tell it was him because of the
colors. And his way of capturing criminals was to wrap himself around them. [Laughs] He
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wore dark glasses and talked jazz, so I thought he was cool. EW: Did you feel excluded
from comics in any way? No. Girls have no problems reading stories about boys. Boys
have some problems reading stories about girls, but that seems to be equalizing somewhat as
the superheroines of today get more muscly and active. In the olden days of Batman, the
person who was like that was Catwoman. I always suspected maybe there was a little thing
between Batman and Catwoman. Don’t you think? EW: I do, but I’ve seen the movies
now, which sort of ruins it. Oh, well. The movies. So if you want to read my Freudian and
Jungian analysis of Batman, you can look in my book called In Other Worlds. Why did all
these superheroes wear tights, where did the cloak come from? Have you ever seen Bugs
Bunny’s “What’s Opera, Doc?”? EW: I haven’t. Elmer is trying to kill Bugs Bunny as usual,
and Bugs disguises himself as a Wagnerian heroine, complete with the helmet and the brass
brassiere. Where did the brassiere come from? Why did everybody immediately recognize it?
EW: I don’t know—why? Well, you can read the heavily researched article that I did for
Playboy. EW: What are you reading now? I have a big pile—Avatar: The Last Airbender,
Harlequin Valentine, Bandette, Green River Killer: A True Detective Story. I’m also reading Storm of
Steel, the definitive World War I account from the German point of view. EW: I hear
you’re a Game of Thrones fan. The interesting thing about the Game of Thrones is that it’s
not finished yet. So you can’t find out what happens next. Some of us don’t believe that Jon
Snow is really dead. And others of us are placing our bets on the Mother of Dragons. EW:
You’ve written about Game of Thrones’ influences. [George R.R. Martin] says a French
series by Maurice Druon, which starts with The Iron King, was inspirational for him.
Everything that’s in Game of Thrones—disembowelments, dismemberments, poisonings—
took place in real life. I read Druon’s series in French, learning words that I didn’t know:
“evisceration” and “cut off his genitalia and broil them.” Not things you can use in ordinary
conversation. EW: You’ll find a way. Well, I just did, didn’t I?
HALLET, Doug. “Margaret Atwood Responds to a Few Questions from The Tribune.” Guelph
Tribune, 24 Nov. 2015, Section: Community: 1, www.guelphmercury.com/communitystory/6132980-margaret-atwood-responds-to-a-few-questions-from-the-tribune/. Accessed
1 Aug. 2016.
In advance of her visit to Guelph, the city newspaper emailed some questions to Atwood.
Excerpt: Here are her responses. Q: Your famous dystopian novel The Handmaid’s
Tale was published back in 1985, but since early in this century you have heavily
focused on this sort of book—the trilogy of Oryx and Crake (2003), The Year of the
Flood (2009) and MaddAddam (2013) and now The Heart Goes Last, the new book
that you’re promoting at your Nov. 25 talk in Guelph. Why have you focused your
talents in this direction as you’ve got older? A: Apples and oranges . . . I’ve written about
older people as such, most notably in The Blind Assassin and Stone Mattress; in a story in the
latter, “Torching the Dusties,” some of them face being burned up in their retirement home
by a mob of young people. Spec fic [Ed. i.e. speculative fiction] and dystopias, however, are
pretty much always a reaction to real-world events. Writing it is not a response to aging—in
fact a lot of young writers are producing a lot of dystopias right now. They are a response to
instability in the world. Q: You have described these cautionary novels as “speculative
fiction” as opposed to science fiction, because “speculative fiction could really
happen.” How satisfying is it to write fiction that might perhaps influence people to
try to prevent the sort of future you describe in these books? And how do you
manage to be so funny (perhaps in particular in MaddAddam) in novels that have
such grim themes? A: Funny? Canadians are funny. They will make fun of anything. See
Twitter on the subject of “barbaric social practices.” But it’s what the French call AngloMargaret Atwood Studies 10 (2016) 76

Saxon humour: funny and not-funny at the same time. Influence? Not sure my fictions are
influential in any direct way. More like blueprints: you like this house? No? Maybe then build
a different one? Q: You turned 76 on Nov. 18 and you’re still going strong, writing big,
complex novels while Alice Munro, 84, and Philip Roth, 82, for example, have called
it quits in recent years. How long do you think you might continue to share your
immense talent and wisdom by continuing to write books? When might you know
that it’s time to put away your pen? A: When I start to drool. I don’t think writers choose
to stop. Something else stops them. Robertson Davies was still hard at work at the age of 84.
Molly Keane published her last novel when she was 84. John le Carré (81) is still going
strong. Or is your question perhaps an echo of Mr. Bennet’s acerbic comment to his pianoplaying daughter in Pride and Prejudice: ‘That will do extremely well, child. You have delighted
us long enough. Let the other young ladies have time to exhibit.’ Q: You invented the
LongPen remote robotic writing technology, which I understand allows book
signings at a distance. Guelph isn’t all that distant from Toronto, but we’re
wondering if you still enjoy events like this Wednesday’s reading at War Memorial
Hall. What’s your favourite and least favourite thing about such events? A: Like
Velcro, the Longpen turns out to have many uses that were not originally anticipated. See,
for some examples, www.syngrafii.com, absolutart.com (for which it is the remote signing
software and hardware), and futurelibrary.no, for which myself and the artist Katie Paterson
did a signed + dedicated limited edition of 50 e-covers of the book that won’t be read until
2114. I generally enjoy live events—people are amazed to see that I’m still alive, I suspect,
and are nice to me for fear that I’ll croak onstage. That kind of drama is not as possible by
remote. Though I just did a remote at the Mumsnet Blogfest in the UK: a panel at which I
was a head on a screen—and remotely signed and dedicated some e-prizes for the Blogfest
winners.
“What Fictional City (or Other Locale) Would You Most Like to Inhabit?” The Atlantic, vol. 316, no.
2, Sept. 2015, p. 108, www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2015/09/what-fictional-cityor-other-locale-would-you-most-like-to-inhabit/399383. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Interviewed along with several other authors, Atwood’s answer was: The desirability of
where you are depends on who you are. But the idyllic Paris of Henry James’s The
Ambassadors would be very appealing so long as I could have an independent income, a pair
of mauve gloves, a parasol, and a secret lover. Otherwise the metropolis of Blade Runner, if I
could be a top-grade replicant.
ALTER, Alexandra. “A Novelist Unafraid of a Digital Deep Dive.” New York Times, 28 Sept. 2015,
Section: C: 1, www.nytimes.com/2015/09/28/books/margaret-atwood-digital-deep-diverwrites-the-heart-goes-last.html?_r=0. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: [On the origins of the Heart Goes Last] Ms. Atwood, who is 75 and has a halo of gray
curls and an acerbic sense of humor, said the idea came to her when she was reading about
for-profit prisons. ‘‘For-profit prisons are never a good idea, because to keep them profitable
you have to keep having more prisoners,’’ she said in a recent telephone interview. To make
her fictional penal system even creepier, she created greedy villains who victimize poor
people by offering them jobs. ‘‘Think New Deal, only a much more sinister version,’’ she
said. Initially, Ms. Atwood planned to publish a single e-book with Byliner. But she got
absorbed in the story and was intrigued by the process of shaping a narrative in full view of
the public, building in cliffhangers and plot twists to keep readers coming back. She
described it as a high-tech version of 19th-century serialized works like Dickens’s The Pickwick
Papers. . . . The concept was a hit. The first installment, ‘‘I’m Starved for You,’’ sold 40,000
copies following its release in the spring of 2012, according to Ms. Loyd [Atwood’s editor at
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Byliner]. Three more episodes followed. But Ms. Atwood and her longtime publisher, Nan
Talese, agreed that she should hold back the rest of the story so that she could publish it
later as a new novel, and the online serial experiment ended in May of 2013, leaving fans
hanging. To transform an episodic narrative into something more sweeping, Ms. Atwood
rewrote the early chapters, adding the back story about how the characters arrived at
Consilience. She worked out the novel’s madcap climax, which culminates with an
outlandish plot twist involving Elvis impersonators in Las Vegas, a city that struck Ms.
Atwood as a perfect dystopian setting. ‘‘Nothing in it feels quite real,’’ she said.
BELOT, Laure. “Margaret Atwood: ‘Être Sur Twitter, C’est Comme Posséder sa Petite Station de
Radio.’” Le Monde 26 June 2015, www.lemonde.fr/festival/article/2015/06/24/margaretatwood-etre-sur-twitter-c-est-comme-posseder-sa-petite-station-deradio_4661008_4415198.html. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016. Excerpt: Vous êtes très active sur
Twitter (@MargaretAtwood), où vous avez plus de 800000 ‘followers’. Que vous
apporte ce réseau? C’est un peu comme posséder sa propre petite station de radio: je peux
suggérer en ligne des lectures que j’ai aimées, des films ou encore des séries télévisées. Je
peux échanger des informations, inviter des personnes et diffuser certaines actualités. J’y
passe en général 10 à 15 minutes par jour. Comment décrire cette communauté avec
laquelle vous communiquez en ligne? Ce sont des personnes extrêmement diverses, en
âge, genre et nationalité. On y trouve tout autant des lecteurs que des scientifiques ou des
écologistes. Certains aussi sont intéressés par la politique. En revanche, je ne suis pas sur
Facebook, tout simplement car je ne sais pas comment m’en servir. Mon éditeur l’a
configuré pour moi et il faudrait que j’apprenne, je suppose. Cela vous inspire-t-il dans
votre travail? J’y trouve en effet des réponses à des questions précises. Comment voyezvous l’évolution des interactions entre auteurs et lecteurs? Je suis écrivain depuis 1956:
j’ai vu l’écriture et l’édition changer profondément au fil des années. Je suis inscrite sur
Wattpad depuis trois ans, pour explorer la façon dont cette plate-forme relie les personnes à
la lecture et à l’écriture. Et aussi donne confiance aux écrivains à travers les réactions des
lecteurs. Que pensez-vous de la co-création numérique, notamment avec des lecteurs?
J’ai déjà eu une expérience de co-création sur Wattpad [en2012 avec Naomi Alderman, la cocréation des chapitres de The Happy Zombie Sunrise Home]. Et cette année, nous venons de
lancer un concours sur Wattpad, en lien avec le projet Bibliothèque du futur (une initiative
de l’artiste Katie Paterson pour la ville d’Oslo, en Norvège). Dans ce cadre, il s’agit pour des
‘wattpadders’ d’écrire des histoires en incorporant le titre de mon livre, Cher 2114, qui ne sera
pas lu avant 100 ans. Il y a déjà eu 6 millions de téléchargements du règlement de ce
concours. Pour chaque participant, il y a plusieurs directions possible, par exemple, écrire
une histoire sur le conseil à donner au monde en 2114. Ou encore, comment sera le monde
quand la future bibliothèque s’ouvrira en 2114? Par l’intermédiaire de la plate-forme, des
lecteurs de 32 pays sont déjà entrés dans la compétition. Vous considérez-vous comme
une pionnière? Non, je ne me considère pas comme une pionnière, à l’exception de mon
invention, ‘The Longpen,’ qui permet de signer à distance un document (le signataire écrit
sur une palette graphique, un mouvement reproduit par un bras articulé sur n’importe quel
document papier, n’importe où sur la planète). Il est utilisé actuellement par le site Fanado.fr
(qui met numériquement en lien artistes et fans), mais aussi par l’entreprise Syngrafii.com
dans les affaires, pour le gouvernement, les banques... Nous avons d’ailleurs utilisé cette
technique pour le lancement de la bibliothèque du futur en dédicaçant à distance une édition
limitée de 50 couvertures numériques pour 50 personnes. Pourquoi participer à ce projet
de bibliothèque du futur? J’envoie, avec ce projet, un manuscrit dans le temps. Y aura-t-il
des humains qui l’attendront? Y aura-t-il toujours la Norvège? des forêts? des bibliothèques?
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On peut l’espérer, malgré le changement climatique, l’augmentation du niveau des mers, les
pandémies mondiales et toutes les autres menaces. Enfant, j’étais de ceux qui enterrait des
trésors dans des bocaux, avec l’idée que quelqu’un, un jour, puisse les déterrer. C’est l’idée de
cette bibliothèque du futur, qui contiendra des fragments de vies, vécues un jour, et qui sont
maintenant du passé. Tout ce qui est écrit est une façon de préserver et de transmettre la
voix humaine. La marque de l’écriture, faite par l’encre, l’encre de l’imprimante, la brosse, le
stylet, le burin, va rester là, inerte, jusqu’à ce qu’un lecteur arrive et la ramène à la vie.
BOUW, Brenda. “High Net Worth Investing: Margaret Atwood Muses on Money; ‘I Put Money
into Things I Think Are Useful.’” Globe and Mail, 25 June 2015, Section: Globe Investor:
B15,
www.theglobeandmail.com/globe-investor/investment-ideas/margaret-atwood-on-how-shechooses-her-investments/article25100262. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood is best known for writing wildly successful books but she’s also
no slouch when it comes to business. She’s an entrepreneur who helped transform her
LongPen remote signature technology from idea to reality and a businesswoman who backs
some innovative companies that she considers environmentally friendly. Ms. Atwood also
has a strong position on debt and how it has informed human behaviour, which she laid out
in her prescient 2008 book Payback: Debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth. The Globe spoke with
Ms. Atwood recently about where she puts her money, and why: Where do you invest your
money? Let’s make it clear. I’m not an investor. That’s not what I do. Warren Buffett I’m
not. Occasionally something comes along and I have to get involved in it. I put money into
things I think are useful. That includes the green funds run by [environmental investor]
Michael de Pencier and his merry men called Investeco, and one on the West Coast called
Renewal2, which puts it mostly into organic produce and various other things that are
environmentally useful. Do you give those fund managers any direction on where to
put your money? Are you nuts? I trust them to pick out worthy things. Besides, they don’t
invest in the things I wouldn’t invest in. I’m not putting it into oil wells. I’d be much richer if
they did, but I can’t do that. Why can’t you invest in oil companies? I just can’t. It would
be hypocritical. Into every life a little hypocrisy must fall, and I know perfectly well that’s
what makes the car go. But if [Tesla CEO] Elon Musk was putting his Powerwall on the
market, I would certainly buy a piece of that. My feeling is that, once that becomes
affordable, everyone is going to do that. I think that’s definitely the wave of the future. If the
Urban Death Project [a human composting company] was floating stock, I would probably
invest in that. Into a certain age group that is what we talk about. It’s no longer, ‘who’s
having an affair with whom?’ It’s ‘what are you going to do with your corpse?’ Is there
anything you’ve thought of investing in directly yourself, such as the next tech IPO?
I’m not into it. I’m quite good at thinking of pretend ones and putting them in novels.
You’ve invested in a private touchscreen-technology startup called Baanto. Why that
company? I like the technology. The beauty of it is that [its ShadowSense technology] takes
a lot less energy to make and the material is cheaper. Do you get approached a lot to
invest in companies as an entrepreneur? No. I get approached a lot to support things and
by people who want to know what I think. What’s the best investment you’ve made? The
best investments you make are buying things that you want and like. I like pieces of land, but
they aren’t investments. My dad made me buy the first one. He said if I didn’t it would turn
into a gravel pit. What’s the worst? Of course you try to forget those things, but probably
all of those lottery tickets that never paid off. I never won a single one. I might get a scratch
bingo card once in a while. It’s a pastime. I’m willing to pay $3 to have something to do for
15 minutes.
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BROWN, Jesse. “Margaret Atwood on Writing, Optimism and Twitter Addiction; Conversation
Highlights With a Celebrated Canadian Author Following Her Novel Release.” The Tyee, 9
Oct. 2015, thetyee.ca/Culture/2015/10/09/Margaret-Atwood-Interview. Accessed 1 Aug.
2016.
Excerpt: [Editor’s note: Famed Canadian author Margaret Atwood recently sat down for a
broad-ranging conversation with Canadaland’s Jesse Brown ahead of the release of her latest
novel, The Heart Goes Last. The discussion took place weeks after an Atwood column for the
National Post dissecting Conservatives’ hair-mocking attack ads was published on the web,
disappeared, and then later reappeared. Atwood speaks on that brouhaha, along with her
Twitter addiction and the latest trends in publishing.] On the National Post’s decision to
pull her story on hair and the election: I don’t think my mouth has ever been open for so
long continuously as that evening. The first thing was Twitter saying ‘Where did it go?’ And
then I get an email saying, ‘We’re sorry, we didn’t follow the right protocol, we have to factcheck the facts.’ And I said, ‘What facts?’ “There was nothing in there that wasn’t already in
the press, and multiple times. No new news. Maybe it was just the way I framed it, but it was
very odd and we know it didn’t come from editorial. I think it was completely the wrong
thing to do. You let the wave flow past and people go ‘Hahaha,’ and they forget about it. But
that isn’t what happened; they drew attention to the very things they wanted to conceal. On
Twitter and the ‘pigeon principal’: With my Twitter, I see it like a little radio program. I
invite guests, as it were. I have little conversations with them as you might have with a
phone-in thing; if they get rowdy, I kick them off. It’s not my job, but it is my public service,
if you like. I can put out other people’s books. I can put out pieces of information. I can
refer people to articles I think they might want to read... Everybody finds it hard to turn off.
It’s an addictive thing, and the reason it’s an addictive thing is that it’s like Easter eggs. You
wake up in the morning: is there going to be an Easter egg for me? I used to have the same
relationship with the rural mailbox when I was a teenager. I was living in the country for part
of the summer and I had a boyfriend. You’d go down to look at the mailbox and there
wouldn’t be one and then the next day there would be. My dad was a biologist so I used to
get these biological examples. The pigeon principal was an experiment with pigeons, and
they taught the pigeons that if they pecked on a lever they got one grain of corn per peck.
The first group of pigeons found that if they pecked the lever they didn’t get any corn
anymore, so they stopped pecking. The second group got corn every five times, and they
kept pecking because they knew it was predictable. The third group, it was random, they
never stopped pecking. When it’s random but there’s a possibility of a reward, people
become like gamblers. On the writing gamble: I cannot remember a time when publishers
were not moaning and crying, but of course they’re gamblers. Publishing is gambling, writing
is gambling. It’s the most entrepreneurial thing you can do. There are a lot of creative and
good books that don’t get readerships. You can dedicate your life to writing your book, and
it can be a very good book, and it could go nowhere. Self-publishing was trumpeted as being
the big answer to everything. It’s out there, but how do you let the readers that you want to
be your readers know about it? It’s the same problem it always was. About five years ago we
were told it was all going to be digital. That has not happened. There are neurological
reasons for that, but digital went up to a certain level and then it went back down and it sort
of stayed at that level, and the paper book has come back. On puffery and the dawn of
Canlit festivals: A lot of the things that are with us today were invented by my generation
in the ‘60s, because they weren’t there [before]. There were no creative writing schools,
maybe two. There were no book tours. Jack McClelland basically invented the book tour,
because Canada is so big. He did that before people started doing it in the States. There were
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no literary festivals. The first freestanding authors-only literary festival was at Harbourfront
and it evolved out of the Bohemian Embassy Authors’ Night back in the early ‘60s. There
was a coffee house called The Bohemian Embassy and they would get mail from people who
wanted a visa because they thought it was a real embassy. That’s where the author’s festivals
came from. Because there weren’t any and people felt a need, especially in a country like
Canada, to connect people, to connect readers with writers. Once upon a time there were
only the Governor General’s Awards, and they weren’t covered by the press, hardly at all.
They were a very obscure thing. You may now think of that as puffery, but consider the
alternative. On the end of fossil fuel: There’s a piece recently in which the head of Saudi
Arabia was saying we know there’s going to be an end to oil; it’s not going to be that we run
out of oil, it’s that the demand is going to fall. You know, I’m so old that I remember the
following things: I remember when everybody had a coal furnace. How long did it take
before oil furnaces came in and the coal wagon disappeared from the streets? About 10
years. How long did it take [for] the first cell phones? They were enormous, they were called
satellite phones, they were $1,000, you had to carry them around in a case. Everybody went
‘Hahaha, nobody will ever get this—why would you have one?’ And look at it now. The
cassette tape deck, that was even faster. As soon as CDs came in, bang they were gone. You
can just go through all those things that have fallen out of favour. On optimism about the
possibility of technology saving us: Unless you’re an optimist, you don’t bother writing
books. In itself, it’s a very optimistic thing to do.
BUCHNER, Jill. “Foreword Thinking.” Canadian Living, vol. 40, no. 9. Sept. 2015, pp. 49-50.
Excerpt: What was your inspiration for The Heart Goes Last? I had been thinking about
prisons. Going back to early history, we didn’t have prisons until we had permanent
settlements, because if you have nomadic communities, you can’t build prison systems. So
where did this whole prison thing come from and what are they for? Are they to keep us safe
from really bad people? Are they to punish people? Are they to reform them? It kicked off
an exploration of prisons as profit-making schemes. There are such things today, and there
are prisons where the organs of executed people are sold. Your recent fiction seems to
have been inspired by real-world environmental and financial issues. Do you write
about these scary scenarios because they could be our future? It’s already in our past in
a lot of cases. We had that financial meltdown in 2008, and what you got was sections of
Detroit where all the houses are empty. A lot of people have lived this story already. I don’t
think we see it as a crisis until it affects us, and we’re shocked when it happens to people
who might be us. Stan and Charmaine might be us, and neither of them is a heroic figurethey’re just regular subject-to-temptation people. Your 1972 critical work, Survival: A
Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature, has been integral to our understanding of
Canlit and how survival themes permeate our writing. Do you think those
observations are still true today? The motifs are still there, but a number of them have
evolved. Nature in the 19th century was a monster that would probably smush you. Now, as
I say in Survival, our consciousness has changed radically: We think of it as something we
need to protect. Survival used to be pretty Canadian, and now, it’s pan-global. We’re no
longer thinking about the survival of the pioneer in the forest; we’re thinking about the
survival of the human race. . . . You were the first author to submit a book to the future
library project, which will print an anthology of never-be-fore seen texts in the year
2114. Do you think printed books will still be around in 100 years? People were saying
about five years ago that it’s all going to be e-books, but guess what? It isn’t. Apparently,
there is a neurological difference in how we read onscreen and on paper. And you just get a
deeper read on paper. Even though you’re so ingrained in print, you’ve been really
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active on social media and online writing communities. Why are you so eager to try it
all? I’m curious about human tools and their multiple uses. Our first human tool was
probably language. I had one of the early personal computers. I followed the digital world
along and watched it evolve. How have you seen your writing change over the years?
When I was 16 or 17, I wrote a story about this really old person-decrepit, dusty, mouldy, no
hope, wasted life. That person was 40. So everything’s relative. When you’re a younger
person, you don’t know what it’s like to be an older person. Whereas, if you’re older, you’ve
actually done all those stages of life; you can remember what they were like. You’ve
accomplished so much in your life. Is there anything you still want to do? We’re doing
a graphic novel of The Handmaid’s Tale, and the HBO TV series of the MaddAddam trilogy is
in process. Alias Grace is also being adapted by [Canadian actor-director] Sarah Polley, who
has already written the script for a six-part miniseries. But if you mean, have I got a supernew technology that will save the world? Not yet. . . .
DEY, Iain. “Dame Dystopia Doesn’t Think We’re Done for Yet; The Bestselling Author Margaret
Atwood Has Created Another Nightmarish Vision of Tomorrow’s World in Her New Book,
but Her Faith in Humanity’s Survival Instinct Is Undimmed, She Tells Iain Dey.” Sunday
Times, 6 Sept. 2015, Section: News Review, p. 6.
Excerpt: Her new book, The Heart Goes Last, is expected to be the Canadian writer’s biggest
hit in years. Perhaps bigger even than The Blind Assassin, which won the Booker prize in
2000. The new work is a futuristic dystopian fiction that is simultaneously about wealth
inequality, the lost middle class, the subjugation of women, the rise of artificial intelligence,
the surveillance society, organ trafficking and countless other screamingly relevant themes.
Yet it is also about sex—in particular, the psychological lure of extramarital sex. “Well,
partly, yes,” confesses Atwood. There is nothing you would not find in Ovid or Shakespeare,
she protests, apart from some modern phenomena she has learnt about from the internet. “I
make these things up, but then I usually find that someone has already done it,” she says
before recommending that I type the phrase “I had sex with furniture” into an internet
search engine. “What entrepreneur thought that would be a good idea? A sofa you can have
sex with?” . . . We meet in a cafe near her home in Toronto where she lives with her partner
of 42 years, the writer Graeme Gibson. They were both married when they met, although “it
wasn’t the kind of situation in which you do an Ashley Madison,” she insists—both
marriages were over, just not legally. Nonetheless, it is interesting to ponder how much
autobiography has seeped into her book’s descriptions of sporadic, perfunctory marital sex
punctuated by lustful, kink-ridden antics in the arms of a lover. “Well, you think I’m going to
tell you that?” she protests. “No! Let’s just say I had my first boyfriend in Grade 3.”
DUNDAS, Deborah. “A Twisted Satire Where There Are No Heroes; Margaret Atwood’s
Dystopian Trip Speaks to Tough Economic Times While Evoking the Victorian Era.”
Toronto Star, 4 Oct. 2015, Section: Book: IN9.
Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last began on Byliner, a “boutique” website that published literary
authors online. Four episodes of the then-titled “Positron” series went up, but Byliner went
down and the rights for the story reverted to Atwood and her Byliner editor Amy Grace
Loyd suggested it become a book. She calls it “a dark romantic comedy in which there are
no heroes.” But as with anything Atwood, satire ensures that even when you are having fun,
you feel slightly uncomfortable. . . . [The book is] a thoroughly modern story, yet Atwood
hearkens back to Victorian times and that era’s novels of manners and the 1950s. She’s long
had a keen interest in the history and use of prisons—what should they be used for:
punishment, to pay off a debt, to reform people, to make them penitent? “We really need to
think about that because right now we have an overstuffed prison system that’s full of
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people who probably shouldn’t be there at all and they’re learning to be criminals.” This
gives you a clue to what she really seems to be getting at in the latest of her more than 40
books of poetry, non-fiction and fiction.
FARSETHAS, Ane. “Margaret Atwood on Vampires, Gene-Splicing, and Talking Turnips: A
Walking Conversation with One of the World’s Greatest Living Writers.” Literary Hub, 20
Oct. 2015, lithub.com/margaret-atwood-on-vampires-gene-splicing-and-talking-turnips.
Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Interview with a Norwegian journalist about Scribbler Moon, her contribution to the future
library.
Excerpt: Atwood explains she enjoys the idea of writing for readers who are yet to be
born—“but go easy on the jokes, they don’t age well”—and doesn’t worry about writing into
a void: “A lot of people write things that will never be read, period. Think about all those
young unpublished authors, for example. And publishing any book is always a little like
throwing the manuscript in a bottle into the sea, because you never know who’s going to
find it. The time period is just a little bit longer here. The Future Library is the literary
equivalent to slow cooking. The scope of the idea was what first attracted her to the project:
“It’s very hopeful. Because we’re assuming a hundred years from now there will be a human
race, we’re assuming there will be a Norway, an Oslo, and a library. We’re assuming people
will be able to read and that they will be interested in reading. All of that is extremely
hopeful. But I did check, the trees are planted on the top of a hill, so if the flood comes it
will be safe.” She explains how the growth of the trees in a wood outside Oslo will be
monitored, and how changes in the biotope will be accounted for over time. How
important is the environmental side of the Future Library to you? “It ought to be
important to everyone. And it is increasingly important to everyone. The question of climate
change has moved from the back pages of scientific journals to the front sections of
newspapers. Events like Hurricane Sandy and the drought in California, have made people in
this part of the world realize this is really happening. Once it starts hitting you in the pocket
book, when you’re told you can’t have this or that because the crops have all died, that’s
when things start to move out of speculative fiction. It already has. At last.”
About The Heart Goes Last. Excerpt: Atwood’s new book, The Heart Goes Last, is set
in a prison, where the guards and the prisoners take turns being imprisoned. In the novel a
young couple trying to survive sign up for something called the Positron Project—a ‘social
experiment’ offering stable jobs and a home of their own. All they have to do in return is
give up their freedom every second month, swapping their home for a prison cell. It sounds
a bit Big Brother-like? “It’s really based on a very simple idea, that the prison system in
this country is run for profit. If it’s a for profit system, you need to make sure it is fully
occupied at all times. And if there’s a situation where there’s a shortage of jobs, why not
have people take turn being prisoners and prison guards? But with that you don’t get rid of
the real criminals, because they’re too criminal, too difficult to have in prison. So it’s just
people like you and me there. The novel describes a scenario where one month you spend in
the prison, being a prisoner, and the next month you’re out working in the town that
supports the prison.” Again, you extrapolate from realities . . . “There are a number of
places, in the United States in particular, where really the only industry is the prison. So
when you have that situation, it’s counterproductive to reduce criminality, you need to keep
filling the prisons up.” From the title, The Heart Goes Last, it sounds quite sinister?
“Yes, but it’s also quite funny I’d have to say. I always get advice on topics I write about and
this time I needed it on things like the swearing habits amongst young people. I had to have
my swearing notebook updated. Everybody just swears all the time, it’s just amazing how
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much swearing there is. Your invented worlds are full of brand names, slogans? “Well,
it’s driven by what really exists. You think you’ve made one up, but then you have to go
online to see if that thing really exists. You’d be surprised how many do. ‘Nighty-nite,’ for
example, the assisted suicide livestream website I invented where you can plan your own
death—that was the name of a sleepwear company so I had to change the spelling.” This
interview was first published in the Norwegian newspaper Morgenbladet.
FINN, Ed. “Stories from Slate; The Acclaimed Author on Hope, Science, and Writing About the
Future.” Slate Magazine, 6 Feb. 2015, Section: Future Tense,
Technology,www.slate.com/articles/technology/future_tense/2015/02/margaret_atwood_i
nterview_the_author_speaks_on_hope_science_and_the_future.html. Accessed 1 Aug.
2016.
Excerpt: My colleagues and I invited Atwood to Arizona State University in November to
help launch a new project about . . . the Imagination and Climate Futures Initiative.
(Disclosure: ASU is a partner with Slate and New America in Future Tense.) Our
conversation was inspired by the idea that an effective response to what Atwood calls the
“everything change” will take more than better batteries and lightbulbs (though we’ll need
them too). To answer the challenge, we need to think much bigger about what it means to
be human in the era when we dominate every corner of this world. . . .
Whether you call it science fiction or speculative fiction, much of your work
imagines a future that many of us wouldn’t want. Do you see stories as a way to
effect change in the world, especially about climate change? I think calling it climate
change is rather limiting. I would rather call it the everything change because when people
think climate change, they think maybe it’s going to rain more or something like that. It’s
much more extensive a change than that because when you change patterns of where it rains
and how much and where it doesn’t rain, you’re also affecting just about everything. You’re
affecting what you can grow in those places. You’re affecting whether you can live there.
You’re affecting all of the species that are currently there because we are very water
dependent. We’re water dependent and oxygen dependent. The other thing that we really
have to be worried about is killing the oceans, because should we do that there goes our
major oxygen supply, and we will wheeze to death. It’s rather useless to write a gripping
narrative with nothing in it but climate change because novels are always about people even
if they purport to be about rabbits or robots. They’re still really about people because that’s
who we are and that’s what we write stories about. You have to show people in the midst of
change and people coping with change, or else it’s the background. In the MaddAddam
books, people hardly mentioned “climate change,” but things have already changed. For
instance, in the world of Jimmy who we follow in Oryx and Crake, the first book, as he’s
growing up as an adolescent, they’re already getting tornadoes on the East Coast of the
United States, the upper East Coast, because I like setting things in and around Boston. It’s
nice and flat, and when the sea rises a bunch of it will flood. It’s the background, but it’s not
in-your-face a sermon. When you set things in the future, you’re thinking about all of the
same things as the things that you’re thinking about when you’re writing historical fiction.
But with the historical fiction, you’ve got more to go on, and you also know that people are
going to be checking up on your details. If you put the wrong underpants on Henry VIII,
you’re in trouble. . . .
I’m quite curious about how you merge science and storytelling. How do you
embed science into your wonderful novels? Science is not something that exists apart
from human beings. It’s one of the things we do as human beings, and we always have done
science and technology in some form. Traditional herbal remedies—somebody
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experimented with those once upon a time. Somebody figured out that you had to cook this
plant in order to eat it, or otherwise it would be poisonous. Other people experimented on
things that were poisonous and thought, Wouldn’t it be fun to slip them into the tea of your enemy or
maybe stick them on your arrow tips? All of that was science, by which I mean that it was
experiment. It was observation of the results. It was trying things a different way, and
technology has been with us ever since we started making little arrowheads and spear tips.
That’s a technology. Our biggest technology that we ever, ever invented was articulated
language with built-out grammar. It is that that allows us to imagine things far in the future
and things way back in the past. Science isn’t over there. It’s one of the things that human
beings do when they’re interacting with the world. It’s not hard to build “science.” It’s not
hard to build stuff we do into books about what we do. In the future, you just—I anyway—
are using things we’re already working on and already experimenting with, and they have
become realities in the future, whereas now they are just maybe in somebody’s lab. Things
are moving so quickly that several items that were theoretical when I put them in Oryx &
Crake in 2001-2003, which is when I was writing it, are now realities. On the other hand,
some things that I could have put in hadn’t been invented and commercialized yet. In the
first book, although there are cellphones, there’s no cloud. In the second and third books,
people already knew and postulated the amount of cyberspying that we now know is going
on. The God’s Gardeners, for instance, don’t use cellphones, and they don’t use computers
because as they say quite rightly if you can see it, it can see you. It’s like that. It’s using your
brain and doing the research, which isn’t that hard if you’re looking for a specific thing.
Since I grew up among the scientists not among the novelists, it’s not an alien way of
thinking for me.
Do you do most of that research through texts, through journals and the
Internet, or do you work with particular—? How do I find out the stuff? There’s some
very handy pop science magazines. By pop science, I mean they’ve got pretty pictures, and I
don’t have to do the math. Those would be Scientific American and Discover and New Scientist. If
I really need to know something, I will ask an expert in the field. Sometimes I ask Twitter.
For instance, I asked Twitter: If everybody in the world died, would the methane released by
the decaying of their bodies affect the atmosphere? The answer came back from the experts.
“Negligible.”
Before you mentioned hope as one of the key items in humanity’s toolkit.
What about imagination? Is that something that functions in the same way? How
would you define imagination, and how is it relevant for you? I think our ability to
think symbolically and also to project into the future is another built-in. The ability to project
into the future is obviously shared by a huge number of other animals. The higher end of the
food chain—they all quite obviously plan stuff out. They even cooperate with other ones to
gain their objective. Ravens, for instance, show a remarkable amount of intelligence. But the
ability to imagine things that you can’t see and that may not even exist, I think that’s
probably—I always have to say probably—unique.
What other writers inspire you in the way that they think about the future?
This is always a difficult question because in fact there are so many of them. Let’s just say
the conglomerate of writers talking about the future, some of which are way out on the
weird end. Some of which I think are probably quite wrong, and it won’t happen that way
because they haven’t taken human nature into consideration. They haven’t read enough
Shakespeare basically. People have sometimes quite starry-eyed views of things that might be
possible. For instance, I think getting yourself frozen is one of those schemes that is unlikely
over time to work out very well, particularly if you have a living heir who would inherit your
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stuff were somebody to pull the plug on your frozen self. The incentive to do that would be
very, very strong. The other incentive would be if you were running one of these freezing
plants and the subscriptions ran out—if not enough new people kept coming in, the
incentive to declare bankruptcy and toss everybody out the backdoor—that would also be
very strong. In fact, it would be inevitable.
GIESE, Rachel. “The Legendary Margaret Atwood on Modern Love.” Chatelaine, vol. 8, no. 9, 18
Aug. 2015, pp. 69-70, 72 Section: Living: Books, www.chatelaine.com/living/chatelainebook-club/margaret-atwood-modern-love-government-snooping-normal/. Accessed Sept.
2015.
Excerpt: Here, she reflects on free will, feeling safe and super-realistic sex dolls.
Aside from your husband, Graeme Gibson, [The Heart Goes Last] is
dedicated to three women: Canadian writer Marian Engel, British novelist and
journalist Angela Carter and the American-Canadian science fiction editor and writer
Judy Merril. Why them? Well, I knew them all—they’re all dead now—and each of them
had an approach to writing that was “Let’s not confine ourselves in too small a box.” They
also wrote about sexuality in ways that a lot of feminists didn’t in the ‘60s and ‘70s.
Oh, you mean sex with a bear? [Engel’s 1976 Governor General’s Award winner, Bear, tells
of a female archivist in the wilds of Ontario who has an erotic liaison with a bear.] Well,
yeah. You know, I babysat Marian’s twins when she was writing that book. There’s a funny
story about how it started. The Writers’ Union of Canada was looking at ways to raise
money by putting together a collection of pornographic fiction by literary writers. Marian
was the only one of us who turned out to be any good at writing about sex. The collection
never happened, but her story turned into Bear.
Let’s get to your writing and The Heart Goes Last. It takes place in the fallout
of an economic recession much like the one that began in late 2007, which was
around the time you were writing Payback: Debt and the Shadow Side of Wealth.
Has the issue of economic collapse been long on your mind? Actually, when I was
writing Payback, the economic collapse hadn’t happened yet, but the book came out in 2008,
just as we were really feeling its effects, so everyone thought I had a crystal ball—which I
kind of did. I had been looking at ads on the subway, as is my habit, for all those credit relief
and payday loan companies, and I could see something was happening. But for The Heart
Goes Last, I had been thinking more about prisons, in part because of protests over the
shutting down of prison farms. [In 2009, the Conservative government announced it would
be closing its operating farms at six prisons across Canada. The program was one of the
country’s most successful prisoner rehabilitation projects.] We haven’t really decided what
prisons are for. Are they to punish people, to rehabilitate them, to give them a fresh start?
Are they to protect the public? In some cases, the answer to the last question is yes—you
don’t want Hannibal Lecter running around eating people. But in many cases, there is a
knee-jerk reaction to imprison people, without looking at other options to address the
underlying issues that drove them to commit crimes. One of my models was Australia’s
history as a penal colony. With only men at first, it was quite unruly, so the idea was to settle
men down by sending them women. But there simply weren’t enough women in prison to
meet the demand, so they lowered the bar, criminalized more behaviours and sentenced
women more harshly to supply the demand. Today, now that we have for-profit prisons,
they have to be kept supplied. It’s actually an incentive to create more criminals.
The shadow that hangs over the book is the choice between freedom and
security. Stan and Charmaine have been in terrible circumstances, pursued by gangs
of rapists and murderers. They opt to give up their freedom to have some sense of
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safety and stability. Consilience would have an appeal. The good side for Stan and
Charmaine is they’ve finally got a nice house. And the bad side is that they spend half
their lives in prison. That’s the compromise. It’s a serious compromise and one that’s so
old in how it’s played out over time. It’s one of the most primal questions: “What do I have
to do to keep my family safe?” If we didn’t have those feelings, the human race wouldn’t be
here. But the real question should be: “What is safety?” Because those fears tend to get
exploited? Yes. Way more people are going to die from car accidents than terrorist attacks
[but we’re more afraid of terrorism]. If you really don’t want people to die, reduce the speed
limit or install blood-alcohol monitors that would prevent drunk people from driving.
You were very critical of Bill C-51, the Harper government’s anti-terrorism act
that, among other things, gives unprecedented power to the government, police and
security services to share private information about a person or a group seen as a
threat to national security. The problem with C-51 is there is no oversight and no recourse
for people who are targeted. [The government can] wreck your life and there’s nothing you
can do about it. One of the big ha-has about C-51 is that [the Conservatives] called the longgun registry an intrusion of privacy, and they also called the long-form census an intrusion of
privacy. But now with C-51, they’re going to spy on everything that we’re doing. It’s
ridiculous. In the novel, Stan and Charmaine also grapple with commitment and
freedom in the context of their marriage. It’s not just a political question. It’s a
fundamental question for all of us—how much free will we actually have and how much we
actually want. The answers are going to be individual. Some people don’t want that much
choice. They want other people to make choices for them. Other people want infinite
choice.
Speaking of infinite choice and intimacy, I want to ask you about sex in the
book. Without revealing too much, there is a subplot involving the manufacturing of
elaborately realistic sex dolls, which people have designed to look like anyone or
anything they desire—Which are in process right now. In Japan, they’re making them so
realistic that they have goosebumps on their skin and human body temperature! What’s the
appeal? I think that people are afraid of rejection. But I read an article about people who
buy these expensive sex dolls, and they say that they like them because there’s no hassle. No
one’s bothering them, no one’s nudging them, no one’s laughing at them or asking them to
take out the garbage. That seems like a sad statement about modern romance. It’s a sad
statement about human isolation. The ultimate vision of our desire and increasing ability to
control everything in our lives is that there are no other people in our lives. People do what
they do—and some of it is really bizarre, and always has been. I love the quote that I put at
the beginning of the book from the journalist Adam Frucci. He wrote a story for the website
Gizmodo in 2009 called “I Had Sex with Furniture,” all about these weird new sex toys that
are being developed. And he says in the story, “I did the deed with an inanimate object so
you don’t have to.” In a consumer society, where it all comes down to whether or not you
can pay for something, it all becomes acceptable. So the question is: How do you measure
normal?
I just read that you’ll be contributing cartoons to Hope Nicholson’s anthology
The Secret Loves of Geek Girls. Any advice or insight for women looking for love and
romance? I’m the wrong generation to ask! Every single item on the checklist has
undergone radical change.
GRASS, Günter. “Margaret Atwood: By the Book.” New York Times, 25 Nov. 2015, Section: Arts:
Books: Book Review, Desk: 7. www.nytimes.com/2015/11/29/books/review/margaretatwood-by-the-book.html. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
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Atwood interviewed at a Cold War literary festival in Finland.
Excerpt: What books are currently on your night stand? Right now on my night stand—
in addition to the painkilling rub, the clock, the notebook, the pencil and the detective story,
currently an Inspector Maigret, courtesy of Georges Simenon? Let’s see. A book on the
aging brain. A limited-edition chapbook of poems called Silence, by my cousin, Janet
Barkhouse. A historical novel about the misdeeds of 14th-century French kings, by Maurice
Druon. (I’ve read it, but it’s still on the night stand. Such things linger.) And a stack of books
by Gabrielle Roy, the Franco-Manitoban writer who was a huge best seller in both France
and North America in the late 1940s with her novel, Bonheur d’Occasion, translated as The Tin
Flute. This is a gritty story about a working-class girl in Montreal in the wartime ‘40s who
makes the best she can of her meager romantic chances and her meager wardrobe, as she
navigates a romance with an attractive Lothario but settles for the steady guy who loves her
despite her calculating eyes.
Why is that stack of Gabrielle Roy books there? Because I’m writing an essay
about her for inclusion in a forthcoming book about the Francophone contribution to
North America. By coincidence, a book by Gabrielle Roy was the set text in my final year in
high school, in the 1950s. That book was La petite poule d’eau (The Little Water Hen, the name
of a river), translated rather infelicitously as Where Nests the Water Hen, which makes it sound
Victorian and poetic. Which it isn’t. We studied French then in the old-fashioned way—
sentence by sentence, phrase by phrase—so selected portions of this book are etched on my
brain. Gabrielle Roy is among several Canadian woman writers of the 20th century who
emerged from unlikely backgrounds to become internationally known in their day—L. M.
Montgomery, Mazo de la Roche, Gwethalyn Graham, Margaret Laurence and Alice Munro
among them. I’m very much enjoying learning more about Gabrielle Roy’s life story, which
in some ways was very much like mine.
Tell us about your favorite short stories. I’m of an age to have grown up on
paperback anthologies of great literary short stories by the masters of the form, so I was
reading Hemingway, Katherine Mansfield, James Joyce, William Faulkner, Morley Callaghan,
Katherine Anne Porter, John Updike and their generation when I was still in high school. I
was also reading the first Robert Weaver anthology of Canadian short stories—it contained,
among other little-known gems, the remarkable James Reaney story ‘‘The Bully.’’ Weaver
was instrumental in the development of the short story in the Canada of the ’50s and ’60s,
through his CBC Radio program, ‘‘Anthology.’’ He was the first ‘‘publisher’’ of many young
Canadian poets and short story writers, Alice Munro among them. But I was also reading—
as one does when young and avid—a lot of ‘‘horror,’’ of the likes of Poe, M. R. James,
Robert Louis Stevenson and Sheridan Le Fanu. (You could do worse.) In addition to which I
was reading sci-fi, including Ray Bradbury’s ‘‘Martian Chronicles,’’ which is a collection of
stories. And Sherlock Holmes, of course. So what do we mean by ‘‘favorite?’’ In which
mode? It’s very hard to choose. Shall it be mythic realism, like Faulkner’s ‘‘The Bear’’ or
Hemingway’s ‘‘Three-Day Blow?’’ Shall it be Alice Munro, Mavis Gallant, or one of a large
number of younger practitioners, such as ‘‘Birds of America’’ story writer Lorrie Moore, or
Kelly Link (‘‘Get in Trouble’’), or Lynn Coady (‘‘Hellgoing’’)? Gogol? Chekhov? Flaubert?
De Maupassant? Or such masterpieces of the weird as ‘‘Whistle and I’ll Come to You’’ (M.
R. James), or ‘‘The Turn of the Screw’’ (Henry James), or ‘‘The Martian’’ (Ray Bradbury)? So
much to read. So little time.
What was the last book that made you cry? Ah. Crying over works of art. A
subject in itself. Once upon a time, a work was considered a failure if it did not make you
cry. The gentlemen and ladies of the late 18th century were well-known snivelers. They
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churned out sentimental novels and accounts of men of sensibility in which weeping was the
mark of a superior heart. This is the gremlin Jane Austen is tackling in Sense and Sensibility.
Her sensible heroine refuses to judge a suitor by the amount of gushing he does over
affecting texts and views, and in this she is proven correct: The guy flaunting his tender heart
is a cad, the one who refrains is a brick. Why are we not surprised? But Charles Dickens took
up the torch: He considered his read-aloud dramatic performances a flop if the audience was
not dampening hundreds of handkerchiefs by the time he got through with them. Having
been exposed at the tender age of 14 to Sidney Carton doing a far, far better thing than he
had ever done by allowing his own head to be sliced off so his look-alike rival and the
woman they both love (why?) can get married, I can testify to Dickens’s power. If weeping’s
what you want to do, Dickens is your man. He famously declared himself unable to refrain
from killing off Little Nell in The Old Curiosity Shop, and he scribbled down her last breath
with the tears pouring from his eyes. The ship containing the fatal chapter was met at the
pier in New York by a crowd of black-clad mourners—alerted by telegraph—all sobbing
away fit to bust. It was against such tear-jerking dolefulness that Oscar Wilde was reacting
when he quipped, ‘‘One must have a heart of stone to read the death of Little Nell without
laughing.’’ As for myself, I’m an intermittent sniffler. I acquired the habit at age 7 from a
forgotten film of the 1940s called ‘‘The Whale Who Wanted to Sing at the Met.’’ The whale
dies, but it then sings opera in heaven. Boohoo, I went. ‘‘The Velveteen Rabbit’’ has ruined a
lot of people. So has the Hans Christian Andersen story about the Christmas tree; not to
mention ‘‘The Little Match Girl.’’ But ‘‘The Little Mermaid’’ simply made me furious.
Cutting off one’s hair, losing one’s voice, replacing one’s tail with two painful feet, all for
such a worthless prince, and it doesn’t work out in the end? Feh, I exclaimed to myself. Or
the ’40s child equivalent. Crying over a work of art might not have anything to do with its
quality. But then, it might. We can shed a tear of admiration when a thing is so beautifully
done it astonishes us. Stories of self-sacrifice are inherently moving, as are tales of bravery
and risk. If the hero or heroine dies in the process, we’re likely to cry. The last act of the
Poulenc opera ‘‘Dialogues of the Carmelites’’ can do it all. But only if well performed. A
false note and it’s game over. Then again, we might choke up over a dollop of shameless and
tasteless bathos. Some strings are easily pulled. But the last book that made me cry? Can’t
remember. I’m getting too old for it. I think at my age we’re more interested in laughing.
Tell us about your favorite fairy tale? As a child I read the collected Grimms’ fairy
tales. This was the whole hog, with all the red-hot shoes, eye-pecking and barrels full of nails:
a bloodthirsty assemblage. This was in the days before the ’50s got hold of fairy tales and
weeded out the gruesomeness, and shifted the emphasis to lovely dresses and people who
behaved well. Our parents mail-ordered the book without knowing what they were about to
receive, and by the time they realized, it was too late: The kids were already up to their
eyebrows in buckets of blood and cut-off body parts. I remember all of these tales, but my
four favorites are ‘‘The Juniper Tree’’ (mysterious, charged with energy, transmigration of
souls, the enchanting power of musical art—all this and cannibalism, too); ‘‘Fitcher’s Bird’’ (a
Bluebeard’s Castle variant; how satisfying to have a central character who wins out over the
ogre of a magician by being clever, and does not have to be rescued by anyone else; I based a
story called ‘‘Bluebeard’s Egg’’ on this story and its relatives); ‘‘The Robber Bridegroom,’’
which I used in a novel called The Robber Bride, since if gender roles are to be distributed
equally, there have to be villainesses as well as villains, and why should the Devil have all the
good lines? And, finally, ‘‘The Goose Girl at the Well,’’ a haunting story that I still haven’t
figured out to my own satisfaction. Not that one has to figure these stories out. The best of
them have the force of myth. Their meaning is renewed with every fresh reading.
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You’re hosting a literary dinner party. Which three writers are invited? I’d
invite three writers who are now dead, but who would be excellent at a dinner party because
they enjoyed such occasions. I would like to see them again. That is why I would have the
dinner party. First, Robertson Davies. He loved a good meal and lively chat, much of which
could be provided by himself. He had a fine store of amusing anecdotes. One of his early
books was called The Table Talk of Samuel Marchbanks, Marchbanks being an old codger of an
alter ego he invented and perfected long before he was an old codger himself. Second,
Angela Carter. What an inexhaustible source of strange details and worldly wisdom she was.
How instructive, how fundamentally helpful. How like the white-haired fairy godmother you
always wished you had. Third, Matt Cohen. As well as being a versatile novelist and story
writer and, under the name Teddy Jam, a children’s writer, he was a friend of many years—I
was his editor in the early ‘70s—an inexhaustible fountain of surreal invention, and a
raconteur par excellence. Many a jolly evening was made much more jolly by him. He made
me laugh so hard one time I fell off the chair. Or almost. To these three I would add E. L.
Doctorow, very recently deceased. What a gent. How smart, kindly, funny and wise. I once
had the pleasure of dining with him at a literary festival in Finland, in the 1980s, before the
Iron Curtain fell down. The Russians were there in pairs—one real writer, one K.G.B.
Günter Grass was there too. He thought I was either the secretary or the floozy, I’m not
sure which. In those far-off days, such a mistake was moderately understandable.
Doctorow’s comment afterwards, à propos the European literati: ‘‘The thing is this.’’
(Pause.) ‘‘They’re not like us.’’ How pleasing to be able to greet each one of these writers at
my door. Welcome, old friends! Come inside! You must be cold.
HARDY, Karen. “Atwood’s Latest Dystopian Tale Not So Far from Reality.” Melbourne: Sunday
Age, 1 Nov. 2015, Section: Arts, p. 16, www.theage.com.au/entertainment/books/margaretatwood-says-latest-dystopian-tale-the-heart-goes-last-not-so-far-from-reality-20151022gkfiaq.html.
Excerpt: When I pass on a quote I found about her—“I like Margaret Atwood’s books, but I
don’t care for her politics”—she’s quick to ask what her politics are. “It’s very interesting
that people know what my politics are—which end I’m supposed to be at—when I’ve been
quite clear, always, about the fact I’m a swinging voter,” she says. “I’m happy to say I vote
on the issues.” “Political parties have labels, but what the label says isn’t necessarily what
they do . . . you think you know what’s in the box, but more often than not, you don’t.” . . .
Atwood says some inspiration for The Heart Goes Last came from her reading of Anne
Summer’s seminal book Damned Whores and God’s Police, which looked at the role of women
in Australian society from its earliest days. “It’s a very Australian subject. The way the British
handled women when they were transporting convicts to Australia astounded me. They
transported men for things like housebreaking, but there weren’t many female housebreakers
about and they wanted women to act as a civilising influence, so they lowered the bar so you
could be transported to Australia if you were a woman for a much less serious offence. They
were basically rounding women up and shipping them down to Australia because they had a
quota. Any prison system which has a quota is very suspicious. . . .”
HERRERO, María José Evia. “Entrevista con Margaret Atwood.” Letras Libres, vol. 16, no. 187, 11
July 2014,p. 85. www.letraslibres.com/revista/letrillas/entrevista-con-margaret-atwood.
Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: Buena parte de sus libros contienen historias dentro de historias, lo cual le
permite jugar con otros géneros. Pienso en la novela romántica en Doña Oráculo o
en la ciencia ficción de El asesino ciego. ¿Cuál es su opinión respecto a los géneros?,
¿cree que algunos son “menores”? No hay “géneros menores.” Hay me—jores y peores
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usos para materiales de todo tipo. Shakespeare usaba todo lo que le cayera en las manos,
incluyendo baladas folk, cuentos de hadas, comedia del arte, leyendas, chistes verdes,
comedia bufonesca, lo que se te ocurra. Don Quijote usa convenciones románticas kitsch y
las convierte en algo sublime. Y si examinas más de cerca La vida de las mujeres, de Alice
Munro, podrás ver que la protagonista se abre paso entre convenciones literarias fallidas. En
los cuentos de Asesinato en la oscuridad o The Tent hace nuevas versiones de
mitología clásica, ¿qué le atrae de los mitos? Crecí con ellos, y los conozco bastante a
fondo. No es lo que “son,” porque nadie sabe realmente cuándo se crearon o qué solían
significar, sino lo que pueden sugerir lo que los hace interesantes, no solo para mí sino para
muchos escritores en todas las épocas. En alguna reseña de su trabajo se afirma que
usted parece tenerle más aprecio a sus personajes masculinos y no tanto a los
femeninos, que suelen ser “desagradables.” No estoy de acuerdo, pero me pregunto:
¿realmente importa si un personaje es “agradable,” especialmente si es mujer? ¡Es un
bonito giro! Antes me solían acusar de lo contrario: buenas mujeres y malos hombres. Este
debate de lo “agradable” es en verdad tonto. ¿Leerías un libro en el que todo el mundo fuera
amable todo el tiempo? ¡Claro que no! John Keats dijo que Shakespeare disfrutó tanto crear
a Imogenia como a Yago. Lo que importa no es si un personaje es agradable. Lo que importa
es que esté vivo. Gusto, energía, sorpresas. . . las muñecas de porcelana no proveen nada de
eso. Sus personajes cambian de nombre o de identidad con frecuencia. ¿Cuál es el
papel de la identidad en su ficción? No sé a qué te refieres con “identidad . . . ” la gente
que se disfraza es tan vieja como la literatura. Los dioses lo hacían todo el tiempo. Está en la
Biblia. Los estafadores me interesan no por lo que hacen, sino porque pueden inducir a la
gente a creer cosas acerca de ellos. Me refería a los nombres y al pasado. Por ejemplo,
muchos personajes de Oryx y Crake cambian de nombre, y en El cuento de la criada
la criada pierde el suyo. Es cierto que no es truco nuevo, pero ¿qué pretende explorar
al usarlo? No estoy segura de que sea un truco. Puede ser una condición del potencial de
multiplicidad y variedad en cada personalidad individual. Fernando Pessoa tenía al menos
setenta heterónimos: cada uno escribía cosas diferentes con una escritura distinta. Ese es un
extremo, pero la mayoría de las personas sienten que tienen muchas personalidades
escondidas dentro de ellas. Y a veces les dan diferentes nombres. Pero también los nombres
se guardan en una parte distinta del cerebro que otros sustantivos. Y además son arbitrarios:
no hay razón por la cual alguien se llama “John” o “Mary.” En algunas culturas se te
asignaba un nombre al nacer, pero después otro una vez que te lo ganabas y tal vez un
tercero después de un evento importante, como Alejandro Magno o Guillermo el
Conquistador. Todas esas historias de parentesco (¿quién lo habría pensado? ¡en realidad eres
el Duque de Tal Lugar!) resultan de esto. Ahora imponemos títulos como presidente o
canciller, pero es la misma idea. Respecto a mí, tengo dos nombres. Uno escribe libros, el
otro está contestando esta pregunta. Sus creencias políticas, como la equidad de género
y la importancia de la ecología, están presentes en todo su trabajo. La última es una
parte crucial de su trilogía MaddAddam. ¿Qué quería lograr al contar esta historia? Si
te refieres a si tengo un eslogan publicitario o una meta medible, no. Las novelas son una
exploración, abren puertas. No resuelven problemas o proclaman teologías. Escribo sobre lo
que me interesa, no espero que le interese a nadie más. Si las novelas son una exploración,
¿qué pretendía explorar con la trilogía? Ha dicho que se trata de ficción especulativa
porque los eventos que narra podrían suceder con facilidad, ¿tiene esperanza en que
podamos evitarlos? Nadie puede predecir el futuro con total certeza. Como dijo alguien:
estos libros se escriben para que futuros como estos puedan evitarse, no para que sucedan. Y
no soy la única persona que piensa en esa clase de escenarios. Respecto a por qué exploro
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esas posibilidades: escribo sobre las cosas que me interesan, y me parece que la posible suerte
de la raza humana es un tema bastante interesante. ¿Qué tan importante es continuar
discutiendo la disparidad de género en la literatura y en los premios? Algunos
parecen pensar que el debate ha terminado porque una mujer ganó el premio Nobel.
En los setenta muchos hombres que escribían se quejaban porque de repente fueron
apareciendo muchas mujeres escritoras importantes. En los cincuenta y sesenta, los
escritores fuertes eran sobre todo hombres. Y así podemos seguir. Pero hagamos un par de
preguntas: ¿quién decide qué es “bueno”? ¿y por qué la gente dice “sé un hombre” pero
nunca “sé una mujer”? Espero que estos debates continúen. Siempre habrá quien se sienta
maltratado, quien crea que los hombres se salen con la suya o que, por otro lado, una mujer
que gana un premio ajusta el balance de género para la siguiente década. Así que claro, hay
que discutir. Pero sabiendo que es un terreno complicado. En un pasaje de La maldición
de Eva dice que lo que los hombres más temen es que las mujeres se rían de ellos,
mientras que las mujeres tienen miedo de que los hombres las maten. Dado que
México es uno de los países más peligrosos para las mujeres, me gustaría que
hablara sobre la violencia de género. La violencia ha estado presente durante mucho
tiempo, al menos desde el descubrimiento de la agricultura, pero está fuera de control en este
momento, en parte porque la cadena de venganza que solía existir se ha roto, y en parte
porque hay mucha desesperación causada, en mi opinión, por la desigualdad social extrema.
Algunos grupos son presa fácil, y pueden ser explotados con impunidad. Las pobres mujeres
están al final del montón, ¿quién las va a defender? Finalmente, quiero tocar su presencia
en línea, que le ha dado una audiencia nueva, pero también he leído entrevistas
donde habla con preocupación de la vigilancia a través de internet, ¿cuál es su
relación con este medio? Es una herramienta, y como cualquier herramienta humana tiene
un lado afilado (el que funciona), un lado romo (el que no funciona) y un lado estúpido (con
el que te cortas sin querer). Lo esencial de cualquier herramienta es saber cómo manipularla.
Su uso para vigilancia es totalmente predecible, y la gente lo ha sabido por años. ¿No quieres
que internet te observe? ¡No lo uses! ¡Apágalo! ¡Vive bajo el radar! De otra forma,
simplemente asume que no estás solo.
IEN, Marci. “Margaret Atwood’s New Novel.” Canada AM (CTV), 29 Sept. 2015. Transcript
available from Lexis-Nexis.
The interview is largely focused on the plot of The Heart Goes Last.
Excerpt: IEN: And congratulations on The Heart Goes Last. I have to say, the first
thing I thought of was, “Oh, to be inside your head.” What goes on inside the head
of Margaret Atwood that she would come up with characters such as this and a place
called Consilience? ATWOOD: Well, the inside of my head is sort of like your Granny’s
attic. There’s a lot of stuff up there that’s accumulated over the years. And some of that stuff
has to do with prisons, not only through writing Alias Grace, which concerns the Kingston
Pen in its early days, but also through participating in a protest against the closing down of
the prison [farm] at the Kingston Pen, which got me into looking at prison systems: how do
they function, what are they for, what do they cost, what goes on in there? So, among other
things, I just read an astonishing book called Shakespeare Saved My Life, about a woman who
is teaching Shakespeare inside a prison system in the US. And really I think we’re at a point
in society now where we really have to start thinking about this. You know, are you going to
put every kid who gets caught smoking dope into a prison? Is that what you want to do? Is
that how you want your money to be spent? IEN: And is it working? Because clearly—
ATWOOD: No, of course it doesn’t work. If you put young people into a prison with a lot
of people who know how to be a criminal much better than they do, it’s like a school for
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criminals. And if you then treat them as badly as you can imagine how and then let them out,
those are the people who are then going to be non-integrated into society and out there
doing things to the rest of society that you really don’t want them doing. IEN: Tell me
about Stan and Charmaine...
KEATING, Sarah. “Future Shock.” Ireland: Sunday Business Post, 25 Oct. 2015,
www.businesspost.ie/magazine/future-shock-3-285912. Also available from Lexis-Nexis.
A historical perspective, which includes well-known stories of her youth and how she
became a writer.
Excerpt: “People use Twitter in the way they might get the news or go to a party to
exchange gossip,” she says, “and that’s what I use it for, or to promote a charity or a
conservation issue, or share good news or sometimes horrifying news.” “You wouldn’t use it
to promote your own work,” she adds as a quick aside, horrified at the thought. . . ” Atwood
has been fairly lucky in avoiding “the nasties” that lurk on platforms like Twitter, but “that’s
because I don’t allow them. If someone wants to have a civilised conversation, I will always
respond.” She reckons she is fairly immune these days to potential trolls who, she says, often
turn out be men. “When you are a younger woman writer, men might have more trouble
with [your success], but when you are a granny person like me, it’s almost like being dead, so
I can get away with a lot more. It’s great,” she says. “I can even flirt and no one would
imagine for a moment that it’s serious. . . .’
AT A GLANCE Margaret Atwood on: . . . her own work I couldn’t say which
book is my favourite. Canadians aren’t allowed to say they have a favourite of anything
because it would be considered swell-headed. And secondly, the other books would feel
slighted and would get me back later. So, ‘each one is good at something different’, I say
when asked. And I tell them: ‘We can’t all be universally accepted.’ . . . alternative futures I
was almost a garage mechanic. It was the third suggestion on my aptitude test. Not that
women in the 1950s could really be mechanics. There were only a handful of careers for
women then: public school teacher, secretary, airline steward, home economist. Writer
wasn’t on the list.
KEELER, Emily M. “Love in the Cage; Margaret Atwood’s Latest Dystopia Is Surprisingly Sexy
and Sweet, even as It Provokes Serious Questions About Profitable Prison Ponzi Schemes.”
National Post, 26 Sept. 2015, Section: Weekend Post: WP4,
www.pressreader.com/canada/national-post-latest-edition/20150926/282913794297625.
Excerpt: ‘You’re asking me,” Margaret Atwood says, “are people innately monogamous. It
would seem not. Do we want to be? In our society, it would appear so.” We’re sitting in a
boardroom at her publisher’s office, just a few days after the Ashley Madison leak became a
big news story, and a few weeks ahead of the release of her latest novel, The Heart Goes Last.
Infidelity plays a significant part, as a young, albeit rather old-fashioned, married couple
named Charmaine and Stan navigate new lives inside an experimental community in some
destitute near-future America. “Ashley Madison. So these are all people who think, ‘Let’s
have an affair,’ but without destroying their marriages. What’s all that about? Well, it’s about
what people have been doing for quite a long time.” Atwood, a lifelong student of literature
and history, describes societies where more than one husband or wife per person was the
norm, and suggests that the historical breakdown of social labour more or less accounts for
polygamy. I remind her that it’s only when Stan and Charmaine find themselves on solid
economic footing that they begin to develop sexual relationships outside of their marriage.
Atwood seems exasperated by my literalism: “They’re bored!,” she says. “It’s not something
that would ever appeal to me but if you think that’s not been an underlying motif in human
society for a long time,” she says, citing the biblical King David and Bathsheba, the pair who
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fell in lust while she was still married to a soldier in the King’s own army. “What can I tell
you? It’s an ancient motif because our motives are mixed….”
Despite having written a novel that explores how sexual chemistry connects to our
abilities to fully determine our own lives, Atwood seems relatively flippant about the whole
orgasmic enterprise. Sex, she explains, and the desire for those first thrilling sparks of desire
early in a relationship, are “an ongoing human motif.” The actual business of sex is, I take it,
less interesting to her than the literary possibilities opened up by thinking about desire. “I
read an article about a woman who had tried Ashley Madison,” she tells me, “and it had
been such a flop. She hooked up with a guy who had erectile dysfunction problems!”
Atwood describes herself as “never a Calvinist,” when I push her a bit to explain some of
the motivations behind Charmaine, a character I found particularly frustrating. A child of
abuse and befalling considerable hardship as an adult, Charmaine in my reading seems to
shrug off her own accountability for her actions, always blaming circumstances or her
limited options. She rejects responsibility, bending over backwards to find virtue in her
ability to anticipate what other people want and to simply give it to them. Her private
thoughts are constantly sugaring over her reality. “A lot of people out there are like that,”
Atwood says. “They don’t want to have to make the big decisions because they—it’s too
much for them.” I ask her what the point is, and she flashes a Cheshire grin and says,
“Exactly.”
LAND, Jared. “Q&A Margaret Atwood; ‘That’s Because You’re Being Self-Righteous.’” Globe and
Mail, 3 Oct. 2015, Section: Film: R5.
Condensed and edited version available from www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books-andmedia/margaret-atwood-on-her-new-book-stephen-harper-and-fiction-bymen/article26630600/.
Excerpt: The Globe and Mail spoke with Atwood last month about [The Heart Goes Last], and
the two very ordinary characters at the centre of it. This book started as a serialized set of
single issues on Byliner. Why did you do it that way? Because I knew this person
named Amy Grace Loyd who was my editor at, of all places, Playboy. Why would I be
publishing in Playboy? Because women made a big hoo and hah about how, in the seventies
and eighties, Playboy, which was one of the premier venues for fiction, didn’t publish fiction
by women. So when they did start publishing stories by women, you kind of had to shut up
or put up your hand. Amy is a very picky editor and very smart. She had gone over to
Byliner because Playboy had decided that they weren’t going to do any more fiction or any
more interesting journalistic articles or anything but T and A. She said, ‘Let’s give it a whirl.’
What was it like to go back to working in a less-detailed universe than the
MaddAddam trilogy? Not as many Post-it notes were involved. I was struck by the
opening of this book. In the MaddAddam trilogy, the reader could at least imagine or
hope that what was depicted was a ways off. But this is so much more collapsed,
timewise, and feels so immediate. In some ways it’s already happened, because it was the
2008 meltdown hitting the rust belt and hitting, in particular, Detroit, that is what happened
to people—there were people living in their cars, there were roving gangs. For me, there
was a real urgency that you couldn’t ignore. I was talking to someone today, and she
said, ‘Do you approve of their choices?’ It’s a completely different thing. Stan and
Charmaine are in a situation of extreme danger that they want to get out of. And if you’re in
a position of extreme danger that you want to get out of and somebody offers you safety,
that’s your only choice. You’re going to be very tempted to take it. I thought about that a
lot, too, because the book again and again reminds you of the danger of acquiescing
to things. Yeah, but on the other hand, if your other danger is going to be killed by a
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gang ... they don’t have a lot of choice. These people aren’t stupid. But they have limited
choices. Stan and Charmaine both felt like ciphers a bit to me—a kind of obliviousness that
allowed me to project into them in a way I might not otherwise be able to. I don’t think
that’s cipherhood. I think that’s a kind of willed ignorance. Do you know what cognitive
dissonance is? Yes. You can’t face this alternative, so let’s pretend it’s not there. You can’t
face global warming, so let’s pretend it’s not there. We know that Santa Claus is really our
parents, but we don’t want to look at that too closely. People do that all the time. We know
Stephen Harper is a dictator in the making, but he’s convinced some people that they’re
going to be financially better off under him, which is untrue. Have you met Stephen Harper?
Once, before he was prime minister. Fun? Not a huggy-bear type of guy. Back to Stan
and Charmaine—their kind of profound normalcy. There’s something about them that I
couldn’t quite put my finger on. That’s because you’re being self-righteous about them.
Am I? Yes! They have a right to be like that. You’re not living in your car. Neither of them
are philosophers. What do you expect? Plato? Fair enough. They’re taking life as it comes,
day by day, and struggling onward. And they continue to do that. That makes them
psychologically interesting to me as literary characters. Have you seen Mother Courage and Her
Children? Bertolt Brecht play? One goddamned thing after another, but she keeps pedalling
onward, because really what choice does she have? That moment in Beckett: You must go
on, I can’t go on, I’ll go on. That’s where most people are, when they are in a state of
desperation. I guess what I mean is ... Have you read the “Book of Job”? Yes, when I was
younger. Time to read it again! I guess what I mean is: There’s a baseline simplicity to
that dilemma that somehow comes alive here ... Because you’re exactly right. It’s a
baseline simplicity, and when all of these other choices, like which pearls to wear with the
little black dress, are taken away from you, the number of choices you can make is very
much reduced. But I’m talking about how you make a novel out of that. That’s what’s
interesting to me. By denying yourself those choices, you give yourself less and less
to work with as an artist. When I grew up during the war, dear, we played with pieces of
wood. It was very minimalist. How many things can you make with these three pieces of
wood? Depends on their shape, I guess. Stan has this sort of oblivious narcissism that
reminded me of many men I know ... Oh, no! You said that! I didn’t! At one point he gets
very mad when he realizes the man his wife has been cheating on him with wasn’t having sex
with her out of lust, but to get this sort of scheme going. And he gets very mad ... It’s an
insult! I was sort of wonderfully appalled by that. It really seemed to capture
something. Well, you know. I read fiction by men. It’s all in there.
NEARY, Lynn. “Now Is Not the Time for Realistic Fiction, Says Margaret Atwood.” NPR All
Things Considered, 30 Sept. 2015, Transcript also available from Lexis-Nexis.
Edited and condensed version available from www.npr.org/2015/09/30/444775853/nowis-not-the-time-for-realistic-fiction-says-margaret-atwood.
Excerpt: Robert Siegel (Program host): Writer Margaret Atwood says she’ll try anything
once. She’s also interested in the intersection of storytelling and new technology, so she
wrote a serialized story for the digital publisher Byliner. It has now been expanded and
published as a full-length novel called The Heart Goes Last. NPR’s Lynn Neary spoke to the
author about this experiment in fiction. Neary: Margaret Atwood’s new novel is hard to
define, even for its author. Is it a satire? Well, it depends what you think satire is. Maybe
it’s a parody. A parody of what, however? Dystopian fiction comes close. Well, any
fiction that shows a society which is worse than your own is dystopian. In truth, Atwood
says... Really, I think I’m just writing reality as it is unfolding. But it has to be said. This
is a strange version of reality complete with sex robots, Elvis imitators and a
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beautiful woman who falls madly in love with a teddy bear. But we’re getting ahead
of ourselves. The book begins in the not-too-distant past. The world you’re in at the
beginning of the book is roughly parts of the Northeast in 2008 when there was a big
financial meltdown involving people’s mortgages getting foreclosed and a lot of them ended
up on the street or living in their cars. And that is exactly where young couple Stan and
Charmaine find themselves after losing their jobs and their home. They have to
scrounge for food and are constantly threatened by roving gangs of criminals trying
to steal their car and their few possessions. Then Charmaine sees a commercial for
Positron. It’s a social experiment that promises a return to full employment and
middle-class life in an idyllic 1950-style town called Consilience. The only problem is
you have to spend half your life in prison. Half of the population spends a month in the
prison while the rest of the population is acting as guards and town-support people. Then,
on changeover day, they switch places. So those who have been prisoners come out and act
the civilian roles, and those who have been acting those roles go into the prison. Not only
that. They get to timeshare the houses. Once you move to Consilience, you can never
leave. But as Atwood points out in this excerpt, the project entices people with the
promise of a comfortable life and a common purpose. (Reading) Rather than festering in
some deserted condo crawling with black mold or crouching in a stench-filled trailer where
you’d spend the nights beating off dead-eyed teenagers armed with broken bottles and ready
to murder you for a handful of cigarette butts, you’d have gainful employment, three
wholesome meals a day, a lawn to tend, a hedge to trim, the assurance that you are
contributing to the general good and a toilet that flushed—in a word, or rather three words,
a meaningful life. The Heart Goes Last skewers a culture that trades freedom for
creature comforts and views prison as a vehicle for profit. Atwood says she was
interested in writing about a for-profit prison scheme for one simple reason. Because
it’s happening, and it has a long history of happening in. It goes all the way back to premodern times, say, the Ancient Greek and Roman world. The energy source in that world
was slaves. And you could get to be a slave in various ways, but one of those ways was
getting convicted of a criminal offense. It doesn’t take long to realize that something
quite dark is happening in the pristine prison where residents spend half their lives,
and it doesn’t take long for the timesharing arrangement to fall apart and veer wildly
into sexual escapades and a bizarre escape plot that leads to Las Vegas, which is
where the Elvis impersonators come in. Some readers may find these turns jarring.
One reviewer called the book a silly mess. But novelist Mat Johnson disagrees. Mat
Johnson: You know, when I read Atwood, I kind of enjoy the process of giving up my
footing because one of her greatest gifts is unsettling the reader. . . .
NEWSOM, John. “Margaret Atwood Latest Star in Bryan Series.” Greensboro, North Carolina:
News and Record, 25 Mar. 2015, Section: State and Regional News,
www.greensboro.com/news/local_news/author-margaret-atwood-latest-star-in-bryan-seriesvideo/article_610e3204-d28d-11e4-b717-475d692e2cf9.html. Also available from LexisNexis.
Atwood in conversation with Roger Rosenblatt as part of the Guilford College Bryan Series,
at the Greensboro Coliseum.
Excerpt: On getting started [to write]: When Atwood teaches new writers, she has them
focus on the first chapter. “Despite your wonderful message and plangent piece of writing
on page 50,” she said, “if you can’t get the reader past page one, forget it.” On editing her
own work: Once, Atwood said she was on a train in France when she tossed out a novel-inprogress. “The whole 100 pages had to go; it was (being told) from the wrong person.” She
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said things were worse with The Blind Assassin, her 2000 novel that won the Booker Prize,
England’s top literary award. One draft started with the protagonist already dead. In the
second draft, an affair between two main characters took over the book. It wasn’t until the
third attempt—she narrates the story through an old woman looking back on her life—that
Atwood thought the book worked. “It’s not a question of inspiration,” Atwood said. “It’s a
question of trying things and throwing out what doesn’t work. ... Inspiration often comes
from failure.” On happy endings: “My endings are as happy as possible under the
circumstances,” said Atwood, whose best-known novel, The Handmaid’s Tale, is set in a postapocalyptic America. “I’ve never killed everybody off at the end.” Atwood isn’t above killing
off a few characters, as she did in “Stone Mattress,” from a collection of short fiction
published last year. The tale is about a woman who murders a passenger named Bob on an
Arctic cruise. Atwood came up with the idea on a similar cruise. Longtime partner Graeme
Gibson helped her with some of the details, such as how to kill someone where it’s always
daylight and passengers are always being counted. “He has a devious criminal mind,”
Atwood joked. She read her early drafts to other passengers, who were all amused, Atwood
said, “except for the ones named Bob.” So what’s the motive for killing Bob, Rosenblatt
wondered? “Graeme also had that figured out,” Atwood said. “I’ll bet,” Rosenblatt replied....
NISCHIK, Reingard M. “‘The Writer, the Reader, and the Book’: Margaret Atwood on Reviewing in
Conversation with Reingard M. Nischik.” American Review of Canadian Studies, vol. 45, no. 4
Oct. 2015, pp. 522-531.
This interview has also been published as Chapter 6 in Nischik’s book, Comparative North
American Studies: Transnational Approaches to American and Canadian Literature and Culture (New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015).
Excerpt from Introduction: Few writers qualify as ‘North American’ to the extent renowned
Canadian writer Margaret Atwood does. At the latest since the publication of her novel The
Handmaid’s Tale (1985), Atwood has also been perceived as a literary icon in the United
States. The following conversation with her in some ways describes the making of her
literary celebrity, as we discuss book reviewing in general and the reviewing of her novels in
the United States and in Canada in particular. This interview provides Atwood’s most
extensive comments on the subject to date, based upon her long and wide-ranging
experiences as an oft-reviewed Canadian writer, who has been even more frequently
reviewed in the United States than in her home country. The interview was conducted in
connection with my research on Comparative North American Studies, a timely paradigm
for dealing with the literatures and cultures of Canada and the United States (see the edited
volume The Palgrave Handbook of Comparative North American Literature, New York 2014). My
further research in the area is the recently published monograph Comparative North American
Studies: Transnational Approaches to American and Canadian Literature and Culture (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2016). This book includes a substantial comparative case study of the
reception of Margaret Atwood’s novels of the twentieth century in the United States and
Canada, as reflected in reviews of four novels from her early and middle creative periods, a
framework also alluded to and discussed with Atwood in the interview. My research results
presented in this book chapter convey the development of this reception from a vast corpus
of some 500 North American print reviews of The Edible Woman, Surfacing, The Handmaid’s
Tale, and Alias Grace. Also dealing with the reviewing genre in general and surveying
Atwood’s earlier scattered statements on the subject, the book chapter investigates in detail
whether and how the national origins of the reviewers and the national contexts of the
readers they have in mind impact the reviews in generalizable ways. It also becomes clear
how the reception has tended to develop from earlier national and international toward
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increasingly transnational patterns of reception. In transcribing the interview, the aim was to
capture the quality of spoken speech and the conversational tone of the interview in writing,
staying as close as possible to the audio recording. Conducted in the afternoon of a mild,
early fall day in a hotel near Regent’s Park in London, UK, on October 2, 2014, the
atmospheric conditions of our exchange on the difficult subject of reviewing were as
pleasant as the weather outside: we were focused on serious matters, yet with a dose of
humor. The outcome is a veritably ‘Atwoodian’ interview, insightful and with lots of friendly
laughter. Here it is, then, the London interview with Margaret Atwood on book reviewing in
North America.
PILZ, Marylynne. “Lecture Series Brings Author Atwood to Pittsburgh.” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 21
Oct. 2015, Section: Arts and Entertainment: C5, www.postgazette.com/ae/books/2015/10/21/Lecture-series-brings-Margaret-Atwood-toPittsburgh/stories/201510210035.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood, the multitalented satirist, novelist, essayist and poet, speaks
tonight as part of the Authors on Tour series presented by Pittsburgh Arts & Lectures. Her
appearance at 7:30 in Carnegie Library Lecture Hall is sold out. . . . In a telephone interview,
the author said her nonfiction rumination on debt, titled Payback, and an earlier novel, Alias
Grace, set in a 19th-century prison, inspired her latest work. As part of her research, Ms.
Atwood read about Pennsylvania’s “kids for cash” scandal in which two Luzerne County
judges were convicted for accepting more than $2 million in bribes from the builder of two
juvenile detention centers and extorting hundreds of thousands of dollars from the facilities’
co-owner. “That’s been going on over the centuries,” she said, recalling that back when
Australia was a penal colony, the bar for imprisoning women was lowered to meet a quota
for incarcerating females. Today, Ms. Atwood said, some towns in America depend on a
local prison for its citizens’ employment. “How about doing things like keeping people out
of prison in the first place?” she asked, rhetorically.
PRIES, Candice. “Margaret Atwood: ‘Being a Famous Writer Is Different to Being a Rock Star.
People Bond to the Books. Nobody Wants My Shoelaces’; The Writer, 75, on Scary Parties,
Dystopian Fiction and Being Short.” The Observer, 26 Sept. 2015, Section: Life and Style,
www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2015/sep/12/margaret-atwood-this-much-i-know. Also
available from Lexis-Nexis.
The article includes Atwood’s responses to questions she was asked, not the questions
themselves.
Excerpt: People see my head on a book and attach a tall body to it. The image of somebody
that you have accorded status to in your mind is a large one; the Greeks always made the
gods quite tall. I’m short. Shorter than you think.
I threw amazingly scary parties for my little sister. She was born on 30 October and
her birthdays were a hot item. I’d paint my face green, turn out the lights, make everyone get
under the tablecloth and tell ghost stories with a flashlight under my chin. They were scared
out of their trees.
Some journalists find me intimidating. I’m actually very helpful. In the early days of
being a Canadian woman writer, [the press] would have at me, so I had to do a lot of self
defence.
Human beings have hope built in. If they weren’t hopeful they would have died out a
long time ago. My contribution to the Future Library [an art project that will share its
authored pieces in a century’s time] shows I’m betting on the fact that there will still be
people in 100 years.
I inherited my parents’ curiosity. My dad was a scientist, my mother was a strong,
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outdoors person and they were always active. From April to November we lived in the
woods and ran a vegetable garden, and fished.
Dystopian fiction reflects the times we’re in. In the 19th century there was a huge
number of utopias written about future perfect lives, but the Second World War changed
that. The current outpouring [of dystopias]—books like The Hunger Games—focuses on what
writers, and indeed the audience, see happening to the planet.
Being a famous writer is different to being a famous rock star. With a writer, people
bond to the books. Nobody wants my shoelaces.
It’s interesting that The Handmaid’s Tale [Atwood’s sixth book] is both taught in
schools and banned in schools. Parts of the US are getting closer to Gilead [the book’s
totalitarian state]—you only have to look at abortion rights.
Feminism is having a new wave. The first was about the vote; the second was about
identity and came from the pressure cooker of women being in the home; this third wave is
about violence. It’s about women being murdered and raped. It’s more self defence than
self-assertion.
One of the few privileges of being older is people put my bags on the overhead racks
for me. It’s too hair-raising for them to watch me climb up on to the seat.
You go through various stages as a writer in relation to public acceptance and
reviewing. At my stage I think people are just quite surprised that I’m still alive, so they’re
nice to me.
Going online is addictive for the same reason that going to the post box is addictive.
You keep thinking there’s going to be an Easter egg in there just for you.
RIFBERG, Synne. “Margaret Atwood: On the Planet of Speculative Fiction.” Humlebæk: Louisiana
Museum of Modern Art, 2015. 55 min. 20 secs. Interviewed at the Louisiana Literature
festival at Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Denmark in August 2014. Available on
YouTube: https: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=aOWYdX50qQc. (1 August 2016).
SHEA, Courtney. “Margaret Atwood on Managing Creativity.” Canadian Business, vol. 88, no. 10/11,
Oct. 2015, pp. 21-22, www.canadianbusiness.com/leadership/margaret-atwood-creativerisks/.
Excerpt: You’ve said before that you are drawn to projects that “sanity and reason tell
[you] not to write.” Has it always been that way? Oh, definitely. I think it goes back to
the fact that I never liked colouring books where the picture was already drawn and all you
did was colour it in. As a child, I found that very boring. The sane, rational projects are the
ones where you already know what they’re going to be, and you’re just colouring them in. If
you’re drawn to the other kind of project, there’s an element of risk and surprise. It keeps
you awake. People who want a stable, rational life do not become writers—they become
actuaries. When you’re starting a new idea and hitting snags early on how do you
know when to keep working on it and when to call it a day? Are you writing a novel?
I’m not, but your insights into the creative process might apply to our businessminded readers. I think that if you’re a risk-taking individual, you know that you don’t
know which pursuits are going to work out. Have you ever done whitewater canoeing? What
you do is you walk the riverbank and try to see where the stones are. You’ve made some
educated guesses ahead of time, but then you get in your canoe and you go. Is receiving
feedback something you’re good at or gotten better at over the course of your career?
I used to be an editor as well as a writer, so I have given a lot of feedback, and I know there
are good and bad ways. The bad way is to say, “This is rotten.” The good way is, “If we just
tried it this way, don’t you think it could be better?” In business, you’ll have bosses who say,
“please don’t come to me with a problem unless you have a solution.” That’s a good rule.
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Does your reputation being Margaret Atwood ever feel like a lot to live up to? Yes. I
think some people are scared of me or at least intimidated, which can make it more difficult
to have a conversation. Would you be intimidated if you were interviewing you? That
depends. What age am I when I’m doing the interviewing? Well, I’m 36, so . . . OK, so at
36, interviewing a 75-year-old person I think probably. If I were interviewing, say, Virginia
Woolf, I’d be frightened. Your new novel set in a dystopian society, following the 2008
financial crisis. Why is imagining our world gone to hell such an effective way to tell
stories? It wasn’t always. In the 19th century, everybody was writing utopias. In those plots,
the dystopia was the world they were living in. Unfortunately, in the 20th century we’ve had
many attempts at real utopia: Stalin’s Russia, Hitler’s Germany, Mao’s China, PolPot. They
all came in saying, “We’re going to make things better. . . but first we have to get rid of these
people.” Once we had that real-life experience, it became harder to write utopias. I think
also, people read the papers—they went through the meltdown, in which a lot of people
were living in their cars, if they even had cars left. The protagonists, Stan and Charmaine,
begin the novel living in their car. Did you seek out real stories from real people? The
press was full of them. You couldn’t cough without reading another story like that [In the
book], there is the television program in which people had been kicked out of their houses.
Somebody recently told me that there is actually a show like that. I wasn’t aware of it, but I
guess it stands to reason there would be. Truth is stranger than fiction. No, fiction is
based on truth. What else could it be based on? We all have our imaginations. We mix and
match. It’s like Mr. Potato Head. You’ve got the basic potato and then the different mouths
and eyes. Don’t forget silly moustaches. Right. As authors, those are the variations, but
the basic potato is reality. Speaking of reality, in your novel, the characters are
monitored by their government and have no real privacy. Am I correct to assume Bill
C-51 has been on your mind? It’s on everybody’s mind! Spying is as old as the Bible,
probably older. But we have new tools for it. When the Internet first appeared, people
thought it would make the world so much more wonderful; everybody would love
everybody. Then the dark side began to appear. We now know quite a bit about the dark
side. If you put something on your computer, don’t even imagine it can’t be found if
somebody has that intention. Do you think a lot of Canadians have the impression that
if you have nothing to hide, you have nothing to worry about? Well, you may not have
murdered your mother-in-law, but maybe you have some purchases or flirtatious emails you
wouldn’t want made public. In the business world, people have a lot of stuff they don’t want
others to get hold of: intentions, plans, intellectual property. Bill C-51 enables pilfering and
blackmail, and there’s nobody overlooking. If I were in business, I would be furious about it.
The book also deals with the difficulty in maintaining passion in long-term
relationships. Dare I ask the queen of CanLit how to keep the spark alive? Well,
Graeme’s 81 and I’m 75, so which of the sparks are you talking about? Do you want helpful
hints? I’d take them if you’ve got ’em. I think there are probably already a lot of books out
there on the topic. Fair enough. Can I ask about the human sex robots that are one of
the novels wackier side plots? That’s actually happening in the real world. Did you get a
chance to see one? I saw pictures on the Internet like everyone else. Why would I go see
one? How much do I need to know that I can’t find out in other ways? At least I didn’t ask
if you’ve had an opportunity to use one. No, it certainly would not be me doing the test
driving.
SMITH, Briony. “Margaret Atwood Solves Your Problems.” Flare, vol. 37, no. 9, Oct. 2015, p. 96,
www.flare.com/culture/margaret-atwood-on-dick-pics/.
Excerpt: Being an artist seems risky these days. How do you know you’re cut out for
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life as a full-time creator? You never know. It’s learning by doing. Though the amount of
Internet advice offered on this subject is boundless, there is no one-size-fits-all or surefire
flight manual. But it would help to have a thick skin and a high tolerance for uncertainty.
Also, a wealthy and indulgent relative, an affluent partner or a day job that doesn’t suck all
the energy out of your head. And yoga might help—or not. My attention span sucks.
How do I get into more challenging art? It’s not thanks to Twitter and Netflix; it’s thanks
to you. You’re procrastinating and probably managing your anxiety through the
consumption of one-bite jelly-bean-coloured head candies. Make a time and space for your
art in which you are not connected to the Net. If it takes an alarm clock, use that. If you
mean the consumption of more challenging art rather than the production of it, same thing
applies. Make time and space for it; then do it. How does one gracefully respond to a
dick pic? This is not a social situation I have ever had to face. In my day, gents with this
troublesome penchant exposed themselves in train stations—there was no graceful way of
dealing with that either. If the aesthetically questionable photograph comes from your boss,
you’re in trouble. Avoid being alone in an elevator with this person. If it’s from your high
school teacher, he has lost touch with reality. Do not do the same. If it’s from a stranger, you
have an online stalker, so contact the police. If it’s from your Member of Parliament. . . let’s
not get carried away. If it’s from a peer-group acquaintance to whom you wish no harm,
what would Miss Manners advise? She might say there is no graceful response. She might
add that no answer is also an answer. He was probably drunk. If it happens again, politely
request that he keep it zipped up. If you remove the word “gracefully” from your question,
there are, of course, many possible responses. Most of them would be effective-though
harsh. My friend pays more attention to her phone than to me. How do I handle it?
Possibly a caring but worried look, coupled with “Is something wrong in your life? Are you
expecting bad news? How can I help?” Conversely, get out your own phone, look up some
jokes and laugh loudly while saying “Seen this one?” Then the two of you can talk about
what’s on your phones. Maybe you can share those unsolicited dick pics that seem to be
circulating. I don’t want to be a slacktivist. What can I do? Which apocalypse would you
like to prevent? There are several on offer. But if you want politicians to pay attention to
your wish to not suffocate for lack of oxygen due to the death of the ocean, and not have
your civil rights-hard won by your predecessors over hundreds of years-reduced to the size
of a belly button, signal your intention to vote. If a lot of people in your age group do that,
you will constitute a demographic that will have to be counted. We still live in what we are
pleased to call a democracy. Of course, the way things are going, an intention to vote may
soon be mistaken for a symptom of terrorist intentions. Then you’ll be in a dystopia of a
different kind and I’ll be locked in a cellar somewhere having an unintended manicure. Read
up on totalitarianism; then try to avoid being in one. As for the zombies, purchase a potato
gun, which is always effective at short range.
UBELACKER, Sheryl. “New Atwood Novel Had Genesis in Online Serial.” Victoria, British
Columbia: Times Colonist, 27 Sept. 2015, Section: Islander: D9,
www.pressreader.com/canada/times-colonist/20150927/282071980708924.
Excerpt: Heart actually began as a serialized story on the website Byliner, with the author
publishing roughly 50-page instalments in the same way Charles Dickens put out weekly or
monthly episodes of his major novels in popular magazines more than 100 years ago. “In
order to write the novel you see before you,” Atwood confides in a recent interview, “I had
to pull it all apart and put it back together in a different way, and throw out all the repetitions
you have to put in when you’re writing in serial form to remind people of what just
happened. It’s a lot bigger, with a beginning and ending,” she said. The Byliner version had
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ended with the fourth instalment, in which—spoiler alert— “Stan was in a box waiting to be
shipped to Las Vegas disguised as an Elvis robot.” Where on Earth does she get this stuff?
“It’s all around us,” she says with a laugh, recalling that in the mid-’50s, when she was about
15, a young, hip-swivelling Elvis Presley made his debut on The Ed Sullivan Show, much to
the horror of parents everywhere. “Elvis really put it out there. I was also a Marilyn fan. It’s
my little homage to the Elvises and the Marilyns,” the Booker Prizewinning author says of
her latest offering. . . With her 76th birthday approaching in November, does she think much
about death? Does it scare her? “Death!” she exclaims with mock horror. “Dinner-table
conversation used to be about who loved whom and who was getting divorced, and they
were about babies and the kids.” Now, she says, table talk often focuses on whether one
should choose natural burial, cremation or some other form of being laid to rest. “There’s
this other thing called the Urban Death Project where you can get composted . . . It’s the
same technique that farmers are now using to get rid of dead cows, covering them with
sawdust and wood chips. “I quite fancy it,” says the avowed environmentalist. “And it beats
the hell out of being injected with a lot of chemicals and laid out in a casket.”
WAGNER, Erica. “Books Forward Thinker.” UK: Harper’s Bazaar, Oct. 2015, Section: Talking
Point, pp. 200-201.
Excerpt: Atwood’s gift is to take what’s already out there and nudge it to the next level. “I
thought, why not go all the way, and make prison a full- employment scheme? If that’s what
it’s going to be. After all: if it is true that the major industries in some [American] towns are
the prisons; if it is true that if they were to close, then everybody would be out of work; and
if it is true that Louisiana, for instance, has a for-profit prison scheme, which depends for its
profitability on being full; and if indeed one goes back to the Australian penal colony, they
shipped off a bunch of men for housebreaking, and then found they were quite rowdy; and
so decided it would probably settle them down to have some women—but what could you
send women out for? They didn’t do any housebreaking—so they had to lower the bar. They
were looking for people to ship, in other words,” she says evenly. And so the world of
Consilience—the lovely homes—and Positron—the prison—came into being.”
News
“Atwood Named to U.S. Arts Academy.” Saskatoon: Star Phoenix, 8 May 2015, Section: Arts & Life:
C4.
Atwood was named a foreign honorary member of the American Academy of Arts and
Letters.
“Born.” Evening Chronicle, 18 Nov. 2015, Section: News, p. 16.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood, Canadian author, 1939, Linda Evans, US actress, 1942, Peter
Schmeichel, Danish goalkeeper, 1963.
EASTWOOD, Kathy. “‘A Handmaid’s Tale’ Author Addresses Class of 2018.” Pointer View: United
States Military Academy at West Point, 12 Feb. 2015, Section: News, p. 1,
www.usma.edu/pv/pointer%20view%20archive/15feb12.pdf.
Report of Atwood speech to the Class of 2018 on 5 February about how she came to write
her novel The Handmaid’s Tale, which is the subject of study for plebes in the EN102
(Literature) course.
Excerpt: Atwood said many readers thought the book was more about feminism, but that
wasn’t entirely the case. “I will take you back in time and give you a context,” Atwood said.
“I was born in 1939 at the absolute beginning of World War II. I grew up in the ‘40s; the
first part was that war and the second half was where there were a lot of people from that
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war I knew as a child, and who were refugees that managed to escape. I heard a lot of stories
about that war.” Atwood spoke about her affinity for science fiction, especially when the
focus is on post-apocalyptic landscapes, and writers such as George Orwell, whose book
1984 was actually about post-WWII and the beginning of the Cold War. “As a teenager in
the ‘50s, I was reading a lot of science fiction. Ray Bradbury was publishing his major works
in that period and an author by the name of John Windham,” Atwood said. “Science fiction
books that we now call post-apocalyptic. I always was interested in that forum.”
In her book, the city of Gilead is modeled after Cambridge, Massachusetts, and all
the buildings are real buildings. Everything in the book has a hint of reality. “Harvard was
quite annoyed when I first published the book,” Atwood said. “They did not like bodies
hanging on Harvard’s wall.” They did not like the bastion of American democracy being the
home of an oppressive dictatorial theocracy. But they have come around and are smiling
about it now.”
Atwood said she has rules she follows in her writing in that she does not put into it
anything that has not already happened in a human society somewhere on the planet, or is
not technologically possible. “The tradition is of the tradition of Orwell,” Atwood said.
“‘1984 finishes, not with a boot grinding in the human face forever, but with a postscript
written in standard English about the construction of the state, and it is in the past tense.
That means the 1984 regime is over, people have survived and they are writing about it
afterward. “I wanted to put a point of time after the regime to show it has been survived and
that is where I put the different threads of different things you can follow in the book to
reference the real things that have happened. I connect them with real historical events that
have happened,” she added. Atwood said dictatorships are like pyramids and her novel
illustrates that concept. There are the elite at the top and within that elite are powerful
women, who have more power than men at the bottom.
“Anything that has been done can be done again,” Atwood said. “One of the things
I hate to hear is ‘It can’t happen here.’ It’s a false sense of security; anything can happen
anywhere, given the right circumstances or, some will say, the wrong circumstances.”
Atwood opened the forum up to the plebes for questions and many of the questions were
about the different symbolisms of the book, such as the color of the dresses women wore.
Handmaids wore red, wives wore blue and Martha’s green, the ones who had all their
individuality stripped away.
“Kate Cayley Beats Margaret Atwood to Win 2015 Trillium Book Award.” Waterloo Region Record, 18
June 2015, Section: Arts: D2.
Atwood, nominated for Stone Mattress, lost to Caley, author of How You Were Born. The
Ontario government established the Trillium Book Award in 1987 to encourage awareness
and foster Ontario writers and writing. It was originally awarded only to English-language
writers until 1994, when it included the Prix Trillium, a separate award for Ontario’s
francophone writers and their publishers. Currently the award is worth $20,000.
“Margaret Atwood, Lawrence Hill Just a Sampling of Writers at Woody Point.” CBC News, 15 Aug.
2015, www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/margaret-atwood-lawrence-hilljust-a-sampling-of-writers-at-woody-point-1.3192025. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
While in its 12th year, this was the first time Atwood attended this event held in Western
Newfoundland.
Excerpt: “Who would have thought it? Whose idea was this? But it seems to have been
strikingly successful. They tell me that tickets sell out in about two minutes every time they
go on sale,” she said. According to Atwood, she met some people in Toronto flying to
Newfoundland who were unable to find accommodations because everything gets booked
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up every year for Writers at Woody Point. “We were talking to some people in the airport in
Toronto and they said, ‘We just couldn’t even find a place to stay there so we’re going to
L’Anse aux Meadows first and then coming back through Woody Point to the festival,’
because I guess it just books up.”
BREAN, Joseph. “Fashion Royalty; Contrasting the Style Sensibilities of Kate Versus the Late Diana
Enters Territory Where Angels Should Fear to Tread.” National Post, 4 Apr. 2015, Section:
News: A3, news.nationalpost.com/news/world/margaret-atwood-kate-diana-734140.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has roused indignation among British royal watchers by telling a
museum audience in London that Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge, has a boring sense of
style, likely does not choose her own clothes and has not lived up to Princess Diana’s stature
as a fashion icon. . . “I think she dresses quite uneventfully,” said the Canadian literary
icon.... “I think she’s watching her back. I think she probably has people who pretty much
tell her what is appropriate for her to wear. I don’t think she’s become the fashion plate that
Diana was, and I think she’s probably doing that advisedly, wouldn’t you say?”
As video of the recent exchange circulated on the Internet, royal watchers leapt to
defend the Duchess. . . Ms. Atwood’s comments came after a talk at the Victoria and Albert
Museum, which coincided with an exhibit on the clothing of the late designer Alexander
McQueen. She was being interviewed on the theme of clothing in literature, and the history
of clothing and related laws, especially clothing people do not choose to wear, such as prison
uniforms. She illustrated it with a slide show of photos taken throughout her life, often in
clothing she made herself, as an avid dressmaker, such as one long winter coat from 1970
that she said was typically worn with a mini skirt and high boots. Ms. Atwood also revealed
she cannot type without looking, which relates to her interest in dressmaking because she
chose home economics over secretarial sciences early in her schooling, on the grounds that
the older girls in secretarial sciences were too intimidating, with their cigarettes and their
boyfriends’ jackets. On clothing, she described the many ways clothing plays a part in her
stories, as a symbol or revealing detail, and how she tends to judge characters by their initial
physical appearance. Some authors feed their characters, she observed, others do not,
according to their interests. In Dashiell Hammett, for example, no one eats, she said, but
Robertson Davies describes entire meals. “I think clothes are the same,” Ms. Atwood said.
BROWN, Louise. “A Tweet Story: Atwood Gets Behind an Oxford Dream: Author Uses Social
Media to Help Language Buff with Soaring Tuition.” Toronto Star, 14 Aug. 2015, Section:
GT, p. 1, www.pressreader.com/canada/toronto-star/20150814/282119225274382.
Excerpt: With just a few dozen hours left to raise the whopping surcharge for her Oxford
studies caused by the fall of Canada’s loonie, Toronto language buff Mandy Pipher has won
a surprise champion in twitterary icon Margaret Atwood. So charmed is the world-renowned
author by Pipher’s three-year push to pay for a dream graduate course in English at
Oxford—she won one of a scant eight spots—only to be stalled by a daunting exchange
rate, that Atwood gave $1,000 Thursday to Pipher’s crowd-funding campaign and is calling
on English teachers and booklovers to pony up, too. “C’mon Lit fans! Send wee Mandy $10!
She’s worked so hard to realize the Oxford Dream,” Atwood tweeted Wednesday, after
Pipher plucked up the nerve to ask her on Twitter to share her story. “Help Mandy out!
She’s scrimped and saved . . . realizing the Oxford Dream,” tweeted Atwood. “I’m matching
up to $1,000.” By Thursday evening Pipher had raised 90 per cent of her target of $20,500,
an increase of some $2,000 since Atwood sent out the call and before she threw in $1,000
herself.
CAIN, Stan. “Margaret Atwood: ‘I Set Myself a Schedule of Three to Five Pages a Day’; Man
Booker-Winning Novelist Margaret Atwood Explains How Her Dystopian Visions of
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Future Are Always Inspired by the Real World Listen to Margaret Atwood on the Guardian
Books Podcast.” The Guardian, 3 Oct. 2015, Section: Books,
www.theguardian.com/books/2015/oct/03/margaret-atwood-i-set-myself-a-schedule-ofthree-to-five-pages-a-day. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: The Handmaid’s Tale is set in a post-crisis US, twisted by religious fervour into a
totalitarian theocracy. In the MaddAddam trilogy, religion is a political tool used by hypocrites
for individual gain. In The Blind Assassin, one character thinks, “Gods always come in handy,
they justify almost anything.” In the light of this running commentary on organised religion,
it is ironic that Margaret Atwood delivers her Guardian Live talk in a church—an irony that
is not lost on the author. As members of the audience line up to ask questions, she eyes
them with her particular brand of formidable twinkliness. “Testify,” she calls to them, in her
dry, Canadian drawl. “Testify and repent!” . . . With more than 40 works, five Man Booker
nominations and a win under her belt, does she consider herself prolific? She scoffs at the
word. “Joyce Carol Oates is prolific; I’m just old,” she says, drawing out the last word for
laughs. At 75, she says writing hasn’t become any easier, listing her main distractions as
laundry and emails. She sets herself a “schedule of pages rather than a schedule of times”
aiming to write three to five pages a day. “You can cheat by increasing the type size,” she
says. “Then you get really motivated and feel like you’re really speeding along. . . ”
CAMPBELL, Frances. “School Effort Gets Literary Lift; Atwood Pens Fervent Endorsement of
Bid to Save River John Facility.” Halifax: Chronicle-Herald, 20 Mar. 2015, Section: A, p. 7.
The committee trying to save the River John Consolidated School has looked for and
obtained help from unusual sources to promote its cause including Atwood, who is a
longtime friend of popular children’s book author and River John resident Sheree Fitch, a
member of the committee.
Excerpt: Fitch contacted her friend for advice on how to proceed with the battle to produce
a “hub model” plan to keep the school viable against the board-imposed odds of an upfront
$500,000 for roof and other repairs and maintenance, and an annual $173,600 in operating
costs. “She’s an environmentalist, she grew up in the woods, in small communities,” Fitch
said of Atwood. “I knew she’d be supportive of trying to help a small rural community keep
its school.” Atwood, who has visited River John for its Read by the Sea literary festival,
wrote in her letter to the board that her mother and father grew up in rural Nova Scotia, met
at the Truro Normal School and both taught in remote two-room schoolhouses. “I’ve lived
in rural communities. I know the struggles, especially the struggles around schools,” Atwood
wrote. “When the kids are little you can organize play groups, but once they get older the
choices usually are to bus them (and it’s just not good for kids that age to spend hour after
boring, depressing hour cooped up and breathing fumes), or for the family to move
elsewhere.
“When a community loses its school it loses its centre of gravity.” Atwood went on
to argue against “the adverse effects on kids of keeping them in virtual cages. It just doesn’t
make sense to close a local school that has the passionate support of its community.” She
finished her letter by saying that if the River John hub plan gets the go-ahead, it will be
supported, and not only within Nova Scotia. “Me included,” Atwood wrote. “Here’s hoping
for a sane, child-centered, family-friendly outcome.” Fitch said Atwood’s letter will be
among dozens presented as part of the committee’s business case to the board.
DEMARA, Bruce. “Margaret Atwood Makes New Foray into Graphic Novel Genre: Novelist To
Write Series For Dark Horse Comics.” Toronto Star, 9 Dec. 2015, Section: Entertainment: E5,
www.thestar.com/entertainment/2015/12/08/margaret-atwood-makes-new-foray-intographic-novel-genre.html.
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Atwood to write graphic novel, Angel Catbird for Dark Horse Comics.
Excerpt: “Margaret brought her project to Dark Horse and we talked about it and we’re
very, very excited and quickly got it approved here and started working on it,” editor Daniel
Chabon said. Chabon described the project as “a pulp-inspired superhero story,” about a
scientist whose DNA becomes fused with an owl and cat.... Chabon acknowledged the
challenge of working with an author of Atwood’s calibre. “It’s funny because (Atwood) has
been writing forever so it’s a little intimidating sometimes to try to give her notes and stuff
like that. It’s like, ‘how on Earth am I going to give notes to Margaret Atwood?’” Chabon
said. “But she (Atwood) is very receptive to notes. It’s been a pleasure so far being able to
work with her,” he added.
DICO, Joy Lo. “Folio Takes a Back Seat.” London: Evening Standard, 1 Oct. 2015, Section: Features,
pp. 16-17.
Excerpt: Sad news from the literary world as the Folio Prize announces that it won’t be
holding its annual awards for “perfect and thrilling expression” in a novel this year. The
prize was set up in 2011 as a riposte to the Booker Prize, with founders including A S Byatt,
Peter Carey and Margaret Atwood, … rejecting the Booker as having become too focused
on popular fiction that “zips along.” They later secured the sponsorship of the £40,000 prize
from the Folio Society. But that sponsorship has now ended, giving the Booker free rein
next year.
DUNDAS, Deborah. “Big Names Missing from the Long List for 2015 Giller Prize; Atwood, Ricci
and Hill Among the Heavy Hitters Failing to Make Cut for Canada’s Top Literary Award,
While Smaller Publishers Enjoy a Strong Showing.” Toronto Star, 10 Sept. 2015, Section:
Entertainment: E1.
FLOOD, Alison. “Into the Woods: Margaret Atwood Reveals Her Future Library Book, Scribbler
Moon; We Follow Atwood Through a Wet Forest in Norway as She Hands Over the
Manuscript for a Book That Won’t Be Read for 100 Years.” The Guardian, 28 May 2015,
Section: Books: Available from Lexis-Nexis.
Excerpt: Sodden with rain and standing amid the calf-high shoots of 1,000 newly planted
pine trees in Oslo’s Nordmarka forest, Margaret Atwood is revealing the title of her latest
work. “It’s Scribbler Moon,” she says. “And that’s the only part of it you will know for 100
years. . . ”
In 2114, the 1,000 trees planted last summer in the Nordmarka will be cut down and all the
texts made public. “There’s something magical about it,” says Atwood. “It’s like Sleeping
Beauty. The texts are going to slumber for 100 years and then they’ll wake up, come to life
again. It’s a fairytale length of time. She slept for 100 years. . . ” “I am sending a manuscript
into time,” notes the author, in a short piece written for the event. “Will any human beings
be waiting there to receive it? Will there be a ‘Norway?’ Will there be a ‘forest?’ Will there be
a ‘library?’ How strange it is to think of my own voice—silent by then for a long time—
suddenly being awakened, after 100 years. What is the first thing that voice will say as a notyet-embodied hand draws it out of its container and opens it to the first page? I picture this
encounter—between my text and the so-far nonexistent reader—as being a little like the redpainted handprint I once saw on the wall of a Mexican cave that had been sealed for over
three centuries. Who now can decipher its exact meaning? But its general meaning was
universal: any human being could read it. It said: ‘Greetings. I was here.’ “Later, speaking in
the Oslo library that will eventually house, in a wood-lined room, the sealed manuscripts,
Atwood says she had been given three rules by Paterson: “I can’t say what’s in the box and I
can’t just put a photo album in. But it could be any length, one word or 1,000 pages, a story,
a novel, poems, non-fiction.” The intention is to print 3,000 copies of all of the texts once
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the collection is completed; 1,000 certificates, entitling their bearer to an edition come 2114,
are available now. Almost 100 have already been sold at £600 apiece. “We really don’t know
who’ll be reading it,” Atwood says. “We’re also dealing with the morphing of language over
time. Which words that we use today will be different, archaic, obsolete? Which new words
will have entered the language? We don’t know what footnotes we will need. Will they have
computers? Will they call them something else? What will they think smartphones are? Will
that word still exist?”
“Margaret Atwood Draws Cartoon Strip for ‘Geek Girl’ Anthology; The Novelist Is Contributing
Her Own Cartoons, Detailing Her Experiences as a Young Woman, to Kickstarter-Funded
The Secret Loves of Geek Girls.” The Guardian, 25 June 2015,
www.theguardian.com/books/2015/jun/25/margaret-atwood-writes-cartoon-strip-for-geekgirl-anthology. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood is taking a short break from writing acclaimed and awardwinning literary novels to contribute a series of cartoons to a crowd-funded, all-female
anthology aimed at the “geek girl” looking for “stories on dating and love.” Racing towards
its goal of C$37,000 (£19,000) on Kickstarter—launched earlier this week, it is already at
over C$27,000—The Secret Loves of Geek Girls is the brainchild of Hope Nicholson, a
Canadian comic-book publisher and editor, who called it “a celebration of the stories we tell
each other but never make public—until now.” Atwood is the most high-profile of a host of
women, both creators and fans, contributing a mix of prose stories and comics to the
anthology. . . She will be drawing her own cartoons detailing her “personal experiences as a
young woman” for the anthology, says Nicholson. . . Atwood is also offering Kickstarter
investors a four-panel comic strip created especially for one reader, costing C$1,500, which
has already been snapped up. Fans have also pounced on a C$750 deal for the original art
behind one of the strips she is creating for the collection.
GALO, Sarah. “Margaret Atwood: ‘In Tolkien, There Are Hardly Any Women at All’; Speaking at
Book Riot Live with Fantasy Author NK Jemisin, Atwood Discussed the Lack of Diversity
in Fictions and the Challenges of Writing About ‘Now.’” The Guardian, 3 Dec. 2015, Section:
Books, www.theguardian.com/books/2015/nov/09/margaret-atwood-diversity-fictionbook-riot-live. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: [Atwood] was seven when she began writing her first novel. It was about an ant. “It
taught me a lot about narration because nothing happens to ants for the first three-quarters
of their life cycle. I’ve never started a novel the same way since,” she told the packed room
of fans and readers at the first annual Book Riot Live convention in New York this
weekend. . .
[She] commented on the lack of women in science fiction and fantasy literature she
read as a young woman in the 1950s: “In Tolkien, there are hardly any women at all, only
two, but three if you count the spider, which I do. With a name like Shelob you really can’t
miss it,” she added to the laughter of the audience. . . Atwood [also said] that she doesn’t
make anything up, per se. “For The Handmaid’s Tale, the rule was that I wouldn’t put anything
into it that people had not done at some time in some place. I brought them all together but
each of the individual things had already been done by somebody at sometime,” she said. It’s
the same with Oryx and Crake. Atwood said that her family of biologists would—lovingly—
object to anything that went against established science or, at the very least, was in some
developmental stage, such as some of the more startling and disturbing plotlines of her
recent The Heart Goes Last.
The difficulty of writing about the present is what motivated Atwood too. “As soon
as you’re writing about now, six months later, it’s not now,” Atwood said. Even the “real”
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past has its own kind of challenges. “No one wrote down ordinary procedures like ‘I
brushed my teeth today, here is how I did it.’” She advocated doing better than past
generations for the benefit of our future authors: “I sometimes say to people, write it down,
write down a typical day of what you were doing in 2015, because our habits have changed.”
Even in Atwood’s lifetime, the changes are evident. As she pointed out, when she
was 17 in 1956, feminism hadn’t truly arrived yet. She leaned into the mic for emphasis:
“That’s a long time ago. There were no pantyhose.” Atwood also pointed out that her birth
year has influenced her world view: 1939. Because of that, she has “always taken a special
interest in totalitarian regimes.” And in a moment that fits all too comfortably into our
current political climate, she added: “I am one of those people that if someone says they’re
going to do something, when they get power, they probably will do it. You may think that
people are a bunch of nutbars and just running off at the mouth; I would never make that
mistake. I take those kinds of things seriously.” “That’s the pattern you see in history,” she
concluded.
GAUTHIER, Natasha. “In the Mind of The Handmaid’s Tale.” Ottawa Citizen, 20 Jan. 2015, Section:
You: D1, ottawacitizen.com/entertainment/local-arts/q-and-a-with-lila-york-in-the-mind-ofthe-handmaid.
Report of discussion with Lila York who choreographed the ballet version of Atwood’s
book premiered by the Royal Winnipeg Ballet in October 2014.
Excerpt: Problem—how to translate Offred’s inner thoughts into dance. [York’s] Answer: In
the opera (a 1998 work by Danish composer Poul Ruders), the audience can follow Offred’s
thoughts because she can just sing about them. You can’t do that in dance. Getting inside
her head was tough. I toyed with the idea of having some sort of narration or voice-over.
But when I tried it out with my assistant it didn’t really work. We process language
differently from visual imagery. So instead I tried to show the two sides of Offred. There are
times when she’s the obedient Handmaid, but then there are other moments when she’s her
real self.
GILBERT, Sophie. “The Forgotten Handmaid’s Tale.” Atlantic Online, 24 Mar. 2015,
www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2015/03/the-forgotten-handmaidstale/388514. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
The story of the movie—how it came to be made and what its impact was.
Excerpt: 30 years ago, the Canadian author Margaret Atwood published The Handmaid’s Tale,
a dystopian feminist novel set in a futuristic America run by religious fundamentalists.
Pollution and sexually transmitted diseases have rendered the large majority of people
infertile; the few women who can still reproduce are trained as “handmaids” and forcibly
sent to serve wealthy and powerful men by bearing them and their wives’ children. The
novel, Atwood’s best-known work, has since become a modern classic, and a staple on
English literature reading lists. It’s sold millions of copies and “appeared in a bewildering
number of translations and editions,” as Atwood wrote in The Guardian . . . The book has
been adapted into plays, and even an opera. In March 1990, five years after its release, The
Handmaid’s Tale was released as a movie, with a script by Harold Pinter, and stars including
Natasha Richardson, Faye Dunaway, and Robert Duvall. But while the novel hasn’t been out
of print in the three decades since its debut, the film has been almost entirely forgotten, to
the point where copies of it are so rare they sell for upwards of $100 on Amazon. . .
GUNN, Andrea. “Pledge Seeks Votes for Science; Initiative Asks Canadians to Support Party That
Best Supports Scientific Values.” Halifax: Chronicle-Herald, 26 Sept. 2015, Section: A, p. 5.
Excerpt: In the last decade the federal government has successfully launched a
comprehensive war on science, says Dalhousie physics professor Thomas Duck, and it’s
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time for Canadians to start tuning in before irreparable damage is done. He is one of
thousands of Canadians and dozens of organizations that have signed a pledge vowing to
cast their vote in the upcoming federal election for the party that best reflects scientific
values. Others include environmental activist David Suzuki, author Margaret Atwood, and
former parliamentary budget officer Kevin Page. The initiative is being organized by the
non-partisan, not-for-profit Evidence for Democracy in an effort to make science a ballotbox issue.
GUSTINES, George Gene. “Margaret Atwood Writing a Series of Graphic Novels.” New York
Times, 8 Dec. 2015, Section: Arts, artsbeat.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/12/08/margaretatwood-writing-a-series-of-graphic-novels/?_r=0. Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood . . . is adding another genre to her repertoire: graphic novels.
Dark Horse Comics will publish Angel Catbird, written by Ms. Atwood and drawn by Johnnie
Christmas, in the fall of 2016. The story, which will be told over three graphic novels
intended for all ages, is about a superhero that derives his powers from two animals. In a
statement, Ms. Atwood explained some of how this new hero came to be: “Due to some
spilled genetic Super-Splicer, our hero got tangled up with both a cat and an owl; hence his
fur and feathers, and his identity problems.” For Ms. Atwood . . . the choice of cat and bird
has additional meaning. She is using the book to raise awareness for Keep Cats Safe and
Save Bird Lives, a program led by Nature Canada, the oldest conservation charity in the
country. Each volume of the trilogy will be $10.99 and in full color.
HALL, Duncan. “Brighton Festival: Margaret Atwood and Graeme Gibson, Brighton Dome Corn
Exchange, Church Street, Sunday, May 24.” Newsquest Regional Press: The Argus, 25 May
2015,
www.theargus.co.uk/leisure/critic/12970006.Brighton_Festival__Margaret_Atwood_And_
Graeme_Gibson__Brighton_Dome_Corn_Exchange__Church_Street__Sunday__May_24.
Accessed 1 Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: That Margaret Atwood and her partner Graeme Gibson are passionate
conservationists is in no doubt after Sunday evening’s Brighton Festival talk. But aside from
Festival artistic director Ali Smith’s beautiful introduction, one could easily have forgotten
the audience was in the presence of a Man Booker Prize-winning author with more than 40
novels to her name. It felt akin to watching an interview with Bob Dylan talking solely about
his painting, or Tony Blair ignoring his career in politics to discuss his guitar-playing. Part of
the blame should be placed on the talk chairman, journalist Anita Sethi, whose questions
were simply too open, and frequently lacked any kind of follow-up. There was little attempt
to link the worlds of bird conservation and the two writers’ careers. The only real insight
into their characters came from their discussion of how they first became interested in
birds—Atwood through her etymologist father, Gibson after a memorable encounter with a
parrot—and the way the two interacted on stage, Atwood filling in gaps in Gibson’s
memory. Otherwise much of the forced discussion—aside from a brief poetry reading from
Atwood—could have come from RSPB spokesmen or crusading environmentalists. A
frustrating end to what has been an impressive Festival talks programme. Two stars.
KELLY, John. “When a Top Author Is Going to Ride in Your Car, the First Stop Is the Carwash.”
Washington Post, 9 Nov. 2015, Section: Metro: B03.
Kelly’s wife gets to chauffeur Atwood around.
Excerpt: In October, Ruth volunteered with the Arthur C. Clarke Foundation, an
organization that celebrates the life and work of the late science fiction author. Atwood was
the recipient of the foundation’s annual Imagination in Service to Society award, presented
at a dinner last month in Crystal City. Ruth offered to drive Atwood from her hotel to the
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awards dinner and to a smaller gathering in the District the night before. That’s why I
needed to get the car washed, waxed and vacuumed. I didn’t want to leave a bad
impression. . .
KIDD, Patrick. “Diary.” London: The Times 4 Sept. 2015, Section: UK News. Available from LexisNexis.
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood needed more than 500 pages to spin her Booker Prize-winning
novel The Blind Assassin but she can be very succinct if pressed. Wired magazine asked her to
write a five-word novel. She sent them a rollercoaster love story: “Wanted him. Got him.
S***.”
KNELMAN, Martin. “Turning a Former Psychiatric Centre into a Cultural Hub; A List of Notables,
Including Charles Pachter, Don Tapscott and Margaret Atwood, Envision New Use for
Huronia Centre.” Toronto Star, 5 Feb. 2015, Section: Entertainment: E1,
www.thestar.com/entertainment/2015/02/04/could-huronia-hospital-become-a-banffcentre-of-the-east.html.
Atwood in full support of Pachter’s idea to transform the … Huronia Regional Centre
(formerly the Orillia Asylum for Idiots) into an eastern version of the Banff Arts Centre.
KUROSAWA, Susan. “Great Canada Escapes.” The Australian, 18 July 2015, Section: Travel: 4,
www.theaustralian.com.au/life/travel/great-canada-escapes-margaret-atwood-rockiesvancouver/news-story/86c14e25a80146d4dcab7e02d729c010.
Excerpt: North by northwest: Best-selling Canadian novelist and keen conservationist and
birder Margaret Atwood is the featured guest lecturer on Adventure Canada’s Out of the
Northwest Passage cruise itinerary aboard the 198-passenger expeditionary vessel Ocean
Endeavour from September 5-21; highlights include UNESCO sites and a visit to Canada’s
northernmost community. From $C8995 ($9516) a person twin-share. More:
adventurecanada.com.
LEA, Richard. “Margaret Atwood and Salman Rushdie Join Protest at ‘Impunity’ of Bangladesh
Bloggers’ Killers; More Than 150 Writers Have Written an Open Letter to the Bangladeshi
Government Calling for Action to Protect Free Expression and to Bring Perpetrators to
Justice.” The Guardian, 22 May 2015, www.theguardian.com/books/2015/may/22/margaretatwood-salman-rushdie-protest-impunity-of-bangladesh-bloggers-killers. Accessed 1 Aug.
2016.
Excerpt: More than 150 writers from around the world, including Margaret Atwood, Salman
Rushdie, Yann Martel and Colm Tóibín, have added their name to a letter condemning the
deaths of three bloggers in Bangladesh this year, calling on the country’s government “to
ensure that the tragic events of the last three months are not repeated, and to bring the
perpetrators to justice. . . ” In joint initiative from PEN International and English PEN, the
authors express their shock and horror at recent developments, noting that “although there
have been several arrests, no one has been held to account for any of these attacks.” With
these three murders bringing the total of authors who have been attacked in Bangladesh
since 2013 to six, the writers say they are “gravely concerned by this escalating pattern of
violence against writers and journalists who are peacefully expressing their views.” “Freedom
of expression is a fundamental right under Bangladesh’s constitution as well as one of the
rights under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,” the letter continues. “We call on
the Bangladeshi authorities to swiftly and impartially investigate Ananta Bijoy Das’s death as
well as the murders of Avijit Roy and Washiqur Rahman Babu, and ensure that the
perpetrators are brought to justice in accordance with international fair trial standards.” The
writers also demand that the Bangladeshi authorities “do all in their power to provide
protection and support to bloggers and other writers at risk in Bangladesh, in accordance
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with Bangladesh’s obligations under national and international law.”
LEDERMAN, Marsha. “Federal Election; Artists Speak Out About Politics. Why Don’t Politicians
Speak Out About the Arts.” Globe and Mail, 3 Oct. 2015, Section: Comment: A2,
www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/artists-speak-out-about-politics-why-dontpoliticians-discuss-the-arts/article26639635/.
Excerpt: Some artists are mobilizing, and not necessarily to discuss the arts. . . Margaret
Atwood . . . is leading a group of more than 200 artists (including filmmaker Paul Haggis and
children’s musician Raffi) who have signed an open letter opposing Bill C-51. Arguing that
the legislation “directly attacks the creative arts and free expression in this country,” the
letter asks if writing a spy novel about an assassination plot or recording a song questioning
the government’s agenda amounts to promoting terrorism.
LEE-YOUNG, Joanne. “Giant Truck Lot Faces Opposition; Project Would Provide Parking for
600 Rigs on Zoned Farm Land.” Vancouver Sun, 19 Nov. 2015, Section: D, p. 3,
www.vancouversun.com/giant+truck+surrey+faces+opposition/11527427/story.html.
Excerpt: A proposal to turn about 32 hectares of land in Surrey into a giant parking lot for
trucks is drawing the ire of some local residents, groups—and even renowned author
Margaret Atwood. The clash comes as city planners and the trucking industry say there is a
need for the lots so drivers don’t park overnight on residential streets and farmland. A
company called GG Metro Holdings is proposing to build the truck park at a site in Surrey
that sits on three parcels of land near 16th Avenue. The development will possibly include
washing facilities, mechanical and repair bays, warehousing and loading areas, plus a
restaurant. The land is zoned for agricultural use, but does not fall into the Agricultural Land
Reserve. It is undeveloped and sits within more than 240 hectares of land that is undergoing
planning as part of a so-called special study area. Friends of Hazelmere Campbell Valley say
the proposed development could damage a nearby salmon and trout spawning area. The area
is also home to 22 species of endangered wildlife and there could be an adverse effect on
groundwater and farm land, according to the group. Atwood has jumped in, too, urging her
Twitter followers to sign a petition against the plans: “Sign or be haunted by me in form of
dead salmon.”
MARCHE, Stephen. “What Was Canadian Literature?” Partisan, 13 Apr. 2015,
www.partisanmagazine.com/blog/2015/3/17/what-was-canadian-literature. Accessed 1
Aug. 2016.
Excerpt: In hindsight, the central contradiction of Canadian literature is obvious. Canadian
literature is anti-American literature which is also an offshoot of American literature. The
pattern follows the well-established formula of the Situationists: to piss on the altar is to pay
homage to it. No one embodies this contradiction more fully than Atwood herself. Despite
the fact that Munro won the Nobel Prize, Atwood will always be the iconic Canadian writer,
like the Mounties or Anne of Green Gables. She is Our Mother of the Written Word,
sometimes the smothering mother who covers the landscape like snow, sometimes the
lecturing mother who can be a bit annoying. But she is our mother. She possesses the kind
of power that writers have forgotten in other countries. The last poet in the United States
with her iconic status was Walt Whitman. . .
McCLURG, Jocelyn and Lindsay DEUTSCH. “Book Buzz.” USA Today, 7 May 2015, Section: Life:
6D.
Excerpt: Twitterature is back as the Twitter Fiction Festival returns for a third year, May 11
to 15. Authors including Margaret Atwood, Lemony Snicket, Lauren Beukes and Eric
Jerome Dickey will condense their writing into 140-character nuggets and use social media as
their primary storytelling platform. The event guides book lovers to author Twitter handles
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at a specific time (www.twitterfictionfestival.com), where they’ll release stories through
words, video, art and more. The festival culminates in an in-person event in New York on
Wednesday, hosted by comedian Nick Turner. It’s sponsored by the Association of
American Publishers, Twitter and publisher Penguin Random House. USA TODAY is a
media sponsor.
MEDLEY. Mark. “CULTURE; Can You Spare a Verse? Mapping the City Through Poetry.” Globe
and Mail, 18 Apr. 2015, Section: News: M6, www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/thetoronto-poetry-map-see-and-read-a-new-way-of-exploring-the-city/article23900787/.
George Elliott Clarke, Toronto’s poet laureate, worked with the Toronto Reference library
to create the Toronto Poetry Map, which captures the city in words. Click on an area and
you’ll be presented with an excerpt, or several, from works referencing the street, or
landmark, or neighbourhood.
Excerpt: Michael Ondaatje writes about “that afternoon/in Union Station/when we both
were lost” while Ken Babstock, surfacing from St. George subway station, navigates the
“bodies scattering among museums,/bank towers, campus rooms, and shops ...” Dionne
Brand lingers at the corner of Yonge and Bloor streets (“At this crossroad, the air is elegiac
with it/whiffs and cirri of all emotion, need and vanity/desire, brazen as a killing”) while
Margaret Atwood rides a bus along St. Clair (“I am the old woman/sitting across from you
on the bus,/ her shoulders drawn up like a shawl”).
MENDONSA, Kalisha. “Internationally Acclaimed Author Visits Red Deer.” Alberta: Red Deer
Express, 8 Apr. 2015, Section: News: A4,
www.reddeerexpress.com/news/Internationally_acclaimed_author_visits_Red_Deer_29905
3451.html?mobile=true.
Report of Atwood’s presentations in the Red Deer College Perspectives Series.
Excerpt: Her first presentation left attendees with a few ideas to think about surrounding the
creative process, and the second brought attendees’ attention to the many roles of artists in
society and to some of the ways those roles have evolved. “The trouble with novels is that
there just isn’t one craft that must be learned. There are many and they are learned by doing
(creating a novel) and they are learned every single time,” Atwood said. She told the audience
that structure is the main thing that blocks progress in a novel—how to tell what, and in
what order does the author share the information? She reminded the audience the creator is
only a small piece of a creation, and that a large role comes from those who receive and
interpret what’s been created. “Putting various tools together—tools including words,
grammar, images and numbers—to achieve a desired goal is, I take it, the creative process,
broadly interpreted,” she said. “A lot of our creative processes are devoted to coming up
with better solutions in (consensus, nourishment, procreation, recreation and defence) than
the ones we have at present.”
Atwood said there are a few hints to help a person throughout their creative process,
the first being to immerse yourself in whatever you are working with, be it words, paint,
numbers or three dimensional objects. She said it is important to completely dive into a
project so that one provides the brain something to work on.
Next, as many have before her, she said to go for a walk may be one of the greatest
ways to move through a problem. It distracts the creative part of the brain, she said, and
therefore allows the logical brain to work at the problem from a new angle. Third, she said
to interrogate your work as if you’ve never seen it before. “Ask not, ‘Does it express my
feeling?’ Ask instead, ‘Does it evoke the feeling I want to express in the reader or listener?’”
she proposed. “The creator is always just one entity in the act of creation. The created thing
is passed on, if we’re lucky, from hand to hand, or from mind to mind. “Along with the
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individual item that is passed goes the knowledge of how to make, and the desire to emulate.
That is what we call ‘inspiration’ or ‘influence.’”
The final seed to creation, Atwood said, was essentially the positive faith of a can-do
attitude. She said without the affirmation that one can complete a project, they can’t.
Atwood’s second presentation, a student session, focused on the artist’s role in society, and
the various proposed roles that artists are subject to be in....
PANFIL, Sarah. “Margaret Atwood Shares Work and Wisdom at IU Whittenberger.” Indiana
University: Indiana Daily Student, 5 Feb. 2015, Section: Arts, p. 1,
www.idsnews.com/article/2015/02/margaret-atwood-shares-work-and-wisdom-at-iuwhittenberger.
Report of Atwood’s talk to students at the university.
Excerpt: Atwood disputed the “activist” title she is often associated with. She said true
activists devote the entirety of their lives to their respective causes. “I’m a person with no
job who contributes her time on a limited basis,” Atwood said. “Really, I am a writer....”
Questions ranged from how Atwood finds the time to write so much and whether she tailors
her writing to fit her readership. Speaking to writers, Atwood said repeatedly, “Your duty is
to the book.” Atwood urged writers to focus on being honest in their writing rather than
focusing on how readers will respond. She said, however, that a writer is always writing for
someone. “If you were just writing for yourself, you would just write it and burn it,” Atwood
said. “You are always writing to somebody.” Atwood also encouraged readers to read works
they do not expect to enjoy. Atwood spoke of how she has a varied readership. She receives
mail from people of all ages from across the globe. “I would say to you, as readers, to pick
something that makes you really uncomfortable,” she said.
PEACOCK, Molly. “National Poetry Month; Words That Capture the Big Things in Life.” Globe and
Mail, 27 Apr. 2015, Section: Life & Arts: L3, www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books-andmedia/words-that-capture-the-big-things-in-life-for-national-poetrymonth/article24108431/.
Excerpt: Best virtual site to find a Canadian poem? The thoroughly unpoetic sounding RPO.
Representative Poetry Online is the University of Toronto’s fabulously deep website [http:
//rpo.library.utoronto.ca/]. Enter “marriage” in the search box and more than 60 poems
pop up, from basic Shakespeare to Canada’s Griffin Prize-winner A.F. Moritz. There are
Margaret Atwood’s lines, “Marriage is not/ a house or even a tent ...” from her poem
“Habitation,” and Lynn Crosbie’s cheeky breakup poem “Love Letters.” Type in “birth” and
up comes, “Odd that no one knows how/ it feels to be born,” the opening lines of Carol
Shields’s ode “Getting Born.” Suddenly you’re thinking of birth not just as a witness, but
also from the inside of the experience.
PHILLIPS, Caroline. “Elmwood Celebrates Centennial with Margaret Atwood.” Ottawa Citizen, 13
Oct. 2015, Section: Around Town: D4, ottawacitizen.com/life/style/our-ottawa/aroundtown-elmwood-school-celebrates-100-years-with-literary-giant.
Excerpt: Members of the Elmwood School family from past and present spent an evening
with Canadian literary icon Margaret Atwood at a gala dinner to celebrate the elite all-girls
private school’s centennial, held Saturday at the Canadian Museum of History. Atwood,
considered one of Canada’s finest writers, participated in a QA with Elmwood alumna
Catherine Clark, daughter of former PM Joe Clark and head of her own communications
company. Atwood, who was born in Ottawa and whose latest novel The Heart Goes Last was
published in September, spoke with Clark about the influence of her childhood on her
writing, encouraging girls to take intellectual risks, and why failure is an important part of
learning.
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POST, Connie. “Deleting Nature Words.” Ohio: Dayton Daily News, 21 Jan. 2015, Section: Ideas &
Voices, p. 5, www.mydaytondailynews.com/news/news/opinion/lexicon-eliminates-naturewords/njrtR/.
Excerpt: The move by the Oxford University Press to eliminate dozens of nature words
from its Oxford Junior Dictionary is a matter of concern for a covey of authors, including
Margaret Atwood. “Hamster,” “heron,” “leopard” and “dandelion” have been deleted;
words like “broadband,” “blog,” “MP3 player” and “voicemail” have taken their place. In an
open letter dated Jan. 12, 28 authors tell the publisher they are “profoundly alarmed” that
“the names for 30 species” along with “many words connected with farming and food” have
been removed since the 2007 edition of the dictionary that’s aimed at 7-year-olds. “We
believe the OJD should ... seek to help shape children’s understanding of the world, not just
to mirror its trends,” the letter states. Also eliminated from the
OJD are words like “sin,” “nun,” “christen” and “saint.”
RANKIN, Jay. “Local Protesters Continue to Fight Anti-Terror Bill.” Windsor Star, 20 Apr. 2015,
Section: Windsor & Region: A5, www.pressreader.com/canada/windsorstar/20150420/281646778675537.
Report of protests against the Conservative government’s Bill C-51 includes reference to
Atwood’s opposition. Excerpt: Some Canadian celebrities have been outspoken against the
bill, such as Margaret Atwood who tweeted Friday, “Stephen Harper is attacking our rights
freedoms. Please do the right thing and #VoteAgainstC51.”
REARDON, Kiva. “The Girl’s Got Game: Ana Lily Amirpour’s Take on What a Vampire Is All
About Is Generating Some Buzz from Critics and Audiences Alike.” Globe and Mail, 23 Jan.
2015, Section: R, p. 4.
Atwood supported the film, “A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night” by helping out Director.
Excerpt from her interview: I met [Atwood] at ComicCon before I shot the film and she
loved the idea and got behind it. The Madonna posters in the Girl’s room are actually of
Margaret Atwood. I couldn’t [get the rights to] use the real Madonna posters, so Margaret let
me make her into Madonna.
SHAW, Ted. “Book of Negroes Author Coming to Windsor.” Windsor Star, 25 Mar. 2015, Section: B, p.
3, windsorstar.com/uncategorized/ted-shaws-artbeat-book-of-negroes-author-coming-towindsor.
Excerpt: Lawrence Hill, the award-winning author of The Book of Negroes, will accompany
Margaret Atwood at the annual Pelee Island Bird Observatory fundraiser, to be held at
Beachgrove Country Club on May 6. Hill won the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize and CBC
Radio’s Canada Reads for The Book of Negroes, the story of an 18th century African woman
who spent decades in slavery.
WHEELER, Rad. “REVIEW; The Poet Who Outlived Himself.” Globe and Mail, 4 Dec. 2015,
Section: Film: R4, www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/film/film-reviews/al-purdy-was-heredoc-delves-into-canadian-poet-who-outlived-himself/article27582445/.
Review of “Al Purdy Was Here.” Directed by Brian D. Johnson; Written by Brian D.
Johnson and Marni Jackson; Starring Al Purdy, Margaret Atwood, Eurithe Purdy and
Katherine Leyton; Classification PG; 90 minutes.
Scholarly Resources
Books and Articles
ABOLFOTOH, Inas Samy. “The ‘Cli-Fi’ and the Ecocritical in Margaret Atwood’s Ecopoetry.”
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European Scientific Journal 11.14 (15 May 2015): 165-175. “Ecocriticism is commonly
associated in canonical circles with many names like John Muir, Henry David Thoreau, Aldo
Leopold, Ralph Emerson, and other American pioneer ecophilosophers. However, this
paper argues that Margaret Atwood is one of the assured ecocritical pioneer voices whose
environmental insights have been marginalized in favour of an exceptional focus on her
Feminist pioneering radical writings. Atwood, the paper proposes, has been poetically
tackling many of the current ecological crises since about 30 years before the final coinage of
Ecocrticism in the 1990s. As a matter of fact, Atwood has not only been marginalized as an
ecophilosopher, but also as a poet. She is commonly identified as a prominent novelist and
generally under-analyzed as a poet. Atwood has written 12 poetry books covering versatile
issues and themes just like her novels. The present paper sheds light on both Atwood, the
ecophilosopher, and Atwood, the poet. Her Ecopoetry envelops various ecocritical fields.
Nevertheless, the research will concentrate on her interest in the mounting climate change
that shows up clearly in a number of jeremiadic poems due to anthropocentric violations
against Nature” (Author). Available from http:
//eujournal.org/index.php/esj/article/view/5681. (1 August 2016).
---. “Not an Absent Order but ‘an Ordered Absence’: Life Cycle Poems in Margaret Atwood’s
Ecopoetry.” European Scientific Journal 11.26 (15 September 2015): 145-159. “Nature abuse is
commonly ascribed to man’s will to impose order on it. Humanity’s anthropocentric
violations of Nature, Margaret Atwood believes, stem from their sense of the lack of order
in it or their inability to understand this order. So they begin imposing theirs as the poet
highlights in ‘Progressive Insanities of a Pioneer’ (The Animals in That Country 36-39, 1968).
The poem depicts a European pioneer’s disharmony and lack of unity with the wild lands of
Canada. To appease his feelings of dislocation on this new land, he begins doing what he
excels at: enforcing his order on the land to retain the feelings of security through controlling
his unsystematic surroundings. ‘[D]isgusted’ at hearing the random Natural sounds of ‘the
swamp’s clamourings and the outbursts / of rocks,’ he arrogantly declares: ‘This is not order
/ but the absence / of order. // He was wrong, the unanswering / forest implied.’ The
‘forest’ assures that the pioneer is ‘wrong,’ and the poet playing with words affirms that: ‘It
was / an ordered absence.’ The present paper highlights Atwood’s presentation of this
‘ordered absence’ which appears clearly in her life cycle poems in the light of Ecocriticism.
The poems shed light on the poet’s rhapsodic ecopoetry that celebrates a universal Natural
discipline” (Author). Available from http: //eujournal.org/index.php/esj/article/view/6237.
(1 August 2016).
ALAEIA, Sarieh and Zahra BARFIB. “Margaret Atwood in the Second and Third Waves of
Feminism on the Basis of Julia Kristeva’s Theories.” International Letters of Social and
Humanistic Sciences 40 (2014): 13-21. “Although Margaret Atwood started writing in the
second phase of feminism, some of her works show the features of the second and the third
wave of feminism. It’s clear in Atwood’s Cat’s Eye, Elaine, protagonist of the novel, and
other female characters indicate these features. Some of Atwood’s works imply Kristeva’s
theories. Unlike the second wave of feminism, Julia Kristeva as a postmodern feminist
rejects the distinction between sex and gender believing that these two terms respectively
represent biology and culture which cannot be separated from each other. This idea can be
examined in Margaret Atwood’s novel, Cat’s Eye, as a feature of the third wave of feminism”
(Authors). Available from https: //www.scipress.com/ILSHS.40.13. (1 August 2016).
BANUPRIYA, S. “Canadian Feminist Consciousness in Margaret Atwood’s Bodily Harm and The
Handmaid’s Tale.” Language in India 15.11 (November 2015): 43-51. “Canadian women’s
writing played a key role in setting in motion many radical ideas in terms of women’s
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individuality and power and politics through language. The aim of Canadian women’s fiction
is to make women critically conscious of their own roles in conventional social structures.
Many of the women’s stories narrated by these writers are about the lives of girls and
women. They are concerned with exploration and survival, crossing boundaries, challenging
cultural and psychological limits and glimpsing new prospects. Thus, women’s writing in
Canada is committed to bring about remarkable changes in the lives of Canadian women and
society. Margaret Atwood is one of those few modern Canadian novelists in English, who
have tried to understand intimately the predicament of their female protagonists. Her writing
explores the feminist consciousness of her female protagonists. Margaret Atwood’s fiction is
often organized thematically around images of both cultural and individual issues of survival;
she has sought to portray the entrapment of women in patriarchy” (Author). Available from
http: //www.languageinindia.com/nov2015/banupriyabodilyharm.pdf. (1 August 2016).
BEDFORD, Anna. “Survival in the Post-Apocalypse: Ecofeminism in MaddAddam.” Margaret
Atwood’s Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2015. 71-92. “Argues that Atwood’s contribution to apocalypse literature is her
modern ecofeminism, which holds that capitalism (one of the main contributors to the
apocalypse in the [MaddAddam] series) exploits the most marginalised and powerless,
including the poor, women and nature itself” (Editor).
BOLLER, Alessandra. “In ‘Paradice’? Test-Tube Evolution Within the Natural Realm in Margaret
Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy.” Inklings: Jahrbuch für Literatur und Ästhetik 32 (2014): 45-60.
“This article analyses the notion of nature in Atwood’s trilogy. New species are designed in
the laboratory where a ‘test-tube evolution’ takes place. The once structured world with its
hierarchical dichotomies is dissolved, nature and artificially produced species mix and
mingle. Like in many other well-known post-apocalyptic narratives, nature takes over after
the demise of humanity—but the trilogy emphasizes the classical notions of nature, regarded
as being opposed to human civilization, cannot be maintained anymore. Humankind has to
acknowledge that biotechnological progress makes it necessary to rethink Western
dichotomies and humankind’s attitudes towards its position within nature” (Author).
Available from https: //www.academia.edu/10888545/In_Paradice_Testtube_Evolution_within_the_Natural_Realm_in_Margaret_Atwood_s_MaddAddam_Trilogy.
(1 August 2016).
BONE, Jane. “Environmental Dystopias: Margaret Atwood and the Monstrous Child.” Discourse:
Studies in the Cultural Politics of Education. Published online 11 September 2015 and available
from http: //www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01596306.2015.1075701. (1 August
2016).
“The future of childhood is often described in terms of utopian thinking. Here, the turn is
towards dystopia as a fertile source of wild imaginings about the future. The dystopian
literary fictions featured here act as a message and are projections of an uneasy future
requiring a reader to see the present differently. Such projections make reading dangerous as
they create an alternative world often disorderly and dismissive of contexts that are familiar
and safe. In these scenarios, the child is often a key figure. In the work by Atwood (Oryx and
Crake; The Year of the Flood; MaddAddam), the world is an environmental nightmare. The focus
is on MaddAddam, in which the child is an object of desire and both monstrous and
redemptive. A reading of MaddAddam as a posthuman text is undertaken and it is argued that
Atwood’s dystopia creates a discourse of monstrosity (both weird and beautiful) that
contaminates thoughts about the child/children/childhood and the future” (Author).
BOYD, Shelley. “‘Nature-Altering Tools’: Margaret Atwood and the Politics of Dirt.” The Good
Gardener?: Nature, Humanity and the Garden. Eds. Annette Giesecke and Naomi Jacobs.
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London: Artifice Books on Architecture, 2015. 128-145. “When the Canadian novelist
Margaret Atwood was asked to recount her earliest memory, she replied: ‘Digging in mud
with a spoon, 1942.’ This love for dirt, for tools, and for digging has been a common thread
in her life as well as her writing, from the early poetry to the recently completed dystopian
trilogy, the MaddAddam series….” (Author).
---. “Ustopian Breakfasts: Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam.” Utopian Studies: Journal of the Society for
Utopian Studies 26.1 (2015): 160-181. “In the third novel of Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam
trilogy, breakfast creates a sense of hope and adaptability in the most dire of dystopias. In
this postpandemic world where civilization is all but destroyed, the human survivors, who
form a makeshift community with the Crakers, initially cling to reverse-utopian breakfasts:
nostalgic replications of past meals that offer solace but have no long-term future because
the material circumstances of their existence have ceased. Eventually recognizing that
storytelling and food are powerful, interrelated tools for humanity’s future reproduction, this
tenuous community survives precisely because they imagine and reimagine themselves and
their modes of consumption. In this way, MaddAddam offers a humble sense of hope
through ever-changing breakfast foods that serve as both the physical means and symbol of
humanity’s imaginative reconstitution into the future” (Author). Available from http:
//kora.kpu.ca/facultypub/22. (1 August 2016).
BURRIDGE, Terry. “Surfacing by Margaret Atwood: A Study in Borderlines.” Psychodynamic Practice:
Individuals, Groups and Organisations 21.1 (January 2015): 60-67. “This is a paper about
Margaret Atwood’s novel, Surfacing, published in 1972. For this paper, however, I shall
choose one major theme and one minor theme. I propose to consider the central character
as having a Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD)—a condition that is about identity. The
minor theme will be about Environmentalism, or what I want to call psychoenvironmentalism. I see Surfacing as a novel about Borderlines. The central character—
heroine? —has many traits of someone with a BPD. The novel is set in the borderline
country of Quebec. It is about the struggle of Canada to find its own identity, particularly in
relation to America. It is also about the borders of nature and civilisation; the past and the
present; men and women. The Surfacer’s (as she has been called) inner world matches the
geography around her. In psychoanalytic terms, she is filled with bad objects that bring death
and alienation” (Author).
CAMARGO, Mabiana and Neide Garcia PINHEIRO. “O Olhar Sobre o Outro em Dancing Girls
and Other Stories (1982) de Margaret Atwood = A View on the Other in Dancing Girls and
Other Stories (1982) by Margaret Atwood.” Muitas Vozes 3.2 (2014): 301-312. In Spanish.
“This paper discusses two of the short stories of Dancing Girls and Other Stories (1982) by the
Canadian author Margaret Atwood. It aims to identify and interpret elements that suggest
the issue of the other, the stranger, as they are represented in the multiethnic contexts of the
short stories settings. Therefore, the analysis relies especially on postmodern theories of
Stuart Hall and Homi Bhabha. They assert that there is a shift of identity, which was once
taken as unique, complete and singular. This shift is due to a range of technological and
social transformations resulting from globalization that rapidly transforms the individual and
the society. As a result, paradoxically, the belief in a primeval ethnic condition reinforces
prejudice, racism, xenophobia, and, in religious context, fundamentalism. From this
theoretical framework, this paper will analyze how the characters in Atwood’s short stories
portray their identity, reiterating the paradoxes” (Authors). Available from http:
//177.101.17.124/index.php/muitasvozes/article/view/7069. (1 August 2016).
CAROLAN, Trevor. The Literary Storefront: The Glory Years Vancouver’s Literary Centre, 1978-1985. Salt
Spring Island (British Columbia): Mother Tongue Publishing, 2015. “Founded by poet Mona
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Fertig and inspired by Shakespeare and Company in Paris, The Literary Storefront was
Canada’s first non-profit literary centre and flourished in Vancouver’s colourful Gastown
district from 1978-85. A pivotal time in west coast history when feminist, nationalist, and
multicultural passions surged to redefine what a socially-committed literary community could
be, the Storefront housed the regional offices of The Writers’ Union of Canada, The League
of Canadian Poets, an editing & printing company, and was the birthplace of the Federation
of B.C. Writers. Carolan’s history recounts the inspiration, origins, achievements and
tribulations of this seminal and legendary B.C. literary institution” (Publisher). See especially
“A Night with Margaret Atwood [20 October 1979],” pp. 107-108.
CASAGRANDA, Mirko. “Splicing Language: An Ecocritical Discourse Analysis of Margaret
Atwood’s The God’s Gardeners Oral Hymnbook.” Crossing Borders: Variations on a Theme in
Canadian Studies. Eds. Oriana Palusci and Biancamaria Rizzardi. Pisa (Italy): Edizioni ETS,
2014. 131-142. “This paper aims at showing how Margaret Atwood uses a ‘spliced language’
in order to cross the borders between genres, and at evaluating the sustainability of such
language by means of an ecolinguistic approach defined in The Ecolinguistics Reader edited by
Alwin Fall and Peter Műhlhäusler (2001). After introducing the novel and the main features
of religious discourse, the God’s Gardeners Eco-religious hymns will be analysed[,] focusing
on the lexical items relating to nature and science. I will eventually assess how ‘the ongoing
post-modern dissolution of narrative boundaries and the cross-fertilization of genres [that]
have strongly influenced the genre of science fiction’ … is achieved by means of a hybrid
language” (Author).
COJOCARU, Daniel. Violence and Dystopia: Mimesis and Sacrifice in Contemporary Western Dystopian
Narratives. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2015. Based on author’s
PhD dissertation. “Violence and Dystopia is a critical examination of imitative desire,
scapegoating and sacrifice in selected contemporary Western dystopian narratives through
the lens of Rene Girard’s mimetic theory.... The fifth chapter examines the post-apocalyptic
environments resulting from failed scapegoat expulsion and uncontrolled mimetic conflict,
as portrayed in Sinclair’s Radon Daughters (1994), Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale
(1985) and Oryx and Crake (2003) and Will Self’s The Book of Dave (2006)” (Publisher). See
“Violentropy,” pp. 238-304,” and especially Section 5.2 “Margaret Atwood,” pp. 252-280.
ĆUK, Maja. “The Robber Bride: A Dystopian Female World in Margaret Atwood’s Mythology.” SICA Journal of Literature Culture and Literary Translation 5.2 (June 2015): 1-14. “The aim of this
paper is to show how Atwood’s reformulations of myths contain hidden political messages
from ancient and modern history and can be interpreted from Fredric Jameson’s views on
‘symbolic acts,’ discourse and the ideology of form. Several scholars have explored the
symbolic relationship between the three major protagonists in The Robber Bride and fragments
of the omnipotent image of the Neolithic deity the White Goddess. As the symbolic
counterparts of Diana, Venus and Hecate in the novel, Tony, Roz and Charis demonstrate
how women’s integrity has been crippled and how the restoration of female principle is just
a utopian idea. However, our analysis has revealed that the younger generation of ‘goddesses’
does not bring hope to the female gender in either the present or the future. Augusta, Paula
and Erin symbolize oversimplified and parodied versions of the destructive Hecate in an
unpromising world and “the not-good place” that resembles a dystopia” (Author). Available
from http: //hrcak.srce.hr/140985. (1 August 2016).
DESPRÉS, Elaine. “Describing (Post)Human Species: Between Cognition and Estrangement.” The
Ethics and Poetics of Alterity: New Perspectives on Genre Literature. Eds. Maylis Rospide and
Sandrine Sorlin. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2015. 142-157. “This
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paper[] explores the stylistic, semiotic and epistemological links between scientific
description of new species and literary description of posthuman creatures in science fiction
narratives. This paper employs reader-response theory, the history of science, and a
pragmatic approach to scientific description. Literary examples will be taken from the work
of three novelists: H. G. Wells (“The Man of the Year Million,” 1893; The Time Machine,
1895; War of the Worlds, 1898), Brian Aldiss (Hothouse, 1960) and Margaret Atwood (Oryx and
Crake, 2005). These texts all exhibit purely biological humanoid characters that are the
evolutionary descendants of the human species, either through a natural (Darwinian
selection) or artificial process (bio-engineering). In all these texts, the humanoids—that we
could define as posthuman—are described at length as natural species, and not as
supernatural or mythical creatures, using the vocabulary and rhetoric of natural history.”
(Author). Available from http:
//www.academia.edu/14437818/Describing_Post_human_Species_Between_Cognition_an
d_Estrangement. (1 August 2016).
DEVI, C. Nandhini and Sumathy K. SWAMY. “Dystopic Vision of Margaret Atwood in The
Handmaid’s Tale.” Language in India 15.12 (December 2015): 129-134. “Atwood has written
fiction about the future. Starting with The Handmaid’s Tale, she has written five novels which
come under that category. They are, apart from the aforementioned novel, Oryx and Crake,
The Year of the Flood, MaddAddam and The Heart Goes Last. Environmental awareness became
an explicit theme in Atwood’s fiction during the late 1980s. This paper explores some of the
attributes of the Dystopian vision of Margaret Atwood” (Authors). Available from http:
//www.languageinindia.com/dec2015/nandhiniatwoodhandmaid1.pdf. (1 August 2016).
DIMOCK, Wai Chee. “Crowdsourcing Penelope: Margaret Atwood, the Coen Brothers, Richard
Linklater.” Comparative Literature 67.3 (Fall 2015): 319-322. “Beginning with Margaret
Atwood’s novella The Penelopiad and its staging in regional and experimental theaters in
Canada, the U.K., and around the world, this essay traces a long history of network
mediation for the Odyssey, beginning with the performative decisions made by itinerant
rhapsodes, who variously selected, arranged, and circulated the Homeric epics in ancient
Greece, and extending well into the twenty-first century, in the self-conscious invocations of
the Odyssey by filmmakers such as the Coen Brothers and Richard Linklater.
Crowdsourcing, the unruly and never-ending input from masses of people, is the
morphological ground of the epic, an art form energized by its downward percolations.
Penelope, that infinitely patient and longsuffering wife, becomes a variety of things as a
result, much changed since Homer’s times. In the hands of Atwood, she shares the stage
with her twelve maids” (Author).
DING, Lingpen. “The Politics of Discourse in Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale.” Foreign
Literature Studies 37.1 (2015): 91-100. In Chinese. “Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale is
an imaginary construction of a bleak theocracy. In the novel, language is not merely a means
of communication but more importantly an instrument for cultural and ideological
subjugation of individuals. The politics of discourse as a site of power politics permeates the
various aspects of social life and serves as the arbitrator of social identity as well as the
ordering of social structure. This paper probes into the politics of discourse in Margaret
Atwood’s dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale mainly through the lens of Michel Foucault’s
theory of discourse as well as Louis Althusser’s theory of ISA’s. By focusing on how
language shapes religion, the media as well as politics, the paper aims to explore Atwood’s
perception of the power of language through her fictive writing” (Author). Available from
http: //www.cssn.cn/wx/wx_ymwx/201505/W020150522360173887909.pdf. (1 August
2016).
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DODDS, Lara. “Death and the ‘Paradice Within’ in Paradise Lost and Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and
Crake.” Milton Studies 56 (2015): 115-150. “In their introduction to Milton in Popular Culture,
Laura Lunger Knoppers and Gregory Semenza suggest that it is the sublimity of Paradise Lost
that accounts for Milton’s influence on fantasy and science fiction. Writers of science fiction
(SF) have been inspired by the epic’s ‘otherwordly settings, grand conflicts of good and evil,
heroes who determine the fate of their worlds, space travel, warfare, [and] futuristic visions.’
Science fiction has become the generic repository for the marvels and wonders that were
once the domain of the epic. In addition to the sublime, however, there is a second line of
descent from Milton’s Paradise Lost to contemporary SF. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, the first
science fictional rewriting of Paradise Lost, focuses not on the otherworldly spectacle of
Paradise Lost but on the ethical dilemmas of creation. As early as the seventeenth century,
proto-science fictional works became vehicles for rethinking the myth of the Fall, and SF
continues to offer a generic home for the rewriting of the Fall myth. In this essay I show
how Margaret Atwood’s 2003 dystopian novel, Oryx and Crake, fits into this tradition.
Milton’s version of the myth of the Fall has been definitive for English-language literature,
yet the epic’s substantial legacy in science fiction suggests that Paradise Lost has also provided
material for the rewriting of this myth in new forms and to alternate ends” (Author).
EVAIN, Christine. Margaret Atwood's Voices and Representations: From Poetry to Tweets. Champaign, ILL:
Common Ground Publishing, 2015. “Atwood is, needless to say, one of the most acclaimed
authorial voices of our time: Atwoodian critics unite in saying that Margaret Atwood offers
an intriguing and compelling body of writing as well as a rich epitext. This study[,] which
explores her voice and its representations, leads us on a journey to question the very nature
of ‘a voice’ and its different meanings according to critics and poets. Atwood’s literary work
(more than forty books—a dozen novels, numerous collections of poetry, children’s books,
and countless essays) is attributed a unique voice-print. Atwood’s epitextual voice is also
described as typically Atwoodian although it comprises a wide range of voices to be heard
through many different media and occasions (public appearances, countless radio and
television programs, many webpages, published articles and even documentaries, not to
mention her transcribed voice in press articles or on blogs and web sites). Exposing ‘the
voice that speaks’ (in poetry or in fiction) and giving this voice-persona many guises are
trademarks of Atwood’s poetic writing. From The Circle Game to The Door, Atwood plays with
a range of images representing the poetic voice, giving the reader representations of an
incarnated voice with unflattering ‘physical’ characteristics. The present volume argues that
these poetical representations are connected with the persona’s struggle in voicing her
identity. Furthermore, while many critics highlight an interplay of voices in Atwood's writing,
Evain stipulates that, beyond the vocal plurality, the reader distinctly hears the voice of a
persona-soloist who sings out her particular truth. Lastly, this study questions the
connections between Atwood's poetic voices and representations, her works of poetry and
fiction and, finally, her ‘autobiographics’ and epitext (Publisher).
FONFÁROVÁ, Vladimíra. “Unheard Playful Voices: Margaret Atwood’s Grace Marks as an
(Reliably) Unreliable Narrator.” American and British Studies Annual 8 (2015): 109-122. “The
unreliable narrator, a category with a question mark since the 1960s when it was identified by
Wayne C. Booth, has been a challenge for many literary theorists including James Phelan,
Monika Fludernik and Ansgar Nünning to name just a few. In the Czech Republic, Tomáš
Kubícek attempted to address the issue of an unreliable narrator in his monograph Vypravec,
kategorie narativní analýzy [The Narrator, Categories of Narrative Analysis, 2007]. Drawing mostly
on the theories of Nünning and Phelan, Kubícek provides his own definition, one that
resolves several problematic issues with which his predecessors struggled. This paper aims to
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apply Kubícek’s theory of the unreliable narrator to Margaret Atwood’s historiographic
metafiction Alias Grace (1996). Grace Marks, the novel’s homodiegetic narrator, has been
frequently referred to as unreliable by numerous scholars, including Sharon R. Wilson and
Coral Ann Howells. She appears to be an ideal subject for analyzing reliability, as she is a
convicted criminal with (claimed) amnesia, therefore it seems natural that the reader should
be wary of the facts she presents. However, in the light of Kubícek’s theory, the matter of
Grace’s unreliability is not necessarily so obvious and simple. Obtaining a satisfactory answer
to the question “Did Grace Marks commit the murders she was imprisoned for?” may be
just as difficult as obtaining the answer to a question whether Atwood’s novel presents an
unreliable narrator or not” (Author).
GARCIA, Ana Maria. “Cuerpos Sin Voz: La Ficcionalización del Sujeto Subalterno en The
Handmaid’s Tale de Margaret Atwood =Bodies Without Voice: The Fictionalization of the
Subaltern Subject in The Handmaid’s Tale of Margaret Atwood.” Revista E-Scrita: Revista Do
Curso De Letras Da UNIABEU 6.2 (May-August 2015): 13-25. In Portuguese. “This article
seeks to explore the margins of discourse, ‘the muted center’ (Spivak) from the scriptural
operations carried out in The Handmaid’s Tale of the Canadian writer Margaret Atwood. A
cult text in the history of the field of dystopias, [it] represents a powerful fictionalization of
the central category of what G. Spivak identifies as the subaltern subject. This paper will
identify some discursive strategies that account for the symbolic violence exercised on the
women, especially, across the staging of the aphasic woman and the woman—glass, images
that illustrate the history of the feminist struggles” (Author). Available from http:
//www.uniabeu.edu.br/publica/index.php/RE/issue/view/80. (1 August 2016).
GIULIANA, Elisa. “Challenging Bluebeard: ‘Bluebeard’s Egg’ (1983), The Piano (1993), and Barbe
Bleue (2009).” Opticon1826 16 (2014): 1-13. “In this essay, I analyse contemporary feminist
retellings of the Bluebeard tale. I concentrate in particular on three revisions: Margaret
Atwood’s short story, ‘Bluebeard’s Egg’ (1983); Jane Campion’s film, The Piano (1993); and
Catherine Breillat’s film, Barbe Bleue (2009). I compare how these works challenge traditional
perceptions of women and femininity in modern understandings of the folk story. I thus
argue that Atwood’s, Campion’s, and Breillat’s variations on the Bluebeard theme complicate
the view of women as passive objects of agency, and also the belief that curiosity is a vicious
feminine feature that leads to disobedience that has to be punished by death. I focus on the
outstanding features of the Bluebeard story: the characters of Bluebeard and his wife; the
role of the secret chamber; and the meaning of the key. Showing how the three authors
transform the old tale through the narrative approaches of mirroring and doubling, I explain
how they reach a complex, often problematic, representation of their female protagonists”
(Author). Available from http: //ojs.lib.ucl.ac.uk/index.php/up/article/view/1166. (1
August 2016).
GURUNG, Rashmi Bala. “Anita Desai and Margaret Atwood: Portrayal of Women Characters in
Their Novels.” International Journal of Innovative Research and Studies 3.4 (April 2014): 524-534.
“This study seeks to examine the female author Anita Desai in comparison to Margaret
Eleanor Atwood, both strong women writers who have successfully established their identity
in contemporary world through their portrayal of realistic women characters. Anita Desai’s
characters can be discussed in comparison to Atwood’s because their nationality matches the
historical past where both India and Canada have been under colonial rule seeking for
national identity. The similarity and differences in portrayal of women characters have been
discussed in terms of victimization and the results. The difference in the outcome of
victimization for women is different for the two novelists because of different social
customs and traditions that are prevalent in the East and the West. Nevertheless, both
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writers have created women characters strong enough to withstand the pain and suffering of
life” (Author). Available from http: //www.ijirs.com/vol3_issue-4/46.pdf. (1 August 2016).
GUTIÉRREZ-JONES, Carlos. Suicide and Contemporary Science Fiction. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2015. “[This book] examines the fascination with suicidal crises evident in a
range of science fiction. Specifically, this study explores a seemingly counterintuitive
proposition: in moments of dramatic scientific and technological change, the authors of
these works frequently cast self-destructive episodes as catalysts for beneficial change.
Gutiérrez-Jones argues that this creative self-destruction mechanism is invoked ... by
Margaret Atwood as she considers impending ecological disaster and the rise of
bioterrorism” (Publisher). See especially Chapter 5, “Environmental Adaptation: Creative
Apocalypse in Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy,” pp. 129-150.
HURTGEN, Joseph. “Archival Embodiment in The Handmaid’s Tale.” Margaret Atwood Studies 9
(2015): 12-21. “Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale stresses how the archive has been
used by Western patriarchy to force women to embody a servant role, existing only to satisfy
male desire. Such a vision is not inclusive of the perspectives and voices of women. The
archive, as I discuss it, consists of culturally produced ideas replicated across populations
that inform social interaction. Archival embodiment occurs when these culturally produced
ideas are written on the body. Archival embodiment occurs away from the vault and its
associated records. As a result of archival embodiment, the archival record imposes the
principles and narratives of controlling nodes of power on individuals” (Author).
JUNG, Susanne. “‘A Chorus Line’: Margaret Atwood’s Penelopiad at the Crossroads of Narrative,
Poetic and Dramatic Genres.” Connotations: A Journal for Critical Debate 24.1 (2014-2015): 4162. “‘Don’t ask for the true story,’ the speaker of Margaret Atwood’s 1981 poem ‘True
Stories’ implores; ‘why do you need it? / It’s not what I set out with / or what I carry. / […]
The true story lies / among the other stories, / […] The true story is vicious / and multiple
and untrue / […] Don’t ever / ask for the true story.’ This poem might very well serve as a
motto for Margaret Atwood’s novel The Penelopiad, which features many stories, both
‘vicious’ and ‘multiple’ and also ‘untrue.’ The Penelopiad (2005) could be described as an
attempt to depict one such ‘true story’ lying ‘among the other stories,’ in more ways than
one, not just the story as seen by one character and seen by another character, but also the
story as told in prose and in verse” (Author). Available from http: //www.connotations.unituebingen.de/jung0241.htm. (1 August 2016).
KAUS, Alaina. “Liberalities of Feeling: Free Market Subjectivities in Margaret Atwood’s The Blind
Assassin.” Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction 56.1 (2015): 369-282. “Margaret Atwood's
tenth novel The Blind Assassin (2000) juxtaposes Depression-era politics against those at the
end of the twentieth century. This essay argues that the novel levies a critique against market
liberalism’s attempt to bring all human spheres into the realm of market logics. At stake in
The Blind Assassin is an acknowledgment that market liberalism, a theory of political
economy, is a theory also of human subjectivity” (Author).
KEGLER, Adelheid. “Im Wüsten Land: Erratische Spuren der Arthus-Mythik in Margaret Atwoods
The Blind Assassin Und in Iris Murdoch’s The Green Knight.” Inklings: Jahrbuch für Literatur und
Ästhetik 32 (2014): 89-105. Abstract not available.
KEREN, Michael. Politics and Literature at the Turn of the Millennium. Calgary (Alberta): University of
Calgary Press, 2015. “[This book] shows how important insights about genocide, poverty,
state violence, world terrorism, the clash of civilizations, and other phenomena haunting the
world at the turn of the millennium can be derived from contemporary novels. Keren
demonstrates ways in which fictional literature can provide new perspectives on the
complexities and contingencies of contemporary politics. His fresh readings of well-known
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novels will be valuable not only for political scientists but also for anyone interested in
current affairs who reads fiction but is not always aware of its power to provide
enlightenment on world issues. Works by José Saramago, Cormac McCarthy, Anosh Irani,
John Le Carré, and Yann Martel, among others, are studied” (Publisher). See especially
Chapter 10, “Body and Mind in Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake,” pp. 185-205.”
KHURANA, Vani. “Female Self Objectification and Counter Discourses in Margaret Atwood’s The
Edible Women.” IJELLH: International Journal of English Language, Literature and the Humanities
2.2 (June 2014): 205-211. “Post modernity had opened new doors for freedom lovers and
promised to envisage ways to revisit feminism. This paper is an attempt to analyze female
position, conditioning, objectification, self objectification and Margaret Atwood’s attempts
to counter dominant male hegemony in The Edible Women. In Atwood’s fictional world,
Marian faces adverse male hegemony and she tries to build counter discourse to these antifemale freedom discourses” (Author). Available from http: //ijellh.com/wpcontent/uploads/2014/06/20-205-211.pdf?cec7d6. (1 August 2016).
KONRAD, Tanja. “Psychological Oppression in Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing.” Inklings: Jahrbuch für
Literatur und Ästhetik 32 (2014): 75-87. Abstract not available.
KUMAR, Rajesh. “A Feministic Study of Surfacing by Margret [Sic] Atwood.” Global International
Research Thoughts (GIRT) (April-June 2014): 25-30. “Woman has been deliberately
marginalized as an object. Her worth has always been measured in terms of her body/sex.”
(Author). Available from http: //darpanonline.org/web-photo/6_81.pdf. (1 August 2016).
LaGUARDIA, Adelaine and Guilherme COPATI. “De Mulheres, Fantasmas e Morte: Dilemas no
Gótico Pós-Moderno de Margaret Atwood.” Pontos De Interrogação: Revista De Crítica Cultural
2.1 (January 2012): 11-29. In Portuguese. “Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace exemplifies the
postmodern gothic, as she parodies gothic conventions as a way to approach issues
connected to female identity and sexuality, within the broader concern of the postmodern
identity experience” (Author). Available from http:
//revistas.uneb.br/index.php/pontosdeint/article/view/1530. (1 August 2016).
LAHMERS, Abbie. “Knowledge and Secrecy in Alias Grace.” Margaret Atwood Studies 9 (2015): 3-11.
Winner of the best Undergraduate Essay Award, 2014. “In Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace,
Grace Marks, who has been prosecuted and sentenced to life in prison for the murders of
Thomas Kinnear and Nancy Montgomery, fulfills a variety of different roles as she migrates
through different settings and phases of her life. Grace creates performative discourses
based around life events that she holds onto throughout her roles as an immigrant in a new
world, an employed housekeeper in different homes, an imprisoned murderess, and finally,
the unsuspecting role of a peacefully married woman. She uses the discourses of the deaths
of her mother and her friend Mary Whitney and also her various encounters with Jeremiah
the Peddler to maintain her awareness of herself despite authoritative voices dictating how
she should behave. The cultural constructions surrounding Grace, which consist of class
differences and the label of ‘murderess’ tarnishing her name, tend to be restrictive and
smothering. Her narrative of her past, including the losses she has suffered, keeps her
grounded, and Jeremiah’s performances make her reorient herself in the present by thinking
about her life in different ways. Both of these discourses keep her afloat in a society that
only wants to diagnose her conditions and sensationalize her story” (Author).
LAKSHMI, P. Anantha. “Loss of Self in Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman.” Review of Research
Journal 3.8 (2014): 1-5. “Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and The Blind Assassin won
the Booker Prize. She is known for unique investigation of feminist themes in her works.
Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman is about women and their relationships to men,
society, food and eating. The premise of The Edible Woman is that social expectations are
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rarely in tandem with our freedom of choice. It is through food and eating that Atwood
discusses a young woman’s rebellion against a modern, male-dominated world. The novel
explores Marian’s questions of self-identity and her relationships with others, including her
fiancé, her friends, and a man whom she meets through her work. Margaret Atwood’s
encrusted, whimsical style in The Edible Woman explores themes of sexual identity and
consumerism” (Author). Available from http: //ror.isrj.org/ArticleDetails.aspx?id=783. (1
August 2016).
LANGSTON, Jessica. “Supplementing the Supplement: Looking at the Function of Afterwords and
Acknowledgements in Some Canadian Historical Novels.” English Studies in Canada 40.2-3
(June-September 2014): 155-172. “Through a close analysis of the
afterword/acknowledgements sections of five contemporary Canadian novels, John
Steffler’s The Afterlife of George Cartwright, Rudy Wiebe’s A Discovery of Strangers, Margaret
Atwood’s Alias Grace, Daphne Marlatt’s Ana Historic, [and] Joseph Boyden’s Three Day Road, I
will explore how each engages with the problems of representation (problems also explored
within the novels themselves) to varying degrees and in different ways” (Author). Available
from https: //ejournals.library.ualberta.ca/index.php/ESC/article/view/25510. (1 August
2016).
LEPORINI, Nicola. “The Transculturation of Mythic Archetypes: Margaret Atwood’s ‘Circe.’”
Amaltea-Revista De Mitocritica 7 (2015): 37-55. “In this article I will focus on the
transformation of mythic archetypes in Margaret Atwood’s collection of poetry You Are
Happy. More specifically, I will analyze Atwood’s use of the character Circe (and, indirectly,
Odysseus) in the section titled “Circe / Mud Poems.” My hypothesis is that Atwood’s
revision of mythic archetypes can find an appropriate interpretation when it is read as a
reflection on the colonial condition. For this reason, the treatment of the mythical
archetypes will be explained referring to three key concepts in postcolonial studies:
ambivalence, mimicry, and transculturation” (Author). Available from https:
//revistas.ucm.es/index.php/AMAL/article/download/48348/46679. (1 August 2016).
LINDHÉ, Anna. “Restoring the Divine Within: The Inner Apocalypse in Margaret Atwood’s The
Year of the Flood.” Margaret Atwood’s Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle upon Tyne:
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2015. 41-55. “[This essay] takes us to Atwood’s apocalypse
opus, the MaddAddam series. The essay explores how societal apocalypse opens the doors to
personal redemption, concluding, ‘to restore harmony with the natural world as well as
healthy social relations, humanity, Atwood suggests, needs to restore the divine within, or
those ethical aspects of human life, which have somehow been lost: the caring otheroriented emotions of gratitude, charity, forgiveness and love’” (Editor).
LÜ, Xiaoxiao. “The Social Critical Function of Female Discourse in Alias Grace.” Studies in Literature
and Language 9.3 (2014): 173-176. “In her ninth novel, Alias Grace, Margaret Atwood shifts
her perspective on the Canadian past and reconstructs a historical murder case of the 1840s
with her powerful imagination. Women’s living condition is still the central concern. Grace
Marks, the marginalized silent ‘other,’ is granted with female discourse to tell stories of
lower-class women’s miserable fate, which forms a spicy criticism and irony against the
hypocritical Victorian social and gender ideology” (Author). Available from http:
//www.cscanada.net/index.php/sll/article/view/6010. (1 August 2016).
MAVER, Igor. “Margaret Atwood’s Non-Fiction About Fiction: Payback.” Logos & Littera 2 (2015):
1-9.
“Margaret Atwood’s provocative recent book of non-fiction contains many literary
references, which help to effectively highlight her points about such a topical matter as debt,
debt as a philosophical, politico-economic, religious, and historical issue over the centuries.
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In the central chapters of the book she looks at the Protestant Reformation and the
introduction of interest on loans and in this light analyzes the novels by Dickens, Irving,
Thackeray and G. Eliot. Her final statement in the book is, however, about the ecological
debt we all have to pay to Earth in order to ensure our existence” (Author). Available from
https: //doaj.org/article/b1f56e7870564d81ae79b73dbb483412. (1 August 2016).
---. “Penelope as a Desperate Housewife: Margaret Atwood’s Retelling of the Penelope Myth in The
Penelopiad and Some Other Modern Penelopes.” Textus 27.3 (2014): 135-150. “The article
seeks to examine female voice empowerment in the rewriting of the Odysseus and Penelope
myth described by Homer in The Odyssey from the perspective of Penelope in Margaret
Atwood’s The Penelopiad (2005), as well as several other contemporary literary Penelopes.
Loyalty within the oikos is addressed, since Odysseus’s punishment of unfaithful subjects is
performed through bloody actions under Odysseus’s orders in his palace. Twelve maids
from among his fifty servants have shown disrespect to Penelope and her son Telemachus
during his absence, by becoming concubines of the Suitors, thus violating their oikos duty of
sexual fidelity towards their patriarch and king. The question of violence, as exemplified by
Odysseus’s hanging of Penelope’s servant maids, is given special attention in the essay and
the reasons for this severe punishment for their sexual ‘betrayal’ are speculated upon from
the comparative literary point of view and the gender distribution of social power. Some of
the recent modern versions of the Penelope myth are also discussed in relation to Atwood’s
Penelopiad (Author).
MAXWELL, Lauren Rule. “‘[A]Pocalypse Coiled in My Tongue:’ Apocalyptic Vision in Margaret
Atwood’s Poetry.” Margaret Atwood’s Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle upon
Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2015. 1-12. “An excellent overview of our theme in
what is arguably Atwood’s first genre—in her exemplary close reading of several poems, she
reminds us that while apocalypse may be coiled on the tongue, the Mobius strip of the
possible end also contains a beginning” (Editor).
MILLER, Boaz. “‘Trust Me—I’m a Public Intellectual’: Margaret Atwood’s and David Suzuki’s
Social Epistemologies of Climate Science.” Speaking Power to Truth: Digital Discourse and the
Public Intellectual. Eds. Richard Hawkins and Michael Keren. Edmonton (Alberta): University
of Athabasca Press, 2015. 113-128. “Margaret Atwood and David Suzuki are two of the
most prominent Canadian public intellectuals involved in the global warming debate. They
both argue that anthropogenic global warming is occurring, warn against its grave
consequences, and urge governments and the public to take immediate, decisive, extensive,
and profound measures to prevent it. They differ, however, in the reasons and evidence they
provide in support of their position. While Suzuki stresses the scientific evidence in favour
of the global warming theory and the scientific consensus around it, Atwood is suspicious of
the objectivity of science, and draws on an idiosyncratic neo-Malthusian theory of human
development. Their implicit views about the cognitive authority of science may be identified
with Critical Contextual Empiricism and Feminist Standpoint Epistemology, respectively,
both of which face difficulties with providing solid grounds for the position they advocate.”
(Author). Available from http: //philpapers.org/rec/MILTMA-9. (1 August 2016).
MINISTER, Meredith. “The Languages Are Being Silenced: Ambivalent Apocalyptic Vision in
Margaret Atwood’s Poems.” Margaret Atwood’s Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle
upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2015. 13-25. “Looks at poetry, digging deeply
into the imagery of three poems in particular—’The Signer,’ ‘Marsh Languages’ and ‘HalfHanged Mary’ (all from Morning in the Burned House)—to explore the relationship of language
to agency, embodiment and apocalypse” (Editor).
MURRAY, Jennnifer. “For the Love of a Fish: A Lacanian Reading of Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing.”
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Lit: Literature Interpretation Theory 26.1 (January-March 2015): 1-21. Winner of the 2015 ‘Best
Article’ award by the Margaret Atwood Society. “This article proposes to analyse Margaret
Atwood’s novel, Surfacing (1972), from a Lacanian perspective, as a myth of the origins of
desire. Departing from dominant perspectives on the novel which situate its force in terms
of the burning questions of the 1970’s, this reading of Atwood’s novel understands the
unnamed narrator’s pervasive sense of guilt as an effect of having compromised on her
desire. Emotionally deadened, the vital question which comes into focus for the protagonist
is not whether or not she did the right thing but why she doesn’t feel anything; vaguely
aware of something ‘missing’ in herself, she attempts to regain a lost ‘wholeness.’ What she
recovers, I will argue, is not some mythical missing ‘half,’ but the signifier of desire, the
phallus, in the form of a fish. Indeed, throughout this quest narrative, the fish-signifier
signposts the movement from self-betrayal to the return of ‘desirousness’” (Author).
---. MURRAY, Jennifer. “La prisonnière et le pendu: le fantasme de l’enfermement dans l’écriture de
Margaret Atwood.” Espaces de vie de l'artiste, les enfermements à l'oeuvre: colloque international
interdisciplinaire et interartistique, 23-24 septembre 2011, Faculté des lettres de Besançon. Ed. Nella
Arambasin. Besançon: Presses universitaires de Franche-Comté, 2014. 211-227. “Nous
verrons ainsi qu’au-delà des histoires de femmes emprisonnées et de la critique de
l'oppression patriarcale qui constitue l'implicite de l’énonciation, il y a une autre orientation
dans l'écriture, un aspect libidinal, une force qui lie le corps à l'inconscient sous le signe
lacanien de la jouissance et qui permet de tenir compte de I'insistance du motif de
l'enfermement dans l'oeuvre d' Atwood: Trois romans d' Atwood en particulier reprennent
cette thématique: Bodily Harm (1981), The Handmaid's Tale (1985) et Alias Grace (1996). Le
personnage principal de chacune de ces narrations est une femme d'origine anglo-saxonne,
en âge de procréer, heterosexuelle, ayant exercé un métier, et qui après avoir connu
l'indépendance economiqu se retrouve en prison” (Author).
NARKUNAS, J Paul. “Between Words, Numbers, and Things: Transgenics and Other Objects of
Life in Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddams.” Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction 56.1 (2015):
1-25.
“In her MaddAddam trilogy, Canadian author Margaret Atwood profoundly critiques
humanism, posthumanism, and transhumanism by focusing on the instrumentalization of
life in transgenics and critical theological and ecological discourses. Atwood, I contend,
writes speculative fictions that challenge speculative capital’s monetization of the elements of
life. Speculative fictions envision unrealized future scenarios; in this regard, they share a
similar strategy to speculative capital, the very forces whose fictions have become our
realities. I argue that Atwood opposes life becoming rendered into an algorithmic game, a
complex calculation that generates automated reasoning, and instrumentalizes attention to
control life. Next, I elucidate how Atwood problematizes claims of resistance to
instrumentalization and power by religious and ecological discourses by demonstrating that
nature, God, and bodies become tools for enfiguring complex processes that exceed the
limits of human knowledge. Atwood proposes thinking life ontologically as morphogenesis,
thereby frustrating life’s instrumentalization by the biotechs” (Author).
NEETHLING, Gabrielle. “Margaret Atwood’s Exploration of Homer’s Penelope in Her Novella
The Penelopiad.” English Academy Review 32.2 (July 2015): 115-131. “Penelope in Homer’s
Odyssey has been treated in a variety of ways: as a virtuous wife, as a victorious heroine, and,
by feminist scholars, as a powerful female. Margaret Atwood’s The Penelopiad (2005.
Edinburgh: Canongate) enters into this conversation with her recasting of Penelope. Atwood
compares and contrasts her Penelope with Homer’s Penelope, and when one reads the
novella one is constantly confronted with the two opposing figures. In Atwood, Penelope
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emerges with Helen-like aspects to her personality; this makes for a more intricate
conceptualization of the inner-most feelings of a woman who, in Homer’s patriarchal
system, was simply left to her own devices” (Author).
NI, Zhange. The Pagan Writes Back: When World Religion Meets World Literature. Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 2015. “In the first book to consider the study of world religion
and world literature in concert, Zhange Ni proposes a new reading strategy that she calls
‘pagan criticism,’ which she applies not only to late twentieth- and early twenty-first-century
literary texts that engage the global resurgence of religion but also to the very concepts of
religion and the secular. Focusing on two North American writers (the Jewish American
Cynthia Ozick and the Canadian Margaret Atwood) and two East Asian writers (the
Japanese Endo Shusaku and the Chinese Gao Xingjian), Ni reads their fiction, drama, and
prose to envision a ‘pagan (re)turn’ in the study of world religion and world literature. In
doing so, she highlights the historical complexities and contingencies in literary texts and
challenges both Christian and secularist assumptions regarding aesthetics and hermeneutics.
In assessing the collision of religion and literature, Ni argues that the clash has been not so
much between monotheistic orthodoxies and the sanctification of literature as between the
modern Western model of religion and the secular and its non-Western others. When East
and West converge under the rubric of paganism, she argues, the study of religion and
literature develops into that of world religion and world literature” (Publisher). See especially
Chapter 4, “Wonder Tale, Pagan Utopia, and Margaret Atwood’s Radical Hope,” pp. 97-121.
Excerpt: In sharp contrast to Ozick the polemicist against paganism, Margaret Atwood
considers herself a “pessimistic pantheist” and enthusiastically participates in the
contemporary reinvention of paganism. She even discovered in her family ancestry a New
England woman accused of being a witch who was put on trial, convicted, and then
miraculously survived attempted execution not once but twice. This chapter explores
Atwood’s project to write back the pagan through her essay collection In Other Worlds (2011)
as well as four of her novels, namely, The Handmaid’s Tale (1985), Oryx and Crake (2003), The
Year of the Flood (2009), and MaddAddam (2013).
NICOLAESCU, Cristina. “The Voice of Subaltern in Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing: An
Anticolonialist Approach to the Novel.” Journal of Research in Gender Studies 5.2 (July 2015):
350-355. “This study aims to examine Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing from the ecofeminist
point of view in the light of Spivak’s theory. In her essay ‘Can the Subaltern Speak?’ Spivak
questions the concept of the colonial ‘subject’ and the ‘other.’ Atwood creates an unnamed
protagonist and displays the difficulties of being a woman in a patriarchal world. While doing
this, Atwood establishes a connection between woman and nature which are both exploited
and subordinated by patriarchal society. The protagonist, her friend Anna and nature are
subordinated by patriarchal society and they look helpless and desperate. But at the end of
the novel, the protagonist decides to rebel and make her voice heard by the subordinated
(her boyfriend). In this process, the protagonist doesn’t use subordinator’s language to be
heard by others. Unlike the patriarchal world, she equals herself to nature and tries to create
a new civilization which is in harmony with the nature” (Author).
NISCHIK, Reingard M. Comparative North American Studies: Transnational Approaches to American and
Canadian Literature and Culture. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015. “This monograph
shows Comparative North American Studies at work in selected case studies and textual
analyses. The analytical chapters take various approaches to literary, non-fictional as well as
visual texts as their prime objects of analysis within selected areas of Comparative North
American Studies. These text- and genre-centered case studies represent an array of
rewarding approaches within Comparative North American Studies: period-oriented,
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generic, thematic/border studies, thematic/imagological, and receptionist. The book
includes comparative analyses of American and Canadian modernism and of the North
American modernist short story, narratives of the Canada-US border, national images of the
United States and Canada in literature, reviews of Margaret Atwood’s novels in North
America, as well as an interview with Margaret Atwood on book reviewing in North
America” (Publisher). See especially Chapter 4, “On Imagology, Canadian-US Relations, and
Popular Culture: National Images and Border Crossings in Margaret Atwood’s Works,” pp.
93-120, Chapter 5, “Reviewing Atwood in Canada and the United States: From
(Inter)Nationalism to Transnationalism,” pp. 121-178 and Chapter 6, “The Writer, the
Reader, and the Book”: Margaret Atwood on Reviewing in Conversation with Reingard M.
Nischik,” pp. 179-190.
---. “Männerbilder und Geschlechterbezüge in Margaret Atwoods Frühen Romanen = Male
Characters and Gender Relations in Margaret Atwood’s Early Novels.” Frauenphantasien der
Imaginierte Mann im Werk von Film- und Buchautorinnen. Ed. Renate Möhrmann. Stuttgart:
Alfred-Kröner-Verlag, 2014. 347-368. “Especially gender-conscious in her novels, and
addressing gender-related questions mainly in her early and middle periods, Margaret
Atwood not only captures current cultural trends remarkably well but seems even
‘prophetically’ ahead of the times in her fictional work. At focus in this article are such
cultural trends as they relate to questions of gender in Atwood’s early novels The Edible
Woman (1969) and Surfacing (1972). The article argues against the contention that male
characters are marginalized in Atwood’s fiction by showing how in her literary practice, also
in her early period, she incorporates full-fledged male characters that stand in a balance with
her female characters. The corrective findings are a result of a close analysis of Atwood’s
multifaceted male characters in her first two novels” (Author).
ÖZKAN, Özge. “The Representation of Dystopia in Atwood’s The Year of the Flood.” Interactions: Ege
Journal of British and American Studies/Ege Ingiliz Ve Amerikan Incelemeleri Dergisi 24.1-2 (SpringFall 2015): 99-106. “The idea of a catastrophe threatening the human race with extinction is
a well-known theme in the scope of apocalyptic science fiction, as was pioneered by Mary
Shelley with her novel The Last Man. Regarding the catastrophe in The Year of the Flood,
Margaret Atwood provides an alternative to a widespread scenario that has mostly remained
a source of fascination, namely the survival of mankind after divine punishment. In this
respect, the flood alluded to in Atwood’s novel reminds the reader of the narrative of
Noah’s Ark and the flood in sacred texts. Furthermore, what makes The Year of the Flood
unique is that it combines nature, natural elements and science fiction in a single text, which
enables the novel to be considered an excellent representation of interweaving apocalyptic
science fiction with ecocriticism” (Author).
PETERS, Joan Douglas. “Feminist Narratology Revisited: Dialogizing Gendered Rhetorics in Alias
Grace.” Style: A Quarterly Journal of Aesthetics, Poetics, Stylistics, and Literary Criticism 49.3 (Fall
2015): 299-320. “This article examines competing narrational rhetorics in Margaret Atwood’s
historical novel, Alias Grace. It contrasts the textual discourse of Grace’s ‘experiential’
narrative with the stylistic discourses of the other narrations in the book, all performed as
competing rhetorical systems in the text. The theoretical grounding is Mikhail Bakhtin’s
theory of the dialogic combined with Julia Kristeva’s definition of ‘woman’s’ discourse,
specifically as applied to intersecting rhetorics. The aim is to revive discussion of ‘feminist
narratology,’ first introduced in the pages of Style in the late 1980s, to promote its
methodological viability in the reading of women’s narrative texts” (Author).
PETZOLD, Dieter. “The Yin and Yang of Civilisation and Wilderness in Margaret Atwood’s
‘Ustopian’ MaddAddam Trilogy.” Inklings: Jahrbuch für Literatur und Ästhetik 32 (2014): 29-44.
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Abstract not available.
POTOCCO, Marcello. “Literary Criticism as Cultural Ideology: The Slovenian and the Canadian
Perspective = La Critique Littéraire Comme Idéologie Culturelle: Les Perspectives
Canadienne et Slovène.” Central European Journal of Canadian Studies 9.1 (2014): 111-122. In
English. “The article compares instances of nationalist-oriented literary criticism in the
Slovenian and in the Canadian literary systems. It does so by contrasting work by, especially,
Josip Vidmar, Dušan Pirjevec, Northrop Frye and Margaret Atwood. Their work is
interpreted as a late example of the transnational phenomenon of cultural nationalisms.
Canadian and Slovenian cultural nationalisms of the 19th century, as well as their late
offsprings in the 20th century, are partly interpreted as a consequence of the specific colonial
position of the two countries during the 19th century, resulting in a politically non-radical,
loyalist nationalism” (Author). Available from https:
//digilib.phil.muni.cz/handle/11222.digilib/134384. (1 August 2016).
PRESSLEY, Cindy. “Using Ecotopian Fiction to Reimagine Public Policy: From a Resource-Based
Narrative to a Competing Values Narrative.” Administrative Theory & Praxis 37.2 (2015): 111126. “Ecotopian fiction contains visions of a negative, dystopian future that connects with a
range of environmental issues. For example, Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy
examines human environmental manipulation and worldwide disaster, and Glenn Beck and
Harriet Parke’s Agenda 21 is based on extreme implementation of the United Nations global
sustainability policy Agenda 21. Utopian and dystopian fiction often reflects fears about the
future, fears held in both the left-of-center and right-of-center political camps. This article
explores the literary genre of ecotopian fiction and how it can reflect on public policy. It
determines that fictional ecotopias, when combined with concepts derived from Berlin and
Miller, can help policymakers redefine their understanding of public policy away from a
resource-based grand narrative to one that reflects the evolving and competing values of past
and present society” (Author).
PUSCH, Anne Franciska. “Splices: When Science Catches Up with Science Fiction.” Nanoethics 9.1
(2015): 55-73. “This paper examines human-nonhuman splices from a multidisciplinary
approach, involving bioengineering and literary studies. Splices are hybrid beings, created
through gene-splicing, a process which combines the DNA of the two species, resulting in a
hybrid or chimeric being. A current trend in biotechnological research is the use of spliced
pigs for xenotransplantation. Hiromitsu Nakauchi’s pancreas study that splices pigs with
human iPS [induced pluripotent stem] cells in order to grow human organs inside pigs is
being compared to a highly similar case of porcine hybrids: the pigoon from Margaret
Atwood’s fictional MaddAddam trilogy. Atwood’s pigoons are pigs, genetically modified with
human stem cells to facilitate the growth of various human organs for use in organ
transplants with no risk of rejection. The case studies from science and science fiction
overlap significantly and thus allow for a critical reading of the two highly different sources
with a focus on ethical and moral questions regarding the use and abuse of nonhuman
animals for human purposes. Furthermore, the context of the fictional works adds new
layers of knowledge and new perspectives to the problematic issue of animal ‘enhancement.’
Through the dynamic agency that can be detected within Atwood’s novels and that
encompasses human, animal, and hybrid agency, the reader can develop empathy for otherthan-human experiences and use this new perspective for a critical reflection of actual
technoscientific developments that affect both human and nonhuman animal life. The
combination of the two discourses reveals a value of science fiction for both the scientific
community and society at large, demonstrating how its critical reception can result in
enhanced ethical standards” (Author).
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RASCHKE, Debrah. “Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy: Postmodernism, Apocalypse, and
Rapture.” Studies in Canadian Literature / Études en littérature canadienne 39.2 (2014): 22-44.
“Who sees in Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy is fairly clear; who tells is trickier. In a subtle
move at the end of the novel MaddAddam, Atwood gives the entire narration to the
Crakers—either through compilation or through narration itself. Mirroring the palindrome
that is its title, Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam trilogy subtly plays a trick on its readers: its
ending is its beginning, making Oryx and Crake aesthetically the later text (written at a later
time). The ending of MaddAddam then sends us back to Oryx and Crake not only for its
narrative complexities, but for the seeds of our apocalypse. Although the roads to
apocalypse are many, the driving force behind the many worthy apocalyptic causes in this
trilogy is the once-subversive postmodernism, now co-opted by corporate ends. Contrary to
the plethora of reassurances that ‘it will be fine tomorrow,’ the trilogy leaves little hope
within the parameters of its narrative. As dramatized in Atwood’s Payback, any hope is left to
the reader who must then piece through the fragments and ruins in order to stave off an
apocalypse not quite yet come. Indeed, this trilogy could easily be seen as ‘The Waste Land’
of the 21st century” (Author).
RAU, Albert. “‘Until It Actually Happens’: Margaret Atwood Speculates About the Future of the
World.” Inklings: Jahrbuch für Literatur und Ästhetik 32 (2014): 15-28. Abstract not available.
REID, Susan and David Stuart REID. Men as Islands: Robinsonades from Sophocles to Margaret Atwood.
Palo Alto: Academica Press, 2015. “This book is a meditation on isolation and community
through the study of literary treatments of the theme. The treatments are fanciful rather than
literal or clinical accounts of exile from society, myths, fables, tales of men without women
on desert islands. Even Thoreau’s Walden is something of a lark, a willful eccentric
experiment. Most of the stories take place on islands, but sometimes the open sea,
mountains or the forest make do as an ‘I-land’” (Publisher). See especially Chapter 9,
“Surfacing,” pp. 227-262. Excerpt: Margaret Atwood’s novel is the only piece of writing in
our collection consciously designed to describe isolation on an island as a withdrawal into
the wilderness of self. It is the only robinsonade in this work written by a woman about a
woman. It is a modern female robinsonade. It describes a woman’s self-imposed isolation
and her fight for an integrated self. It remains open-ended because there is no certain
community for her to go back to.
RIDOUT, Alice. “Margaret Atwood’s Straddling Environmentalism.” Comparative American Studies:
An International Journal 13.1-2 (June 2015): 31-41. “[This article] asks why Atwood crosses the
Canada-US border in her dystopian fiction. It takes Atwood’s 2004 comments that The
Handmaid’s Tale (1985) partly grew out of her irritation when people say ‘it can’t happen here’
and her claim that she decided to set the novel in Cambridge, Massachusetts as being related
to that irritation—“‘It can’t happen here,’ she explained, ‘should be placed in the most
extreme ‘here’’—as a prompt. Focusing on Oryx and Crake (2003), this article argues that one
of Atwood’s motivations for crossing the Canada-US border in this novel is to provoke us to
develop what Giovanna Di Chiro has termed ‘a scale-crossing environmental consciousness.’
Oryx and Crake challenges us to think about environmentalism in relation to local, embodied
experiences as well as on a global, transnational scale” (Author).
ROCKOFF, Marcus. “‘Don’t Be Such a Meat-breath!’ Food and Sustainability in Margaret Atwood’s
MaddAddam Trilogy.” Ethics of Science in the Research for Sustainable Development. Eds. Simon
Meisch, Johannes Lundershausen, Leonie Bossert, and Marcus Rockoff. Baden-Baden:
Nomos, 2015. 219-245. “This paper argues that the various depictions of food in the novels
are the most important indicator of the problematic situation of this future world [depicted
in the trilogy]. It illuminates that the different ways of dealing, valuing and manipulating food
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provide an important insight into questions of sustainability. In addition, this paper
understands Atwood’s fiction as a contribution of arts and humanities to making the would a
more sustainable place…. Atwood’s engagement with environmental issues, climate change,
food production and biotechnologies can be seen as a kind of activism to induce a change
about the topics that worries [sic] her” (Author).
RODRIGUEZ SALAS, Gerardo. “‘Close as a Kiss’: The Challenge of the Maids’ Gyn/Affection in
Margaret Atwood’s The Penelopiad.” Amaltea-Revista De Mitocritica 7 (2015): 19-34. “Margaret
Atwood’s novella The Penelopiad (2005) seemingly celebrates Penelope’s agency in opposition
to Homer’s myth in The Odyssey. However, the twelve murdered maids steal the book to
suggest the possibility of what Janice Raymond calls gyn/affection, a female bonding based
on the logic of emotion that, in Atwood’s revision, verges on Kristevan abjection, the
sinister and the fantastic, and serves a cathartic effect not only in the maids but also in the
reader. This essay aims to question the generally accepted empowerment of Atwood’s
Penelope and celebrates the murdered maids as the locus of emotion, where marginal
aspects of gender and class merge to weave a powerful metaphorical tapestry of popular and
traditionally feminized literary genres that, in plunging into and embracing the semiotic
realm, ultimately solidify into an eclectic but compact alternative tradition of women’s
writing and myth-making” (Author). Available from https:
//revistas.ucm.es/index.php/AMAL/article/viewFile/47697/46671. (1 August 2016).
ROGERS, Janine. Unified Fields: Science and Literary Form. Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press,
2015. See especially Chapter 6, “Beautiful Infestations: Margaret Atwood’s Cat’s Eye,
Entomology, and the Superorganism,” pp. 112-140. Excerpt: The earliest drafts of the novel
Cat’s Eye are kept in the Margaret Atwood archive at the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Room in
the University of Toronto Library. They are rough drafts of short stories that would
eventually become, in the novel, the scenes in which the protagonist Elaine and her
childhood friends play with magazines and cut-out paper dolls. These drafts were
typewritten in the late 1960s on the back of mimeographed copies of undergraduate
entomology assignments. Aside from being a sign of the frugality of the young writer, these
papers speak to a broader context for Atwood’s art; the papers most likely come from the
offices of her father, who was a professor of entomology at the University of Toronto, and
they provide evidence of the proximity to the writer—both physical and intellectual—to
scientific culture in general and entomology in particular. The papers are a quiet, long-buried
symbol of the role of entomology in Cat’s Eye, wherein the protagonist Elaine’s father is also
an entomologist, yet entomology in Cat’s Eye is not merely a biographical reflection or a
simple plot device; rather, it is the vehicle for a series of sophisticated metaphors for human
society, psychology, and art metaphors that structure the very form of the narrative and that
shape the reader’s engagement with the novel itself.
ROSS, Michael L. Designing Fictions: Literature Confronts Advertising. Montreal: McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 2015. “Advertising, long a controlling force in industrial society, has
provoked an important body of imaginative work by English language writers. [This] is the
first study to investigate this symbiotic relationship on a broad scale. In view of the
appreciable overlap between literary and promotional writing, Ross asks whether imaginative
fiction has the latitude to critique advertising as an industry and as a literary form, and finds
that intended critiques, time and again, turn out to be shot through with ambivalence. The
texts considered include ... Margaret Atwood’s probing of the impact of promotion on
perception in The Edible Woman (1969)” (Publisher). See especially Chapter 4, “Doors of
(Mis)perception Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman,” pp. 104-128.
ROWLAND, Lucy. “Speculative Solutions: The Development of Environmental and Ecofeminist
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Discourse in Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam.” Studies in Canadian Literature / Études en
littérature canadienne 40.2 (Summer 2015): 46-68. “In this article I aim to extend critical
ecofeminist considerations of [Oryx and Crake and The Year of the Flood] to [MaddAddam] and
to open up critical analysis to promote a consideration of the trilogy’s implications as a set of
closely interwoven ecofeminist experiments. Essentially, I propose that [MaddAddam] offers
the most effective and directed use of ecofeminist principles in presenting potential solutions
to the societal, cultural, and environmental issues depicted in the first two texts. In engaging
productively with previous and current ecofeminist epistemologies, MaddAddam is an
effective practical exposition of the material concerns of developing ecofeminist literary
theory” (Author).
SASANI, Samira and Diba ARJMANDI. “The ‘I’ Against an ‘Other’”: Gender Trouble in The Edible
Woman.” Theory and Practice in Language Studies 5.7 (July 2015): 1520-1524. “The concept of
self and body has been discussed since the evolution of Modern philosophy by Descartes.
With the ignition of feminism movements, these theories attracted the attention of many
critics to revise the truth of gender and identity with relation to body. One of the wellknown critics in this realm is Judith Butler, who has given fresh sense to the postmodern
way of thinking. She believes that body, sex and gender are all mingled into one definition
and that it is the society which has separated them as different still false notions to preserve
its survival through normalizing the heterosexual matrix. Being influenced by the chaotic
world of limitations and rules, Margaret Atwood, wrote her first novel, The Edible Woman,
where she illustrates a woman in search of identity and the imprint of social norms on her
character. The body and the act of eating in this novel appear symbolically, as they represent
different modes of a character in the process of self-recognition. This paper shows the
Butlerian instability of body and the inseparability of gender and its traces. Through the
rejection of established interpretations of gender and body, the characters become involved
in the process of change and self-realization” (Authors). Available from http:
//www.academypublication.com/ojs/index.php/tpls/article/viewFile/tpls050715201524/3
19. (1 August 2016).
SHEAD, Jackie. Margaret Atwood: Crime Fiction Writer: The Reworking of a Popular Genre. Burlington
(Vermont): Ashgate Publishing, 2015. “Exploring how Margaret Atwood’s fiction reimagines
the figure of the detective and the nature of crime, Jackie Shead shows how the author
radically reworks the crime fiction genre. Shead focuses on Surfacing, Bodily Harm, Alias Grace,
The Blind Assassin, Oryx and Crake and selected short fiction, showing the ways in which
Atwood’s protagonists are confronted by their own collusion in hegemonic assumptions and
thus are motivated to investigate and expose crimes of gender, class and colonialism. Shead
begins with a discussion of how Atwood’s treatment of crime fiction’s generic elements,
particularly those of the whodunit, clue puzzle and spy thriller, departs from convention.
Through discussion of Atwood’s metafictive strategies, Shead also examines Atwood’s
techniques for activating her readers as investigators who are offered an educative process
parallel to that experienced by some of the author’s protagonists. This book also marks a
significant intervention in an ongoing debate among Atwood critics that pits the author’s
postmodernism against her ethical and humanistic concerns” (Publisher).
SIMONSON, Patricia. “Pictorial Cross-Currents Between Hawthorne and Atwood: Negotiating with
the Dead = Cruces Pictóricos Entre Hawthorne y Atwood: Tratos Con Los Muertos.”
Perifrasis. Revista De Literatura, Teoria y Critica 6.11 (January-June 2015): 105-119. In English.
“This paper analyzes the way in which a contemporary Canadian novelist, Margaret Atwood,
uses the work of a canonical nineteenth-century American novelist, Nathaniel Hawthorne, to
define her own position as a writer, while at the same time criticizing and transforming her
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precursor’s reflection on the writer’s task. I identify this process in Atwood’s 1996 novel,
Alias Grace: it takes the form of a rewriting of Hawthorne’s most famous novel, The Scarlet
Letter. An important connection between the two writers is their common use of visual art to
pose, and potentially to resolve, the problems they encounter as artists in a hostile
environment” (Author). Available from https:
//revistaperifrasis.uniandes.edu.co/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=218
%3Apictorial-cross-currents-between-hawthorne-and-atwood-negotiating-with-the-deadpatricia-simonson-universidad-nacional-de-colombia-&catid=38%3Aindice&lang=en. (1
August 2016).
STAPLETON, Patricia A. “Suicide as Apocalypse in The Handmaid’s Tale.” Margaret Atwood’s
Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing,
2015. 27-39.
“[In this essay] the personal apocalypse and the societal level apocalypse tragically come
together. Stapleton convincingly argues that Offred’s story of the Nazi mistress and other
textual events foreshadow how Offred’s own story will end by the taking of her own life”
(Editor).
STEFAN, Olga. “Nostalgia and Fetish Amongst the Remains of the World in Margaret Atwood’s
Oryx and Crake.” Caietele Echinox 27 (2014): 291-296. “The present paper deals with attitudes
of nostalgia and fetishistic appropriation of objects in the context of post-apocalyptic
landscapes, as described in Oryx and Crake by Margaret Atwood. We speak of ‘apocalyptic
landscapes’ referring to catastrophes revolving around extinction and abandonment,
following the contemporary, ecologist myth of the endangered landscape” (Author).
Available from http: //phantasma.lett.ubbcluj.ro/?p=5257&lang=en. (1 August 2016).
STRAUSS, Kendra. “These Overheating Worlds.” Annals of the Association of American Geographers
105.2 (2015): 342-350. “In 2003 the British literary magazine Granta published an issue on
climate change, ‘This Overheating World,’ containing reportage and essays but almost no
fiction—and the claim that our ‘failure of the imagination’ regarding socioenvironmental
change is both a political and a literary one. The decade since has seen a relative burgeoning
of what has been dubbed ‘cli-fi,’ dominated by apocalyptic and dystopian literary–
geographical imaginations. In this article I ask this question: If these are our ways of
imagining the future, what are the relationships among cultural imaginaries, theories, and
politics of socioenvironmental change? Engaging the work of Fredric Jameson on utopia,
and the novels of Margaret Atwood and Barbara Kingsolver, I argue that the flourishing
interest in narrative, stories, and storytelling in human geography opens up opportunities for
exploring political imaginaries of climate change through utopian and dystopian impulses
present in its “fictionable worlds” (Author).
SWITAJ, Elizabeth. “Ageing, Disability, and Zombies: ‘The Happy Zombie Sunrise Home.’”
FEMSPEC: An Interdisciplinary Feminist Journal Dedicated to Critical and Creative Work in the
Realms of Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magical Realism, Surrealism, Myth, Folklore, and Other Supernatural
Genres 14.2 (2014): 34-51. “The publication of Margaret Atwood and Naomi Alderman’s
‘The Happy Zombie Sunrise Home’ online, following a self-publication model rather than a
more traditional publishing model, has been much discussed, but the significance of its
content from a cultural studies and social justice perspective has not been considered. Given
Atwood’s well-deserved reputation for writing speculative fiction that contains social
commentary, especially from a feminist angle, this lacuna needs to be filled. Because of
Atwood’s feminism and because, in this story, the zombie becomes a figure for the horror of
old age, it makes particular sense to approach filling this gap through a consideration of
ageing and gender” (Author).
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ULRICH, Michael. “Atwoods Trilogie Und Die Suche Nach Einem Neuen Mythos.” Inklings:
Jahrbuch für Literatur und Ästhetik 32 (2014): 61-74. In German. “This essay demonstrates how
Atwood constructs a new, ambivalent mythological network in her recent dystopian trilogy
(Oryx and Crake, The Year of the Flood, MaddAddam). In Atwood’s novels, mythological
intertexts are dealt with in a subversive and satirical way. The Year of the Flood shows that she
follows unusual pathways with this, as the eco-religion of the God’s Gardeners tries to
overcome the separation, deepened by Darwinism, between faith and science. Atwood
combines mythological concepts of different origins in her endeavor to warn against the
negative consequences of Enlightenment rationality and to point to ways the extinction of
mankind described in the trilogy can be stopped” (Author).
VARAGIC, Dragana and Kathleen IRWIN. “Words ... Words ... Words: The Novel, the Play, the
Production.” Theatre Research in Canada 35.3 (Fall 2014): 378-386. “[This essay investigates]
the aesthetic and political challenges, as well as the rewards, of producing [a] translated
version of [an] English-language Canadian play elsewhere. Dragana Varagic and Kathleen
Irwin write about their artistic collaboration on the Montenegrin production of Margaret
Atwood’s The Penelopiad” (Editor). Available from https:
//journals.lib.unb.ca/index.php/tric/article/view/22391/26030. (1 August 2016).
VIALS, Chris. “Margaret Atwood’s Dystopic Fiction and the Contradictions of Neoliberal
Freedom.” Textual Practice 29.2 (March 2015): 234-254. “Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam
trilogy marks an emergent literary critique of neoliberalism which has emerged over the last
25 years, primarily in dystopian and science fiction. Rather than calling out neoliberalism for
a hypocritical statism, or for creating a kind of unfreedom all to easily envisioned as
dictatorship, she shows us the tyranny inherent in its utopian idea of freedom, which
ultimately restricts human action through diffuse channels based in quotidian realms. As
such, the trilogy parts company with the earlier antifascist analytic that marked her earlier
work The Handmaid’s Tale. While affirming the didactic value of speculative fiction as a means
of contesting neoliberal utopianism, this article also contends that if one takes Atwood’s
critiques too literally, they—like the wider popular tendency they inscribe—cause us to
underestimate the continued importance of the centralised nation-state in maintaining
capitalist social relations” (Author).
VICKROY, Laurie. Reading Trauma Narratives: The Contemporary Novel & the Psychology of Oppression.
Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2015. “As part of the contemporary
reassessment of trauma that goes beyond Freudian psychoanalysis, Laurie Vickroy theorizes
trauma in the context of psychological, literary, and cultural criticism. Focusing on novels by
Margaret Atwood, William Faulkner, Toni Morrison, Jeanette Winterson, and Chuck
Palahniuk, she shows how these writers try to enlarge our understanding of the relationship
between individual traumas and the social forces of injustice, oppression, and objectification.
Further, she argues, their work provides striking examples of how the devastating effects of
trauma whether sexual, socioeconomic, or racial on individual personality can be depicted in
narrative. Vickroy offers a unique blend of interpretive frameworks. She draws on theories
of trauma and narrative to analyze the ways in which her selected texts engage readers both
cognitively and ethically immersing them in, and yet providing perspective on, the flawed
thinking and behavior of the traumatized and revealing how the psychology of fear can be a
driving force for individuals as well as for society. Through this engagement, these writers
enable readers to understand their own roles in systems of power and how they internalize
the ideologies of those system” (Publisher). See especially Chapter 1, “Re-creating the Split
Self in Margaret Atwood’s The Blind Assassin and Alias Grace,” pp. 33-65.
---. “Voices of Survivors in Contemporary Fiction.” Contemporary Approaches in Literary Trauma Theory.
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Ed. Michelle Balaev. New York: Palgrave, 2014. 130-151. Passing references to Atwood,
especially Cat’s Eye, in a chapter that starts off as: “Contemporary fiction by Jane Smiley and
Margaret Atwood represents trauma within social contexts in order to emphasize the
narrative and expressive aspects of severe circumstances....”
WALTONEN, Karma. “‘[It] Was Zero Hour, You Said Be Brave’ Tracing Atwood’s Apocalypses.”
Margaret Atwood’s Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge
Scholars Publishing, 2015. ix-xix. The editor’s Introduction to this collection. Excerpt:
Atwood’s interest in the apocalypse, interpreted as personal, national and global destruction,
has roots in her earliest work.
---. Margaret Atwood’s Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2015. Individual articles in the collection are indexed in this Bibliography.
WEAFER, Miles. “Writing from the Margin: Victim Positions in Atwood’s The Year of the Flood.”
Margaret Atwood’s Apocalypses. Ed. Karma Waltonen. Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge
Scholars Publishing, 2015. 57-70. “Investigates The Year of the Flood, by combining Atwood’s
views on victim positions from her seminal study of Canadian Literature, Survival, and
Harold Innis’s conception of marginality. [Weafer’s] analysis of The Year of the Flood indicates
that ‘the more marginalised the victim, the better opportunity they have of achieving creative
non-victimhood’” (Editor).
WILLMOTT, Glen. “Margaret Atwood.” Literature and Politics Today: The Political Nature of Modern
Fiction, Poetry, and Drama. Ed. M Keith Booker. 25-26. Short biography included in an
“encyclopedia [which] explores the complex relationship between literature and politics
through detailed entries written by expert contributors on authors, historical figures, major
literary and political works, national literatures, and literary movements, covering specific
themes, concepts, and genres related to literature and politics from the 20th century to the
present” (Publisher).
YORK, Lorraine and Michael ROSS. “Imperial Commerce and the Canadian Muse: The Hudson’s
Bay Company’s Poetic Advertising Campaign of 1966-1972.” Canadian Literature 220 (Spring
2014): 37-53, 204. “This essay explores the relationship between commercial publicity and
poetic production in a series of advertisements devised by the head of publicity for The
Hudson’s Bay Company, Mrs. Barbara Kilvert, between 1966 and 1972. [In addition to
Atwood], featured poets included Al Purdy, John Newlove, Alden Nowlan, Phyllis Gotlieb,
A.J.M. Smith, Miriam Waddington, Joan Finnegan, James Reaney, Louis Dudek, Gwendolyn
MacEwen, DG Jones, Raymond Souster, Ralph Gustafson, Gustave Lamarche, Fernand
Ouellette and Jean-Guy Pilon. The advertisements were to appear in such respected
periodicals as Quarry, The Tamarack Review, Queen’s Quarterly, Canadian Literature, The Malahat
Review, Cité Libre, and Liberté. We examine how this campaign fitted into the history of HBC’s
cultivation of its company image, and particularly its desire to identify itself with the nation it
served. Did the initiative extend those accustomed patterns, or did it represent a radical new
departure? And—equally important—how might such a use of poetry for promotional
purposes mediate readers’ responses to the poems thus used?” (Authors).
ZHANG, Yuying. “The Surfacing of an Ecofeminist Awareness.” 2014 2nd Asian Conference on
the Social Sciences (ACSS 2014). Ed. D. Wei. Singapore: Singapore Management & Sports
Science Institute, 2014. 79-82. This paper selects Atwood’s second novel Surfacing to explore
the ecofeminist ideas of the author. Starting from interpreting the binary oppositions in this
novel, Atwood shows that we should establish a harmonious world” (Author).
ZWART, Hub. “Tainted Food and the Icarus Complex: Psychoanalysing Consumer Discontent
from Oyster Middens to Oryx and Crake.” Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics 28.2
(April 2015): 255-275. “In hyper-modern society, food has become a source of endemic
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discontent. Many food products are seen as ‘tainted’; literally, figuratively or both. A
psychoanalytic approach, I will argue, may help us to come to terms with our alimentary
predicaments. What I envision is a ‘depth ethics’ (the moral equivalent of a ‘depth
psychology’) focusing on some of the latent tensions, conflicts and ambiguities at work in
the current food debate. First, I will outline some promising leads provided by two
prominent psychoanalytic authors, namely Sigmund Freud and Jacques Lacan. Subsequently,
I will elucidate why our chronic dependency on high-tech food production apparently fails
to meet consumer needs, focusing on some scenarios of escape, such as anorexia, cultured
meat and ersatz food. And I will use ‘genres of the imagination’ (novels and art works) to
flesh out how food consumption has become a podium for enacting cultural symptoms,
moral outcries, provocative identities and practices of the Self. Notably, I will discuss a story
by Franz Kafka, a painting by Pablo Picasso and a food novel by Margaret Atwood”
(Author). Available from http: //link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs10806-015-9530-6.
(1 August 2016).
Theses and Dissertations
ABDALLAH, Asmaa. “Non-Edible Women: The Question of Marriage in Mid-20th Century
Feminist Thought Through the Lens of Atwood and Soueif.” MA thesis. American
University in Cairo, 2015. 46 pp. “This thesis examines the relationship between fiction and
theory by examining how authors Margaret Atwood and Ahdaf Soueif interact with secondwave feminist discourse in the four works: The Edible Woman, Cat’s Eye, Aisha and In the Eye
of the Sun. The two authors, who seem to have different backgrounds and are writing about
different contexts, engage in their exploration of the institution of marriage and the
conditions of women in society by responding to contact with the works of Anglo-American
feminists Betty Friedan and Germaine Greer who call for reforming domestic politics as a
means for social change. Improving the conditions of the women within the household and
liberating themselves sexually are examples that Atwood and Soueif portray as possible
solutions for women’s issues within oppressive societies. The two authors also enact the
theories of French Feminists Hélène Cixous and Julia Kristeva when it comes to their
approach to language as a realm that is male-dominated and needs to be claimed by women.
They do so by defying the expectations of readers with regard to genre conventions,
experimenting with narrative techniques and adopting a circular mode of telling their stories
rather than the linear one associated with men. In their depiction of marriage and gender,
Atwood and Soueif present the ideas of these second-wave feminists in ways that do not
always concur. There are instances where Atwood seems to criticize some of these ideas, or
at least she demonstrates that they do not always work: particularly the idea of the
sisterhood, which anticipates the advent of post-feminism later in the 20th century. By
interacting with the theoretical aspect of feminism in this way Atwood and Soueif’s works
can be seen as examples of how fiction can contribute to and impact theory” (Author).
Available from http: //dar.aucegypt.edu/handle/10526/4409. (1 August 2016).
BALAJI, K. S. “Feminist Ideology and The Quest for Self in The Narrative Perspective of Margaret
Atwood.” PhD diss. Manonmaniam Sundaranar University (India), 2014. vi. 207 pp. “The
main aim of this research is to study how Margaret Atwood’s female protagonists gradually
and methodically liberate themselves from patriarchal gender constraints and achieve
selfhood. However, to set the female protagonists’ journey to selfhood in context, the
gender behavior of other major characters in Atwood’s novels is also analyzed and included
in the study. The emphasis given to all major characters in the study, rather than only the
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female protagonists, is in keeping with Atwood’s feminist ideology which is concerned not
only with women’s liberation but also with the predicament of all people both men and
women in the oppressive patriarchal society. The study attempts to classify the major
characters in Atwood’s novels into six categories, based on their gender positions. Although
this classification draws its inspiration from Atwood’s Basic Victim Positions, it is intended
to be a unique categorization which is more comprehensive then the Basic Victim Positions
postulated in Atwood’s Survival (1972) ….” (Author). Available from http:
//shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/handle/10603/43226. (1 August 2016).
BALSAVICH, John Nelson. “The Narrative of Solitude in Mary Shelley’s The Last Man, Margaret
Atwood’s The Year of the Flood, and Cormac McCarthy’s The Road.” MA thesis, Bridgewater
State University, 2015. 74 pp. “[This] thesis is involved in an examination of humanity
through its study of solitude, and is thus situated in the ongoing study into the concept of
the posthuman…. Through this changing definition of what it means to be human, the
thesis looks at how the last person experiences and lives as a solitary figure in a world devoid
of humanity. The key to understanding the lived experience of the last person is through the
act of narration. I am investigating the theme of solitude through three novels. The Last Man
(1826) by Mary Shelley explores the absence of society because of a plague that decimated
the world’s population, resulting in a gradual emptying of the world of humans, their makers
of civilization, and their accomplishments…. Cormac McCarthy’s The Road (2005) chronicles
the experiences of a man and his son as they make their way through a dangerous new world
in which society has devolved into something horrific and inhuman. The last person is the
father because the son is too young to remember anything of the past, and further, cannot
comprehend the horrors of the world the way the father can…. Finally, in The Year of the
Flood (2009) Margaret Atwood constructs a world where corporate bio-engineering has run
amok as a result of man’s negative influence on nature. Atwood effectively maneuvers her
plot from the present day destruction of the world back to the past in order to provide a
reason as to why the human population was rendered extinct. Like Shelley, who ends the
world with a plague, Atwood uses a bio-engineered plague to empty her world of humans”
(Author). Available from http: //vc.bridgew.edu/theses/21. (1 August 2016).
BLOOM, Mrya. “Textual Transgressions: Confessional Discourse in Late Twentieth-Century
Canadian and Québécois Writing.” PhD diss. University of Toronto, 2014. 277 pp.
“Through close readings of six works of confessional fiction from Canada and Québec, this
dissertation argues that the subversive use of confessional discourse can serve as a powerful
platform for social critique. It challenges Michel Foucault’s thesis that confession, a practice
that he regards as fundamental to our major social institutions such as religion, law, and
medicine, is allied to a history of domination and as such serves to trap the subject within
existing dynamics of power. Rather than regard confession as an instrument of repression, I
reformulate it as a speech act that the subject can embrace in creative ways to resist and
subsequently undermine constraining social narratives. My first chapter provides the
theoretical basis for this argument, outlining the four main assumptions that underlie
confession—the unified subject; guilt/shame; the need for forgiveness; the desire to be
readmitted into the community—and introducing the strategies by which writers parodically
undercut them. In Chapter 2, I apply this discussion to two texts that portray religion as a
repressive force, Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and Michel Tremblay’s Damnée
Manon, Sacrée Sandra; I argue that the subversion of confessional discourse analogously
undercuts the determining power of religious dogma. Chapter 3, by contrast, examines two
works that strategically align themselves with religious language and iconography in order to
transcend mundane social convention: bpNichol’s Martyrology reacts against entrenched
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modes of perception, while Elizabeth Smart’s By Grand Central Station I Sat Down and Wept
reimagines an adulterous affair as a morally viable relationship. My final chapter challenges
Derrida’s claim that it is impossible for a text to convey the experience of madness: an
analysis of Louise Bouchard’s Les images and Normand Chaurette’s Provincetown Playhouse,
juillet 1919, j’avais 19 ans reveals that, in fact, it is through confession that these writers not
only give voice to madness, but, moreover, articulate a powerful critique of the hegemony of
rationalism. Ultimately, this dissertation aims to challenge the perception of confession as an
inherently normative practice by demonstrating that, when used creatively, confessional
discourse can serve as a means of positive self-definition and as an instrument of social
critique” (Author). Available from ProQuest Dissertations & Theses.
BODNARUK, Alexandra Jane. “Constructing Literary Dystopia: Exploring the Divide Between
Young Adult and Adult Dystopian Fictions.” MA thesis. Macquarie University, 2014. 72 pp.
“In the twenty-first century, when young adult fiction is becoming a significant proportion
of dystopian novels published, it is important to analyse the extent of the engagement of
such novels with the dystopian literary tradition—and thereby establish their importance in
dystopian discourse. Seeking to fulfil that aim, this thesis will be examining the similarities
and differences between two adult dystopian novels, Oryx and Crake by Margaret Atwood
and The Road by Cormac McCarthy, and two young adult dystopian novels, Uglies by Scott
Westerfield and Shades of Grey: The Road to High Saffron by Jasper Fforde. The thesis will focus
on how the authors construct the dystopian settings in the novels using methods that recur
throughout utopian and dystopian fictions. The three methods that will be discussed are:
characterisation, the manifestation of hope and fear, and the representation of politics.”
(Author). Available from http:
//www.researchonline.mq.edu.au/vital/access/manager/Repository/mq: 42078. (1 August
2016).
BRAKMIC, Zehra. “Dysfunctional Families in Selected Novels by Margaret Atwood.” MA thesis.
University of Vienna, 2015. 85 pp. In English. “Dysfunctional families are rarely the main
focus of scholarly work on Margaret Atwood’s novels, although she often writes about
disturbing familial relationships. The aim of this thesis is to find a new approach to
Atwood’s novels. It focuses primarily on Atwood’s families, why they are dysfunctional, and
how her female characters deal with the different duties imposed on them by patriarchal
societies. The protagonists in the novels The Handmaid’s Tale, The Robber Bride, and The Blind
Assassin have all grown up in dysfunctional families, and their relationships to their partners
are frequently damaging. Intact nuclear families are rare in Atwood’s novels, showing that
new structures of families are equally good for an individual. Atwood introduces families
made up of different structures, for example gay couples, single parents, and couples without
children. Further, she shows that women can do more than just nurture, obey their
husbands, and take care of their household, duties that women are usually expected to
perform in patriarchal cultures. Despite the unhappiness that Atwood’s female characters
feel in their relationships with their partners, they are able to combine the duties imposed on
them with work outside the home. Also, they manage to express their individuality in
different ways, although they live in patriarchal societies. Through these novels, Atwood
shows that families and relationships are of importance to each individual; however, the
nuclear family is not a constant anymore” (Author). Available from http:
//othes.univie.ac.at/40164. (1 August 2016).
CHAMPLIN, Kathleen A. E. “The Body in Heaven and Hell: Capitalism and Embodied Difference
in Margaret Atwood’s Maddaddam Trilogy, Marge Piercy’s He, She and It, Octavia Butler’s
Parables Series and Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead.” PhD diss. Ball State
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University, 2015. 218 pp. “This dissertation discusses capitalist exploitation, countercapitalist resistance and disability in seven recent critical dystopian texts. As the dissertation
demonstrates, each of my primary texts depicts the disabled or non-normative body as both
a locus of capitalist exploitation and as a potential agent of counter-capitalist resistance. Each
of my primary texts links capitalist exploitation directly to the norms that define able and
disabled bodies. Each demonstrates that bodies marked as non-normative are also,
overwhelmingly, those marked as expendable under the capitalist system. Nevertheless, each
of my primary texts also declares that marginalized populations—a group that prominently
includes the disabled—possess a unique potential for resistance. Non-normative individuals
may gain unique perspective through their distance from the cultural center and may also
draw on their unique experiences to further their rebellion. My primary texts conclude by
recommending specific resistance strategies, including the dissolution of the embodied norm
and the fair exchange of resources through cross-cultural coalition” (Author). Available from
ProQuest Dissertations & Theses.
CRAWFORD, Amy Suzanne. “Re-charting the Present: Feminist Revision of Canonical Narratives
by Contemporary Women Writers.” PhD diss. Anglia Ruskin University (United Kingdom),
2015. 251 pp. “In this thesis, I explore the textual strategy of feminist revision employed by
contemporary women writers. After investigating Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea as a
prototype of feminist revision, I focus specifically on Angela Carter’s The Bloody Chamber as a
revision of Charles Perrault’s ‘Bluebeard,’ Michèle Roberts’s The Book of Mrs Noah as a
revision of the Old Testament Flood narrative, Margaret Atwood’s The Penelopiad as a
revision of Homer’s Odyssey and the Troy narratives, and Ursula K. Le Guin’s Lavinia as a
revision of Vergil’s Aeneid. Through investigating the historical and literary contexts of each
revisioned text, I identify the critical focus of the revision and analyse the textual effect
produced by the revision. In each case, the feminist revision exposes the underlying
ideological assumptions of the source text. By rewriting the canonical narrative from an
alternative perspective, each revision extends beyond the source text, altering meaning and
reinterpreting key symbols for feminist ends” (Author). Available from http:
//arro.anglia.ac.uk/id/eprint/582051. (1 August 2016).
DREWETT, Ann. “Women, Animals and Meat: A Feminist-Vegetarian Critical Approach to
Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman and Michel Faber’s Under the Skin.” MA thesis. Umeå
University, 2015. 31 pp. In English. “In this thesis, Margaret Atwood’s The Edible Woman and
Michel Faber’s Under the Skin are analysed from the perspective of feminist-vegetarian critical
theory. Both texts deal with the idea of feeling like or being meat, but approach this idea
from different angles. In The Edible Woman, the connection to feeling like meat is
metaphorical and rooted in gender relations, while in Under the Skin, it is literal, related to the
idea of being animal. What becomes clear through an analysis of these two texts is that they
both deal with the interlocking oppressions of women and animals. In The Edible Woman,
protagonist Marian loses her subjectivity and stops eating meat when, as a result of the
dynamics of her relationship with her boyfriend (later fiancé), she starts identifying with
animals that are hunted or eaten. In Under the Skin, the alien protagonist Isserley, as female,
non-human and in her natural form looking like a kind of mammal, represents both women
and animals in her objectifying returned gaze on human men. Examining these two texts
together highlights the interlocking nature of patriarchy and speciesism, and shows how
these oppressions are better understood in relation to each other” (Author). Available from
http: //umu.diva-portal.org/smash/record.jsf?pid=diva2%3A908233&dswid=4024. (1
August 2016).
FARRELL, Sarah. “Removing the Binaries Between Humanity and Nature: The Female Perception
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Through Science Fiction Utopias.” PhD diss. University of Texas at Arlington, 2015. 276 pp.
“This dissertation examines utopian science fictions by women from the early modern era
and the latter half of the 20th century. While the utopian genre shifts in time, the project
focuses on comparing two time periods in order to discuss the topic of humanity’s place in
nature. By examining these two distinct eras, I am able to argue that ecofeminist debates
about ecological concerns often center around the human/nature binary. These ecofeminist
views, I argue, rely on analyzing certain texts in order to glean the truth about the
human/nature dichotomy and to offer solutions to these problems. Using Margaret
Cavendish’s The Blazing World, Ursula Le Guin’s The Dispossessed, Pamela Sargent’s The Shore of
Women, and Margaret Atwood’s Oryx and Crake, five key thematic structures appear that
attempt to remove the human/nature dualism: gender relations, linguistic paradigms, the
animal/human ideology, spherical constructs, and overall interaction with the environment.
The choice of each utopian work highlights some important arguments: First, sub-genres of
the utopia establish a network of interacting genres, specifically through The Blazing World
(traditional utopia), The Dispossessed (critical utopia), The Shore of Women (separatist utopia),
and Oryx and Crake (critical dystopia), adding a complexity to the human/nature debate.
Second, Cavendish’s utopia and the other modern science fiction works serve as bookends
to the argument about humanity’s place in the environment. The recovery of Cavendish by
current ecofeminist scholars demonstrates her relevance to current environmental debates
and establishes her as a proto-ecofeminist. Like the utopia genre itself, this dissertation takes
an activist role in discovering the scientific schemas that keep the human/nature dichotomy
in place” (Author). Available from https: //uta-ir.tdl.org/utair/handle/10106/25021?show=full. (1 August 2016).
GREENFIELD, Sheryl. “Speaking the Unspeakable the Construction and Presentation of
Narratives in Literary and Popular Trauma Novels.” MA thesis. Massey University (New
Zealand), 2014. 110 pp. “Focusing on Purple Hibiscus (2003) by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,
Housekeeping (1980) by Marilynne Robinson, The Secret Life of Bees (2002) by Sue Monk Kidd
and Cat’s Eye (1988) by Margaret Atwood, my thesis considers a range of contemporary
portrayals of trauma within novels featuring girls or women as autodiegetic narrators. These
texts are examined in dialogue with theories of representations of trauma in literature from
contemporary trauma critics Roger Luckhurst and Michelle Balaev, theories of memory
taken from Paul Antze and Michael Lambek, and readings of clinical psychiatrists Judith
Herman Lewis and Lenore Terr. The 1972 work Survival by Margaret Atwood is critical in
my interpretations of the protagonists as they attempt to heal from their trauma and become
accommodated into society. I commence the thesis with an overview of the history of the
medical study of trauma and the complementary study of representations of trauma in
literature. Through a study of prominent critic Cathy Caruth’s investigations into Freud, I
establish the signs of symptoms of trauma, and their typical presentation in a novel. In the
work of contemporary theorists, I establish the typical features of a trauma novel; however, I
aim to establish that a wider range of techniques is utilized, examining the concepts of
narrative closure, psychic integration, temporal disruption, and the reconciliation with flawed
maternal and paternal figures. The thesis is structured in four chapters, each examining
within a novel the relationship between the types of trauma suffered, the presentation of the
traumatic symptoms, and the healing process of the protagonists. Each chapter is structured
around a significant relationship, their titles reflective of the faults of the perpetrator of the
trauma, for example The Sins of the Father, where analysis of the effects of these flawed
relationships takes place. Kambili’s narration in Purple Hibiscus shows the effects of
colonisation on the formation of identify; Housekeeping demonstrates the continuing effects
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of abandonment; The Secret Life of Bees demonstrates the necessity of truth to overcome
repressed traumatic memories; and Cat’s Eye demonstrates the ongoing effects of repressed
memory on the formation of character. Together these novels form a coherent argument
that representations of trauma have become an organising concept for female identity in the
late twentieth century” (Author). Available from http:
//mro.massey.ac.nz/xmlui/handle/10179/7336?show=full#sthash.RavD9McP.dpuf. (1
August 2016).
HAGEMAN, Elizabeth Rose. Hopeless Decade: Post-Apocalypse Literature in the Wake of 9/11.”
MA thesis. University of Dayton, 2015. 57 pp. “An examination of four specific postapocalyptic works, produced following the attack on the World Trade Center, illustrates an
increase in pessimism in three specific types of social situations: biological, religious, and
heritage. Examining each novel’s word choice, connotation, and tonal establishment
indicates how this harsh realism manifests itself as hopelessness. Examinations like this
reveal new insight into this specific time frame. The works that I have examined and
identified as examples of this stark decrease in optimism include The Road by Cormac
McCarthy; Oryx and Crake by Margaret Atwood; Wool book 1 by Hugh Howey; and Immobility
by Brian Evenson, all of which are compared with the early classically optimistic work Earth
Abides by George Stewart from 1949. By utilizing both media archeological techniques and
historical approaches it becomes clear that the events of 9/11 altered the American mindset
for just over a decade, resulting in a marked decline in hope. Focusing on the shift in writing
in the post-apocalypse genre reveals an understanding of the American reaction to this
historical event” (Author). Available from https: //etd.ohiolink.edu/pg_10?0: : NO: 10:
P10_ETD_SUBID: 102711. (1 August 2016).
HOFGREN, Alice. “The Perfect Wife and the Evil Temptress: The Dichotomy of Penelope and
Helen of Troy.” MA thesis. University of Kansas, 2015. 99 pp. “Stories about Helen of Troy
and Odysseus’ wife Penelope have existed alongside each other over the centuries since
Athens dominated Greek art and culture. By considering depictions of these two women in
three time periods, this study will trace the way their stories have changed, and what these
changes may tell us about each period’s attitude towards women. This analysis also
problematizes the tropes of ‘the virgin’ and ‘the whore’ to demonstrate the adverse impact of
such recurring images on women today. Starting in the fifth century Athens, I will consider
Helen through three plays by Euripides, asking why Penelope is a major character in
Homer’s Odyssey, but does not appear in any extant Greek tragedy. Moving to the Middle
Ages in Britain, I will look at how Helen is constructed in three adaptations of Guido de
Colonna’s Hystoria Troiana, as well as Penelope’s letter to her husband in John Gower’s
Confessio Amantis. I will also consider Christopher Marlowe’s The Tragical History of Doctor
Faustus, which places these women onstage and subjects them to the male gaze. My study of
these sources will attempt to discern the reasons that the character of Penelope became a
well-known ideal of femininity by the late fourteenth century, while Helen was to some
extent pardoned for inciting the Trojan War. In the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, US
productions of theatrical adaptations of both of these characters have received widespread
attention; but what does this mean for a feminist analysis of Helen and Persephone? To
answer this question, I will use three plays that adapt the myths of Helen and Penelope; Jean
Giraudoux’s Tiger at the Gates, Mark Schultz’s A Brief History of Helen of Troy, and Margaret
Atwood’s The Penelopiad. After investigating my chosen time periods, I conclude that stories
and dramas about the stereotypical whore and the idealized wife have allowed two characters
constructed by men in a patriarchal culture to be re-adapted in the twenty-first century and
given their own voices. These adaptations, however, continue to uphold Helen and Penelope
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as dichotomous figures, something that hinders their ability to function as theatrical
advocates for third wave feminism” (Author). Available from https:
//kuscholarworks.ku.edu/handle/1808/19050. (1 August 2016).
ISABELLA, S. Joy. “Confluence of Social and Cultural Domains: A Critical Study Of Margaret
Atwood’s The Blind Assassin.” PhD diss. Bharathiar University, 2012. 218 pp. “This study
critically examines the confluence of social and cultural domains in Atwood’s The Blind
Assassin. The thesis is divided into six chapters. The first chapter presents the introduction to
Canadian Literature, Margaret Atwood and her writings, review of literature and the scheme
of the thesis. Chapter two entitled ‘Aesthetics of Nature’ analyses the experience of nature
by men and women characters. Chapter three, ‘Valorization of Culture,’ is a brief survey of
the Canadian culture in The Blind Assassin. It analyses the association between self-fashioning
and circumstances based on Canadian culture. It brings out the entanglement of the family
history with the national history of Canada. The fourth chapter, ‘Victimization and Survival,’
exposes the wickedness of men on the one hand and the brutality of the state on the other.
Atwood’s definition of four victim positions in Survival is applied to the major women
characters. The patterns of inner experience recorded in the novel are the memories of home
and childhood, parental relationships, betrayal in love and marriage. The penultimate
chapter, ‘Language and Style’ explores the symbolism, reporting style and the poetic style
employed by the novelist. The concluding chapter focuses on findings in the social and
cultural domains. The novel has a specific socio-cultural background. It establishes an
effective confluence of social and cultural domains to the novel” (Author). Available from
http: //ir.inflibnet.ac.in: 8080/jspui/handle/10603/33841?mode=full. (1 August 2016).
JOAKIMSEN, Alice Solhaug. “The Apocalypse and its Aftermath: Society, Survival and
Accountability in The Road and Oryx and Crake.” MA thesis. UiT, The Arctic University of
Norway, 2015. 48 pp. “This is a two-part thesis: a literary analysis and a didactical
examination of the novels chosen. The literary analysis explores the apocalyptic and postapocalyptic worlds in The Road by Cormac McCarthy, and Oryx and Crake by Margaret
Atwood, by examining the novels with three keywords: society, survival and accountability.
Humanity is seemingly lost in both novels, and the main characters fight to survive in new
environmental conditions. The risk of trusting other humans is a gamble in The Road as
survival is priority number one, while the human character in Oryx and Crake struggles with
his place as an only survivor in a world inhabited by new and dangerous species. The
questions posed in this thesis are how humans survive in this new world order, if they seek
to establish new communities or if they follow their own path, keeping their own morality.
The didactical part looks at how literature is important in the classroom, and how the
teacher can use literature to engage students in current societal issues, and increase their
tolerance towards other cultures. By using debates or including other subjects in teaching
about literature, the students may learn to enjoy reading and reflect on how literature can be
used as a tool for learning about past societies” (Author). Available from https:
//core.ac.uk/display/30932479. (1 August 2016).
LASKOSKI, Sara M. “Morphing Myths and Shedding Skins: Interconnectivity and the Subversion
of the Isolated Female Self in Angela Carter’s “The Tiger’s Bride” and Margaret Atwood’s
Surfacing.” MA thesis. University of Montana, 2015. 139 pp. “This project is an analysis of
the utilization of mythmaking and human-animal relationships reflected in Angela Carter’s
“The Tiger’s Bride” and Margaret Atwood’s Surfacing. Carter and Atwood show how societal
restrictions can devalue the connections between the body, the mind, and the natural world.
Through the theoretical lenses of primarily post-structuralism and ecofeminism, this project
seeks to show how these two authors subvert isolated female identities through the use of
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the fairy tale element of the human-animal transformation. This subversion rejects dualistic
tendencies of the dominant, patriarchal society, opening new ways of identifying the self
through interconnections otherwise rejected or ignored out of the fear of encountering
otherness. The formation of relational selves encourages both the communication with
entities beyond the human realm and also the engagement in creative deconstruction that
helps establish fluidity. Through their innovative use of language, Carter and Atwood portray
a movement away from normative society towards an ambiguity that promotes diversified
multiplicity” (Author). Available from http: //scholarworks.umt.edu/etd/4486. (1 August
2016).
LATIMER, Heather. “Reproducing and Representing Reproductive Politics in Contemporary North
American Texts.” PhD diss. Simon Fraser University, 2009. 238 pp. “My dissertation
examines representations of reproductive politics in North American fictional texts since the
early 1980s. I comparatively analyze texts by authors Toni Morrison, Kathy Acker, Shelley
Jackson, Margaret Atwood, Nancy Huston, and Larissa Lai, and by film director Alfonso
Cuaron, in order to argue that the anxiety surrounding reproductive politics, and especially
the abortion debate, has increased since Roe v. Wade both inside and outside the US. I claim
that the ideologies of individual ‘choices’ and ‘rights,’ which publicly frame reproductive
politics, have been inadequate in making sense of the topic’s complexities, and that these
fictional texts offer representations of abortion and other reproductive technologies, such as
cloning, outside the confines of this discourse. They therefore present a chance to explore
how these politics function culturally and creatively, as they tell stories about reproductive
technologies and politics in a variety of ways different from traditional debates about
whether or not certain reproductive acts are right or wrong, and in a manner that is often
critical of the terms of the debates themselves” (Author). Available (after end of embargo)
from http: //summit.sfu.ca/item/9822. (1 August 2016).
MIKALSEN, Paula Ryggvik. “‘But You Can’t Get Me Out of the Story,’ Feminist Revision of Fairy
Tales in Short Stories by Margaret Atwood and Angela Carter.” MA thesis. UiT The Arctic
University of Norway, 2015. [95] pp. “This thesis will look at selected stories from The Bloody
Chamber (1979), Bluebeard’s Egg (1983) and Good Bones (1992). These collections engage with
the fairy-tale canon, in form, content and intertext, and underline the efficacy of using fairy
tales to offer critique of patriarchal mechanisms and harmful practices. This thesis will
examine seven short stories from these collections by using poststructuralist and feminist
theory. The focus will be on whether it is possible to revision fairy tales using the traditional
elements and topoi of the genre and still create narratives that can satisfy feminist values,
without simply reversing the gender roles, i.e. the recipe for a ‘fractured fairy tale.’ Moreover,
the thesis will give an account of the fairy-tale genre, the folktale, the fantasy genre and the
Gothic fairy tale, to adumbrate the traits and elements that Carter and Atwood employ. The
main theoretical framework will consist of using theories by poststructuralist feminist
theorists like Hélène Cixous, Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray, and poststructuralist Jacques
Derrida. By giving an account of their theories on deconstruction of language, l’écriture
feminine, jouissance, and meaning-making, this thesis will develop a framework to examine
whether Carter and Atwood manage to rewrite fairy tales with feminist values, without
adopting the style of male writers. Furthermore, reception theory will be used to explain the
popularity and tenacity of the fairy-tale genre, exemplified by contemporary Disney movies
and the genre of fan fiction. Finally, reception theory will demonstrate the obstacles the fairy
tale genre’s popularity presents for feminist revision” (Author). Available from http:
//munin.uit.no/handle/10037/7965. (1 August 2016).
MORWOOD, Nicholas. “Sovereignty, the State of Exception and Counter-culture: Toward a
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Transnational Critique of State Power in 20th and 21st Century Anglophone Fiction.” PhD
diss. University of Toronto, 2011. 220 pp. “This dissertation examines the way in which
contemporary fiction is highly concerned with sovereign power and the state of exception, as
described by Giorgio Agamben in State of Exception. While in the last decade Agamben’s
work has provided a new locus for the study of state power, I argue that disquiet over the
reach of state power into everyday life has existed in fiction since at least the 1980s. Reading
James Joyce, Margaret Atwood, Salman Rushdie, Kazuo Ishiguro, Don DeLillo and William
Gibson alongside Agamben’s theories of state power and the state of exception sheds light
on fictional representations of modern developments in power, the state and the corporate
world. Through close analysis of philosophical and fictional texts, I draw out the complex
politics of contemporary novelists and underscore the importance of both fictional and
theoretical representations of contemporary political power. The dissertation consists of four
chapters. Chapter One examines what I contend is new about Agamben’s work on power
which is that, unlike Foucault, he accounts for the kind of power that may produce a
concentration camp, and examines the place of this power at the heart of contemporary
politics. Through analyses of James Joyce’s Ulysses and Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s
Tale, I examine the ways in which Agamben’s theories move us towards a clearer
understanding of representations of state power in contemporary fiction. In Chapter Two I
discuss sovereign power in Rushdie’s postcolonial India and England, and I describe how
the national identities of citizens of, or migrants to, those countries take shape in a society
whose very fabric is affected by power that is frequently unrestricted by the law or by
democracy. In Chapter Three I consider the ‘aftermath’ of sovereign power in the work of
Kazuo Ishiguro. In particular, I argue that he represents the extent to which sovereign power
conditions culture and society, and how contemporary art and intellectual thought have
failed as effective countermeasures to the power that may produce the state of exception. In
the final Chapter, I consider the ways in which violence constitutes a form of resistance to
sovereign power in the novels of William Gibson and Don DeLillo’s White Noise; further, I
assess Gibson’s new narratives of space as potential counters to the state of exception. While
Agamben’s work provides an opportunity to highlight the extent to which sovereign power
and the state of exception are at work in contemporary novels, I contend that fiction
represents these phenomena and their significance more completely than Agamben is able
to. The use of figurative and experimental language and narrative techniques is highly
effective in conveying the nuances and the experiential realities of state power, thereby
moving the reader’s understanding beyond the abstract and the conceptual” (Author).
Available (after embargo) from https: //tspace.library.utoronto.ca/handle/1807/42539. (1
August 2016).
MOTE, George. “The Ethics of Perspective: Contemporary Accounts of the Apocalypse.” MA
thesis. Lehigh University, 2014. 62 pp. “This thesis analyzes three possible narrative
approaches to contemporary apocalyptic fiction. It finds that a closed perspective from a
consistent point-of-view like that of the man in Cormac McCarthy’s The Road serves to limit
the interventions open to a reader of contemporary fiction. It finds a more open engagement
between reader and text offered by a shifting perspective like that of Margaret Atwood’s
Oryx and Crake but finds that this novel limits the opportunities available in this more open
text. By suggesting that a global apocalypse can be reduced to a single creator with a single
cause, Oryx and Crake limits the opportunities for the applications of the skills cultivated by
the text in the reader when the reader exits the text. It finds the most exciting opportunities
for narrative perspective in the systems approach illustrated in David Mitchell’s Ghostwritten.
This approach relies on multiple, linked perspectives to cultivate a reader that actively seeks
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connections between seemingly disparate experiences and one capable of critically
encountering textual elements like human ethical conundrums assigned to non-human
characters and real-world events taken for speculative fodder” (Author). Available from http:
//preserve.lehigh.edu/etd/1563. (1 August 2016).
MOYANO, Thiago Marcel. “Delineando fronteiras: deslocamentos e subjetividades em Alias Grace
(1996) de Margaret Atwood.” MA thesis. Universidade de São Paulo, 2015. In Portuguese.
135 pp. “The present work aims at analyzing the novel Alias Grace (1996) by Margaret
Atwood, in light of gender theory, in order to map the deconstruction of essentialisms
around the protagonists, Grace Marks and Simon Jordan. In her book, Atwood gives voice
to the historical figure Grace Marks, a young Irish immigrant in the XIX century, who
becomes a mentor and accomplice to the murder of her employer, Thomas Kinnear, and his
mistress and governess of the house, Nancy Montgomery. It can be seen that, throughout
the narrative, Grace will negotiate with the various borders, and even crosses, as a means of
expanding her identity through the systematic manipulation of language. In a parallel
fashion, Atwood creates a character that will play the role of this immigrant’s main
interlocutor: Dr. Simon Jordan, a young American physician, whose personal trajectory was
also marked by several displacements. In anticipation of Freudian psychoanalysis, he is
determined to unveil the mysteries of the human mind, revealing the truth behind Grace’s
case in order to gain success and professional recognition. The author establishes a criticism
of masculinity. The formal aspects of the novel will also be examined, particularly its
paratextuality. The reading of both the protagonists is reinforced in the constant slippery
move between sources, documental and fictional, linked to that eras’ imaginary” (Author).
Available from http: //www.teses.usp.br/teses/disponiveis/8/8147/tde-12012016124954/en.php. (1 August 2016).
NANDA, Jasleen Kaur. “Analysing Ecofeminist Peace Politics in the Selected Fiction of Margaret
Atwood.” PhD diss. Punjabi University, Patiala, 2013. 243 pp. “Being a humanist,
[Atwood’s] works reflect humanitarian concerns and yearning for a peaceful world. The
dystopia or apocalypse that marks her recent fiction is a kind of a shock therapy that
influences the readers and makes them ponder the contemporary problems of the world.
Her novels are generally inquisitive, thought provoking, and probe into the dilemmas and
complexities of human life. The two most commonly found themes of her novels are
feminist empowerment and environmental crisis. The novels that have been selected for this
doctoral thesis, namely Surfacing (1972), The Handmaid’s Tale (1985), Oryx and Crake (2003),
and The Year of the Flood (2009), primarily focus on gender inequality and the effect of current
global practices and technological advancements on nature. These novels are the central
focus of the thesis and various situations in them connect the theory of ecofeminist peace
politics to the underlying themes” (Author). Available from http: //ir.inflibnet.ac.in:
8080/jspui/handle/10603/45965. (1 August 2016).
STRASEN, Christian T. “A Postcard from the Future: Technology, Desire, and Myth in
Contemporary Science Fiction.” MA thesis. Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville,
2015. 151 pp. “This thesis argues that modern, post-apocalyptic science fiction functions as a
projected analysis of the author’s contemporary world. This insight is used to chart the
historical trajectory of the spread of automaticity, the reduction of objects, and the loss of
historical memory. The Introduction introduces readers to both the literary and critical
histories of science fiction, contextualizing the worlds that George R. Stewart, Ursula K. Le
Guin, and Margaret Atwood write in. Chapter One analyzes George R. Stewart’s 1949 novel
Earth Abides, using it to demonstrate how the growing trend of automaticity leads toward a
reduction of physical objects, and a misunderstanding of politics. Chapter Two uses Ursula
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K. Le Guin’s 1973 novel The Lathe of Heaven to reveal an acceleration of automaticity and
reduction of objects though the manipulation of human desire. This, in turn, leads to a loss
of historical memory via Herbert Marcuse’s concept of repressive desublimation. Chapter
Three charts the effects that the advent of the virtual has had on automaticity and the
manipulation of human desire through an engagement with Margaret Atwood’s 2003 novel
Oryx and Crake” (Author). Available from http:
//pqdtopen.proquest.com/doc/1766582106.html?FMT=ABS. (1 August 201).
SYDNEY, Sarah. “The Bioscience-Industrial Complex, Radical Materialist Aesthetics, and
Interspecies Political Ecologies: The Unforeseen Posthuman Future in Mary Shelley’s
Frankenstein and Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy.” MA thesis. University of
Montana, Missoula, 2015. 139 pp. “This project traces how Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and
Margaret Atwood’s MaddAddam Trilogy, science fiction novels from the Romantic and
contemporary literary periods respectively, contest the problematic relationships between
subjecthood, science, ecological health, and patriarchal, capitalist societies by crafting radical
materialist alternatives to such a system and its dualistic and destructive
interpersonal/interspecies relations. Through the theoretical framework of ecofeminism that
recognizes the conceptual linkages between women and nature in Western systems of
thought, as well as psychoanalytical feminist critiques of the masculinization of scientific
epistemology, this project examines the developmental and ontological overlaps between
literary ‘masculine’ and ‘scientific’ subjects socialized under Western patriarchal capitalism
and their exploitatively destructive responses to things associated with the ‘feminine’ (i.e. the
sensual body, nonhuman animals, people of color, ecological systems, spirituality). The
second half of this thesis investigates how the environmental group of Atwood’s trilogy
practices a kind of radical materialist philosophy that resembles Deleuze and Guattari’s
notion of ‘becoming-animal’ and Jane Bennett’s apprehension of the enchanted materialism
of the world of things to elucidate the inadequacy of dualist, patriarchal culture’s models for
lived experience. The God’s Gardeners’ belief system advocates practicing a curious
‘attentiveness,’ or sensual receptiveness, to nature in which an energetic, agential wilderness
of nonhuman intentionality might be perceived and thereby enable a more interconnected
across-species co-existence. The intercommunications between the transgenic animals,
humanoid Crakers, and bizarre cult-like humans are a source of hope in that they suggest
that our human-nature relation must henceforth be more carefully considerate of more-thanhuman interests than it has been, more biocentric in its scope as opposed to narrowly
homocentric. This newfound sense of continuity helps one begin to think of nature as
composed of living, breathing others with unique interests, which then propels one to
engage in dialogic ethical responses to and interactions with nonhumans over the more
unfortunate and historically popular dialectic between so-called free humans and mechanistic
nonhuman natures. The combination of Atwood’s vision of interspecies alliances, Deleuze
and Guattari’s politics of becoming, and Bennett’s enchanted stance toward nature provide a
viable model of resistance to the continued destruction of the planet” (Author). Available
from http: //scholarworks.umt.edu/etd/4493. (1 August 2016).
TER-HAAR, Sabrina Jutta. “Did I Want to Transform, or to Be Transformed? The Function of
Didactic and Formative Aspects in Canadian Life Cycles.” MA thesis. Karl-FranzensUniversität Graz (Austria), 2015. 101 pp. “The aim of this thesis is to investigate the didactic
and formative aspects in four Canadian life cycles. The focus lies on Margaret Atwood’s
Moral Disorder, Alice Munro’s Lives of Girls and Women, Shyam Selvadurai’s Funny Boy and
Debbie Howlett’s We Could Stay Here All Night. All these life cycles follow the protagonist’s
transformation from child to young adult. Childhood narration, especially in the genre of the
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life cycle, is coined by fragmentation and time gaps. Within the life cycles, only the most
significant events are narrated as not every moment can be captured. Moreover, between the
individual stories time gaps appear, often visualizing major developments. Usually, one short
story covers one episode in the character’s life, either focusing on the relationship with other
characters, institutions, feelings, books or other factors of guidance which cause a severe
transformation or development of the protagonist. In order to analyze how the characters
are influenced, concepts concerning e psychological development as well as issues of
morality, values, gender, sex, and didactic and formative aspects that shape the character (not
the reader of the life cycle) will be defined. Through defining and analyzing these concepts as
well as factors of guidance, such as literature, family or institutions, it is possible to discuss
approaches to growing up in a critical manner and highlight how characters until the age of
about nineteen develop, acquire knowledge and find their place in society as represented in
representative Canadian texts” (Author). Available from http: //resolver.obvsg.at/urn: nbn:
at: at-ubg: 1-82516. (1 August 2016).
VIEIRA, Ana Paula Raspini. Goddess or Countertop Dancer: Mythological Female Figures in
Margaret Atwood’s Morning in the Burned House.” MA thesis. Universidade Federal de Santa
Catarina (Brazil), 2014. 78 pp. “Mythological figures are recurrent references in Margaret
Atwood’s writing, and they frequently appear in a revised way, questioning the canon,
classical mythology itself, and functioning as complex metaphors for contemporary society.
The present study analyzes, in light of feminist literary theory, the recurrence of three
mythological figures in Margaret Atwood’s poetry collection, Morning in the Burned House
(1995). The analysis aims at verifying if and how these poems can be taken as a self-reflexive
parody of the paradoxical condition of women in contemporary Western society” (Author).
Available from https: //repositorio.ufsc.br/xmlui/handle/123456789/123230. (1 August
2016).
Reviews of Atwood’s Books
The Stone Mattress: Nine Tales. London: Bloomsbury, 2014.
Arts & Book Review 5 September 2015 Section: Books: 26. By Marcus FIELD. (108 w.)
Excerpt: At 75, Margaret Atwood is as puckish as ever with these “nine wicked
tales....” Sex, death and gender wars are the timeless themes here, and women always
get the upper hand.
The Independent (London) 27 September 2015 Section: Features: 20. By Lesley McDOWELL.
(121 w.) Excerpt: Atwood exploits to the full our secret sense of Schadenfreude. It’s
a sense that might be said to indicate the worst about human beings, especially as
with these stories, she shows just how easily we fall into its clutches.
The Pioneer (India) 22 February 2015. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Ananya
BORGOHAIN. (875 w.) Excerpt: Prompted by postmodern impulses, readers can
expect to be pushed into a world of gory, dismembered limbs, vampires, revenge,
fantasy, romance, poetry, and even humour in its blackest form. Nevertheless, within
this multifarious thematic configuration, almost all of the characters seem to have
one thing in common: The human angle; they are all looking back at the past and
reminiscing. The nostalgic visions of the past are evocative and the present is a
landscape wherein all the lost versions of them have assembled to muse over what
has been left much behind. It is about coming to terms with the consequences of
choosing and not choosing, of loving and hurting, of believing and deceiving....
Atwood’s conveyance of fantasy in real settings—as has always been her forte—
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intellectually stimulates the readers and often leave them with the dilemma of
interpreting them. The stories are all at once humane, macabre and fabulist. Death is
a perpetual presence in the collection; it isn’t surprising that since it is Atwood’s
manifestation, traditional notions of closure are bound to be disrupted too.
In Other Worlds: Science Fiction and the Human Imagination. London: Virago, 2011.
Foundation 43.118 (Autumn 2014): 127-131. By Maureen SPELLER. Excerpt: Presumably
Atwood will continue to formulate explanations of her work that insist that certain
aspects of it are not, contrary to appearance, science fiction, and elements of the sf
community will continue to express anger and frustration at her apparent wilfulness.
The point is that try as she will, Atwood cannot control the reader’s response to her
writing, and for many commentators The Handmaid’s Tale, The Year of the Flood, Oryx
and Crake and MaddAddam are as much science fiction as they are utopian, ustopian,
or speculative fiction, or whatever else Atwood chooses to call them. In the end,
what they actually are has become almost less interesting than Atwood’s attempts to
tell us what they are not.
MaddAddam. London: Bloomsbury, 2013.
Transnational Literature 6.2 (May 2014): 30. By Caitlin ROPER. Excerpt: MaddAddam is
definitely not for everyone. Though a thoroughly enjoyable book, its subject differs
from that of Oryx and Crake and Year of the Flood rather drastically—rather than
serving as a cautionary tale against the abuse of science or religion, it is more
concerned with the day-to-day life of the survivors as they deal with mundane
matters. Though still a scientifically rich text abundant with social critique and
imagination, there is less interest in the current-day events of the books than in the
flashback scenes. MaddAddam does not work as a standalone book; however, as part
of the trilogy it is a wonderful conclusion to a chronologically complex and
emotionally diverse story of the follies and destruction of humanity, rich with a
scientifically accurate exploration of genetic engineering, the end of humanity, what
it means to be human and what happens when those definitions become blurred.
The Heart Goes Last. Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 2015. Also published: London: Bloomsbury;
New York: Nan A. Talese.
The Advertiser (Australia) 17 October 2015 Section: Lifestyle: 29. By Katherine ENGLAND.
(585 w.) Excerpt: Atwood’s tale apparently started out as a series of episodes on the
digital journalism platform Byliner, which may explain some of its idiosyncrasies. It
opens with an intriguing sociological premise, becomes a bit of a futuristic thriller
and spirals off into slapstick with electronic sex-robots and a romp of Elvis and
Marilyn Monroe impersonators. The entertainingly apposite epigraphs come from
Pygmlion and Galatea, “I Had Sex with Furniture” and A Midsummer Night’s Dream
and there are certainly echoes of the Dream, not least when the equivalent of Puck’s
potion causes someone to fall in besotted permanent love with a blue knitted teddy
bear.
The Age (Melbourne) 26 September 2015 Section: Books: 29. By Gretchen SHIRM. (851 w.)
Also in the Sydney Morning Herald 26 September 2015 Section: Books: 29. Excerpt:
The Handmaid’s Tale is compelling because of its tangible link to the world we
know—the handmaids used butter as moisturiser, slept in a gymnasium and the
sinister domination of women by other women made the world complex and real.
The links between the world of Consilience and our own aren’t as convincing: it
lacks any vivid description of the town or its inhabitants. Charmaine comments,
“everything is so spruced up ... like a town in a movie,” which equates to our
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experience of it and the effect is that the action plays out against a veneer. Atwood,
ever the mistress of the scintillating detail, hasn’t delivered the carefully crafted
language here for which she is lauded.... Like its protagonists, the novel ... wants for a
moral issue at its core. Instead the plot turns, compellingly enough, on whether Stan
and Charmaine will escape their indentured existence. In the last few pages of the
book, Charmaine wonders whether “If you do bad things for reasons you’ve been
told are good, does it make you a bad person?” It’s the type of question you would
expect a Margaret Atwood novel to delve into, but here it serves only to accentuate
an absence.
Arts & Book Review 26 September 2015 Section: Books: 22. By Hannah McGILL. (659 w.)
Also in The Independent 24 September 2015 Section: Books. Available from LexisNexis. Excerpt: Though it certainly envisages a less-than-ideal near future, this
Margaret Atwood is quite different in tone from her MaddAddam trilogy.... If those
books are deeply felt, intellectual visions of dystopia, this new word sees Atwood on
distinctly dime-store form.... Still, devotees of her more thoughtful work might find
the results unrewarding, while fans of mainstream comic writing may be dissatisfied
by the fact that there isn’t that much here that’s actually funny. While it certainly
passes the time—she’s too confident and spicy a writer not to keep you curious and
engaged—The Heart Goes Last ultimately falls between categories: it’s neither fun
enough to be throwaway entertainment, nor emotionally thorough or persuasive
enough to really engage or disturb.
Belfast Telegraph 24 October 2015 Section: Features: 27. By ANON. (443 w.) Excerpt: Much
of the book ... is ridiculous and very silly—robot prostitutes, Elvis-impersonator
gigolos, memory-manipulating neurosurgery and a staggeringly beautiful woman who
falls in love with a teddy bear are among the whirlwind of high-camp ideas and
characters that Atwood throws at us. But that’s not necessarily a bad thing. The
author is clearly having a lot of fun here, playing around with expectations and
conventions, cranking up the absurdity, riffing on comic themes, enjoying herself.
And enjoy it, you will.
Booklist 111.22 (1 August 2015): 28. By Donna SEAMAN. (301 w.) Excerpt: Atwood’s ribald
carnival of crazy deftly examines fear and the temptation to trade the confusion of
choice and freedom for security, whatever the cost. This laser-sharp, hilariously
campy, and swiftly flowing satire delves deeply into our desires, vices, biases, and
contradictions, bringing fresh, incisive comedy to the rising tide of postapocalyptic
fiction-including, most recently, The Subprimes (2015) and The Blondes (2015)—in
which Atwood has long been a clarion voice.
Buffalo News (New York) 11 October 2015 Section: CC: 99. By Karen BRADY. (1230 w.)
Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last literally and figuratively here, is a metaphor for the
vagaries of human nature, and a novel for our times. If it were not for its
disappointing denouement, the book could be touted as one destined to become a
classic early-21st century cautionary tale. But, toward its end, Atwood seems to lose
interest, hurrying the plot, rendering it slapstick and, even with the highest possible
suspension of disbelief, preposterous. How could this happen? The great Atwood
doesn’t falter. But perhaps The Heart Goes Last was with her too long and in too many
ways.
Cape Times (South Africa) 27 November 2015 Section: Life: 31. By Jennifer CROCKER.
(861 w.) Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has been at her prime for so many books, and
for so many years, that it would probably be presumptuous to say that The Heart Goes
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Last is her best book yet, but it is a fine contender for the position.
Christian Science Monitor 29 September 2015 Section: Books. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By
Steve DONOGHUE. (838 w.) Excerpt: World-building, the keystone of the science
fiction genre in which Atwood so regularly dabbles, is by any measure exceedingly
weak in The Heart Goes Last. Grinding universal poverty doesn’t seem to pose an
obstacle to Conor traveling those same hours and hours in order to show up at
Consilience, for instance, nor does it seem to be hurting the international exactreplica female sex aid market. The Positron Project seems to operate as a law unto
itself, but the law itself—and the government that presumably still imports oil and
sends around garbage trucks and keeps a national electricity grid operating—is
conveniently and inexplicably missing. The novel regularly gives the impression of
being a cobbled-together thing. No doubt this is partly because it was cobbled
together. Atwood originally posted segments of the Positron story in 2012 and 2013
for the website Byliner and has here assembled and continued those original
chapters. But the skill to mold a coherent novel out of periodical installments was a
Victorian speciality that has faded almost out of existence today, and Atwood and
her editors certainly aren’t doing much to revive it; almost every part of The Heart
Goes Last feels opportunistically and sometimes sloppily contrived. And the defects
extend even to the level of language, where Atwood usually satisfies: we learn that
“getting into the Positron Project won’t be a slam dunk,” for example, and about
Conor we’re told “his Off switch never worked too well.” At one point we’re told
“Charmaine is basking like a seal. Or like a whale. Or like a hippo. Like something
that basks, anyway.” These and dozens of other banalities combine with the novel’s
lazy pop culture references (you just know that Stan’s new name was chosen solely
so we could be given a “Where’s Waldo” reference, and sure enough, we’re given
one) and phoned-in raunchiness to produce one of the weakest Atwood novels in
years. The hypothetical at the center of the book—in tough economic times, would
you sacrifice your freedom for security?—is treated so shoddily and whimsically that
it dissipates almost completely, leaving only morons and sexbots.
Chronicle-Herald (Halifax) 12 October 2015 Section: D: 7. By Evelyn C. WHITE. (718 w.)
Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last is not likely to draw old-school proponents of straightahead storytelling to Atwood’s sizable camp. But those with a penchant for walking
on the wild side—in mind, body and spirit—will find provocativeness aplenty in the
author’s vision of a western world run amok with sex, greed and power.
Daily Mail (London) 18 September 2015. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Claire ALLFREE.
(189 w.) Excerpt: While [Atwood] has the knack of making a speculative dystopia
feel alarmingly like tomorrow’s reality, this whirligig, exhaustingly zany novel is more
madcap comedy than serious satire.
Daily Telegraph (London) 26 September 2015 Section: Review: 28-29. By Anthony
CUMMINS. (687 w.) Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last began life as an online serial and it
sometimes feels spun out. At the same time, the speed with which it moves doesn’t
leave much time to establish Stan and Charmaine as people Positron could snare:
Atwood relies heavily on the idea that we’re led by our groins to the point of losing
our wits. Overall it’s a strange fish: a sex comedy crossed with a stern satire on
predatory big business in the shape of a knockabout action romp. It’s a shame when
the last one wins.
Denver Post 27 September 2015 Section: Features: 8E. By Dave BURDICK. (624 w.) Excerpt:
In the past decade, Atwood has been laugh-out-loud hilarious and occasionally too
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giddily over the top, as in some moments of The Year of the Flood. Happily … the
combination of levity and gravity produce a fine, quick entry point to Atwood’s work
and a welcome return for those fans who didn’t keep up with the full MaddAddam
trilogy. There’s more sex than you’d expect, and it’s not particularly sexy. There’s a
villain who once did a thesis project on Paradise Lost. There are quick, dark turns,
often rationalized as being necessitated by the greater good. At its darkest, you
almost have to put the book down for a break. It’s not gore. There’s nothing
especially graphic. It’s skin crawling satire and doublespeak mastery. It’s too close to
some version of our shared truth for comfort.
Dominion Post (Wellington, New Zealand) 17 October Section: News: 27. Also in The Press
(Christchurch, New Zealand) 17 October 2015 Section: News: 28. By Anna
ROGERS. (483 w.) Excerpt: The adjectives used to describe Margaret Atwood often
start with an “s”—sharp, sly, sophisticated.... In this novel, she is often all of those
things, but not to the degree you might expect. The Heart Goes Last does not entirely
succeed.... There is potential aplenty here for something chilling and blackly
humorous, but the promising dystopian dynamic does not quite fire. Atwood seems
strangely uncertain of her direction, less adept, clever and subtle than usual. You
keep waiting for more, for some biting, even fear-provoking exploration of human
exploitation, and worse, and Nazi-like control in an economically shattered world.
What you get instead is an increasingly farcical and weird romp involving, among
other odd things, fake Elvises and Marilyns in Las Vegas. It frequently feels as
though Atwood is having a good time, giggling over her plot and her made- up
words, but it’s not as much fun, or as threatening, for the reader. There are glimpses
of what might have been, but that is all they mostly remain. The Heart Goes Last is
enjoyable enough, and as well written as you might expect, but not, finally, satisfying
or memorable. It is, of course, intended to be very different from her last book, the
superb Stone Mattress, and it doesn’t have to be another Handmaid’s Tale, but it’s hard
not to feel that an opportunity has been lost. To use another “s” word, the new
novel from one of the best writers of our time may even be a little superficial.
Express Online 18 September 2015. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Sophie DONNELLY.
(535 w.) Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last is the Canadian author’s first standalone novel
since the Booker Prize winning The Blind Assassin back in 2000. What started out as
four short stories has now been edited into one gripping read that acts as a warning
and social commentary on lives ruined by an economic downturn, the selfdestructive vanity of humans who will do anything to save their skins and the sex
industry that continues to flourish at the expense of its victims.
Globe and Mail (Toronto) 26 September 2015 Section: Books: R20. By Stacey May FOWLES.
(903 w.) Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last has a great deal of moving parts. In fact, there
are so many that when you’re in the midst of reading you’re unsure of where you
came from and thoroughly unsure of where you’re going. That’s not to say the book
is bloated. Quite the contrary—every tiny, bizarre piece is fundamental in making
sure the narrative hums swiftly along. The painstakingly intricate detail of the
universe Atwood has created is exactly what makes it not only believable, but deeply
witty and oddly beautiful.
The Guardian 23 September 2015 Section: Books. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By M. John
HARRISON. (1049 w.) Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last, originally written as an ebook
serial, is a jarring, rewardingly strange piece of work. At first a classic Atwood
dystopia, rationally imagined and developed, it relaxes suddenly into a kind of
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surrealist adventure. The satirical impulse foregrounds itself. Narrative drive ramps
up, but in the service of something less like a novel than a political cartoon, in which
raw inventiveness undercuts the very idea of story, revealing it to have been a fairly
flimsy disguise all along.
The Herald (Glasgow) 1 October 2015: 16. By Kate WHITING. (181 w). Excerpt: Atwood’s
latest novel lacks the sparkle, sophistication and ingenuity of its predecessors.... On
the plus side, the novel includes its fair share of witty social commentary. The writing
too is trademark Atwood: lucid, lyrical and blackly comic. The form is there, but the
heart—far from going last—seemed to be entirely missing.
Hull Daily Mail 3 October 2015 Section: News: 8-9. By ANON. (248 w.) Excerpt: Although
cast in the same mould as her more recent work—the dystopian trilogy that began
with Oryx and Crake—Atwood’s latest novel lacks the sparkle, sophistication and
ingenuity of its predecessors.
The Independent 25 September 2015 Section: FEATURES: 42. By Hannah McGILL. (432 w.)
Excerpt: Science fiction has an honourable tradition of disregarding distinctions
between high and low culture: its finest writers have been sold as pulp, its pulpiest
conceits have produced stunning literature, and its worst pulp merchants have
mistaken themselves not just for serious intellectuals but in certain cases for actual
gods. Quite possibly Atwood just liked the idea of turning out something risqué,
trashy and light. Still, devotees of her more thoughtful work might find the results
unrewarding, while fans of mainstream comic writing may be dissatisfied by the fact
that there isn’t that much here that’s actually funny.
The Independent 27 September 2015 Section: FEATURES: 18. By Doug JOHNSTONE. (781
w.) Excerpt: Towards the end Atwood addresses some neat ideas about how much
control we really want over our own actions and minds. Given the option to be
reprogrammed as contented and happy, should we take it? Or are we better off
sticking to who we are, faults and all? But between these glimmers of thoughtprovoking stuff there is quite a lot of nonsense. A plot to get information out of
Consilience and expose what the company is doing is a badly thrown-together romp,
with prostitute robots, Elvis and Marilyn impersonators and mind-altering laser
surgery. And I never fully bought the outlandish things that the people in charge of
Consilience were supposed to be doing. Not that people in power don’t abuse that
power to do awful things, but rather the jokey tone with which Atwood addressed
the matter tended to jar with the issues at hand. The plotting elements in the last act
also fall flat, with too much reliance on unbelievable coincidence, and the whole
thing is resolved far too easily after a somewhat laborious build up. All of which is a
shame, because the author’s central ideas are, as always with Atwood, fascinating.
What does it really mean to love someone? How much free will do we really have in
matters of the heart? What would we do for safety and security? I just wish The Heart
Goes Last tackled these ideas with more conviction.
Irish Independent 17 October 2015 Section: Review: 21. By Darragh McMANUS. (614 w.)
Excerpt: The Heart Goes Last, her 15th novel (there have been several collections of
poetry, essays and short fiction too) is Atwood’s funniest book of all. It’s also her
silliest and most ridiculous, the closest thing to pure genre entertainment she’s
written.
Irish Times 19 September 2015 Section: Weekend: 13. By Eileen BATTERSBY. (1211 w.)
Excerpt: [Atwood] has always possessed a subversive streak with a wily imagination
to match. It is not quite a happy ending, more of a temporary respite. As savvy as
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ever, she seems to be suggesting that communal delusion is the sole comfort in a
world now controlled by corporate rhetoric.
The Journal (Newcastle, UK) 10 October 2015 Section: Features: 51. By [Lucy LATC
HMORE]. (352 w.) Excerpt: Although cast in the same mould as her more recent
work—the dystopian trilogy that began with Oryx and Crake—Atwood’s latest novel
lacks the sparkle, sophistication and ingenuity of its predecessors.... On the plus side,
the novel includes its fair share of witty social commentary, with clever side-swipes at
the sex trade, trends towards social cleansing and the delusions of the positive
thinking movement. The writing too is trademark Atwood: lucid, lyrical and blackly
comic. The form is there, but the heart—far from going last—seems entirely
missing.
Literary Review of Canada 23.10 (December 2015): 19-20. By Shelley BOYD. (1561 w.)
Excerpt: Pulitzer Prize winning author Carol Shields once stated “that language that
carries weight in our culture is very often fuelled by a search for home, our rather
piteous human groping toward that metaphorical place where we can be most truly
ourselves.” Margaret Atwood taps into this fundamental desire for belonging and
refuge in her latest novel, The Heart Goes Last. This work of speculative fiction offers
both literal and figurative notions of what constitutes the ideal home in a world
plagued by economic ruin, uncertainty and an appetite for superficial pleasures....
Through Stan and Charmaine’s “piteous groping” to find shelter for their lonely
hearts, Atwood has crafted a powerful dystopian parable that exposes humanity’s
selfishness and short-sighted failings. Ultimately, The Heart Goes Last pushes readers
to contemplate the choices that they make and the limits that are imposed on their
choices by life circumstances, by others, and by pervasive ideologies that have
shaped their own perceptions. Home, in all its forms, requires careful scrutiny,
altruism and responsibility. In the end, we must be attentive to our heart’s desires but
also keep our most selfish impulses in check if the sought-after security and comfort
are to be realized and sustained. Only then, will we be truly connected as a society
that is “at home” with ourselves and with each other. Available from http:
//reviewcanada.ca/magazine/2015/12/prisoners-of-home/ (1 August 2016).
London Evening Standard 24 September 2015 Section: Features: 39. By Johanna THOMASCORR. (499w.) Excerpt: You never lose the eerie feeling that each feature of this
world could rematerialise in our own. It’s what makes her fiction the opposite of the
escapism of the geek genres. It’s the lack of an escape route that shapes the
predicaments of Atwood’s characters. That and an imagination without equal.
Metro (UK) 28 September 2015 Section: Features: 36. By Patricia NICOL. (241 w.) Excerpt:
The plot points don’t always stand up to scrutiny but it’s funny, clever and, as in all
of Atwood’s novels, underpinned by moral concerns about personal freedom.
Nature 527.7576 (5 November 2015): 37. By Barbara KISER. (106 w.) Excerpt: Doyenne of
speculative fiction, Margaret Atwood is on grimly hilarious form here as tour guide
to a macabre society given over to unregulated science, social cleansing, identity loss
and profiteering. She prods satirically at issues from industrial farming (headlesschicken production aimed at “meat growth efficiencies”) to sexbots, and even fits in
a subplot featuring a horde of Elvis impersonators.
New Statesman 144.5280 (18 September 2015): 67. By Randy BOYAGODA. (927 w.)
Excerpt: In the end—spoiler alert—Stan and Charmaine survive and help expose (if
not eradicate) assorted dehumanising evils. They find a more credibly stable life
beyond Consilience and the greater American badlands. Then, through a revelation
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wonderfully fraught with irony and moral profundity, Atwood leaves her characters
with a difficult choice. Charmaine and Stan can either continue to live out a clean,
happy life, even though its foundations have been proven to be false, or struggle
through a messy situation that is far more genuine—which is to say, far more
genuinely human.
New York Times 27 September 2015 Section: Book Review Desk: 10. By Matt JOHNSON.
(1015 w.) Excerpt: What keeps The Heart Goes Last fresh, as with the rest of
Atwood’s recent work, is that while it revisits earlier themes of her oeuvre, it never
replicates. Rather, it reads like an exploration continued, with new surprises, both
narratively and thematically, to be discovered. Often an author has a cluster of
ideas, either on the world or the art of literature itself. Once those views are largely
disseminated, the writer can artistically become a balloon deflated, or worse, a song
on loop, repeating with diminishing returns. The latter fate is a particular pitfall of
writers like Atwood, who have significantly changed the way we look at literature
itself, redundancy being a side effect of having one’s rebellion become the regime.
Margaret Atwood, though, has become something nearly as fantastical as one of her
storytelling subjects: a living legend who continues to remain fresh and innovative on
the page.
New York Times 30 September 2015 Section: C: 1. By Sarah LYALL. (127 w.) Excerpt: It’s
hard to pinpoint exactly when it happens. Is it the moment Stan disguises himself as
a sex robot, escapes from the prison-cum-organ-trafficking-center where he’s spent
much of the novel and becomes an Elvis impersonator in Las Vegas? Or the one
when Jocelyn, having engineered a devastating affair between her husband and Stan’s
wife, undercuts chapters of wrenching emotion by exclaiming: ‘‘Never mind whose
wife is whose. We can’t waste time on the sexual spaghetti?’’ In any case, at some
point, Margaret Atwood’s new novel, The Heart Goes Last, loses control of itself.
Ms. Atwood began the story in serial form for the online website Byliner, and that
might explain its unexpectedly uneven tone. The book announces itself at first as an
alarmist tale from the near future, a familiar Atwood scenario. The world is falling to
pieces, and a sinister institution with its own chilling logic rises to fill the vacuum.
But then a narrative that has been taut, dread-inducing and psychologically tense
careers off the road, skids into the woods, hits its head, loses its memory and
emerges as a strange quasi-sex romp concerned almost exclusively with erotic power,
kinky impulses and the perversity of desire.
New Yorker 12 October 2015 Section: Briefly Noted: 103. By Elisabeth DENISON. (118 w.)
Excerpt: Atwood’s narrative sometimes seems overstuffed, but the novel affords an
arresting perspective on the confluence of information, freedom, and security in the
modern age.
O, The Oprah Magazine 16.10 (October 2015): 110. By Karen Joy FOWLER. (344 w.)
Excerpt: It turns out this is a screwball comedy disguised as science fiction, more
biting romp than cautionary tale. The technology is near-future; an exception is brain
surgery capable of turning a human into a sex bot. The satire, almost invisible in the
serious early pages, ripens as the story continues, giving Atwood the opportunity to
let her unparalleled imagination unfurl.
The Observer 7 September 2015 Section: Books. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Stephanie
MERRITT. (665 w.) Excerpt: It’s gloriously madcap, though the heightened comic
tone keeps the reader at one remove from her characters, whom we only ever know
by their first names. There are poignant moments, but if the level of emotional
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engagement feels more superficial here, Atwood compensates with pace and comic
timing; you only pause in your laughter when you realise that, in its constituent parts,
the world she depicts here is all too horribly plausible.
Open Magazine 23 October 2015. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Charmy
HARIKRISHNAN. (784 w.) Excerpt: There are actually three bewildering turns to
this book: from the shadowlands of Consilience to the campy comedy of Stan’s
escape and then a parable-like ending that is meant to put these disparate parts
together. It makes you do a double take and leaves you with a lopsided smile-because
it says if you are not in someone else’s prison, then you could be the prisoner of your
own mind. That kind of lopsided smile, sadly, is what stale Paulo Coelho once used
to write an entire book for, not brilliant Margaret Atwood.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 20 September 2015 Section: Arts and Entertainment: D5. By Susan
BALEE. (685 w.) Excerpt: Ms. Atwood intends to skewer North American culture
south of the Canadian border, but nothing she can invent comes close to the
nuttiness of our current reality. Read the other sections of this newspaper, and you’ll
know what I mean!
Pittsburgh Tribune Review 19 October 2015. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Rob MERRILL.
(366 w.) Excerpt: “If you do bad things for reasons you’ve been told are good, does
it make you a bad person?” That’s the question on the mind of Margaret Atwood’s
heroine near the end of The Heart Goes Last ... The science fiction that generates the
question is worth the quick read.
Publishers Weekly 262.26 (29 June 2015): 42. By ANON. (196 w.) Excerpt: Atwood is fond of
intricate plot work, and the novel takes a long time to set up the action, but once it
hits the last third, it gains an unstoppable momentum. The novel is full of sly
moments of peripeteia and lots of sex, which play alongside larger ideas about the
hidden monsters lurking in facile totalitarianism, and, as implied by the title, the
ability of the heart to keep fighting despite long odds.
St. Louis Post-Dispatch (Missouri) 27 September 2015 Section: A&E: D7. By Nancy
CAMBRIA. 720 w.) Excerpt: Aren’t we all in some ways falling from paradise,
grasping to our subdivision amid a recession that has cast off millions? Is marriage a
mere amoral convenience for maintaining comfort among the financial ruins? These
are big questions within the messy plot. Atwood ties them up perhaps too succinctly
with a potential gift of insight for our perpetually clueless Charmaine and Stan. It’s a
novel twist that elevates the book into another Atwood classic.
Scotland on Sunday 29 September 2015. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Stuart KELLY. (920
w.) Excerpt: While her previous trilogy—Oryx and Crake, The Year of the Flood and
Maddaddam was earnest to the point of polemic, this is just sheer fun, with a sharp
edge.
Scottish Express 18 September 2015 Section: Features; Review: 32-33. By Charlotte
HEATHCOTE. (481 w.) Excerpt: She is the undisputed queen of dystopian fiction
and Margaret Atwood’s latest offering is as deliciously disturbing as her dedicated fan
base could hope for.... While some aspects of The Heart Goes Last are more jovial
than Atwood’s previous works the overall message is just as serious by acting as a
warning of the world that could be waiting for us in the near future.
The Spectator 329.9760 (19 September 2015): 47. By Naomi ALDERMAN. (589 w.) Excerpt:
There’s seriousness here if you want it. Atwood dissects the resentments of marriage,
the debt crisis and its aftermath, the possibilities of a mechanised robot future. She’s
cutting on the pretensions of corporate writing: the sexbots are called Possibilibots;
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the old people’s home is Ruby Slippers. And she writes with a light touch on the
darkest of subjects: among those globally-shipped sexbots are “kiddybots.” Atwood
treats this inevitability in her imagined world with the discussion it deserves. But if
this were a Shakespeare play, it’d be a comedy not a tragedy. A happy ending is
guaranteed, and while we’re waiting for it, we can enjoy a writer at the height of her
powers cutting loose and having some fun.
Star Tribune (Minneapolis, MN) 27 September 2015 Section: Variety: 8E. By Ellen AKINS.
(613 w.) Excerpt: Nothing so surprising there—which is, after all, what Margaret
Atwood does best: Take what’s happening all around us and put it on the slippery
slope of fantastic fiction. But in the middle of it all is a human story in fairy-tale
form: sweet little Charmaine, who wants to be good, wants to want only Stan, and
good old doofusy Stan, who wants her to be bad, but only for him. Of course they
get mixed up with others with less pure motives and hearts—and by the time they
get to the unreality of Vegas they’ve been through so many permutations of mistaken
identity, misdirected romance, fake deaths and misuses of power that the wrecked
world they once fled has receded into a realm of make-believe. And we’re left with
what’s always been Margaret Atwood’s subject: need vs. want, compulsion vs.
freedom: Which would you choose, or would you just rather not?
Sunday Business Post (Ireland) 27 September 2015. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By ANON.
(623 w.) Excerpt: Similar in style to the Virginian author Nell Zink’s debut The
Wallcreeper, another issue-driven farce, the humour in The Heart Goes Last is not as
sharp or innovative as that novel. Stan and Charmaine are more ciphers than
characters, and we care little about them as a result. It’s been 15 years since Atwood’s
last stand-alone novel, the Booker-winning The Blind Assassin, and the gulf between
the two books is immense. This is a surface visit to a world of mistrust, where issues
are the only hero.
Sunday Express Online 27 September 2015 Section: Magazine-Features: 56-57. By Sarah
FRANKLIN. (402 w.) Excerpt: Darkly funny and tremendously thought-provoking,
it is a joy to read.
Sunday Telegraph (London) 27 September 2015 Section: Living Features: 8-9. By Anthony
CUMMINS. (60 w.) Excerpt: Atwood’s latest dystopian novel began life as an online
serial, and sometimes it feels awkwardly spun out. The speed with which it moves
doesn’t leave much time to establish Stan and Charmaine, the hapless couple left
destitute and vagrant by the financial crash, as believable people. Having wavered
between sex comedy and satire, the novel becomes an odd action romp.
Sunday Times (London) 20 September 2015 Section: Culture/Features: 39. By Christina
PATTERSON. (635 w.) Excerpt: It is, as always, brilliantly done, as gripping as it is
chilling. It is also extremely funny. It is hard to think of many writers who could
incorporate a partial reworking of A Midsummer Night’s Dream in a narrative strand
that involves sexbots, blue teddy bears and a lookalike Elvis who wets his pants. It is
hard to think, too, of many writers who could explore such deadly serious themes—
the struggle between freedom and security, the excesses of capitalism, the erosion of
privacy—with such extraordinary lightness of touch. But this is Margaret Atwood.
She has a brain the size of a (dystopian) planet. And her prose sings.
The Times (London)19 September 2015 Section: Saturday Review: 17. By John
SUTHERLAND. (671 w.) Excerpt: What, one wonders, has the planet done that so
infuriates its leading woman novelist? She visited biological and post-nuclear doom
on us in The Handmaid’s Tale, while her grandest project, the trilogy beginning with
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Oryx and Crake, envisioned worse than the ten plagues of Egypt. And it’s apocalypse
again with The Heart Goes Last. There are admirers who yearn, nostalgically, for that
earlier Atwood who pondered such issues as “why is there such a wide readership for
books that essentially say ‘Your husband is trying to kill you?’ “She now has larger
things on her mind than male violence.... What distinguishes Atwood’s
apocalypticism is her insistence that ... it’s not meteor strikes, or aliens that destroy
our world. It’s us. The great 2008 meltdown, and the globalised misery it brought to
ordinary decent hardworking people, didn’t have to happen. Is it reversible? The
novel ends enigmatically. The Heart Goes Last is a novel to think about carefully, even
if you’re tempted to hurl it against a wall. I loved it.
The Times (South Africa) 10 November 2015 Section: Human Interest. Available from LexisNexis. By Andrea NAGEL. (628 w.) Excerpt: While Atwood swings the pendulum
between power and subservience, liberty and totalitarian excess, sexual control and
submission, the plot unravels in unnecessarily silly flourishes as if she were having
too much fun and forgot herself. The book races to its conclusion with snappy
demonic and absurd satire, but the fact that none of the characters is likable in the
least makes it difficult to empathise with any of them and thus be drawn into the
plot.
Times & Transcript (New Brunswick) 30 September 2015 Section: Features: C1. By ANON.
(369 w.) Excerpt: “If you do bad things for reasons you’ve been told are good, does
it make you a bad person?” That’s the question on the mind of Margaret Atwood’s
heroine near the end of The Heart Goes Last. The science fiction that generates the
question is worth the quick read.
Toronto Life 49.9 (September 2015): 98. By Rachel HEINRICHS. (994 w.) Excerpt: Margaret
Atwood’s new novel is a prickly marriage plot disguised as a campy dystopian thriller.
It’s also her most blistering social critique since The Handmaid’s Tale.
Toronto Star 27 September 2015 Section: Book: IN5. By Robert COLLISON. (515 w.)
Excerpt: In this Harperesque era of recession, repression (as in Bill C-51) and crimebusting prison-building, Margaret Atwood has written a stunningly timely novel. To
employ the homespun phrase favoured by Win, the aunt of Charmaine, one of the
book’s central characters, The Heart Goes Last is “a rip-roaringly good yarn.” When
Canada’s leading literary diva is firing on all cylinders, she’s hard to put down, and in
this new “novel of ideas”—a literary genre at which she excels—Atwood has
demonstrated, yet again, that she is in a class of her own in the creation of a parallel
universe that is both chilling, thought-provoking and hilariously funny all at once.
Valley Vanguard (Saginaw Valley State University) Section: News: 1. By Tori PHELPS. (491
w.)Excerpt: The problem with The Heart Goes Last is not a matter of enjoyment....
The heart of the novel goes before Atwood is finished, yet she keeps working at it
anyway, hoping a frenzy of shocks will keep it alive until the end. In truth, the story
flat-lines before Atwood is willing to wrap it up.
Washington Post 23 September 2015 Section: Style: C01. By Ron CHARLES. (1140 w.)
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood has long been a wry, incisive prophet. From The
Handmaid’s Tale to her Oryx and Crake trilogy, she’s exposed our current ills by
peering down the path and discerning perils fast approaching. In that time-traveling
mode, I’ve just returned from next Tuesday and can report that her upcoming novel
is a silly mess. Several chapters of The Heart Goes Last appeared a few years ago in
serial form on Byliner under the title Positron. At the time, Atwood told NPR that she
was inspired by the serial productions of 19th-century novelists such as Charles
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Dickens. “The closest analogy is probably TV sitcoms,” she said. There’s some truth
in advertising there, which should have tempered readers’ expectations, but The Heart
Goes Last was highlighted as one of the fall’s most anticipated books. Updated with
that plaintive title, an ominous cover image and the publisher’s absurd puffery about
its brilliance, this novel seems genetically engineered to trick buyers into taking it
seriously.... Some disasters can’t be avoided. This one can be.
Vancouver Sun 3 October 2015 Section: Weekend Review: H6. By Joseph GRUBISIC. (733
w.) Excerpt: Stan and Charmaine elicit little (Charmaine) to no (Stan) sympathy. Two
self-serving, foolish, and facile jerks stand at the heart of Heart. The comedy ridicules
them; it’s at their expense. And because their unappetizing characteristics encourage
onlookers to grow indifferent to their antics and dilemmas, their fates—good, bad,
or more of the same—matter not in the least. Dystopian tales rely on readers caring
or identifying with about the oppressed and victimized. If that’s taken away, so is the
tale’s power to move, provoke, and command attention.
On Writers and Writing. London: Virago, 2014. Originally published in 2002. Also called Negotiating
with the Dead: A Writer on Writing.
The Independent 7 January 2015: 40. By Stevie DAVIES. (426 w.) Excerpt: As one of
literature’s luminaries, surely Margaret Atwood possesses a magical secret we can
truffle out? On Writers and Writing, a collection of six essays, is a reprint of Negotiating
with the Dead (2003), which began as the Empson Lectures of 2000. It’s an absorbing
book, which you read with pleasure and benefit, although afterwards you wonder
what precisely you’ve learned.
The Independent 25 January 2015 Section: Features: 20. By David EVANS. (172 w.) Excerpt:
Atwood starts more arguments than she finishes, and answers fewer questions than
she poses. But that’s what makes this book so fascinating.
Irish Examiner.com 10 January 2015 Section: Supplements. Available from Lexis-Nexis. By Val
NOLAN. (972 w.) Excerpt: Who do you think you are? Margaret Atwood asks early
in this volume. It is a question which frames On Writers and Writing as a challenge to
both creators and consumers of literature. Within its pages, Atwood dares authors
and audiences to rethink their self-constructed identities and their position in relation
to the rest of humanity. As such, this collection of essays serves as a witty and
cerebral exploration of creative possibilities rather than a text of a dourly didactic
nature.
The Times (London) 10 January 2015 Section: Review: Features: 13. By Iain FINLAYSON.
(147 w.) Excerpt: A writer is a roleplayer, both to her readers and herself, she says; a
duplicitous doppelganger, a self-dedicated priestess of the imagination, a literary gobetween. In this book that asks more questions than answers them, she wears the
literary motley like a seasoned trouper.
The Penelopiad. London: Faber & Faber, 2007. (As performed by Ohio University 21-14 October
2015 at 8 p.m. in the Forum Theater in the Radio-Television Building.)
The Post (Ohio University) 13 October 2015 Section: News: 1. By Grace HILL. (614 w.)
Excerpt: Margaret Atwood said of The Penelopiad that the play is an echo of an echo
of an echo. Keeping in this vein, David Haugen said he embarked on the production
of Ohio University’s second mainstage production with no strong original image, but
with the goal of creating a collaborative environment in which his designers and
actresses could explore their crafts. “In the tradition of myth and storytelling, things
get changed,” Haugen, the director of the play, said. ... One of the things (Atwood)
likes to do is give women a voice,” Haugen, associate professor of performance,
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said.... In keeping with the female perspective, Haugen chose an all-female cast.
Reviews of Books on Atwood
ROUSSELOT, Elodie. Re-Writing Women into Canadian History Margaret Atwood and Anne Hébert.
Quebec: L’Instant même, 2013.
Les Cahiers Anne Hébert 14 (2015): 157-158. By Patricia GODBOUT. Excerpt: Dans
l’ensemble, Elodie Rousselot montre bien, dans cet ouvrage comment ces écrivaines
s’y prennent pour réinsérer les femmes dans l’histoire canadienne.... Toutefois, on
aurait souhaité que la conclusion du livre, un peu schématique, tisse plus de liens
entre les oeuvres étudiées, lesquelles sont, la plupart du temps, simplement
juxtaposées dans la perspective retenue.
SHECKELS, Theodore F. The Political in Margaret Atwood’s Fiction: The Writing on the Wall of the Tent.
Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate, 2012.
Notes and Queries 62.2 (2015): 344-325. By Courtney TRAUB. Excerpt: A monograph
considering Margaret Atwood as a politically engaged writer is long overdue. While
numerous studies have offered feminist, ecocritical, and even postcolonial readings
of the Canadian author’s fictional oeuvre, these have largely neglected to treat her
work as ‘political’ in any broader or more ‘intersectional’ sense.... Sheckels suggests
that Atwood’s fiction might universally be understood as ‘political,’ if we only allow a
broader understanding of the term. Yet liberal application of the term also proves
problematic. ‘Political’ is inconsistently denoted throughout the study… Sheckels
uses it in a narrow sense to refer to external institutions; elsewhere he uses it almost
interchangeably with ‘power.’ The study’s title might have incorporated the term
‘power’ to better reflect its interest in complex power relations and their overlapping
contours. Also absent is a discussion of the problem of history: If Atwood’s political
thought seems inextricable from her understanding the novel as a form necessarily
engaging the problem of history, Sheckels’ study largely overlooks that question.
Suffering from numerous small copy errors and awkward grammatical constructions,
the study is also occasionally weakened by over-generalizations and vague
terminology. Sheckels suggests, for example, that Atwood might be considered a
postmodern writer, but attributes ‘postmodernism’ to the sole, itself vague, attribute
of narrative ‘contingency.’ Finally, the study would benefit from a more extensive
and in-depth literature review. If this monograph offers a useful starting point for
more broadly considering Atwood’s treatment of the political, it at times lacks
conceptual precision and rigour.
YORK, Lorraine. Margaret Atwood and the Labour of Literary Celebrity. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 2013.
Canadian Journal of Communication 40.2 (2015): 360-362. By Julie RAK. Excerpt: The strength
of Margaret Atwood and the Labour of Literary Celebrity, and what makes it a fascinating
and pleasurable read, is its depth of detail about Atwood as a case study. It is no easy
feat, York shows, to be critically acclaimed, a bestselling author, and an international
success who is also an excellent businesswoman and, sometimes, an activist and
public figure.
University of Toronto Quarterly 84.3 (Summer 2015): 270-271. By Renée HULAN. Excerpt:
York’s original archival research is well grounded in the growing body of scholarship
on literary production, interleaved with critical analysis of Atwood’s published essays,
lectures, and fiction. In novels such as Cat’s Eye and The Blind Assassin, and prose
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such as Negotiating with the Dead, Atwood’s writing, according to York, accomplishes
“the important cultural work of placing the labour and industry of writing into
representation.’’ In these various ways, Atwood crafts a career as a woman of letters,
and York shows readers how.
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